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УДК 581.132
В сборнике публикуются тезисы докладов, представленных на Международной
конференции «Фотосинтез в пост-геномную эру. Структура и функции
фотосистем». Конференция организована в честь выдающегося исследователя
фотосинтеза проф. Дж. Барбера (Великобритания) и приурочена к 40-летию
Пущинского научного центра и Института фундаментальных проблем биологии
(ранее Института фотосинтеза) РАН. На конференции обсуждаются как
экспериментальные, так и теоретические работы, по своей тематике
охватывающие широкий круг вопросов, от первичных процессов переноса
энергии и электронов до физиологических аспектов фотосинтеза. Значительное
внимание уделяется обсуждению механизмов окисления воды, структурной
организации фотосинтеза, а также исследованиям процессов выделения
фототрофами молекулярного водорода.
Сборник представляет интерес для широкого круга специалистов, занимающихся
изучением фотосинтеза и других затронутых на конференции проблем.

Ответственный редактор:

д.ф.-м.н. И.И. Проскуряков

Ответственный за выпуск:

к.б.н. Е.А. Павлова
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FOREWORD
It is our great pleasure to welcome a large number of participants in Pushchino at the
International Meeting in honor of Professor James Barber, FRS: “PHOTOSYNTHESIS
IN THE POST-GENOMIC ERA: Structure and Function of Photosystems”, August 2026, 2006.
The Meeting covers broad areas of photosynthesis which have been addressed by
Professor Jim Barber during his fruitful career. The Meeting is aimed both at reviewing
the present and future scope of these areas of research in photosynthesis. The Meeting
is also a great opportunity to celebrate Prof. J. Barber`s retirement in August 2007. Prof.
Barber is a renowned scientist who has made numerous significant and outstanding
contributions in the field of photosynthesis and in particular to our understanding of
Photosystem II through his structural studies. Prof. Barber’s uniqueness resides in his
capability in recognizing physiological problems at an organism level and in dissecting
these problems stepwise down to the molecular level. His scientific contributions have
always kept pace with the most recent research trends in photosynthesis and he
continues to work at the cutting edge of this subject.
His more than 300 papers in refereed journals and his many other publications, reviews
and books are a true reflection of Prof. Barber’s enormous scientific contribution and
enthusiasm for his subject. He has played a key role in global dissemination of research
through collaborations with scientists all over the world. He has received many awards
including the Honorary Doctorate of Stockholm University in 1992, the Flintoff Medal
of the Royal Society of Chemistry in 2002, the Italgas Prize for energy research in 2005
and the Novartis Medal and Prize of the Biochemical Society this year. He was elected
into Academia Europaea in 1989, as a Foreign Member of the Royal Swedish Academy
of Sciences in 2002 and to the Fellowship of the Royal Society (FRS) in 2005.
We sincerely hope this meeting will be enjoyable, fruitful, and memorable for all
participants. We wish to express our cordial salutations to all of you.
Suleyman I. Allakhverdiev (Co-ordinator)
Vladimir A. Shuvalov (Chairman)
Vyacheslav V. Klimov (Co-chairman)
Institute of Basic Biological Problems,
Russian Academy of Sciences,
Pushchino, Moscow Region, Russia

August 20, 2006
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Professor Jim Barber, FRS (recent picture)
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List of Sections:
S1. Structure and Function of Photosystem II and I
S2. Water Oxidation Mechanism
S3. Structure and Function of Photosystem II Types Reaction
Center
S4. Photosynthetic Adaptation and Acclimation. Photosystem
II and I under Environmental Stress
S5. Bicarbonate and Carbonic Anhydrase in Photosystem II
S6. Genomics and Molecular Biology Applied to Photosystems
S7. Protein-Lipid Interaction in Photosystems
S8. Chlororespiratory Pathways
S9. Proteomics Approach for Elucidation of Protein Networks
in Photosystems
S10. Artificial Photosynthesis. Theoretical Studies of
Photosystems. (Quantum Mechanical Studies of Water
Splitting)
S11. Connection of Photosynthesis and Hydrogen Production
S12. New Techniques for Studying Photosystems
S13. Photosystem II proteins
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PROGRAMME
OF THE MEETING
TALKS
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SUNDAY
August 20, 2006
16 : 00 – 22 : 00 Registration and Poster set-up at the Institute of Basic Biological
Problems
19 : 30 – 20 : 00 Introduction (Opening Ceremony)
Vladimir Shuvalov (Chairman; Russia)
Vyacheslav Klimov (Co-chairman; Russia)
Suleyman Allakhverdiev (Co-ordinator; Russia)

20 : 00 – 22 : 00 Welcome Party
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MONDAY
August 21, 2006
7 : 45 – 8 : 30 Breakfast

Special Lectures:
Chairpersons:

Kimiyuki Satoh (Japan)
Vladimir Shuvalov (Russia)

8 : 30 – 9 : 00 (30 min) Govindjee
(Department of Plant Biology, University of Illinois, USA)
“Bicarbonate in Photosystem II: From Otto Warburg to Jim Barber”
9 : 00 – 9 : 30 (30 min) Werner Kuehlbrandt
(Department of Structural Biology, Max Planck Institute of Biophysics,
Frankfurt am Main, Germany)
“Structure and mechanisms of the plant light-harvesting complex, LHC-II”
9 : 30 – 10 : 00 (30 min) James Barber
(Department of Biological Sciences, Imperial College, London, UK)
"Climbing the PSII Mountain"
10 : 00 – 10 : 20 (20 min) Joanna Kargul
(Department of Biological Sciences, Imperial College, London, UK)
"Crystallization of PSII with Strontium Replacing Calcium in the OEC"
10 : 20 -10 : 40 (20 min) Break
Chairpersons:

Tony Larkum (Australia)
Andrey Rubin (Russia)

10 : 40 – 11 : 10 (30 min) Eva-Mari Aro
(University of Turku, Finland)
“Multiple NDH-1 Complexes in Cyanobacteria”
11 : 10 – 11 : 40 (30 min) Norio Murata
(National Institute for Basic Biology, Okazaki, Japan)
“A New Paradigm for Photodamage and Repair in Photoinhibition of
Photosystem II”
11 : 40 – 12 : 10 (30 min) William Armstrong
(Department of Chemistry, Boston College, USA)
“Synthetic Manganese Cluster Complexes of Relevance to Photosystem II“
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12 : 10 – 12 : 40 (30 min) Per Gardestrom
(Department of Plant Physiology, Umea University, Sweden)
“Mitochondrial Contribution to Photosynthetic Metabolism”
13 : 00 – 14 : 00 Lunch

Continuation of the Special Lectures
Chairpersons:

Norio Murata (Japan)
Eva-Mari Aro (Finland)

14 : 00 – 14 : 30 (30 min) Vladimir Shuvalov
(Institute of Basic Biological Problems, RAS, Pushchino, Russia)
“Electron and Nuclear Dynamics in Many-Electron Atoms and Molecules
Including Pigment-Protein Complexes”
14 : 30 – 15 : 00 (30 min) Miwa Sugiura
(Osaka Prefecture University, Osaka, Japan)
“Characterization of Active Photosystem II Mutants from
Thermosynechococcus elongatus”
15 : 00 – 15 : 30 (30 min) William Rutherford
(Service de Bioénergétique, CEA Saclay, France)
“Low Temperature Electron Transfer in Photosystem II”
15 : 30 – 16 : 00 (30 min) Wolfgang Junge
(University of Osnabrück, Osnabrück, Germany)
“Intermediates of the Four-Stepped Oxidation of Water to Yield Dioxygen”
16 : 00 – 16 : 20 (20 min) Break
Chairpersons:

Natan Nelson (Israil)
George Papageorgiou (Greece)

16 : 20 – 16 : 50 (30 min) Gernot Renger
(Institute of Chemistry, Technical University, Berlin, Germany)
“Reaction Pattern of Oxidative Water Cleavage in Photosynthesis”
16 : 50 – 17 : 20 (30 min) John Golbeck
(Pennsylvania State University, USA)
“The Identification of FX in the Heliobacterial Reaction Center as a [4Fe-4S]
Cluster with a Ground Spin State of S = 3/2”
17 : 20 – 17 : 50 (30 min) Nathan Nelson
(Tel Aviv University, Tel Aviv, Israel)
“The Structure of Plant PSI – A Naive Look at the Unbearable Complexity of
Life”
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Session: Structure and Function of Photosystems II and I (S1)
Chairpersons:

James Barber (UK)
Werner Kuehlbrandt (Germany)

17 : 50 –18 : 20 (30 min) Jan Kern
(Max Volmer Laboratorium, TU Berlin, Berlin, Germany)
“Cyanobacterial Photosystem II at 3.0 A Resolution”
18 : 20 – 18 : 40 (20 min) Takumi Noguchi
(Institute of Materials Science, University of Tsukuba, Tsukuba, Japan)
“FTIR Studies on the Molecular Mechanisms of Redox Cofactors in
Photosystem II”
18 : 40 – 19 : 00 (20 min) Ivan Proskuryakov
(Institute of Basic Biological Problems, RAS, Pushchino, Russia)
“On the Mechanism of Photoinduced Electron Transfer in Photosystem II
Reaction Centers”
19 : 00 – 20 : 00 Dinner
20 :00 – 21 : 30 Poster viewing/discussion: Session S1
Chairpersons:
H. Dau (Germany); W. Rutherford (France); G.M. Giacometti (Italy); U. Pick
(Israel); M. Kusunoki (Japan)
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TUESDAY
August 22, 2006
7 : 45 – 8 : 30 Breakfast

Session : Bicarbonate and Carbonic Anhydrase in Photosystem II (S5)
Chairpersons:

Govindjee (USA)
Goran Samuelsson (Sweden)

8 : 30 – 9 : 00 (30 min) Vyacheslav Klimov
(Institute of Basic Biological Problems, RAS, Pushchino, Russia)
“Bicarbonate requirement for the water-oxidizing complex of photosystem II”
9: 00 – 9 : 20 (20 min) Alan Stemler
(Section of Plant Biology, University of California-Davis, USA)
“Comparison of the Extrinsic and Intrinsic PSII Carbonic Anhydrase
Activities”
9 : 20 – 9 : 40 (20 min) Paul Castelfranco
(University of California-Davis, USA)
“The Peroxydicarbonic Acid Cycle in Photosynthetic Oxygen Evolution: A
New Model From an Old Hypothesis”
9 : 40 – 10 : 00 (20 min) Coffee break
Chairpersons:

Alan Stemler (USA)
Boris Ivanov (Russia)

10 : 00 – 10 : 30 (30 min) Goran Samuelsson
(Department of Plant Physiology, Umea University, Sweden)
“The Role of Cah3 in the Oxygen Evolving Mechanism”
10 : 30 – 10 : 50 (20 min) Natalia Pronina
(Institute of Plant Physiology, RAS, Moscow, Russia)
“Interaction of Carbon Dioxide Concentrating and Oxygen Evolving
Systems in Cyanobacterial and Microalgal Cells”
10 : 50 – 11 : 10 (20 min) Iain McConnell
(Research School of Biological Sciences, The Australian National University,
Canberra, Australia)
“A Quantitative Assessment of the Photosystem II-Associated Carbonic
Anhydrase Activity”
11 : 10 – 11 : 30 (20 min) Elena Zolotareva
(Institute of Botany, Kiev, Ukraine)
“Light-Dependent Carbon Dioxide Uptake by Isolated (class II) Chloroplasts”
11 : 30 – 11 : 50 (20 min) Break
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Session: Connection of Photosynthesis and Hydrogen Production (S11)
Chairpersons:

Laurent Cournac (France)
Jun Miyake (Japan)
Anatoly Tsygankov (Russia)

11 : 50 – 12 : 20 (30 min) Olaf Kruse
(University of Bielefeld, Germany)
“Solar Bio-H2 from Green Algae: A Future Energy Source?”
12 : 20 – 12 : 40 (20 min) Hidehiro Sakurai
(Department of Biology, Waseda University, Tokyo, Japan)
“Genetic Engineering of Cyanobacteria toward Improvement of
Photobiological Hydrogen Production Activity –Present Status Research and
Potential”
12 : 40 – 13 : 00 (20 min) Vladimir Boichenko
(Institute of Basic Biological Problems, Pushchino, Russia)
“Assembly of Photosystems I and II and the Development of H2 and O2
Photoevolution in a Greening Mutant of Chlorella kesslery”
13 : 00 – 14 : 00 Lunch
14 : 00 – 14 : 20 (20 min) Jun Miyake
(University of Tokyo/AIST, Kashiwa, Japan)
“Biohydrogen Production by Semi-Artificial System”
14 : 20 – 14 : 40 (20 min) Anatoly Tsygankov
(Institute of Basic Biological Problems, Pushchino, Russia)
“Has Photosynthetic Hydrogen Production a Practical Importance?”

Session: Structure and Function of Photosystem II Types Reaction
Center (S3)
Chairpersons:

Ernst-Walter Knapp (Germany)
Javier De Las Rivas (Spain)

14 : 40 – 15 : 10 (30 min) Tony Larkum
(School of Biological Sciences, University of Sydney, Australia)
“The Rediscovery of Chlorophyll “d” and its Role in Light-Harvesting and
Photochemical Conversion”
15 : 10 – 15 : 30 (20 min) Alison Telfer
(Department of Biological Sciences, Imperial College London, UK)
“Role of Chlorophyll “d” in the Primary Photochemical Reactions of
Acaryochloris marina”
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15 : 30 – 15 : 50 (20 min) Vladimir Paschenko
(Moscow State University, Russia)
“Energy Transfer in the Reaction Centers of Rb. sphaeroides and B. viridis
under Femtosecond Excitation in Qx Absorption Band of Bacteriochlorophyll”
15 : 50 – 16 : 10 (20 min) Ernst-Walter Knapp
(Free University of Berlin, Germany)
“Energetics of Electron Transfer in Photosynthetic Reaction Centers of
Bacteria and Plants: Similarities and Differences”
16 : 10 – 16 : 30 (20 min) Coffee break

Sessions:
Chlororespiratory Pathways (S8)
Proteomics Approach for Elucidation of Protein Networks in
Photosystems (S9);
New Techniques for Studyning Photosystems (S12)
Chairperons:

Hidehiro Sakurai (Japan)
Alain Boussac (France)
Shmuel Malkin (Israil)

16 : 30 – 17 : 00 (30 min) Laurent Cournac
(DSV/DEVM, CEA Cadarache, Saint Paul Lez Durance Cedex, France)
“Interactions between Chlororespiratory and Photosynthetic Electron
Transfer Reactions - Potential for Stimulating Hydrogen Production in
Microalgae"
17 : 00 – 17 : 30 (30 min) Javier De Las Rivas
(CIC (CSIC/USAL) Salamanca, Spain)
“Bioinformatic Exploration on Sequence and Structure to Infer Function and
Evolution of the Oxygen-Evolving Extrinsic Proteins”
17 : 30 - 18 : 00 (30 min) Alexander Vener
(Linkoping University, Linkoping, Sweden)
“Protein Phosphorylation in Regulation of Photosynthesis in Plants and
Green Alga”
18 : 00 -18 : 20 (20 min) Alexander Tikhonov
(Moscow State University, Russia)
“Regulation of Electron Transport in the Cyanobacterium Synechocystis sp.
PCC 6803: Interrelations between the Photosynthetic and Respiratory
Electron Transfer Chains”
18 : 20 – 18 : 40 (20 min) Martin Trtilek
(Photon Systems Instruments, Brno, Czech Republic)
“The Sound of Photosynthesis: Frequency Analysis of Fluorescence Signal,
New Tools for Mutant Screening, Regulatory Pathway, Growth Conditions
and other..”
15

18 : 40 – 19 : 00 (20 min) Mohamed Hazem Kalaji
(Warsaw Agricultural University, Warsaw, Poland)
“Photosystem II Bioenergetics of Barley Seedlings Growing under Abiotic
Stresses”
19 : 00 – 20 : 00 Dinner
20 : 00 – 21 : 30 Poster viewing/discussion: Sessions S2, S3, S5, S6, S7, S8, S9, S11,
S12
Chairpersons:
N. Pronina (Russia); H. Nishihara (Japan); A. Telfer (UK); M. Yagi (Japan); L.
Cournac (France); A. Vener (Sweden); S. Malkin (Israel)
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WEDNESDAY
August 23, 2006
7 : 45 – 8 : 30 Breakfast

Session: Artificial Photosynthesis. Theoretical Studies of
Photosystems. (Quantum Mechanical Studies of Water Splitting) (S10)
Chairpersons:

Toshi Nagata (Japan)
William Armstrong (USA)
Masayuki Yagi (Japan)

8 : 30 – 9 : 00 (30 min) Toshi Nagata
(Research Center for Molecular-scale Nanoscience, Institute for Molecular
Science, Okazaki, Japan)
“Electron Transfer Involving Redox-Pool Compounds: An Approach Towards
Artificial Quinone Pool “
9 : 00 – 9 : 30 (30 min) Hiroshi Nishihara
(Department of Chemistry, University of Tokyo, Tokyo, Japan)
“A Photo-sensor with a Cyanobacterial Photosystem I Driven Transistor via a
Molecular Wire”
9 : 30 – 9 : 50 (20 min) Masayuki Yagi
(Niigata University, Niigata, Japan)
“Artificial O2 Production from Water by Metal Complexes Absorbed in
Heterogeneous Solid Matrixes”
9 : 50 – 10 : 10 (20 min) Thomas Renger
(Institute of Chemistry and Biochemistry, Free University, Berlin, Germany)
“The Primary Reactions in Photosystem II: Theory of Excitation Energy and
Charge Transfer”
10 : 10 – 10 : 30 (20 min) Coffee break
10 : 30 – 10 : 50 (20 min) Alexander Borisov
(Moscow State University, Russia)
“On the Specificity and Advantages of T. Förster Theory of “Slow” Inductive
Resonance in Applications to Excitation Migration in Photosynthesis”
10 : 50 – 11 : 10 (20 min) Galina Riznichenko
(Moscow State University, Russia)
“Mathematical Modeling of Photosynthetic Primary Processes”
11 : 10 – 11 : 30 (20 min) Alexander Kotelnikov
(Institute of Problems of Chemical Physics, Chernogolovka, Russia)
“Coupling of Protein Dynamics and Electron Transfer in Reaction Centers
from Rps. viridis”
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Session: Water Oxidation Mechanism (S2)
Chairpersons:

Wolfgang Junge (Germany)
Vyacheslav Klimov (Russia)

11 : 30 – 12 : 00 (30 min) Holger Dau
(Freie Universitaet, Berlin, Germany)
“Intermediates of the O2-Forming Transition Studied by Time-Resolved X-ray
Spectroscopy – new Results and Mechanistic Implications”
12 : 00 – 12 : 20 (20 min) Alain Boussac
(Service de Bioénergétique, CEA Saclay, France)
“Spectroscopic Studies of Photosystem II from Thermosynechococcus
Elongatus”
12 : 20 – 12 : 40 (20 min) Vasili Petrouleas
(Institute of Materials Science, Athens, Greece)
“Intermediates of S-state Transitions and Mechanistic Implications”
12 : 40 – 13 : 00 (20 min) Ron Pace
(Department of Chemistry, ANU, Canberra, Australia)
“Cryogenic Turnover of Photosystem II. Donor Species and Mn Related
Interactions”
13 : 00 – 14 : 00 Lunch
Chairpersons:

Johannes Messinger (Germany)
Takumi Noguchi (Japan)
Ron Pace (Australia)

14 : 00 – 14 : 20 (20 min) Johannes Messinger
(MPI fuer Bioanorganische Chemie, Mulhelm, Germany)
“Structure of the Mn4Ca Cluster in PSII Based on Polarized EXAFS on PSII
Single Crystals”
14 : 20 – 14 : 40 (20 min) Asako Kawamori
(Agape-Kabutoyama Institute of Medicine, Japan)
“The Function and Structure of Photosystem II Studied by Pulsed EPR”
14 : 40 – 15 : 00 (20 min) Masami Kusunoki
(Meiji University, Kanagawa, Japan)
“Monomanganese Mechanism of the PSII Oxygen Evolving Reaction
Catalyzed by a Unique Mn4Ca Cluster”
15 : 00 – 15 : 20 (20 min) Chunxi Zhang
(Institute of Chemistry, Beijing, China)
“Interaction between TyrZ and H2O in Active Photosystem II”
15 : 20 – 15 : 40 (20 min) Roland Krivanek
(Freie Universitaet, Berlin, Germany)
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“The Energetics of Photosynthetic Water Oxidation: First Results from
Photothermal Beam Deflection Spectroscopy”
15 : 40 – 16 : 00 (20 min) Gennady Komissarov
(N.N.Semenov Institute of Chemical Physics, Moscow, Russia)
“Photosynthesis Yesterday, Today, Tomorrow: Subjective View“
16 : 00 – 16 : 20 (20 min) Coffee break

New Session: Photosystem II proteins (S13)
Chairpersons:

Miwa Sugiura (Japan)
Peter Nixon (UK)
Diana Kirilovsky (France)

16 : 20 – 16 : 50 (30 min) Peter Nixon
(Imperial College London, UK)
“The Role of FtsH in the Quality Control of Photosystem 2 in Synechocystis
6803”
16 : 50 – 17 : 20 (30 min) Yasusi Yamamoto
(Okayama University, Okayama, Japan)
“Quality Control of Photosystem II: The Role of Proteases under Light and
Temperature Stresses”
17 : 20 – 17 : 40 (20 min) Tatiana Shutova
(Department of Plant Physiology, Umea University, Sweden)
“Structural Dynamics of the Manganese Stabilizing Protein”
17 : 40 – 18 : 00 (20 min) Coffee break
18 : 00 – 18 : 20 (20 min) Cornelia Spetea
(Linkoping University, Linkoping, Sweden)
“The Roles of the Two PsbO Isoforms in Arabidopsis thaliana, as Revealed by
Phenotypic Analysis of Knockout Mutants”
18 : 20 – 18 : 40 (20 min) Anja Krieger-Liszkay
(University of Freiburg, Germany)
“Multifunctional Role of the Extrinsic 23 kDA Protein of Photosystem II”
18 : 40 – 19 : 00 (20 min) Nir Keren
(Hebrew University, Jerusalem, Israel)
“Function of Psb29, a Novel Conserved Protein, in the Biogenesis of PSII
Complexes in Cyanobacteria and Vascular Plants”
19 :00 – 20 : 00 Dinner
20 : 00 – 21 : 30 Poster viewing/discussion: Sessions S4; S10
19

Chairpersons:
T. Nagata (Japan); W. Armstrong (USA); M. Kobayashi (Japan); A. KriegerLiszkay (Germany); J. Komenda (Czech Republic); Y. Yamamoto (Japan)
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THURSDAY
August 24, 2006
7 : 45 – 8 : 30 Breakfast

Session : Photosynthetic Adaptation and Acclimation
Photosystem II and I under Environmental Stress (S4)
Chairpersons:

Kimiyuki Satoh (Japan)
Norman Huner (Canada)

8 : 30 – 9 : 00 (30 min) Andrey Rubin
(Moscow State University, Russia)
“Regulation of Photosynthetic Primary Processes and Problem of Ecological
Monitoring”
9 : 00 – 9 : 30 (30 min) Norman Huner
(University of Western Ontario, Canada)
“Photosynthetic Adaptation and Acclimation in a Novel Antarctic
Psychrophile, Clamydomonas raudensis UWO 241”
9 : 30 – 10 : 00 (30 min) Gyozo Garab
(Institute of Plant Biology, BRC, Hungary)
"Thermo-Optic Reorganizations in Light-Harvesting Antennae"
10 : 00 – 10 : 20 (20 min) Baishnab Tripathy
(School of Life Sciences, Jawaharlal Nehru University, New Delhi, India)
“porC Overexpression in Arabidopsis Protects the Photosynthetic Apparatus
from Oxidative Stress Induced by High Light”
10 : 20 – 10 : 40 (20 min) Coffee break
Chairpersons:

Norio Murata (Japan)
Eva-Mari Aro (Finland)
Kentaro Ifuku (Japan)

10 : 40 – 11 : 10 (30 min) Imre Vass
(Institute of Plant Biology, BRC, Hungary)
“Flashing Light Induced Photodamage of Photosystem II”
11 : 10 – 11 : 40 (30 min) Esa Tyystjärvi
(University of Turku, Finland)
“Role of Manganese in Photoinhibition of Photosystem II”
11 : 40 – 12 : 10 (30 min) Diana Kirilovsky
(SBE/DBJC/SDV, Bat 532, CEA SACLAY, France)
“Photoprotective-Phycobilisome-Realted Energy Dissipation in
Cyanobacteria: A New Role for a Soluble Carotenoid protein”
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12 : 10 – 12 : 30 (20 min) Josef Komenda
(Institute of Microbiology, Trebon, Czech Republic)
“A Critical Role of the N-Terminus in the Selective Degradation and Synthesis
of the Photosystem II D1 Protein in the Cyanobacterium Synechocystis PCC
6803”
12 : 30 – 12 : 50 (20 min) Giorgio Mario Giacometti
(University of Padova, Padova, Italy)
“Is PsbS Involved in an NPQ Related Major Conformational Rearrangement
of LHCII ?”
13 : 00 – 14 : 00 Lunch
Chairpersons:

Imre Vass (Hungary)
Esa Tyystjarvi (Finland)
Suleyman Allakhverdiev (Russia)

14 : 00 – 14 : 30 (30 min) Julian Eaton-Rye
(University of Otago, Dunedin, New Zealand)
“Cyanobacterial Cells Lacking PsbM Enter an Inactive State under High
Light that is Reversible Without Protein Synthesis and Requires Psb27”
14 : 30 – 14 : 50 (20 min) Prasanna Mohanty
(Regional Plant Resource Centre, Bhubaneswar, Orissa, India)
“Temperature Regulation of Photodamage to Photosystem II in
Synechocystis”
14 : 50 – 15 : 10 (20 min) Uri Pick
(The Weizmann Institute, Israel)
“Adaptation to Iron Deprivation in the Halotolerant Alga Dunaliella”
15 : 10 – 15 : 30 (20 min) Anjana Jajoo
(Devi Ahilya University, Indore, India)
+
“Temperature Dependent Decay of EPR Signal IIslow (YD ) in Dark in PSII
Enriched Membranes”
15 : 30 – 15 : 50 (20 min) Boris Ivanov
(Institute of Basic Biological Problems, Pushchino, Russia)
“Reactive Oxygen Species Generation Induced in Thylakoids by
Photosynthetic Electron Transport”
15 : 50 – 16 : 10 (20 min) Coffee break
Chairpersons:

Julian Eaton-Rye (New Zealand)
Iwane Suzuki (Japan)
Jan Dekker (Holland)

16 : 10 – 16 : 40 (30 min) Reto J. Strasser and Merope Tsimilli-Michael
(Bioenergetics Laboratory, University of Geneva, Switzerland)
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“Systems Biology in Photosynthesis: From Biophysical Phenomics to
Functional Building Blocks”
16 : 40 – 17 : 10 (30 min) Shmuel Malkin
(Weizmann Institute of Science, Israel)
“A Micellar Model System for the Role of Zeaxanthin in the NonPhotochemical Quenching Process of Photosynthesis – Chlorophyll
Fluorescence Quenching by the Xanthophylls”
17 : 10 – 17 : 40 (30 min) Jan Dekker
(Vrije Universiteit, Amsterdam, The Netherlands)
“Light-Harvesting and Photoprotective Roles of the IsiA Chlorophyll-Binding
Protein in Cyanobacteria”
17 : 40 – 18 : 00 (20 min) Jose Ortega
(University of Seville, Seville, Spain)
“A Thermoluminescence Study of Photosystem II Back Electron Transfer
Reactions in Soybean Cell Cultures”
18 : 00 – 18 : 20 (20 min) Vasilij Goltsev
(Faculty of Biology, University of Sofia, Sofia Bulgaria)
“Numerical Analysis of DF in Whole Leaves during Dark to Light
Adaptation”
18 : 20 – 18 : 40 (20 min) Alexandr Krasnovsky
(A.N. Bakh Institute of Biochemistry, RAS, Moscow, Russia)
“Phosphorescence of Chlorophyll and Photosynthesis”
18 : 40 – 19 : 00 (20 min) Olga Kaminskaya
(Institute of Basic Biological Problems, Pushchino, Russia)
“On the Function Mechanism of Cytochrome b559 in PSII”
19 :00 – 20 : 00 Dinner
20 : 00 CONCERT
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FRIDAY
August 25, 2006
7 : 45 – 8 : 30 Breakfast

Sessions: Genomics and Molecular Biology Applied to Photosystems
(S6); Protein-Lipid Interaction in Photosystems (S7)
Chairpersons:

Norio Murata (Japan)
Dmitry Los (Russia)

8 : 30 – 9 : 00 (30 min) Iwane Suzuki
(University of Tsukuba, Ibaraki, Japan)
“A Novel Regulatory Protein for Histidine Kinase Hik33 in Synechocystis”
9 : 00 – 9 : 30 (30 min) Matthias Roegner
(Plant Biochemistry, Ruhr-University Bochum, Bochum, Germany)
“PS2 Structure-Function and Dynamics: Basics & Potentials for
Biotechnological Application”
9 : 30 – 9 : 50 (20 min) Vladislav Zinchenko
( Moscow State University, Moscow, Russia)
“The Repertoire of DNA-binding Transcriptional Factors in Synechocystis sp.
PCC 6803”
9 : 50 – 10 : 10 (20 min) Eva Selstam
(Department of Plant Physiology, Umea University, Sweden)
“Low Temperature Recovery of Photosynthesis in DGDG Deficient Mutant of
Arabidopsis”
10 : 10 – 10 : 30 (20 min) Coffee break

Continuation of the Session:
Structure and Function of Photosystem II and I (S1)
Chairpersons:

Vasili Petrouleas (Greece)
Ivan Proskuryakov (Russia)

10 : 30 – 11 : 00 (30 min) Alfred Holzwarth
(Max-Planck-Institut für Bioanorganische Chemie, Mulheim/Ruhr, Germany)
“Kinetics and Mechanism of Electron Transfer in Photosystem II. Accessory
Chl is the Primary Donor and Pheophytin is the Primary Electron Acceptor in
Open RCs”
11 : 00 – 11 : 20 (20 min) Eberhard Schlodder
(Technical University of Berlin, Berlin, Germany)
“Investigation of Photosystem II by Low Temperature Linear Dichroism“
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11 : 20 – 11 : 40 (20 min) Vladimir Novoderezhkin
(Vrije Universiteit, Amsterdam, The Netherlands)
"Excitation Dynamics and Primary Charge Separation in PSII: Quantitative
Modeling with Modified Redfield Theory”
Chairpersons:

John Golbeck (USA)
Mahir Mamedov (Russia)

11 : 40 – 12 : 10 (30 min) Fabrice Rappaport
(Institut de Biologie Physico-Chimique, CNRS, Paris, France)
“Dissecting Electron Transfer Pathways within Photosystem I”
12 : 10 – 12 : 40 (30 min) Alexey Semenov
(Moscow State University, Moscow, Russia)
“Control of Electron Transfer in Photosynthetic Reaction Centers by the
Dielectric Properties”
12 : 40 – 13 : 00 (20 min) Navassard Karapetyan
(A.N. Bakh Institute of Biochemistry, RAS, Moscow, Russia)
“Light Harvesting and Dissipation of Excitation Energy by
Photosystem I
of Cyanobacteria”
13 : 00 – 13 : 20 (20 min) Mikhail Antonkine
(Freie Universitaet Berlin, Germany)
“Breaking Biological Symmetry in Membrane Proteins: How PsaC Evolved to
Orient Asymmetrically on the Photosystem I Core”
SPECIAL EVENTS

13 : 20 – 13 : 40 Prize Distribution for Young Scientists
Chairperson: A. Telfer (UK)
15 : 00 Banquet/Bonfire
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SATURDAY
August 26, 2006
7 : 45 – 8 : 30 Breakfast

Excursions to Moscow will be arranged on Tuesday, Wednesday and
Saturday between 8:30 a.m. and 7 p.m.
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POSTER
PROGRAMME
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MONDAY
August 21, 2006
20 :00 – 21 : 30 Poster viewing/discussion: Section S1
Chairpersons:
H. Dau (Germany); W. Rutherford (France); G.M. Giacometti (Italy); U. Pick
(Israel); M. Kusunoki (Japan)
1. Yagut Allahverdiyeva, Marjaana Suorsa, Imre Vass, Eva-Mari Aro.
Photosynthetic electron transfer features of Photosystem II complex in an
Arabidopsis mutant lacking the PsbR protein.
2. Květoslava Burda.
Dynamics of the photosystem II action.
3. Dmitry A. Cherepanov, Vasily V. Ptushenko, Lev I. Krishtalik, Alexey Yu.
Semenov.
Macroscopic approach to protein electrostatics: calculation of midpoint redox
potentials in Photosystem I and ferredoxins.
4. Chung-Hsien Hung, Yi-Fang Chiu, Jing-Yueh Huang, Richard J Debus and
Hsiu-An Chu.
Structural and functional studies of cytochrome b559 in photosystem II by site-directed
mutagenesis of Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803.
5. Jakob Damkjaer, Laszlo Kovacs, Peter Horton and Stefan Jansson.
Characterisation of light harvesting proteins associated with Photosystem II.
6. Marika Dobáková and Josef Komenda.
Role of the PsbI subunit in biogenesis of the Photosystem II complex in the
cyanobacterium Synechocystis.
7. Sabah El Alaoui , Sun Un and Diana Kirilovsky.
His-tagged PSII strain and point mutation CP47 strain in Thermosynechococcus
elongatus.
8. Oksana A. Gopta, Yannis L. Kalaidzidis, Alexey Yu. Semenov, John H. Golbeck.
Temperature dependence of the charge recombination kinetics in Photosystem I of
cyanobacteria.
9. Kentaro Ifuku, Kunio Ido, Seiko Ishihara, Yumiko Yamamoto, and Fumihiko
Sato.
In vivo roles of the extrinsic proteins of Photosystem II in higher plants.
10. Petr Ilik and Lenka Lipova.
Thermostability of photosystems during linear heating of barley leaves.
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11. Alexander G. Ivanov, Marianna Krol, Dmitry Sveshnikov, Eva Selstam, Stefan
Sandström, Maryam Koochek, Youn-Il Park, Doug Bruce, Gunnar Öquist,
Norman P.A. Huner.
Iron stress causes monomerization of PSI trimers and reduces the capacity for state
transitions in cyanobacteria.
12. Konstantinos Kantzilakis, Ioannis Tsikalas, Christos Kotakis, Kiriakos
Kotzabasis, Apostolos K. Rizos and Georgios Tsiotis.
Size determination of chloroplast protein complexes by blue-native polyacrylamide gel
electrophoresis (BN-PAGE) and light scattering.
13. Sami Kereїche, Ana Arteni, Marc Nowaczyk, Matthias Rögner, Karl-Josef
Dietz and Egbert Boekema.
The structure determination of photosystem II (PSII) and the ultrastructure of the
photosynthetic membrane of green plants.
14. Anett Z. Kiss, Alexander V. Ruban, Peter Horton.
Evidence for the role of PsbS protein in membrane dynamics.
15. Kovalenko I.B., Abaturova A.M., Gromov P.A., Grachev E.A., Riznichenko
G.Yu., Rubin A.B.
Simulation of plastocyanin and cytochrome f proteins interaction in solution at various
ionic strength and pH.
16. Pavel M. Krasilnikov, P.А. Mamonov, P.P. Knox, V.Z. Paschenko.
The influence of hydrogen bonds on the temporal stabilization of the electron in the
acceptor side of photosynthetic reaction centers.
17. Vladimir Ladygin, Inna Shegay and Galina Semenova.
The influence of chlorophyll biosynthesys early stages on formation and functioning
of chloroplast photosystems.
18. Petar Lambrev, Zsuzsanna Várkonyi, Sashka Krumova, Mira Busheva, Győző
Garab.
Importance of trimer-trimer interactions in the native state of LHCII.
19. Dušan Lazár.
Mathematical modelling of chlorophyll a fluorescence rise originated in photosystem I.
20. Andrey Moskalenko, Zoya Makhneva.
The bacterial LH2 complexes that do not require carotinoids for their assembly.
21. A.A. Tyunyatkina, V.N. Kurashov, A.Yu. Semenov, M.D. Mamedov.
Electric potential difference generation involving oxygen-evolving Photosystem II
complex turnover.
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22. Alexander N. Melkozernov.
Probing energy coupling in PSI supercomplexes.
23. Andrey Moskalenko, Yu. E. Erokhin and Zoya Makhneva.
Possible influence of oxygen on evolution of carotinoids’ biosynthesis in photosynthetic
organisms.
24. James Murray, Sam Benson, Jon Nield, Jim Barber.
Towards an atomic structure of the phycobilisome of Gloeobacter violaceus.
25. Vera Opanasenco and Lilia Vasjukhina.
The ion conductivity in PS II induced by the gradients of monovalent cations.
26. Elisabet Romero Mesa, Rienk van Grondelle, Jan P. Dekker.
Stark spectroscopy on Photosystem II.
27. Mercedes Roncel, Inmaculada Yruela, Diana Kirilovsky, Fernando Guerrero,
Miguel Alfonso, Rafael Picorel and José M. Ortega.
Photosynthetic electron transfer and state transition changes in an herbicide-resistant
D1 mutant from soybean cell cultures.
28. Esha Roy, Alia, Peter Gast, Huub de Groot, Gunnar Jeschke, Hans van
Gorkom, Jörg Matysik.
Photochemically induced dynamic nuclear polarization in Chlorobium tepidum reaction
centers observed by 13C MAS NMR.
29. Gert Schansker and Reto J. Strasser.
How oxidized does the PQ-pool have to be to allow re-oxidation of QA-?
30. Chavdar Slavov, Marc G. Müller, and Alfred R. Holzwarth, Matteo Ballottari,
Tomas Morosinotto, and Roberto Bassi.
Energy transfer and charge separation events in higher plant PS I monitored by
ultrafast spectroscopy techniques.
31. Vladimir Boichenko, Alexander Pinevich and Igor Stadnichuk.
Association of PCB antenna complexes with Photosystems I and II in Prochlorothrix
hollandica.
32. Kostas Stamatakis, George C. Papageorgiou and Merope Tsimilli-Michael.
Phycobilisome-to-Photosystem I energy transfer is essential for the slow Chlorophyll a
fluorescence induction in the freshwater cyanobacterium Synechococcus sp PCC 7942.
33. Merope Tsimilli-Michael, Kostas Stamatakis and George C. Papageorgiou.
Investigation of the full Kautsky transient in Synechococcus sp PCC 7942 over the 10-5 103 s time range: effects of DCMU, CCCP and hyperosmosis.
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34. A.A. Tyunyatkina, V.N. Kurashov, O.A. Gopta, A.Yu. Semenov, M.D.
Mamedov.
Electrogenic reduction of tyrosine YZox by exogenous reductants in photosystem II.
35. Z. Gardian, L. Bumba and Frantisek Vácha.
Electron microscopy in structural studies of photosystem I from the red alga Cyanidium
caldarium.
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TUESDAY
August 22, 2006
20 : 30 – 21 : 30 Poster viewing/discussion: Sections S2, S3, S5, S6, S7, S8, S9, S11,
S12
Chairpersons:
N. Pronina (Russia); H. Nishihara (Japan); A. Telfer (UK); M. Yagi (Japan); L.
Cournac (France); A. Vener (Sweden); S. Malkin (Israel)
Section S2
1. Katrin Beckmann and Johannes Messinger.
Water, not bicarbonate is the direct substrate in photosynthetic oxygen evolution.
2. Joachim Buchta, Markus Grabolle, and Holger Dau.
The oxygen-evolution step of Photosystem II studied by time-resolved recombination
fluorescence measurements.
3. Ji-Hu Su, Kaisa G. V. Havelius, Yashar Feyziyev, Fikret Mamedov and
Stenbjorn Styring.
Oscillation of split EPR signals photoinduced at cryogenic temperature.
4. Alexander Grundmeier, Paola Loja, Peter Liebisch, Michael Haumann, and
Holger Dau.
Extended range EXAFS on oriented Photosystem-II particles provides evidence for a
specific structural model of the Mn4Ca complex.
5. Masami Kobayashi, Shunsuke Ohashi,Yoshihiro Shiraiwa, Takayuki Hoshino,
Hideaki Miyashita, Mamoru Mimuro, Yuki Kato, Tadashi Watanabe.
Redox potential of chlorophyll d in vitro.
6. Dmitriy Shevela, Birgit Nöring, Hann-Jörg Eckert, Gernot Renger and
Johannes Messinger.
Flashinduced oxygen evolution measurements of Acaryochloris marina cells.
7. Mikhail S. Khristin, Tatiana N. Smolova.
Metal induced dimerization and aggregation of Mn-stabilizing protein 33-kDa.
8. Hiroyuki Suzuki, Yuta Taguchi, Miwa Sugiura, Alain Boussac and Takumi
Noguchi.
FTIR study on the carboxylate ligands relevant to the calcium ion in the manganese
cluster.
9. Toshi Nagata, Takayuki Nagasawa, Sergei K. Zharmukhamedov, and
Suleyman I. Allakhverdiev.
Reconstitution of the water-oxidizing complex in manganese-depleted Photosystem II
preparations using binuclear Mn(II) and Mn(IV) complexes.
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Section S3
10. Krisztián Cser and Imre Vass.
Regulation of radiative and non-radiative charge recombination pathways by the free
energy of Pheo, P680, and QA in Photosystem II.
11. Tatiana Y. Fufina, Alexey A. Zabelin, Lyudmila G. Vasilieva, Ravil A.
Khatypov, Ivan I. Proskuryakov, Valentina A. Shkuropatova, Anatoliy Ya.
Shkuropatov and Vladimir A. Shuvalov.
Properties of the Rhodobacter sphaeroides I(L177)H mutant reaction center.
12. Maria M. Leonova, Lyudmila G. Vasilieva, Tatiana Y. Fufina, Ravil A.
Khatypov, Anatoliy Ya. Shkuropatov, Vladimir A. Shuvalov.
Spectral and photochemical properties of Rb. Sphaeroides reaction centers mutated at
the position L153.
13. Yuliya Miloslavina, Antje Wehner, and Alfred R. Holzwarth.
Fluorescence kinetics of BBY particles.
14. Aleksandra Orzechowska, Ralph Bock, Jerzy Kruk, Mark Schötler, Kazimierz
Strzałka and Květoslava Burda.
Studies of the acceptor and donor side of PSII in a cytochrome b559 mutant.
15. Roman Pishchalnikov, Mark G. Müller, Alfred R. Holzwarth.
Theoretical description of the exciton dynamics in isolated D1-D2 reaction centers of
photosystem II.
16. Kamoltip Promnares, Josef Komenda, Ladislav Bumba, Christiane Funk and
Martin Tichy.
Localization of the small chlorophyll binding proteins (SCP, HLI) within
Photosystem II and their possible role there.
Section S5
17. Lyudmila Ignatova, Natalia Rudenko, Mikhail Khristin and Boris Ivanov.
Carbonic anhydrases in thylakoid membrane Fragments enriched with Photosystem I
or Photosystem II and their properties.
18. Natalia Rudenko, Ludmila Ignatova, Boris Ivanov.
The soluble Carbonic Anhydrase in higher plants thylakoids.
Section S6
19. Enrico Peggion, Enrico Teardo, Alessia Brunetta, Ildikò Szabò, Giorgio Mario
Giacometti and Elisabetta Bergantino.
Biochemical characterization of novel thylakoid protein identified by a yeast two-hybrid
screening with the bait PsbH.
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20. Elena Chekunova, Nataliya Savelieva.
Light independent chlorophyll biosynthesis in green alga Chlamydomonas
reinhardtii: Interaction oh chloroplast and nuclear genomes.
21. Ming-Hsiun Hsieh and Howard M. Goodman.
Functional evidence for the involvement of Arabidopsis IspF homolog in the
nonmevalonate pathway of plastid isoprenoid biosynthesis.
22. Seiko Ishihara, Yumiko Yamamoto, Kentaro Ifuku, and Fumihiko Sato.
Functional analysis of PSBPP family in Nicotiana tabacum by differential RNA
interference.
23. Z.I.Akparov, Natiga Nabiyeva, Z.G.Abilov.
Resistance forming of pigment apparatus of postethylized sprouts chloroplasts at heat
stress (HS).
24. Olga Osipenkova, Elena Pogulskaya and Nadezhda Yurina.
Regulation of nuclear gene expression of plastid stress protein Elip by tetrapyrrole
biosynthesis intermediates and chloroplast redox activity.
25. Ding-Ji Shi, Jie Yu, Shi-Ming Li, Xiao-Shen Zheng, Dong-Hui Song, Xing-Gui
Zhao, Yue-Nan Zhang, Wen-Ling Liu.
Comparative genomic studies on oxygenic photosystem genes: II comparison of PSI
gene sequences and construction of phylogenetic trees based PSI.
Section S7
26. Sashka Krumova, Cor Dijkema, Győző Garab and Herbert van Amerongen.
Polymorphic lipid phase behavior in spinach thylakoid membranes. Modulation by
temperature, light and pH.
Section S8
27. Jean-Marc Ducruet, Anastasyia Dolgopolova and Violeta Peeva.
Photosystem II luminescence study of induction of cyclic/chlororespiratory pathways in
plant leaves in response to environmental stresses.
Section S9
28. Alexey Shapiguzov, Anna Edvardsson, and Alexander V. Vener.
Redox sensitivity of peptidyl-prolyl isomerase activity in Arabidopsis thylakoid lumen.

Section S11
29. Sergey N. Kosourov, Irina V. Tolstygina, Elena V. Patrusheva, Maria L.
Ghiraldi, Michael Seibert and Anatoly A. Tsygankov.
A comparison of hydrogen photoproduction by the sulfur-deprived green alga,
Chlamidomonas reinhardtii, under different growth conditions.
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30. Tatiana Laurinavichene, A. N. Khusnutdinova, G. Rákhely, K. L. Kovács, A.
A. Tsygankov.
Three hydrogenases in light and dark metabolism of the purple sulfur bacterium
Thiocapsa roseopersicina.
31. Elena V. Patrusheva, Ekaterina P. Lavrinenco, Anatoly A. Tsygankov.
Purple non-sulfur bacterium has isocitrate liase activity indeed.
32. Larissa Serebryakova and Anatoly Tsygankov.
Two stage system for hydrogen production by immobilized cyanobacterium
Gloeocapsa alpicola.
33. Irina Tolstygina, Tatyana Laurinavichene, Sergey Kosourov,
AnatolyTsygankov.
Hydrogen photoproduction by Chlamydomonas reinhardtii cultures during sulfur
deprivation.
34. Vadim E. Zagidullin, A. A. Volgusheva, T. K. Antal, B. N. Korvatovsky, T.
E. Krendeleva, V. Z. Paschenko, A. B. Rubin.
Influence of the sulfur deprivation on the chlorophyll fluorescence kinetics properties of
the Chlamidomonas reinhardtii cells.
35. Nikolay Zorin, Oleg Zadvorny and Vitaly Nikandrov.
Hydrogen production by hydrogenase with semiconductors and metals as electron
donors.
Section S12
36. Evgeny Ostroumov, Victor Fadeev, Michail Khristin, Vladimir Paschenko.
Investigation of nonphotochemical quenching by Determination of molecular
photophysical parameters of LHCII by methods of laser fluorimetry.
37. Victoria Ponomareva and Aleksander Malygin.
Method of carbon dioxide determination in air applicable in investigations of
photosynthesis.
38. Alexander Skripnikov and Jean-Pierre Zryd.
Plane-polarized light determines orientation of the cytokinetic apparatus during the
first division of moss Physcomitrella patens protoplasts
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WEDNESDAY
August 23, 2006
20 : 00 – 21 : 30 Poster viewing/discussion: Sections S4, S10
Chairpersons:
T. Nagata (Japan); W. Armstrong (USA); M. Kobayashi (Japan); A. KriegerLiszkay (Germany); J. Komenda (Czech Republic); Y. Yamamoto (Japan)
Section S4
1. Indjee Abdullayeva, Samira Aliyeva, Rena Ganiyeva and Ralphreed Gasanov.
Photosynthetic electron transport properties of wheat thylakoids in different
environmental stress.
2. Zeynal I. Akparov.
Photosynthesis and soybean yield.
3. Suleyman I.Allakhverdiev, Norikazu Ohnishi, Shunichi Takahashi, Otto Zsiros,
Yoshitaka Nishiyama, Norio Murata
The mechanism of photodamage to photosystem II.
4. Atanaska Andreeva, Silvia Abarova, Katerina Stoitchkova, Maya Velitchkova
and Rafael Picorel.
Light induced spectral changes in pigment molecules from Photosystem I particles.
5. D.R.Alieva, IbrahimV.Azizov.
The effects of salt stress on photosynthetic oxygen evolving activity and thylacoid
membrane proteins in the halotolerant alga Dunaliella salina.
6. Michael Babykin, Inessa Kirik, Lidia Nefedova and Sergey Shestakov.
The prqR gene is involved in control of phototaxis in Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803.
7. Rudi Berera, Cristian Ilioaia, Ivo HM van Stokkum, Herbert van Amerongen,
Alexander Ruban, Rienk van Grondelle and John TM Kennis.
A mechanism of chlorophyll fluorescence quenching in LHC II aggregates involving
a carotenoid excited state.
8. P.N.Joshi and Basanti Biswal.
UV-b-induced damages to Photosystem II of thylakoid membrane: countervailing effect
of UV-a radiation.
9. Valerie Borodin and Vaughan Hurry.
Regulation of chilling sensitivity of Chlamydomonas reinhardtii by CO2 and light.
10. Alexey Chernoshtan, Alexander Polishchuk, Vladimir Podorvanov and Elena
Zolotareva.
Cu2+ effect on a proton exchange in chloroplasts.
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11. Sónia Cruz, Peter Horton, Richard C. Leegood and Alexander V. Ruban.
Light activation of diatoxanthin epoxidase in the coastal diatom Thalassiosira
pseudonana.
12. Sandrine d’Haene, Chantal D. van der Weij – de Wit, Rudi Berera, Janne A.
Ihalainen, Rienk van Grondelle, John T.M. Kennis, Hans C.P. Matthijs and Jan P.
Dekker.
Photoprotective roles of the isi-A chlorophyll-binding protein in cyanobacteria.
13. Zsuzsanna Deák, Péter B. Kós and Imre Vass.
Regulation and function of the different D1 protein forms in the cyanobacterium
Thermosynechococcus elongatus.
14. James L. Duncan, Elisa Corteggiani Carpinelli and James Barber.
Purification and crystallisation of the Photosystem I-isi-A supercomplex from
Synechocystis PCC 6803.
15. Peter Ferus, Miroslav Ďatko, Katarína Olšovská and Marián Brestič.
Are GTP-ases with MMR-HSR1 domain implemented in reparation processes of
photoinhibitory damaged D1 protein?
16. Irina Fomina, Anatoly Kosobrukhov, Vladimir Kreslavski, Valery Lyubimov,
Galina Nazarova, Karl Biel and Stephen Herbert.
If the Fe-SOD is absent, as in the Synechococcus sp. PCC 7942 sodB- mutant,
activation of catalase appears to be an adaptive response to methyl viologen stress.
17. Marja Hakala, Mika Keränen, Taina Tyystjärvi, Leonid Khriachtchev and
Esa Tyystjärvi.
S1 state of the oxygen-evolving complex is the target of laser-pulse-induced
photonhibition of Photosystem II.
18. Irada Huseynova, Saftar Suleymanov and Jalal Aliyev.
Structural-functional state of thylakoid membranes of wheat genotypes under water
stress.
19. Matt Johnson, Michel Havaux, Christian Triantaphylidès, Paul Davison and
Peter Horton.
Accumulation of zeaxanthin in Arabidopsis plants overexpressing β-carotene
hydroxylase enhances resistance to lipid peroxidation during photo-oxidative stress.
20. Radek Kaňa and Imre Vass.
Thermoimaging as a tool for studying of non-photochemical quenching and energy
utilisation in photosynthesis.
21. Rovshan I. Khalilov and Seadet R. Khudaverdieva.
Role of photorespiration in increase of stability of plants to action UV-B and increased
radiating background.
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22. Sergey Khorobrykh, Kana Okamitsu and Jun'ichi Mano.
The production of organic hydroperoxides and toxic aldehydes in chloroplasts.
23. Mikhail Khristin and Vladimir Kreslavski.
Damage and light stimulated reparation of PS 2 in wheat seedlings subjected to
moderate heat stress.
24. Irina Kiselyova and Marina Trubina.
Structural adaptation of photosynthetic tissues, cells and chloroplasts to acid gases
and metal dust pollution.
25. Keisuke Komayama, Noriko Morita, Maya Velitchkova, and Yasusi
Yamamoto.
Quality control of Photosystem II: cleavage and aggregation of the D1 protein in
spinach thylakoids under moderate heat stress conditions.
26. Vladimir Kreslavski, Irina Fomina, Michael Babykin, Tamara Balakhnina,
Anatoly Ivanov, Valery Lyubimov, Karl Biel and Stephen Herbert.
Photoinhibition and oxidative stress induced by chemical stressors in the methyl
viologen-resistant Prq20 mutant of Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803.
27. Natalia Krupenina and Alexander Bulychev.
Action potential in an excitable plant cell lowers light requirements for
nonphotochemical energy-dependent quenching.
28. Alexander Kukushkin, Anastasiya Dolgopolova, Sofya Kuznetsova.
The influence of the external phosphate and chilling of the leaf petiole on the steady
state and kinetic characteristics of the light and dark reactions of photosynthesis.
29. Z. I Akparov, R. T. Aliyev, Afet. D. Mammadova.
Steadiness evaluating of cotton varieties to stress factors according to indicators of
department of chlorophyll synthesis.
30. Nataliya Mykhaylenko and Elena Zolotareva.
Inhibition of Photosystem II activity in Spirulina platensis by carbohydrates: details
revealed by chlorophyll fluorescence analysis.
31. Maria Luisa Pėrez-Bueno, Patrick Romano, Peter Horton.
Role of lutein in response of the photosynthetic apparatus to abiotic stress.
32. Marina Pikulenko, Alexander Bulychev.
Photoinduced changes of membrane electric potential and chlorophyll fluorescence in
Anthoceros cells.
33. Alexander Polishchuk, Vladimir Podorvanov and Elena Zolotareva.
pH-dependence of hill reaction of exogenic acceptor byuptake by isolated (class II)
chloroplasts.
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34. Pavel Pospíšil, Iva Šnyrychová and Jan Nauš.
Dark production of reactive oxygen species in Photosystem II membrane particles at
elevated temperature - EPR spin-trapping study.
35. Natallia L. Pshybytko and Liudmila F. Kabashnikova.
Regulator role of plastoqiunones in stress reaction of plants under heat stress.
36. Marina Rakhimberdieva, Irina Elanskaya, Yulia Bolychevtseva, Dmitry
Vavilin, Wim Vermaas, Navassard Karapetyan.
Blue light-induced fluorescence quenching in cyanobacterium Synechocystis sp.
PCC6803.
37. Elżbieta Romanowska, Marta Powikrovska, Maksymilian Zienkiewicz, Anna
Drożak, Berenika Pokorska.
High light induces accumulation of isoforms of the CF1-α subunit in mesophyll and
bundle sheath sells of C4 subtypes.
38. Galina Semenova.
Enhancement of intermolecular interactions as a result of stress effect on a thylakoid
membrane.
39. Svetlana M. Kochubey, Victor V. Shevchenko, Oksana Yu. Bondarenko.
Changes in structure and functional characteristics of Pea chloroplasts induced by
short-term heating.
40. Nadeghda Shutilova.
Can structure of PSII oxygen evolving complex resist to phytotoxic heavy metals
action?
41. Alexei Solovchenko, Mark Merzlyak, Sergei Pogosyan and Olga Avertcheva.
Signature analysis of light-induced changes in apple fruit reflectance during
acclimation to high light and senescence.
42. Irina Strizh.
Contribution of the Photosystems I and II in the multiple-sited oxygen photoreduction in
thylakoids under environmental stress.
43. Arjun Tiwari, Anjana Jajoo, and Sudhakar Bharti.
Characterization of chloride binding sites under high temperature stress.
44. Nataliya Topchiy.
The effect of additional red light at pea growth on photosynthetic efficiency.
45. Szilvia Z Toth, Gert Schansker, Reto J Strasser.
Kinetics of state II to state I transitions in leaves probed by Chl a fluorescence (OJIP)
transients and 77 K fluorescence spectra.
46. Vladimir Zaitsev.
Functional mechanisms of adaptation of photosystems.
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47. Ismayil S. Zulfugarov, Ok-Kyung Ham, Sujata R. Mishra, Ji-Young Kim, Rena
B. Safarova, Min-Hyuk OH, Ho-Seung Kim, Krishna Nath and Choon-Hwan Lee.
Is reaction center-type of energy-dependent quenching depends on antenna size of
photosystem II?
Section S10
48. Min Chen and Zheng-Li Cai.
The chlorophylls replacement in photosynthesis.
49. Tatyana Karelina.
Modelling of the nonlinear answer of the photosynthetic system to harmonically
modulated irradiance.
50. Takayuki Nagasawa and Toshi Nagata.
Synthesis and electrochemistry of cobalt complexes having cyclopentadienyl
derivatives.
51. Anna Rychkova and Alexander Kukushkin.
Application of quantum mechanical methods to study the structure and functions of the
oxygen-evolving center.
52. Yuri Stolovitsky.
Chlorophyll-pheophytin photoelectric cell.
53. Alexander Syvash.
The sun and photosynthetic pigment complement from past to future.
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MONDAY
August 21, 2006
Morning session
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BICARBONATE IN PS II : FROM WARBURG TO BARBER
GOVINDJEE
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, Urbana, Illinois 61801-3707, USA
E-mail: gov@life.uiuc.edu; Fax: +1-217-244-7246
The history of the role of HCO3- in the Hill Reaction began with the discovery
by Warburg & Krippahl (1958, 1960) that removal of CO2 leads to a decrease in the rate
of quinone Hill reaction, and its addition restores the activity. Warburg took this
discovery to support the hypothesis that O2 in photosynthesis came from CO2. Abeles et
al. (1961) were the first to confirm the observations of Warburg, whereas, Stern and
Vennesland (1962), Izawa (1962) and Good (1963) made important observations on this
effect: HCO3- was suggested to be the active species. Stemler and Govindjee (1973)
provided methods for reproducible results on the HCO3- effect, whereas Stemler,
Babcock and Govindjee (1974) showed that HCO3- had significant effect on the flash
pattern of the Kok-Joliot O2 clock, and on the relaxation of the ‘S”-states. Most, not all,
of these effects were explained to be due to those on the donor side of PS II. However,
Wydrzynski and Govindjee (1975) discovered through Chl fluorescence that the
absence of HCO3- was like the presence of diuron that blocks electron flow beyond QA.
This led to a search, and focus that lasted for ~30 years, in my laboratory, for the precise
site of this acceptor side effect. Together with several PhD students and post-doctoral
associates, we concluded that i) CO2 is the diffusing species, and HCO3- is the active
species; ii) HCO3- is not involved in Photosystem (PS) I; iii) HCO3- is required for the
proper functioning of the ‘two-electron’ gate on the PS II acceptor side: iv) HCO3may function to protonate QB- and Q B2- and v) homology modeling suggested a HCO3site near the non-heme iron (cf. FTIR experiments of Hinerwadel & Berthomieu, 1993),
but another site near D1Arg-257 needs to be explored. While we had focused on the
electron acceptor side, Stemler, Klimov, Allakhverdiev, and more recently Dismukes
and Wydrzynski, and others have provided new insights into the function of HCO3- on
the O2 evolving, side. In view of the current focus on the donor side of PS II, I urge
researchers to test if HCO3- plays any role in protonation events on this side as well..
Finally, the elegant paper of Ferrrira et al. (2004) from Jim Barber’s group brings to us
the possibility of HCO3- functioning on both sides of PS II. Let Jim’s vision bring light
not only on the detailed chemistry of O2 evolution, but also on the enigmatic role of
HCO3- in it!
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STRUCTURE AND MECHANISMS OF THE PLANT LIGHTHARVESTING COMPLEX, LHC-II
Werner KÜHLBRANDT
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The plant light-harvesting complex of photosystem II (LHC-II) is the most
abundant membrane protein on Earth. Its main role is to collect and transmit solar
energy for photosynthesis in chloroplast membranes, but it also has essential roles in the
regulation of photosynthesis and in photoprotection. We have determined the structure
of pea LHC-II at 2.5Å by x-ray crystallography of stacked two-dimensional crystals.
The structure shows how membranes interact to form chloroplast grana, and reveals the
mutual arrangement of 42 clorophylls a and b, 12 carotenoids and 6 lipids in the LHC-II
trimer. Spectral assignment of individual chlorophylls indicates the flow of energy in
the complex and the mechanism of photo-protection in two close chlorophyll a-lutein
pairs. The structure suggests a simple mechanism for dissipating excess solar energy by
transferring it to a zeaxanthin that replaces violaxanthin in its binding site.
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CLIMING THE PSII MOUNTAIN
James BARBER
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E-mail: j.barber@imperial.ac.uk; Fax: +44 207 594 5266
An enzyme emerged about 2.5 billion years ago which would dramatically
change the chemical composition of our planet and set in motion an unprecedented
explosion in biological activity. This enzyme used solar energy to power the
thermodynamically and chemically demanding reaction of water splitting. In so doing it
provided biology with an unlimited supply of ‘hydrogen’ needed to convert carbon
dioxide into the organic molecules of life. The by-product of the water splitting reaction
is molecular oxygen. The release of this gas also had dramatic consequences for biology
since it converted the atmosphere from anoxygenic to oxygenic and at the same time
allowed the ozone layer to be established. With oxygen available the efficiency of
metabolism increased dramatically since aerobic respiration provides in the region of
twenty times more cellular energy than anaerobic respiration. It was probably this
improved efficiency of respiration which drove the subsequent evolution of eukaryotic
cells and multicellular organisms. The establishment of the ozone layer provided a
shield against harmful UV radiation allowing organisms to explore new habitats and
especially to exploit the terrestrial environment. In a nutshell, when biology learnt to
split water using sunlight it had solved its energy problem allowing life to prosper and
diversify on an enormous scale as witnessed by the fossil fuel records and the variety of
living organisms which constitute present day biomass. The enzyme that gave rise to
this ‘big bang of evolution’ is, of course, Photosystem II (PSII) and is truly the engine
of life. So many talented scientists have contributed to our understanding of PSII and
gradually the “black box” of PSII was opened culminating in the recent structures
determined by several groups including my own (1). Our crystal structure provided for
the first time, the side chain information for almost all the amino acids which
constituted the PSII core complex isolated from Thermosynechoccus elongates.
Moreover we were able to propose a structural model of the Mn4Ca2+ cluster and
identify amino acids in its vicinity some of which forming ligands. Also pleasing is that
our work has provided a realistic model for theoretical analyses for electron transfer
processes (2) and particularly for the mechanism of water splitting (3, 4).
References:
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the photosynthetic oxygen evolving center. Science 303, 1831-1838
2. Moser CC, Page CC and Dutton PL (2005) Tunneling in PSII. Photochem.
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3. McEvoy JP and Brudvig GW (2004) Structured-based mechanism of photosynthetic
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CRYSTALLIZATION OF PSII WITH STRONTIUM REPLACING
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The core complex of PSII was purified from T. elongatus cells grown in Sr
containing and Ca-free medium. Functional in vivo incorporation of Sr into Mn cluster
was confirmed by EPR analysis of the highly purified SrPSII complex. Replacement of
Ca with Sr slowed down QA to QB electron transfer and stabilised S2QA- charge
recombination in agreement with an earlier study [1]. Flash induced fluorescence
measurements on SrPSII crystals confirmed that crystallized SrPSII was active in
transferring electrons from the Mn cluster to the acceptor side. The SrPSII crystals were
subjected to X-ray analysis in order to obtain a better insight into organisation of the Mn
cluster. The SrPSII crystals diffracted to 3.9 Å and belonged to space group P212121
with unit cell dimensions of a=133.6 Å b=236.6 Å c=307.8 Å. A Sr site was identified
which, within the resolution of the data, is consistent with the positioning of Ca in the
recent crystallographic models of PSII [2, 3].
References:
1. Boussac A, Rappaport F, Carrier P, Verbavatz J-M, Gobin R, Kirilovsky D,
Rutherford AW, Sugiura M (2004) J. Biol. Chem 279, 22809–22819.
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MULTIPLE NDH-1 COMPLEXES IN CYANOBACTERIA
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The NDH-1 complex in the thylakoid membrane of cyanobacteria has multiple
functions, including cyclic electron flow around Photosystem I, respiration and active
CO2 uptake. In order to study the structure-function relationships we have constructed
several ndh-gene deletion mutants of Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803. For isolation of
NDH-1 complexes and solving the complex-complex interactions, we have constructed
various strains of Thermosynechococcus elongatus BP-1 by adding His-tag to different
subunits of NDH-1. Three complexes containing Ndh subunits, with the molecular
masses of ca. 450, 300, and 190 kDa and named as NDH-1L, NDH-1M and NDH-1S,
respectively, were found in Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803 thylakoids. NDH-1L was
designated to function in respiration, NDH-1 M in cyclic PSI and NDH-1S in active
CO2 uptake. A larger complex of ca. 490 kDa was also isolated from the NdhL-His
strain. This complex, designated NDH-1MS, was composed of NDH-1M and NDH-1S.
The BN/SDS-PAGE analysis of membranes solubilized by a low concentration of
detergent indicated the presence of abundant NDH-1MS but not NDH-1M or NDH-1S
in T. elongatus. These results clearly demonstrated that NDH-1S forms a supercomplex
with NDH-1M in vivo.
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The molecular mechanism for photoinhibition of photosystem II has long been an
important topic in the field of photosynthesis research. In a series of studies we first
demonstrated that, while light damages PSII directly, oxidative stress (H2O2 and singlet
O2) acts by inhibiting the repair of PSII. Further studies demonstrated that oxidative
stress suppresses the synthesis de novo of proteins and, in particular, the D1 protein (1).
Moreover, a primary target for inhibition by ROS appears to be the elongation step of
translation. In the second series of studies we also demonstrated that the photodamage
occurs in two steps; the first step in the oxygen-evolving complex by light absorbed
presumably by the manganese cluster in the oxygen-evolving complex and the second
in the photochemical reaction center by light absorbed by chlorophyll a (1).
In this conference we first report that the rate of electron transport via PSI and
PSII does not directly affect the photodamage and the repair and that the intracellular
level of ATP regulates the synthesis of the D1 and other proteins during the repair of
PSII but not the photodamage (2). Our most recent studies showed that inhibition of the
repair of PSII by ROS is accelerated by the deceleration of the Calvin cycle that limits
the availability of glycerate-3 phosphate, the endogenous accepter of electrons from PSI
(3). Salt stress also inhibits the repair of PSII and limited the photosynthetic fixation of
CO2 by inactivating the enzymes involved in the Calvin cycle, such as Rubisco. When
such conditions are combined with strong light, it is expected that the generation of
ROS in the photosynthetic machinery is accelerated. As a result, the interruption of the
Calvin cycle results in the inhibition of the synthesis of proteins de novo. Thus, it
appears that the apparent inhibition of translation by salt stress might be due to the
action of ROS.
References:
1. Nishiyama, Allakhverdiev and Murata (Reviews):
Photosynth Res 84: 1-7 (2005);
BBA, in press, (2006)
2. Allakhverdiev, Nishiyama, Takahashi, Miyairi, Suzuki and Murata (2005) Plant
Physiol 137: 263-273
3. Takahashi and Murata (2005) BBA 1708: 352-361; (2006) BBA 1757: 198-205
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SYNTHETIC MANGANESE CLUSTER COMPLEXES OF
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A tetranuclear manganese complex (Mn4), held together by oxo (O2-) atom
bridges, is thought to be the active site for the conversion of water to dioxygen in plant
and bacterial Photosystem II (PSII). A calcium ion is closely associated with Mn4.
Many tetranuclear oxo-bridged manganese aggregates have been synthesized in vitro
and some of them provide insight into the properties of the biological cluster. We are
interested in preparing compounds that mimic the physical and chemical properties of
PSII Mn4. One of the long range goals of this work is to develop a water oxidation
catalyst, which would be incorporated into artificial photosynthetic devices. Some Xray absorption studies of PSII reveal that Mn•••Mn distances lengthen during the PSII
S2 to S3 transition. We have observed that one of our tetranuclear complexes, namely
the ‘dimer-of-dimers’ [(Mn2O2)2(tphpn)2](ClO4)4, undergoes a dramatic structural
change when it is oxidized by one electron. We suggest that a similar rearrangement
may occur in PSII Mn4 when it is oxidized to S3 or to S4. When [(Mn2O2)2(tphpn)2](ClO4)4 is reduced by one electron, a hyperfine-rich EPR spectrum appears. This
spectrum strongly resembles that of the PSII S0 state. We propose that when the
structure of this latter species is elucidated, we could have an accurate synthetic analog
of PSII Mn4 for the first time. The second major topic to be examined will be ligand
exchange chemistry of the adamantane-shaped [Mn4O6(bpxa)4](ClO4)4 and reaction
characteristics of these exchange products. The tridentate nitrogen donor ligand bpxa
can be exchanged for a host of other tridentate ligands. With the proper choice of
ligands, we can access a Mn4(IV3,V) oxidation state, whereas the original complex is in
the oxidation state Mn4(IV4) and can be oxidized no further. In the higher oxidation
state, the manganese oxo core is more reactive. Under electrospray ionization
conditions, we have mass spectral data that are consistent with loss of dioxygen, which
is of course the product of water oxidation in photosynthesis. Finally, we will present
recent results from our continuing efforts aimed at preparing carboxylate-rich synthetic
mimics for the PSII water oxidase active site manganese cluster.
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MITOCHONDRIAL CONTRIBUTION TO PHOTOSYNTHETIC
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At the cellular level photosynthesis is not a process only concerning
chloroplasts. Rather, efficient photosynthesis depends on coordinated functions by all
cell compartments. In particular mitochondrial functions in the light are closely related
to chloroplasts and photosynthesis. For example, mitochondrial activity is essential for
effectively switching from respiratory metabolism in the dark to photosynthetic
metabolism in the light by facilitating redox communication. Mitochondria also
contribute to changes in photosynthetic rate when light intensity suddenly increases by
decreasing effects of phosphate limitation on stromal reactions. Many of the interactions
between chloroplasts and mitochondria in the light are coupled to photorespiration. In
fact, a major function for leaf mitochondria in the light is linked to oxidation of glycine
in the photorespiratory glycolate pathway. The flux through this is considerable and the
NADH formed during mitochondrial glycine oxidation and the consumption of NADH
in the peroxisomal reduction of hydroxy pyruvate strongly affect the redox situation of
the cell. The redox states of different sub cellular compartments are connected by
translocators and shuttles such as the "malate valve". Thereby also chloroplasts are
affected by changes of redox state in other compartments. From studies of transgenic
plants with altered expression of the glycine decarboxylase complex (GDC) and
alternative oxidase (AOX) we conclude that an important function for leaf mitochondria
in the light is connected to redox homeostasis of the photosynthetic cell. In this way the
mitochondria support CO2 fixation in the chloroplasts by creating a favourable redox
environment for the photosynthetic reactions.
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ELECTRON AND NUCLEAR DYNAMICS IN MANY-ELECTRON
ATOMS AND MOLECULES INCLUDING PIGMENT-PROTEIN
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It was shown (Shuvalov, Biochemistry (Moscow) 68(2003)1333; Shuvalov,
Uspekhi biologicheskoi khimii 44(2004)79) that the moment of impulse L of each
electron in many-electron atom is L = mVr = nħ similar to N. Bohr’ expression for oneelectron atom. Then for an atom with N electrons the corresponding energy expression
is more appropriate for energy calculation than standard quantum mechanical
expressions. It means that the value of L of each electron is independent of the presence
of other electrons in atom and rather correlates to the properties of virtual photons
emitted by nucleus.
The expression found can be used for the energy calculations in molecules,
particularly with conjugated bonds, including chlorophyll like molecules.
Atto- and femto-spectroscopies can be applied to produce electron and nuclear
wave packets, respectively, in different molecules and pigment-protein complexes. The
latter approach was applied to bacterial reaction center complexes. Using 15-fs
excitation of P870 at 860 nm the formation of nuclear wave packets was observed by fsoscillation in stimulated emission from the primary electron donor P* at 900 nm and
940 nm (discovered by Vos et al. Nature 363(1993)320). It was found that nuclear wave
packet motions on potential energy surface of the excited state of P* leads to a coherent
formation of the charge separated states P+BA-, P+HA- and P+HB- (where BA, HB, and HA
are the primary and secondary electron acceptors, respectively) in native, pheophytinmodified and mutant reaction centers (RCs). Wave packet motion on the 130-150 cm-1
potential surface of P* was found to be due to the internal shift of the pyrrol ring I of PB
with respect to PA molecule in the dimer P. This leads to the formation of an exciplex
with an electron density shift from PA to PB accompanied by the stimulated emission
spectrum shift from 900 nm to 940 nm and the electron density shift to the primary
electron acceptor BA with partial formation of the P+BA- state. Wave packet motion on
the 32-cm-1 potential surface connects to the rotational mode of HOH-55 which
modulates the electron transfer rate probably due to including of HOH in polar chain
connecting PB and BA and participating in the charge separation between P* and BA.
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The primary electron donor in photosystem II reaction centre, P680, is composed
of 2 chlorophyll molecules (PD1 and PD2) with a distance of Mg-Mg of approximately 8
Å. This structure is similar to the special pair Bchlorophylls (P870 with PA and PB) in
bacterial reaction centers. However, there are differences between P680 and P870; P680 has
a much higher redox potential (E’0 > +1.2 V) than P870 (E’0 = +0.5 V) with the positive
charge mainly localized on PD1+ whereas the charge is much more delocalized into PA
and PB in P870+. Although it seems that P680 had acquired sufficiently high potential by
substitution of amino acid residues and molecular environment around P680 to allow
water oxidation (E’0 = +0.82 V) in the process of the evolution, some of the molecular
interactions at the origin of such a high potential remains to be clarified.
In this study, we constructed site-directed mutants on D1 to substitute amino
acid residues surrounding PD1. The mutagenesis was done in the psbA3 gene with
addition of a His-tag on the C-terminus of CP43 after knocking out the psbA1 and
psbA2 genes.
The purified PSII core complexes were fully active in oxygen evolution. We
analyzed i) the redox potential of P680 in these mutants by measuring the reduction
kinetics of P680+ and charges recombination kinetics and ii) the distribution of the
positive charge on PD1 and PD2. Indeed, we have previously shown that the spectral
properties of P680/P680+ were significantly modified depending on the Sn state and such
mutants gave us by the opportunity to study further the reason of these spectral changes.
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Photochemical reaction centres are able to undergo charge separation at low
temperatures. In Photosystem II the electron transfer between the two quinone acceptors
is blocked at low temperature presumably associated with the freezing out of proton and
protein movements occurring at these steps (1). On the electron donor side electron
transfer has been shown to be blocked from the redox active tyrosines for similar
reasons, in particular reactions associated with the obligatory deprotonation of the
tyrosine upon tyrosyl radical formation. For some years it has been suggested that TyrZ
may be able to donate electrons at the temperature of liquid helium. Clear data exist
showing that (under the conditions used) electron donation from TyrZ does not occur in
the vast majority of the centres. However persistent reports seem to indicate that under
some conditions this reaction may occur (see for example ref 2 and citations therein).
We have demonstrated unambiguously that TyrD, the symmetrically positioned counter
part of TyrD on the D2 subunit, is able to undergo oxidation at liquid helium
temperature with a rapid rate and consequently a high quantum yield (3). We have also
shown that the unidentified species responsible for the so-called “low temperature split
EPR signals”, and often attributed to TyrZ, can also be formed with a high quantum
yield at low temperature with behaviour similar to that seen for TyrD (2). Here we shall
present recent data relevant to this question. Resolving this question is important for
understanding the nature of the reactions taking place close to the active site and for
developing strategies for trapping intermediates.
1. Fufezan, C., Zhang C., Krieger A., and Rutherford A.W.(2005) Biochemistry 44:
12780-12789 Secondary quinone in Photosystem II; semiquinone-iron EPR signals
and temperature dependence of electron transfer
2. Zhang, C, Boussac, A. and Rutherford, A.W. (2004) Biochemsitry 43, 13787-13795
Low Temperature Electron Transfer in Photosystem II: a Tyrosyl Radical and
Semiquinone Charge Pair
3. Faller, P., Rutherford, A. W. and Debus, R.J. (2002) Biochemistry 41, 12914-12920
Tyrosine D Oxidation at Cryogenic Temperature in Photosystem II
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The oxygen we breathe is produced by Photosystem II (PSII) of cyanobacteria
and plants. The catalytic Mn4CaTyr-entity of PSII, once four-fold oxidised by light,
reacts with two molecules of water to yield oxygen. Redox intermediates of this fourstepped electron transfer cascade were not detected for decades, but the recent hunt
produced at least one. Pushing the terminal reaction backward by elevated oxygen
pressure a redox intermediate was stabilised, and it has been detected both by UV flashphotometry 1 and delayed fluorescence 2. Its UV/VIS-difference spectrum is compatible
with a doubly oxidised manganese state (S2*), perhaps with a bound peroxide. By novel
time resolved X-ray spectroscopy a non-redox precursor to the first electron transfer to
manganese has been identified 3. Whereas the respective latter intermediate (supposedly
a deprotonated state) stands at the start of the four-stepped reaction cascade from water
to oxygen, the former one, a redox intermediate, stands close to its end. The low oxygen
backpressure for half-suppression of water oxidation under flashing light (about 2 bar)
emphasises the rather low driving force provided by PSII. It is due to the fact that PSII
operates at the upper limits of thermodynamic efficiency. Their short-livedness is why
redox-intermediates of the four-electron cascade so far escaped detection by kinetic
approaches. It may have been engineered by nature to overcome destructive side
reactions.
Addressing the question whether or not bicarbonate was at least transiently
(catalytically) involved in water oxidation, as postulated by some authors, there was
neither any effect of greatly enhanced CO2 pressure on this reaction nor any significant
contribution of labelled CxO2 on the isotopic composition of released O2 in mass
spectroscopy 4.
1. Clausen,J. & Junge,W. Detection of an intermediate of photosynthetic water
oxidation. Nature 430, 480-483 (2004).
2. Clausen,J., Junge,W., Dau,H. & Haumann,M. Photosynthetic water oxidation at
high O2 backpressure monitored by delayed chlorophyll fluorescence. B 44, 1277512779 (2005).
3. Haumann,M. et al. Photosynthetic O2 Formation Tracked by Time-Resolved Xray Experiments. Science 310, 1019-1021 (2005).
4. Clausen,J., Beckmann,K., Junge,W. & Messinger,J. Evidence that bicarbonate is
not the substrate in photosynthetic oxygen evolution. Plant Physiol. 139, 1444-1450
(2005).
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Thermodynamic and kinetic constraints of oxidative water cleavage into
molecular oxygen and four protons require a balanced fine tuning of the reaction coordinates. Hydrogen bond network(s) and protein flexibility are essential for a functionally
fully competent Photosystem II.
In this communication four topics will be discussed:
A. Multiphasic kinetics of P680+ • reduction by YZ in PS II core complexes from
thermophilic cyanobacteria and higher plants. The characteristic features are shown to
reflect a sequence of three different types of rate limitations: (i) non-adiabatic electron
transfer ("fast" ns kinetics), (ii) local "dielectric" relaxation ("slow" ns kinetics), and
(iii) "large scale proton shift (µs kinetics).
B. Coupling between electron (ET) and proton transfer (PT) reactions of the individual
oxidation steps within the water oxidizing complex (WOC). It is suggested that the
mode of coupling could depend on redox state Si of the WOC: S0 and S1 oxidation steps
probably comprise separate pathways of ET and PT, while S2 and S3 undergo protoncoupled electron transfer (PCET) redox reactions as originally proposed by Babcock's
hydrogen atom abstractor model [1].
C. O-O bond formation. This key reaction is postulated to occur within a multistate
equilibrium at the redox level of S3, comprising both redox isomerism and proton
tautomerism. One state S3(P) is assumed to attain an electronic configuration and
nuclear geometry that corresponds with a hydrogen bonded peroxide and acts as the
entatic state for the generation of complexed molecular oxygen through S3(P) oxidation
by YZox [2]
D. Protein flexibility and electron transport activity. A correlation between protein
flexibility and electron transfer activity at the acceptor side of PS II is discussed on the
basis of recent neutron scattering results.
References
[1] C. Tommos and G. T. Babcock, Acc. Chem. Res..31 (1998) 18-25
[2] G. Renger, Biochim. Biophys. Acta 1503 (2001) 210-228
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Type I homodimeric reaction centers, particularly the class present in
Heliobacteria, are not well understood. Even though the primary amino acid sequence of
PshA in Heliobacterium mobilis has been shown to contain an FX binding site, the Fe/S
cluster has not been detected by EPR spectroscopy. Recently, we reported that PshB,
which contains FA and FB-like Fe/S clusters, could be removed from the Heliobacterium
modesticaldum reaction center (HbRC), resulting in 15-ms lifetime charge
recombination between P798+ and an unidentified electron acceptor (M. Heinnickel, G.
Shen, R. Agalarov, and J. H. Golbeck, (2005) Biochemistry 44, 9950-9960). We found
that by incubating a HbRC core with sodium hydrosulfite in the presence of light, the
15-ms charge recombination was replaced with a kinetic transient in the sub-µs time
domain, consistent with the reduction of an electron acceptor. Concomitantly, a broad
and intense EPR signal arises around g = 5 along with a minor set of resonances around
g = 2 similar to the spectrum of the [4Fe-4S]1+ cluster in the Fe-protein of Azotobacter
vinelandii nitrogenase, which exists in two conformations having ground spin states of S
= 3/2 and S = 1/2. The Mössbauer spectrum in the as-isolated HbRC core shows that all
of the Fe is present in the form of a [4Fe-4S]2+ cluster. After reduction with sodium
hydrosulfite in the presence of light, approximately 65% of the Fe appears in the form
of a [4Fe-4S]1+ cluster; the remainder is in the [4Fe-4S]2+ state. Analysis of the nonheme iron content of HbRC cores indicates an antenna size of 20-23 BChl g/P798. The
HbRC therefore contains a [4Fe-4S] cluster assigned to FX that is coordinated between
the PshA homodimer; in contrast to FX in other Type I reaction centers, this [4Fe-4S]
cluster exhibits an S = 3/2 ground spin state.
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THE STRUCTURE OF PLANT PSI - A NAÏVE LOOK AT THE
UNBEARABLE COMPLEXITY OF LIFE
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Oxygenic photosynthesis is driven by two multi-subunit membrane proteins
complexes, photosystem I and photosystem II. In plants and green algae, both
complexes are composed of two moieties: a reaction center (RC), where light induced
charge translocation occurs, and a peripheral antenna that absorbs light and funnels its
energy to the reaction center. We determined the crystal structure of the complete
photosystem I (PSI) from a higher plant to 4.4 Å resolution. Its intricate structure shows
12 core subunits, 4 different membranal light-harvesting proteins (LHCI) assembled in
a half moon shape on one side of the core, 45 transmembrane helices, 167 chlorophylls,
3 Fe-S clusters and 2 phylloquinones. The determined structure of plant photosystem I
(PSI) provides the first relatively high-resolution structural model of a supercomplex
containing a reaction center and its peripheral antenna (LHCI). The peripheral antenna
of PSI (LHCI) is composed of four gene products (Lhca1-4) that are unique among the
chlorophyll a/b binding proteins in their pronounced long-wavelength absorbance and in
their assembly into dimers. The interactions between the peripheral antenna and the
reaction center and how they serve the purpose of dynamically altering the composition
of LHCI in response to environmental pressure will be discussed. Structure-based
modeling methods were used to examine the excitation transfer kinetics of the plant
PSI-LHCI supercomplex. It was suggested that in contrast to the chlorophylls in the
vicinity of the reaction center, previously shown to optimize the quantum yield of the
excitation transfer process, the orientational ordering of peripheral chlorophylls does not
show such optimality. Higher resolution of plant PSI is necessary for the substantiation
or disprove of this conclusion.
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CYANOBACTERIAL PHOTOSYSTEM II AT 3.0 Å RESOLUTION
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Dimeric Photosystem II was prepared from the cyanobacterium
Thermosynechococcus elongatus. On the basis of these samples crystals which are fully
active in water oxidation were obtained (Kern et al, BBA 1706 (2005), 147-157). They
diffract X-rays in the best direction to 2.8 Å resolution leading to a 3D structure at 3.0 Å
resolution (Loll et al, Nature 438 (2005), 1040-1044). The obtained structure showed
the locations of and interactions between 20 protein subunits and 77 cofactors per
monomer. Of special interest are the newly found cofactors, e.g. a number of βcarotenes and various lipid molecules. The assignment of two β-carotenes in the D1/D2
core and nine in the antenna domains yielded insights into electron and energy transfer
and photo-protection mechanisms in the reaction centre as well as in antenna subunits.
All 14 lipid molecules found in the PSII complex are placed in the interior between
various subunit, indicating that theses are an integral part of the cofactor-protein
complex. The high number of 14 lipids could reflect the structural and functional
importance of these molecules for flexibility within and assembly of photosystem II.
Based on the structure a possible lipophilic pathway for the diffusion of plastoquinone
between the thylakoid membrane and the QB binding site could be proposed. Also
detailed structural information about the arrangement, geometry and coordination of the
metal ions in the Mn4Ca cluster could be obtained. Nevertheless a disruption of the
Mn4Ca-cluster by radiation doses similar to the ones used for X-ray diffraction studies
was observed by EXAFS (Yano et al, PNAS 102 (2005), 12047-12052). Effects of this
radiation damage will be discussed in relation to the current X-ray structure. Also
implications for the mechanism of water oxidation based on the X-ray structure will be
discussed.
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FTIR STUDIES ON THE MOLECULAR MECHANISMS OF
REDOX COFACTORS IN PHOTOSYSTEM II
Takumi NOGUCHI
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E-mail: tnoguchi@ims.tsukuba.ac.jp; Fax: +81-29-853-4490
Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) can now detect the spectra at all
the sites of redox-active cofactors in photosystem II (PSII), giving detailed molecularlevel information on their structures and reactions. In this presentation, I will discuss
several topics of the cofactors in PSII based on our recent FTIR results.
(1) When P680+/P680 FTIR spectra were compared between the isolated RC
complex and more intact core/membrane preparations, distinct differences were
observed in the keto C=O bands and mid-IR broad electronic bands, suggesting that the
electron hole is more delocalized over the Chl dimer in the RC complex. This may be
related to the fact that YZ cannot be oxidized in this complex and in turn indicates that
charge localization on one side of dimer may contribute to the high redox potential of
P680+ in O2-evolving PSII preparations. (2) Effects of Sr2+ substitution for Ca2+ in OEC
on the FTIR spectra during the S-state cycle showed the presence of at least three
carboxylate ligands, which are significantly affected by Ca2+/Sr2+ exchange and thus
relevant to Ca2+. (3) A pure QB-/QB difference spectrum was obtained using Mndepleted PSII core complexes of T. elongatus. The spectrum indicates that no
protonation of carboxylate groups takes place upon single reduction of QB, which is
different from the protonation mechanism of purple bacteria. (4) Oxidation pathway of
ChlZ was studied using the PSII membranes in which redox-active carotenoid is
selectively bleached by the 250-K illumination treatment. The FTIR analysis showed
that ChlZ can be directly oxidized by P680+ without passing through carotenoid, but the
pathway via carotenoid becomes active at higher temperatures.
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In the recent publication [1] low-temperature chlorophyll triplet state detection
with EPR was reported in Photosystem II core complexes with singly reduced primary
quinone acceptor. The spectral shape of the signals appeared to be different from that
expected for the radical-pair populated triplets typical for photosynthetic reaction
centers. Special experiments [2] demonstrated that this change in shape is not caused by
magnetic interaction with the iron-quinone complex of the primary acceptor, as
suggested for certain photosynthetic bacteria. Analysis of the possible reasons of the
deviation from the expected triplet spectrum shape led to a conclusion that it is due to
anisotropy of the triplet yield. Such anisotropy can arise only in recombination of shortlived radical pairs, whereas available optical data [3] point at the long-lived precursor
state. This discrepancy was solved within the mechanism of the primary electron
transfer reactions involving the radical pair P+Pheo-, which lifetime is shortened by
electrostatic interaction with negatively charged quinone. The long-lived precursor
detected optically is assumed to be an admixture of P+Pheo- and P+B- states, similar in
respect of their low-temperature optical spectra. The proposed mechanism is discussed
engaging optical and photovoltage [4] data.
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BICARBONATE REQUIREMENT FOR THE WATER-OXIDIZING
COMPLEX OF PHOTOSYSTEM II
Vyacheslav V. KLIMOV
Institute of Basic Biological Problems, Russian Academy of Sciences, Pushchino,
Moscow Region 142290, Russia
E-mail: klimov@issp.serpukhov.su; Fax: +7-4967-330532
It is known that bicarbonate (BC) facilitates electron transfer between the primary
and secondary electron acceptors, QA and QB, in formate-inhibited PS II; the non-heme
Fe between QA and QB plays an essential role in BC binding. Strong evidence for BC
requirement within the water-oxidizing complex (WOC) (both O2-evolving and
assembling from apo-WOC and Mn(II)), of PSII has been presented recently [1-12].
The following explanations for the involvement of BC in the events within the WOC
are considered: 1) BC serves as an electron donor (alternative to water or as a way of
involvement of water molecules in the oxidative reactions) to the Mn-containing WOC;
2) BC facilitates re-assembly of the WOC from apo-WOC and Mn(II); 3) BC is an
integral component of the WOC essential for its function and stability; it may be
considered as a direct ligand to the Mn-cluster or as a base with an appropriate pK.
Comparative studies of electrochemical and functional properties of complexes of
Mn(II) and Mn(III) with BC and other carboxylates (formate and acetate) show that the
unique capability of BC to initiate the assembly of the tetramanganese cluster of the
WOC from Mn(II) and apo-WOC-PSII can be attributed to formation of electroneutral,
easily oxidizable Mn/BC-complexes that serve as building blocks for the WOC [13]. It
is suggested that due to this property BC might have been critical to the evolution of the
first O2-evolving cyanobacteria from a non-oxygenic bacterial precursor in the Archean
period (>2.2 BYA) [14].
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Two sources of carbonic anhydrase (CA) activity are associated with PSII. One
source is the OEC33, the 33 kDa extrinsic protein that we refer here to as CAext. When
this source is removed by washing PSII-enriched membranes with 1 M CaCl2, another
source of intrinsic CA activity is revealed (CAint). The two CAs have very different
properties, and we have just begun to characterize them. One difference is their
response to the classic inhibitors of CA. While the CAext activity is susceptible to
acetazolamide (AZ) and ethoxyzolamide (EZ), CAint is practically immune to these
inhibitors. Likewise, O2 evolution in PSII membranes is inhibited by AZ and EZ, but
only when the OEC33 is present. O2 evolution in Ca-washed PSII membranes is
immune to these inhibitors. These results imply that when the OEC33 is present, its CA
activity is important in maximizing O2 evolution. Other differences include cofactor
requirements. CAext is stimulated maximally by Mn2+, whereas CAint requires Ca2+,
although Sr2+ will substitute. Neither is stimulated by Zn2+ nor Pb2+. CAext shows a Clrequirement with an optimum of 30 mM. CAint also requires Cl-, but its optimum is
about 0.4 M. These Cl- optima are the same as for oxygen evolution in intact and Cawashed PSII membranes respectively. Based on these correlations, it is clear that Ca2+
and Cl- function to maintain CA activity as well as oxygen evolution.
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Peroxydicarbonic acid (Podca), a proposed intermediate in photosynthetic
oxygen evolution, was synthesized electrochemically. Consistent with literature
descriptions of this compound, it was shown to be a highly reactive molecule,
spontaneously hydrolyzed to H2O2, as well as susceptible to oxidative and reductive
decomposition. In the presence of Mn2+ or Co2+ Podca was quickly broken down with
release of O2 instead of H2O2. The liberation of O2, however, was partially suppressed
at high O2 concentrations. In the presence of Ca-washed photosystem II-enriched
membranes lacking extrinsic proteins, Podca was decomposed with the release of O2,
but only under conditions favoring photosynthetic electron flow (light plus a Hill
oxidant). A model is proposed that details how peroxydicarbonic acid could act as an
oxygen-evolving intermediate. The hypothesis is consistent with the well-established
Kok model and with recent findings related to the chemistry of oxygen evolution.
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THE ROLE OF CAH3 IN THE OXYGEN EVOLVING
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A carbonic anhydrase (Cah3) was identified, isolated and characterized in
Chlamydomonas reinhardtii. Cah3 is enriched in PSII membrane fragments indicating a
function in PSII. To resolve its function a mutant (cia3) lacking Cah3 was compared to
the wt strain both on whole cell, thylakoid and PSII membrane fragment levels. The
mutant is unable to grow under air CO2 concentrations, is susceptible to high light stress
and in general is more stress sensitive. Oxygen evolution as measured on isolated PSII
membrane fragments from the mutant was stimulated by addition of BC, while in wt,
the stimulation was very low to absent, indicating that the role of Cah3 is to supply BC.
Recent results pointing to a specific role of Cah3 on the PSII donor side will be
presented.
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The carbonic anhydrase (CA) was found in the thylakoid membranes of alkaliand halophilic cyanobacterium Rhabdoderma lineare, microalgae Chlamydomonas
reinhardtii, Chlorella vulgaris, Dunaliella salina and in pea chloroplasts. Using the
preparative separation of the photosystems followed by western blotting analysis, we
show for the first time, that thylakoid CA (tCA) of R. lineare is similar to the β-КА of
Coccomyxa sp., and it is associated with photosystem II (β-CA-PSII). Western blotting
with the antibodies specific to α-CAs (Cah3) did not revealed any cross-reacting
polypeptides in the membranes of R. lineare. In contrast, tCAs of microalgae and pea
belong to the α-class, and they can be detected with antibodies against Cah3. Thylakoid
α-CAs of these eukaryotic algae (α-CA-PSII) and the β-CA-PSII of R. lineare are the
members of the polypeptide complex of the PSII. Investigation of the mutants of C.
reinhardtii, that lack certain chlorophyll-protein complexes, revealed that α-CA-PSII is
associated with the reaction center of PSII, but not with the light harvesting complex.
PSI-enriched membrane fractions of pea and C. reinhardtii display relatively high CA
activity, although the Cah3-like CA was not found in these preparations. Possibly, the
CA activity in PSI-enriched membranes is due to the presence of CA(s) that belong to
other classes. Studies on the high-CO2-requiring mutant of C. reinhardtii, Сia3, which
lacks the activity of tCA, revealed the involvement of this CA in the induction of CO2
concentrating mechanism and in the up-regulation of PSII activity under СО2 limiting
conditions. The activity of tCA of R. lineare and C. vulgaris is light-dependent, and it
decreases at high light intensity correlating with the course of photoinhibition of PSII.
The photochemical activity of the PSII was inhibited by acetazoleamide, the specific
inhibitor of CAs. The possible role of CA-PSII in generation of СО2 in the centers of
carboxylation and in regulation of functional activity of PSII is discussed.
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Bicarbonate has a well-established effect on the acceptor side of Photosystem II
(PSII), accelerating the transfer to electrons from QA to QB by binding to the non-heme
iron. There have also been some suggestions for a role of bicarbonate on the donor side
of PSII. In particular is the possibility that bicarbonate may act as an alternative
substrate for the water oxidising complex. To test this idea we used isotopic
measurements to determine the flux of oxygen from exogenously added bicarbonate
into the photosynthetically produced O2 (W. Hillier, I. McConnell, M. R. Badger, A.
Boussac, V.V. Klimov G. C. Dismukes, T. Wydrzynski Biochemistry 2006, 45:2094)
and found that this occurs in fewer than 1 in 5000 centers. In order to accurately
quantify these results we employed an assay for carbonic anhydrase activity using
18 13
O/ C-labeled bicarbonate. This assay directly measures the dynamic
hydration/dehydration reactions of CO2 at chemical equilibrium:

from which the k1 and k2 rate constants can be calculated. A very important aspect of
the assay is that it allows for the determination of the background activity under each
experimental condition tested, independent of any activity from the sample. Using this
approach we have extended our investigations of PSII-associated carbonic anhydrase
activity in spinach PSII preparations and evaluated the relationship between the
carbonic anhydrase activity and O2 evolution, in addition to the influence of pH,
temperature, metal ion addition, preparation type, and light. The results indicate that the
PSII-associated carbonic anhydrase activity is variable and appears not to be associated
with the extrinsic manganese stabilising protein.
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LIGHT-DEPENDENT CARBON DIOXIDE UPTAKE BY
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There is at least two HCO3– pools with different affinity of its binding to
thylakoids and one of them with high affinity controls PS-II activity. The HCO3– - CO2
exchange in thylakoids is under control of carbonic anhydrases (CAs) including their
membrane bound forms. The aim of the present work was to research how illumination
affected CO2 binding with thylakoid membranes and to find out the possible role of
CAs in the process. CO2 content above the chloroplast suspension in the closed
thermostated glass cell was monitored by infra red gas analysis at the continuous air
flow (400 ml/min), which held the 370-380 ppm CO2 concentration. The illumination
of the well stirred suspension of chloroplasts (class II) isolated from spinach, salad or
pea leaves induced CO2 uptake from the air phase. The effect corresponded the uptake
up to 250 nmol CO2/mg chlorophyll in the presence of exogenous electron acceptors
phenazine metasulfate or methylviologen. The process developed up to the steady state
during 15-20 sec after the light was switched on and completely reversed for the same
period of time after the light was switched off. The value of light-induced CO2 uptake
depended on the density of chloroplast suspension as well as on CA activity and was
inhibited by CA inhibitors - ethoxyzolamide and acetazolamide.
Uncouplers (gramicidine D, NH4Cl) inhibited the light-induced CO2 uptake in the
equal degree, as the photoposphorylation rate, which was measured under the same
conditions. The found effect of light-dependent CO2 absorption was compared with the
well known light-induced proton uptake by isolated chloroplasts (so-called ∆H+) and the
pH-dependence of both processes was determined. In contrast to ∆H+, which is maximal
at pH about 6.5 and sharply decreases at pH 8,0-8,2, the value of light-dependent CO2
uptake is approximately the same at pH 6,5 and 8,2. The observation doesn’t contradict
the suggestion that the light-dependent CO2 uptake and ∆H+ are the closely correlated
processes.
The results give us an opportunity to say that the amount of the bound bicarbonate
in thylakoids depends on the light activation of the photochemical reactions and are
under the control of CA activity. It is possible that the light-induced CO2 uptake takes
part in the formation of energized state of membrane stabilising ∆pH value due to the
increasing of the membrane buffer capacity.
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The rapid development of clean fuels for the future is a critically important
global challenge for two main reasons. First, new fuels are needed to supplement and
ultimately replace, depleting oil reserves. Second, fuels capable of zero-CO2 emissions
are needed to slow the impact of global warming.
Solar energy is overwhelmingly the most abundant renewable energy source available
(178,000 TW-yr; ~13,500x global energy demand) making it suitable to power large
scale clean fuel production. From all solar energy derived clean fuels for the future
which are currently discussed, Hydrogen (H2) is considered to be one of the most
promising.
A select group of micro algae and cyanobacteria has the ability to directly
convert solar light into fuels by producing hydrogen from photosynthetically derived
electrons and protons. The profitability of solar powered bio-H2 production processes is
dependant on the light to H2 conversion efficiency (PCE rate). The relatively poor yield
of hydrogen produced by wild types (PCE rate of 0.1% for the green alga
Chlamydomonas reinhardtii) was recently overcome by the identification of the high
hydrogen production Chlamydomonas reinhardtii alga mutant Stm6. Stm6 has a
modified respiratory metabolism and shows a dramatic increase of light to H2
conversion efficiency (PCE rate of 2%). To achieve their maximal efficiencies (PCE
rate of 10-16%), Stm6 is used for further molecular manipulation including antenna
engineering to reduce fluorescence and heat losses and the optimization of H+ and efluxes to their respective H2 producing enzymes.
The strain is also applied for the development of a profitable solar powered bioH2 production system in advanced algae photobioreactors.
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Cyanobacteria are considered to be among the most promising of the candidates
for renewable sources of photobiological H2 production. In cyanobacteria, H2
production is catalyzed either by hydrogenase (H2ase) or nitrogenase (N2ase). For a
long-range research and development effort with the ultimate goal of achieving largescale, labor-saving and economical H2 production, we have chosen to focus on
nitrogenase as the enzyme of H2 production because it has the advantage of catalyzing
the unidirectional production of H2.
In nitrogenase-based photobiological H2 production by cyanobacteria, one of the
major obstacles to be overcome is the presence of H2ase activities that reabsorb H2. We
have created several mutants of heterocyst-forming cyanobacteria by genetic
engineering, and some mutants showed enhanced activities (3-8 times that of the wildtype under Ar): the uptake H2ase disrupted mutant ∆hupL from Nostoc/Anabaena sp.
PCC 7120 and the ∆hupL from Nostoc sp. PCC 7422. The latter mutant accumulated H2
to 20-30% with simultaneous evolution of O2, and the maximum energy conversion
efficiency was 3.7% vs PAR (or about 1.7% vs total solar radiation). Because of the
low-light saturation properties of these mutants, the conversion efficiency declined with
increase in irradiance. Possible means of further improvement will be discussed.
References:
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Biogenesis of oxygenic photosynthetic apparatus is a complex multi-step process
involving the spatio-temporal coordination of biosynthesis of pigments and apoproteins
with several regulatory systems. The assembly of two photosystems during greening of
the dark grown cells of a yellow mutant Ys/Sc of Chlorella kessleri under continuous or
intermittent light was studied by in situ monitoring of the functional activity of
photosynthetic units in aerobic PSII-driven O2 evolution and anaerobic PSI-mediated H2
photoproduction. Action spectra, absolute antenna sizes, amounts of competent reaction
centers, turnover times and maximum light-saturated rates of the two photoprocesses
were measured during greening of the mutant in the ranges of light exposure time from
a few minutes to 5 days. The dark grown cells of Ys/Sc contained traces of chlorophyll
(~0.25% of the amount in the fully green cells) and protochlorophyll(ide) with the
pigment ratio of ~1:1 and exhibited the reaction of photoreduction of a small pool of
photoactive form of protochlorophyllide with spectral band at 650 nm competing with
hydrogenese for electron donors . Functional photosynthetic units of both photosystems
were detected after light exposure time of several minutes following by a stepwise time
course of their basic parameters with bimodal patterns centered on ~20 min and 4–8
hours of greening. With the exception of particular case of intermittent light grown
cells, PSI-mediated H2 photoproduction dominated in the first stage of greening,
whereas kinetic parameters of PSII-driven O2 evolution achieved maximum values in
the second phase. Despite the quite different time course of development of capacities
for H2 and O2 photoevolution in the greening cells, the maximum temporal values of
their basic kinetic parameters were the same: the light-saturated rate of 100–150 mmol
mol–1 Chl s–1, the amount of competent reaction centers of 2–2.5 mmol mol Chl–1 and
their turnover rate of 400–500 s–1. Intermittent light grown cells of Ys/Sc contained the
smallest photosynthetic units of ~30 and 60 chlorophylls in PSII and PSI, respectively
that can be caused by a delay in occupation of some chlorophyll binding sites within the
apocomplexes under conditions of low availability of the pigment. Under continuous
illumination, the antenna sizes increased from 40–60 to 200–240 chlorophylls in PSII
and from 110–130 to 160–200 chlorophylls in PSI after 1–2 h and 5 d greening of the
cells, respectively, in correlation with a time course of chlorophyll b accumulation.
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BIOHYDROGEN PRODUCTION BY SEMI-ARTIFICIAL SYSTEM
Jun MIYAKE1,2, Chikashi NAKAMURA1,2, Tatsuki WAKAYAMA1,3, Dong-Jin
QIAN4, Matthias ROEGNER5 and Nicolay ZORIN6
1
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2
Tokyo University of Agriculture and Technology, Japan;
3
Kansai Research Institute, Tokyo Japan;
4
Fudan University, Shanghai, China;
5
Ruhr University Bochum, Germany;
6
Institute of Basic Biological Problems, RAS, Pushchino, Russia
In photosystem, light quanta give energy for water splitting and provide highenergy-level electrons. The process has been optimized by nature for billions of years.
If we could combine the photosystem with hydrogenase, the catalyzer, efficient H2
production should be realized. A model protein molecular device was developed for
hydrogen production from water using proteins of photosynthesis and hydrogenase by
an international project. We have engineered: monolayer preparation using LB film
technique, preparation of combined electrodes with protein and metals, stability of
proteins, electron transfer between electrode and proteins.
A thermostable hydrogenase was found in Russia from Thiocapsa. We have used
the protein for electrode of H2 production. LB films of the protein were prepared with
poly-l-lysine s a counter ion which stabilizes the protein and improves the protein
transfer onto substrates. Electrochemical hydrogen evolution was observed by biasing
the ITO electrode on which the LB film of hydrogenase was mounted in the presence of
methyl viologen as a mediator. Hydrogen production was observed by applying the
electric potential to the electrode. The monolayer film of hydrogenase showed a high
thermal stability as in solution, i.e., denaturation did not occur up to 70°C. Combination
of the electrode with photosytem I and II was also examined. Though, monolayers
could be prepared without loosing the photosynthetic activities, direct electron transfer
with electrode was not observed and they were used in suspension state. In case well
stabilized as by using special types of amphipoles or detergents, the photosystem
interacts with the counter electrode. The possible pathway to create the electrochemical
device for water photolysis and hydrogen production should be shown.
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HAS PHOTOSYNTHETIC HYDROGEN PRODUCTION A
PRACTICAL IMPORTANCE?
Anatoly A. TSYGANKOV
Institute of Basic Biological Problems, RAS, Pushchino, Moscow Region, 142290,
Russia
E-mail: ttt@issp.serpukhov.su; Fax: +7-469-733-05-32
Energy is vital to human population. Unfortunately, dependence on the fossil
fuel as our primary energy source contributes to global changes of climate. Molecular
hydrogen is environmentally friendly fuel since the product of its utilization is only the
water. However, the hydrogen production should be realized without concomitant
carbon dioxide evolution. Currently, hydrogen might be produced without
environmental pollution via electrolysis powered by electricity from photovoltaics.
Biological production of hydrogen using sun light is an exciting idea for technology
development.
Real rates of hydrogen production by different laboratory photosynthetic
systems are collected and presented in this presentation. They are compared with
potential rates based on particular reactions participated in the hydrogen evolution.
Limiting steps for algal, cyanobacterial, and bacterial photosynthetic hydrogen
production are indicated. Possible strategies to improve real rates of hydrogen
production are presented.
Biotechnological systems are considered to be applicable for distributed energy
network (one system for one village). Taking into account average demand of a village
in energy and assuming that hydrogen might be converted to the electricity by fuel cells,
size of photobioreactors based on real laboratory and potential hydrogen production
rates are calculated. A conclusion from these results will be presented.
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THE REDISCOVERY OF CHLOROPHYLL D AND ITS ROLE IN
LIGHT-HARVESTING AND PHOTOCHEMICAL CONVERSION
Anthony LARKUM1, Michael KUEHL2, Rosanne QUINNELL1, Roslyn GLOAG1,
Ray RITCHIE1 and Min CHEN1
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Chlorophyll d was discovered in red algae in the early 1940s by Manning and
Strain. The presence of a formyl group in ring 1 brings about a strong shift in the in vivo
red absorption band, pushing it out to the near infra-red (range 690-750 nm).
In 1996 Chl d was rediscovered in a cyanobacterium Acaryochloris marina,
isolated and cultured from a marine sea squirt (a didemnid ascidian), in which the
symbiotic cyanobacterium Prochloron didemni is also found. In 2005 Kuehl et al.
showed that A. marina is a free-living epiphyte under the sea squirt. In this
environment visible light is greatly reduced and the presence of Chl d allows for the
absorption of relatively enriched amounts of near infra-red light. The same organism
has been found on the frond surfaces of some red algae and living free on the bottom of
the Salton Sea, a eutrophic hypersaline artificial lake in California. Thus it is likely that
A. marina and relatives are widespread and that the original observations of Manning
and Strain were the result of the presence of Acaryochloris on their red algae.
A. marina possesses a light-harvesting chlorophyll protein in the same protein
family as the isiA of certain classical cyanobacteria and the prochlorophyte chlorophyll
a/b protein (pcb) of prochlorophytes (those cyanobacteria that have Chl b in addition to
Chl a). This is arranged in supermolecular rings or complexes attached to PSI and PSII.
Chl d has been shown to constitute the equivalent of P700 of Photosystem I in A.
marina. In Photosystem 2 it is still unclear whether Chl a or Chl d exist in the special
pair: there is evidence for either one or the other. If Chl a is not present in the special
pair of PSII then it is puzzling as to why Chl a occurs at all in this organism. It could be
present as a by-product of the biosynthetic pathway for Chl d. However, nothing is
known at present about this biosynthetic pathway. Attempts to modify the ratio of Chl
a/d ratio in our laboratory by modifying the growth light have met with little success,
and therefore we conclude that Chl a does not have a light-harvesting role.
Experiments on photosynthetic oxygen evolution in A. marina show that it
performs with high efficiency under red and far red light. Pulse amplitude modulation
(PAM) fluorimetry has also been used to show that calculated electron transport rates
(ETRs) correlate very well with oxygen evolution rates.
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ROLE OF CHLOROPHYLL d IN THE PRIMARY PHOTOCHEMICAL REACTIONS OF ACARYOCHLORIS MARINA
Alison TELFER
Division of Molecular Biosciences, Imperial College London, Biochemistry Building,
South Kensington Campus, London SW7 2AZ, UK
E-mail: a.telfer@imperial.ac.uk; Fax +44 20 7594 5267
Acaryochloris marina is a cyanobacterium distinguished from all others because
it contains predominantly chlorophyll d rather than chlorophyll a. The only structural
difference between these pigments is that the former molecule has a formyl group in
place of the vinyl group on ring 1 of the porphyrin headgroup. In addition to chlorophyll
d, A. marina also always contains a very small amount of chlorophyll a and pheophytin
a (but no pheophytin d) and has fairly unusual carotenoids – the main ones being αcarotene and zeaxanthin. In photosystem I chlorophyll d replaces chlorophyll a in all its
functions and the primary donor absorbs at 740 nm; it is consequently known as P740.
The situation in photosystem II is less clear. It has been claimed that some of the small
amount of chlorophyll a, always present in the organism, is an integral part of the
reaction centre of photosystem II as the higher electronic energy level of chlorophyll a
(~1.8 eV) compared to chlorophyll d (~1.7 eV) is necessary in order to split water. The
evidence for and against the involvement of chlorophyll a in the primary photochemical
reactions of photosystem II of A. marina will be presented.
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ENERGY TRANSFER IN THE REACTION CENTERS OF RB.
SPHAEROIDES AND B. VIRIDIS UNDER FEMTOSECOND
EXCITATION IN QX ABSORPTION BAND OF
BACTERIOCHLOROPHYLL
Vladimir Z. PASCHENKO
Department of Biophysics, Biology Faculty of the M.V. Lomonosov Moscow State
University, 119992, Moscow, Russia
E-mail: Paschenko@biophys.msu.ru
Energy transfer processes in RCs of Rb. sphaeroides and B. viridis were
investigated using 18 fs excitation at λex =600 nm (N.N. Semenov Institute of Chem.
Phys. RAS). Only 10-15% of all bacteriochlorophyll molecules (monomeric BClA and
BClB as well as dimer P) were excited at this excitation wavelength. Spectral and
temporal dynamics of the transient processes in the RCs was analyzed in the spectral
regions 780-830 nm (Rb. sphaeroides) and 800-860 nm (B. viridis). The main purpose
of the investigation was to characterize a spectral and temporal properties of P→Py+
transition for both kinds of RC.
To determine the spectral and kinetical properties of Py+ absorption band in Rb.
sphaeroides RC we analyzed the transient difference absorption spectra in 780–830 nm
region for the delay time varied from –40 fs to 10 ps. As a result a peak position of Py+
energetic level was found to be at 809±1 nm. Time course of ∆A810 absorption changes
was resolved into three components. Very fast initial negative fall in the kinetic of
∆A810(t) reflects the bleaching of the Py+ band due to absorption of the excitation light.
Second kinetic componet is attributed to the B*→Py+ energy migration as well as to the
energy transfer from Py+ to the lowest Py- energy level. This transition is accompanied
by the partial recovering of Py+ absorption as well as by the additional bleaching of Pyabsorption band. The third exponential component in ∆A810 kinetics is related to the
transient processes in Py+ and Py- absorption bands which accompany
P*Bpheo→P+BPheo- charge separation. It was concluded that transition band with a
maximum at 810 nm and fwhm ~20 nm is related to P→Py+ absorption band in Rb.
sphaeroides RC.
The same spectral-temporal experiments in the 800–860 nm band were made
with the RC’s preparation of B. viridis. It was found that the maximum of P → Py+
transition is located at ~845 nm. Time course of ∆A845 absorption changes was
analyzed in three exponential approach. Kinetics of ∆A845 (B. viridis) fas found to be
very close to that of ∆A810 (Rb. sphaeroides). Data obtained are analyzed within the
frame of the efficiency of energy migration in photosynthetic reaction centers.
Supported by the Russian Foundation for Basic Research projects No 05-0448606 and 04-04-49486
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ENERGETICS OF ELECTRON TRANSFER IN
PHOTOSYNTHETIC REACTION CENTERS OF BACTERIA AND
PLANTS: SIMILARITIES AND DIFFERENCES
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In photosynthesis light is harvested in antennae and converted in electronic
excitation. In reaction centers (RC), this energy drives a charge separation process
generating electrochemical energy and building up a proton gradient. These events go
along with a chain of electron transfer (ET) processes. We characterize energetics of RC
cofactors participating in these ET events and estimated their rates using the Dutton
ruler [1]. We focus on similarities and differences between RC from bacteria, algae and
plants considering bacterial RC (bRC), photosystem I (PSI) and photosystem II (PSII).
The redox potentials of the participating cofactors in the RC are calculated by
solving the Poisson-Boltzmann equation for the complete protein complex accounting
for the protonation pattern of all amino acids. First the computational machinery is
introduced and explained in some detail. Subsequently, we consider the ET events
between the quinones and the iron-sulfur-cluster in PSI and between the quinones in
PSII and bRC. In the latter case, we demonstrate how reorganization of H-bond pattern
can influence the quinone redox potentials and thus the corresponding ET events. Next
we like to elucidate the largely different oxidation power of the chlorophyll (Chl) dimer
in PSII and PSI and of the bacteriochlorophyll (BChl) dimer in bRC, which we can
understand in terms of specific structure and charge pattern differences. Finally, if time
allows, a controversial issue on the role of the non-heme iron (Fe) in PSII and bRC will
be discussed. The non-heme iron complex (Fe-complex) in bRC is considered to be
redox-inactive while in PSII its redox state can be changed. With time resolved FTIR
Remy and Gerwert [2] observed in bRC an electron appearing at the secondary quinone
(QB) before the primary quinone (QA) was oxidized suggesting that the electron
originates from a different source. We investigated the energetics of possible transient
oxidation events of the Fe-complex in bRC and find support of such an idea.
[1] Page, C. C., Moser, C. C., Chen, X. & Dutton, P. L. Nature 402, 47-52 (1999).
[2] Remy, A., & Gerwert, K. Nat. Struct. Biol. 10, 637-644 (2003).
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INTERACTIONS BETWEEN CHLORORESPIRATORY AND
PHOTOSYNTHETIC ELECTRON TRANSFER REACTIONS POTENTIAL FOR STIMULATING HYDROGEN PRODUCTION IN
MICROALGAE
Laurent COURNAC, Gilles PELTIER
CEA Cadarache, DSV/DEVM/L3BM, UMR 6191 CNRS CEA Univ Méditerranée,
13108 Saint Paul Lez Durance Cedex, France
E-mail: laurent.cournac@cea.fr; Fax: +33 4 42 25 62 65
In cyanobacteria and in chloroplasts of higher plants or microalgae, different
respiratory or “respiratory-like” electron transfer pathways have been shown to interact
with the photosynthetic electron transfer chain. These pathways share in common the
general property of reducing plastoquinones at the expense of soluble reducing power.
But the enzymes involved in these pathways and the rates of their activities seem highly
variable from one organism to the other. We will summarize our current view on the
respective roles of these pathways in organisms with oxygenic photosynthesis. Further,
we will discuss how their inhibition or stimulation in microalgae or cyanobacteria can
be designed in order to derive photosynthetic electron transfer into H2 production.
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BIOINFORMATIC EXPLORATION ON SEQUENCE AND
STRUCTURE TO INFER FUNCTION AND EVOLUTION OF
THE OXYGEN-EVOLVING EXTRINSIC PROTEINS
Javier DE LAS RIVAS and Angel ROMAN
Bioinformatics and Functional Genomics Research Group, IBMCC (CSIC/USAL)
Salamanca, Spain
E-mail: jrivas@usal.es; Fax: +34-923-294743
Oxygen in the atmosphere comes from the biomolecular water-splitting reaction
that occurs in oxyphotosynthetic organisms catalysed by the oxygen-evolving centre
(OEC) of photosystem II (PSII). PsbO (33kDa), PsbP (23kDa), PsbQ (17kDa), PsbR
(10kDa) are the extrinsic proteins associated to the lumenal side of the oxygen-evolving
(OE) engine in all known higher plants (De Las Rivas et al., 2004). Their play a critical
role in maintaining oxygen evolution activity at physiological rates. However their
presence is not constant throughout all known oxyphotoautotrophic organisms, since
PsbP, PsbQ and PsbR are not present in oxyphotosynthetic prokaryotes or in known
non-green algae. These organisms include PsbV and PsbU as extrinsic proteins together
with PsbO, the manganese stabilising protein (MSP) present in all known
oxyphototrophs. Comparative analyses of the sequence and the structure of these
proteins and study of their homologous in different species from prokaryotes to
eukaryotes is used to unravel the evolutionary track that they have followed and to infer
new ideas about their function in the OEC (De Las Rivas and Roman, 2005). We found
homology between some prokaryotic proteins from oxyphotobacteria and eukaryotic
PsbP and PsbQ, and our results show that PsbP and PsbQ present different evolutionary
profiles. The data indicate that PsbQ is not present in ancient cyanobacteria, but has
probably evolved from a recent cyanoQ or from a PsbQ’ protein, a unique 20 kDa
protein homologous to PsbQ found in non-green algae. By contrast, PsbP has a remote
homologue in ancient cyanobacteria that may have followed different evolutionary
tracks: (i) one to cyanoP proteins found in modern cyanobacteria; (ii) another to the
PsbP present in higher plants and green algae. A specific origin for PsbP is consistent
with the fact that only PsbP, but not PsbQ protein, is essential for the regulation and
stabilization of PSII in higher plants (Ifuku et al., 2005); and therefore PsbP function, as
essential to plants, had to be invented for plant OE full activity. The structural study
reveals that PsbP and PsbQ may bind the OEC in different sites, being PsbP closer to
the head domain of PsbO that stabilizes the Mn cluster. PsbR also seems to be related to
Mn maintenance.
1) De Las Rivas J, Balsera M, Barber J. (2004). Trends Plant Sci. 9:18-25.
2) De Las Rivas J, Roman A. (2005). Photochem Photobiol Sci. 4:1003-10.
3) Ifuku K, Yamamoto Y, Ono TA, Ishihara S, Sato F. (2005). Plant Physiol. 139:117584.
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PROTEIN PHOSPHORYLATION IN REGULATION OF
PHOTOSYNTHESIS IN PLANTS AND GREEN ALGA
Alexander V. VENER
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Application of a novel methodology of vectorial proteomics for characterization
of the protein domains exposed to the outer surface of photosynthetic membranes
resulted in thorough mapping of in vivo protein phosphorylation sites in thylakoids from
plants and green alga. Sixteen exact phosphorylation sites in 10 integral and 2
peripheral proteins have been uncovered in plant thylakoid membranes. Mapping of in
vivo protein phosphorylation in photosynthetic membranes of the green alga C.
reinhardtii identified 22 phosphorylation sites in the proteins corresponding to 16 algal
genes. Significant changes in thylakoid protein phosphorylation of plants are found in
responses to stress, while alterations of thylakoid protein phosphorylation in C.
reinhardtii are much more responsive to the changes in redox and light conditions, as
well as CO2 availability. The major environmentally-dependent changes of protein
phosphorylation in the algal cells are clustered at the interface between the photosystem
II (PSII) core and its light-harvesting antennae (LHCII, CP26 and CP29). The State 1to-State 2 transition causes quadruple phosphorylation of a minor LHCII antennae
subunit CP29, as well as phosphorylation of constituents of a major LHCII complex,
Lhcbm1 and Lhcbm10. In State 2 the phosphorylated CP29 migrates from PSII to PSI,
where it serves as a linker protein connecting PSI with the mobile LHCII. Exposure of
the algal cells to high light induces specific hyperphosphorylation of CP29 at seven
distinct residues, phosphorylation of another linker protein CP26 at a single threonine,
and double phosphorylation of additional subunits of a major LHCII complex including
Lhcbm4, Lhcbm6, Lhcbm9 and Lhcbm11. Environmentally-induced protein
phosphorylation at the interface of PSII core and the associated antenna proteins,
particularly multiple differential phosphorylation of CP29 linker protein, suggests the
mechanisms for control of photosynthetic State transitions and for LHCII uncoupling
from PSII under high light stress to allow thermal energy dissipation. Acclimation of C.
reinhardtii to limiting environmental CO2 induces specific redox-dependent
phosphorylation of at least two proteins, Lci5 and UEP, at the surface of thylakoid
membranes. LCI5 and UEP, together with an earlier discovered plant-specific protein
TSP9, envisage previously unknown class of basic proteins undergoing
environmentally-induced redox-dependent phosphorylation at the surface of oxygenic
photosynthetic membranes. Differential multiple phosphorylations of these proteins
affect their mobility and association with photosynthetic protein complexes and will be
discussed in relation to regulation of photosynthetic light harvesting in C. reinhardtii
and plants.
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REGULATION OF ELECTRON TRANSPORT IN THE
CYANOBACTERIUM SYNECHOCYSTIS SP. PCC 6803:
INTERRELATIONS BETWEEN THE PHOTOSYNTHETIC AND
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In this communication, we report results of our studies of oxygen-dependent
interrelations between photosynthetic and respiratory electron transport chains in the
cyanobacterium Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803. Redox transients of P700 were monitored
by the EPR method; oxygen exchange processes were measured with O2 sensitive spin
probes. To discriminate between the factors controlling the rates of photosynthetic
electron transport and respiration, we compared the P700 redox transients and oxygen
exchange processes in wild type (WT) cells and mutants (gifts from Dr. W.Vermaas and
Dr. T.Ogawa) with impaired PS1, PS2, NDH-1, NDH-2, succinate dehydrogenase
(SDH), and terminal oxidases (CtaI, CydAB, CtaDEII). It was shown that electron flow
through PS1 is controlled by two main mechanisms: (i) acceleration of electron transfer
from PS1 to NADP+, and (ii) slowing down of electron flow between PS2 and PS1
governed by the intrathylakoid pH. In autotrophycally grown intact cells, the rates of
electron flow through both photosynthetic and respiratory electron transport chains
strongly depended on the proton gradient and oxygen concentration in cell suspension.
The retardation of respiration (in the dark) and photosynthetic electron flow between
PS2 and PS1 was determined mainly by the acidification of the intrathylakoid lumen
rather than generation of the electric potential difference (∆ψ). Coefficients of
respiratory and photosynthetic control were kR = 2.0 and kP = 2.8, respectively.
Analysis of the kinetics of P700 redox transients led us to the conclusion that electron
fluxes from dehydrogenases and from cyclic electron transport pathway comprise 2030% of the total flux from the intersystem electron transport chain to P700+. In WT
cells, electron flow to O2 through the terminal oxidases in the dark was ac. 10% of the
light-induced electron flux through P700. The contribution of the cyanide-resistant
pathway was ac. 15% of the total respiration in the dark. Comparative study of electron
transport in WT and SDH-deficient mutant cells demonstrated that SDH was the main
source of electrons (up to 80 %) donating to the plastoquinone pool in the dark.
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THE SOUND OF PHOTOSYNTHESIS: FREQUENCY ANALYSIS
OF FLUORESCENCE SIGNAL, NEW TOOLS FOR MUTANT
SCREENING, REGULATORY PATHWAY, GROWTH
CONDITIONS AND OTHER
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All living organisms are exposed to changing environmental conditions. These
changing conditions help to develop various protection mechanisms, powerful
regulatory pathways and feedbacks. The evolution of photosynthesis is, among other
constraints, driven by selection of genes for photochemical energy conversion that is
robust and, yet effective, in a fluctuating light environment. Variable cloud cover,
moving canopy and ocean waves are among the dynamic factors that have been shaping
the photosynthetic regulation since the first ancestors of modern plants emerged. The
regulatory systems contain nonlinearly negative and positive feedback loops. This work
present time frequency analysis of the chlorophyll fluorescence signal like the response
to harmonically modulated irradiance. We can tune different frequency of oscillating
actinic light, which allows us to selectively play with individual feedback loop. The
combinations of various parameters analyzed by Fourier analysis allow us to distinguish
and parameterized differences in organisms. This is completely new tool for mutant
screening, study of regulatory pathways. We found a big sensitivity for growth
condition, too. All measurement was done by double modulation Fluorometr FL3300
(PSI ltd.) with special modification for precision sinus generation of actinic light with
possibility to change frequency, amplitude, faze and offset and with kinetic fluorescence
imaging system FluorCam 700MF with similar modification for a sinus waveform of
actinic light.
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PHOTOSYSTEM II BIOENERGETICS OF BARLEY
SEEDLINGS GROWING UNDER ABIOTIC STRESSES
Mohamed Hazem KALAJI
Dept. Plant Physiology, Warsaw Agricultural University, Nowoursynowska 159,
02-776 Warsaw, Poland
E-mail: info@kalaji.pl; Fax: +48-22-6425923
Photosynthetic activity of two barley Syrian landraces Arabi Aswad and Arabi
Abiad growing under different abiotic stresses (high and low temperature, light, salinity,
heavy metals, and nutrient deficiency) was studied by the application of quantitative
analysis of the fluorescence transient (JIP-test). This was done to explain the stepwise
flow of energy through PSII at the reaction centre (RC) level (ABS/RC, TR/RC, ET/RC
and DI/RC) as well as at the level of a measured cross section (CS) (ABS/CS, TR/CS,
ET/CS and DI/CS). The obtained results showed different values of extracted and
technical fluorescence parameters, quantum efficiencies, specific and phenomenological
fluxes for each cultivar. Pipeline and leaf models, radar and carpet images were applied
to show barley plant reaction to different unfavorable growth conditions. This work
confirms that, JIP-test is one of vital tools to monitor PSII reaction to different abiotic
stresses. Moreover, it allows distinguishing stress type that plant experience in certain
environmental growth conditions.
References:
Kalaji M. H., Pietkiewicz Stefan (2004) Some physiological indices to be exploited as a
crucial tool in plant breeding. Plant Breeding and Seeds Science. 49, 19-39. Review
Lazar D., Ilik P. (1997) High-temperature induced chlorophyll fluorescence changes in
barley leaves. Comparison of the critical temperatures determined from fluorescence
induction and from fluorescence temperature curve. Plant Science 124: 159-164.
Romanowska-Duda B., Kalaji M. H., Strasser R. J. (2005) The use of PSII activity of
Spirodela Oligorrhiza plants as an indicator for water toxicity. In: Photosynthesis:
Fundamental Aspects to Global Perspectives (Allen Press Ed.) 585-587.
Strasser R.J., Srivastava A., Tsimilli-Michael M. (2000) The fluorescence transient as a
tool to characterize and screen photosynthetic samples. In: Probing photosynthesis:
mechanisms, regulation and adaptation, M. Yunus, U. Pathre, P. Mohanty (eds.),
Taylor & Francis, London, GB, Ch. 25: pp. 445-483.
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ELECTRON TRANSFER INVOLVING REDOX-POOL
COMPOUNDS: AN APPROACH TOWARDS ARTIFICIAL
QUINONE POOL
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The quinone pool presents one of the essential features in biological energy
conversion. Its role is to accumulate the redox equivalents in the form of
quinone/hydroquinone pair, and to bridge different redox enzymes working at different
rates and mechanisms. In relation to the photosystems, the quinone pool connects RC
and cytochrome bc1 (bacterial photosynthesis) or PS2 and cytochrome b6f (oxygenic
photosynthesis). On the other hand, in artificial model systems with organic molecules,
the chemistry involving multiple quinones have not yet been well studied.
In this talk, we will present the synthesis and photochemistry of molecules
containing one porphyrin (as a model of chlorophylls) and multiple redox-active groups.
The redox-active groups are attached in the interior of a dendrimer framework, and have
soft, layered structures. In the first part, we will discuss the photochemistry of
porphyrin-ferrocene systems, in which ferrocenes act as an electron donor to the excited
states of a porphyrin. Interesting layer-dependent behavior was observed. In the second
part, we will present the photochemistry of porphyrin-quinone systems, in which
quinones can be converted to hydroquinones by the action of visible light. In this case,
the reduction of quinones did not show any layer dependence, suggesting that
photoinduced exchange between quinones and hydroquinones are taking place
intramolecularly.
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A PHOTO-SENSOR WITH A CYANOBACTERIAL
PHOTOSYSTEM I DRIVEN TRANSISTOR VIA A MOLECULAR
WIRE
Hiroshi NISHIHARA1, Yoshinori YAMANOI1, Tetsu YONEZAWA1, Masaki
MURATA1, Nao TERASAKI2, Noritaka YAMAMOTO2, Kaoru TAMADA2,
Mineyuki HATTORI2, Takashi HIRAGA2, Akihiko TOHRI3, Ikutaro SATO3, Isao
ENAMI4, Yasunori INOUE3, Satoshi YONEYAMA5, Makoto MINAKATA5,
Tsutomu OHMORI6, Makoto SAKAI6, and Masaaki FUJII6
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Photosynthesis is an ultimate photo-electron conversion system, several trials for
applying the systems to electronic devices have been made. In this paper, we report on
the first successful output of electrons directly from Photosystem I (PS I) of
thermophilic cyanobacteria to the gate of a field-effect transistor (FET) by bypassing
electron flow via a newly designed molecular wire, i.e., artificial vitamin K1, and a gold
nanoparticle; in short, this newly manufactured photo-sensor employs a bio-functional
unit as the core of the device. Photo-electrons generated by the irradiation of molecular
complexes composed of reconstituted PS I on the gate were found to control the FET.
This PS I-bionic photo-sensor can be used to interpret gradation in images. This PS IFET system is moreover sufficiently stable for use exceeding a period of one year.
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ARTIFICIAL O2 PRODUCTION FROM WATER BY METAL
COMPLEXES ADSORBED IN HETEROGENEOUS SOLID
MATRIXES
Masayuki YAGI
Faculty of Education and Human Sciences, and Center for Transdisciplinary Research,
Niigata University, 8050 Ikarashi-2, Niigata 950-2181, Japan
E-mail: yagi@ed.niigata-u.ac.jp; Fax: +81-25-262-7151
Molecular aspects of synthetic catalysts for water oxidation to evolve O2 are
included in at least two attractive current scientific interests. One is a mechanistic
understanding of water oxidation catalyzed at photosynthetic oxygen evolving complex
(OEC) whose active site contains an µ-oxo bridged manganese core. The other is a
design of a synthetic system for catalytic water oxidation that is indispensable to
construction of an artificial photosynthetic device for providing a socially acceptable
renewable energy source. Although many useful manganese-oxo complexes have given
guided thoughts on the structure of the OEC, most of the structural models have not
catalyzed water oxidation to evolve O2 in a homogeneous aqueous solution so far. The
reaction of [(OH2)(terpy)MnIII(µ-O)2MnIV(terpy)(OH2)]3+ (terpy = 2,2’:6’,2”terpyridine) (1) with a CeIV oxidant leads to the decomposition of 1 to the permanganate
ion without O2 evolution in an aqueous solution, but catalytically producing O2 from
water when 1 is adsorbed on clay compounds.1) We synthesized new derivatives of 1
and examined catalytic water oxidation by the derivatives adsorbed on clay compounds.
We will discuss molecular aspects of manganese-oxo complex catalysts adsorbed on
heterogeneous solid matrixes for water oxidation.
1) M. Yagi, K. Narita, J. Am. Chem. Soc., 2004, 126, 8084-8085.
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THE PRIMARY REACTIONS IN PHOTOSYSTEM II: THEORY OF
EXCITATION ENERGY- AND CHARGE TRANSFER
Thomas RENGER and Grzegorz RASZEWSKI
Institute of Chemistry and Biochemistry, Free University Berlin, Takustr. 6, D-14195
Germany
E-mail: rth@chemie.fu-berlin.de; Fax: +49-30-838-56921
Based on a calculation of a variety of optical spectra of the D1-D2 [1], CP 43
and CP47 subunits and whole photosystem II core complexes, a scheme is offered for
the primary reactions in photosystem II, i.e., the absorption of light, excitation energy
transfer to the reaction center and primary electron transfer. A key element of the new
scheme is that electron transfer does not start from a delocalized excited state of the
reaction center, as assumed in the multimer model, but from an excited state that is
strongly localized on the accessory chlorophyll of the D1-branch. The calculations
predict, that this lowest state is lower by about 10 nm than the low energy exciton state
of the two special pair chlorophylls which form an excitonic dimer. This prediction is
verified by calculations and comparison with experimental data of difference spectra of
mutants of the axial ligands of the special pair chlorophyll and the accessory
chlorophyll of the D1-branch. From the calculation of absorption difference spectra
(involving triplet states and oxidized and reduced cofactors), it is seen, that after
primary electron transfer the electron hole stabilizes at the special pair chlorophyll of
the D1-branch, and that the physiologically dangerous triplets, which are formed under
light stress, equilibrate between the special pair chlorophyll and the accessory
chlorophyll of the D1-branch. The local optical transition energies of the pigments
obtained and verified from the calculation of optical spectra are applied in the
calculation of excitation energy transfer dynamics, following an ultra short optical
excitation pulse. The excitation energy transfer dynamics is described using different
theories for the rate constants. Modified Redfield theory [2,3] and Redfield theory are
used to describe exciton relaxation between pigments with strong couplings and
generalized Förster theory [5] to study excitation energy transfer between weakly
coupled domains of pigments. The calculations show the pathways of excitation energy
and the trapping of this energy by the reaction center in photosystem II.
[1] G. Raszewski, W. Saenger and T. Renger, Biophys. J. 88 (2005) 986-998.
[2] W. M. Zhang, T. Meier, V. Chernyak and S. Mukamel, J. Chem. Phys. 108 (1998),
7763-7774.
[3] T. Renger and R. A. Marcus, J. Phys. Chem. A 107 (2003) 8404-8419.
[5] H. Sumi, J. Phys. Chem. B 103 (1999) 252-260.
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ON THE SPECIFICITY AND ADVANTAGES OF T. FÖRSTER’
THEORY OF “SLOW” INDUCTIVE RESONANCE IN
APPLICATIONS TO EXCITATION MIGRATION IN
PHOTOSYNTHESIS.
Alexander BORISOV
A.N. Belozersky Institute of Physico-Chemical Biology in M.V. Lomonosov Moscow
State University. Vorob’ev hills, 119992 Moscow, Russia
E-mail: borissov@genebee.msu.ru; Fax: +7-495-9393181
Förster’ theory of slow inductive resonance is a subdivision of general quantummechanical theory for migration of singlet excitations. It principally differs from other
modern theories – it completely relies on parameters and data which are obtained in
experiments. It can be used for quantitative determination of interchromophore
distances, or kinetic parameters for excitation transfer, provided its basic parameter, the
critical distance for excitation migration, can be reliably determined for a given
donor/accepter pair in corresponding media. Although Förster’ theory has serious
limitations in application to rather condensed photosynthetic pigment complexes as
compared with the modern theories (like modified Redfield theory and some others) in
has its specific advantages. One may find in biological literature several contributions
in which with its aid authors have predicted concrete values of intermolecular distances
with the precision of 20%, and later these predictions were indeed confirmed with
direct X-ray methods.
The following points will be analysed in this report.
1) The interchromophore distances down to 8 A and the jumptime range down to
0.1-0.2 picosecond fit Förster’ theory for chlorophylls (Chl) a and b in vivo
(provided interacting chromophores are not in direct Van-der-Waals contact).
2) Excitation migration between small excitonically coupled Chl groups may be
presented within Förster’ theory as between sole complex molecules if te mutual
positions of these molecules are known.
3) The value of dielectric permeability of Chl host media in vivo, i.e. of
photosynthetic membranes, will be estimated.
4) Two concrete advantages of Förster’ theory will be discussed: a) in the
precision; b) in the ability to control the resemblance of the crystalline and in
vivo structures of pigment-protein complexes, derived from photosynthetic
membranes.
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MATHEMATICAL MODELING OF PHOTOSYNTHETIC
PRIMARY PROCESSES
Galina RIZNICHENKO, Andrey RUBIN
Biological Faculty of Moscow State University, 119992, Moscow, Russia,
E-mail: riznich@biophys.msu.ru; Fax: +7-495-9391116
For understanding the regulation laws on the level of whole thylakoid membrane
it is useful to integrate kinetic and structural data in the computer model of the complete
system. The generalized kinetic model of the processes in thylakoid membrane was
developed, including detailed consideration of transitions between the states of
photosystem 2, cytochrome and Photosystem 1 multienzyme complexes,
transmembrane transport of protons and other ions, ATP-synthase activity, buffer
parameters of the membrane. The model takes into account the dependence of the rates
of electron transport on the transmembrane electrical potential, which is generated by
electron and ion fluxes. The model simulates the peculiarities of the fluorescence
induction curve at different light intensities at the time interval of mc - 10 c and allows
to analyze the contribution of individual processes to the whole picture.
When investigating the regulation processes special interest must be focused on
the role of space organization of thylakoid membrane. Taking into account the
heterogeneity of thylakoid membrane and the fact that the sizes of mobile carrier’s
molecules are comparable to the thickness of the membrane and lumen area, it becomes
obvious, that chemical kinetics equations are oversimplified. In collaboration with the
Dept. of Computer Methods in Physics of the Physical faculty of MSU we develop the
new approach to the simulation of photosynthetic electron-transport processes. The
model presents the 3D-scene, consisting of three compartments: stroma, membrane and
lumen. Ps1, Ps2, cytochrome and other complexes are imbedded in membrane
according to experimental data. The electron transport transfer inside the complexes is
described by differential equations for the state probabilities. Movement of mobile
carriers is described by the formalism of Brownian dynamics: plastoquinone molecules
inside the membrane, plastocianin molecules in lumen and ferrodoxin molecules in
stroma. Direct multiparticle model gives the possibility to follow the travel of individual
mobile molecule or individual electron as well as to present kinetic and statistical
characteristics of the system and to visualize the whole scene of the processes observed.
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COUPLING OF PROTEIN DYNAMICS AND ELECTRON
TRANSFER IN REACTION CENTERS FROM RPS. VIRIDIS
Alexander KOTELNIKOV1, Emile MEDVEDEV1, Alexei STUCHEBRUKHOV2,
Nikolai GORYACHEV1, Boris PSIKHA1, Jose ORTEGA3
1

Institute of Problems of Chemical Physics, Russian Academy of Sciences, 142432
Chernogolovka, Russia;
E-mail: kotel@icp.ac.ru; Fax: +7-496-515-54-20
2
Department of Chemistry, University of California, Davis, CA 95616, USA;
3
Instituto de Bioquimica Vegetal y Fotosintesis, Universidad de Seville-CSIC E-41092
Seville, Spain
Electron transfer in the reaction center from Rps. viridis has been investigated
experimentally in the range of temperatures of 153 to 295 K. The kinetics of ET
reaction from the proximal heme of cytochrome to the special pair has been found to be
non-exponential. The degree of non-exponentiality strongly depends on temperature,
with increasing non-exponentiality at lower temperatures. Here, the experimental
kinetic data for ET are analyzed in the frames of a theoretical Sumi-Marcus-type model,
which allows establishing a connection between the observed kinetic curves and
structural dynamics of the protein. The phenomenological model subdivides the multitime-scale dynamics of the protein into two groups: fast and slow. The division is
determined by the rate of electron transfer, which is dynamically controlled by the slow
modes of the protein medium. The slow modes are described by a phenomenological
collective coordinate X , for which a diffusion type of dynamics is assumed. The
analysis of the temperature dependence of the kinetic curves for ET allows a complete
characterization of the slow time-scale protein dynamics: we find the corresponding
activation barrier for the dynamics of X , around 0.5 eV. We discuss the nature of the
collective modes X and the nature of its activation barrier (breaking of hydrogen bonds).
The main conclusion is that the kinetics of ET at low temperatures can be used as a
probe of protein structural dynamics in the microsecond time-scale.
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INTERMEDIATES OF THE O2-FORMING TRANSITION
STUDIED BY TIME-RESOLVED X-RAY SPECTROSCOPY – NEW
RESULTS AND MECHANISTIC IMPLICATIONS
Holger DAU, Michael HAUMANN, Peter LIEBISCH, Markus GRABOLLE,
Claudia MÜLLER, Marcos BARRA, Paola LOJA, Alexander GRUNDMEIER,
Joachim BUCHTA, Roland KRIVANEK
Freie Universität Berlin, FB Physik, Arnimallee 14, D-14195 Berlin, Germany
E-mail: holger.dau@physik.fu-berlin.de
In oxygenic photosynthesis, electrons and protons are removed from water at a
manganese-calcium complex which is bound to protein subunits of Photosystem II. We
have characterized four intermediates of the reaction cycle of the native Mn4Ca complex
by X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS, XANES, EXAFS) on isotropically and
unidirectionally oriented PSII particles. The results obtained by XAS at 20 K as well as
at room temperature suggest that in the S0-S1 and in the S2-S3 transition manganese
oxidation is coupled to changes in the Mn-Mn bridging mode [1], which likely prevent
the redox-potential increase otherwise anticipated for Mn oxidation [2]. On the basis of
XAS results and the available crystallographic information, atomic resolution models
for the manganese complex in its S0-, S1-, S2-, and S3-state are proposed. Recently the
transient formation of a further reaction intermediate (S4-state) has been demonstrated
in a time-resolved X-ray experiment and characterized by recombination fluorescence
analysis [3]. In the light of these recent results, the reaction cycle of photosynthetic
water oxidation is discussed. Specifically, it is proposed that eight steps of alternate
proton and electron release precede the O-O bond formation step.
[1] Haumann, M., Müller, C., Liebisch, P., Iuzzolino, L., Dittmer, J., Grabolle, M.,
Neisius, T., Meyer-Klaucke, W. and Dau, H. (2005) Biochemistry 44, 1894-1908.
[2] Dau, H. and Haumann, M (2005) Photosynth. Res. 84, 325-331.
[3] Haumann, M., Liebisch, P., Müller, C., Barra, M., Grabolle, M. and Dau, H.(2005)
Science 310, 1019-1021.
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SPECTROSCOPIC STUDIES OF PHOTOSYSTEM II FROM
THERMOSYNECHOCOCCUS ELONGATUS
Alain BOUSSAC1, Sun UN1, A. William RUTHERFORD1, Fabrice RAPPAPORT2
and Miwa SUGIURA3.
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Pierre et Marie Curie, 75005 Paris, France;
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Osaka, 599-8531, Japan
The structure of PSII isolated from the thermophilic cyanobacterium
Thermosynechococcus elongatus has now been solved to 3.5 Å then to 3.0 Å resolution
[1, 2]. However, the crystallographically determined structures are not without
problems. For example, the structure of Mn4Ca cluster is still under debate since its
redox state is undefined in the crystallographic structures due to the reductive effect of
the x-rays used [3]. More fundamentally, crystallographic structures by themselves,
especially at their current modest resolution, tell us very little about the various
important protein-cofactor and cofactor-cofactor interactions that influence the
electronic properties of the cofactors and enzyme function. However, by combining the
detailed physical structure obtained from crystallography with the electronic structural
information from spectroscopy, a more precise functional picture of structure can be
obtained. In this respect the PSII isolated from Thermosynechococcus elongatus
provides an ideal framework. The protein itself is very robust [4] and the genomic
sequence of this organism has also been determined and molecular biological
technologies are well under development [e.g. 5]. In this meeting we will present
spectroscopic studies on site-directed mutants and biosynthetically modified and
biochemically disrupted photosystem II.
[1] Ferreira, K.N, Iverson, T.M., Maghlaoui, K., Barber, J., Iwata, S. (2004) Science,
303, 1831-1838
[2] Loll, B., Kern, J., Saenger, W., Zouni, A., Biesiadka, J. (2005) Nature, 438, 10401044
[3] Yano, J., Kern, J., Irrgang, K.D., Latimer, M.J., Bergmann, U., Glatzel, P., Pushkar,
Y., Biesiadka, J., Loll, B., Sauer, K., Messinger, J., Zouni, A., Yachandra
V.K.(2005) Proc. Natl. Acad Sci. USA, 102, 12047-12052
[4] Sugiura, M. Inoue, Y. (1999) Plant Cell Physiol. 40, 1919-1931
[5] Sugiura, M., Rappaport, F., Brettel, K., Noguchi, T., Rutherford, A. W., Boussac, A.
(2004) Biochemistry 43, 13549-13563
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INTERMEDIATES OF S-STATE TRANSITIONS AND
MECHANISTIC IMPLICATIONS
Vasili PETROULEAS
Institute of Materials Science, NCSR “Demokritos”, 15310 Aghia Paraskevi Attikis,
Greece
E-mail: vpetr@ims.Demokritos.gr; Fax: +30-210-650 3344;
The Oxygen Evolving Complex, OEC, undergoes four oxidative transitions, S0 S1,..., S3 - (S4)S0 during the sequential absorption of 4 photons by PSII. There are two
major sequential steps on each S-state transition; oxidation of Tyr Z by P680+ to the
neutral radical form, Tyr Z•, and oxidation of the Mn cluster by Tyr Z•. Accumulating
evidence in recent years shows that Tyr Z• can be trapped at low temperatures as an
intermediate of almost all (except the S3 to S0) S-state transitions in functional PSII
preparations. Besides the importance of trapping functional intermediates of this unique
catalytic mechanism, cryogenic temperatures offer the advantage that proton motions
can be separated from electron transfer. The intermediates also provide important
information about the coupling of Tyr Z with the Mn cluster, and indirectly about the
magnetic properties of the Mn cluster itself. We will present recent results and discuss
the mechanistic implications.
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CRYOGENIC TURNOVER OF PHOTOSYSTEM II. DONOR
SPECIES AND Mn RELATED INTERACTIONS
Nick COX1, Naray PEWNIM1, Paul J. SMITH1, Joe HUGHES2, Lesley
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Paramagnetic species induced by cryogenic illumination in Photosystem II (PS
II) including the ‘S1 split signal’, are believed to include trapped intermediates in
functional S-state turnover. The ‘split’ signal intensity includes both an assumed split
derivative (g~2.035, wide component) and a simple derivative feature centered at g~2.0.
A new PSII membrane fragment preparation demonstrates negligible carotenoid
oxidation under cryogenic illumination.
This has allowed resolution and
characterisation of the central component of the S1 split signal. We find:
i) the central component has a tyrosine like hyperfine structure and relaxes fast.
ii ) its temperature dependence (and the S1 split signal) can be modeled by Yz+
interacting with an exchange coupled MnIII cluster [Yamauchi et al. Biochemistry,
1997, 36, 7520]. The central and wide components then represents YZ interacting with
the S=0 and S=1 populations of the cluster respectively.
In PS II core complexes, two narrower split signals are observed upon cryogenic
turnover. The broadest, with low field maxima centered at g~2.020-2.025, has an
estimated splitting of 50G and is probably the pheophytin/QA- split signal. This occurs
in less than 5% of centers. The narrower signal overlays the g~2.00 region with a
splitting ~ 10G. It appears to arise from an oxidized carotenoid seen via parallel optical
experiments and is split by dipolar interaction with the cyto b559ox, 10-12Å away.
Quantitation of tyrosine/split signal yields suggests it accounts for ~1/3 of
cryogenic turnover in either system. The majority of electron donation occurs through
other pathways including: the cytochrome, carotenoid and an isolated radical species
(possibly chlorophyll). The distribution of these donors is stable in membrane fragments
but in core complexes it evolves with illumination over time. Tyrosine oxidation is lost
in preference to the isolated radical formation .
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STRUCTURE OF THE Mn4Ca CLUSTER IN PSII BASED ON
POLARIZED EXAFS ON PSII SINGLE CRYSTALS
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Water splitting into molecular oxygen, protons and electrons is catalyzed within
photosystem II (PSII) by a metal-oxygen cluster containing four manganese and one
calcium ions (Mn4Ca cluster). The precise structure of this catalyst is still unknown,
despite many attempts of determination by X-ray diffraction (XRD), extended X-ray
absorption fine structure (EXAFS) and other spectroscopic techniques. We report
polarized EXAFS measurements on PSII single crystals of the thermophilic
cyanobacterium Thermosynechococcus elongatus that result in three highly similar
structures for the Mn4Ca cluster. Combining XRD and EXAFS data, we derived the
placement of the cluster within the PSII complex taking into account the overall trend of
the electron density of the metal site and the putative ligands. This study exemplifies a
new approach for obtaining high-resolution structures of radiation damage prone redoxactive metal sites in proteins.
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THE FUNCTIONS AND STRUCTURE OF PHOTOSYSTEM II
STUDIED BY PULSED EPR
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Spin Polarized ESEEM Method was applied to study the distances from the
acceptor quinine QA to the reaction center P680 and to the chlorophyll triplet 3Chl in
cyanobacterial and spinach photosystem II. Cyanobactserium Tthermosynechococus
vulcanus were grown and isolated PS II were tris-treated to eliminate manganese from
water oxidizing system, the obtained precipitations were incubated with ZnCl2 to
eliminate the non-heme iron from the acceptor site.
Spin polarized ESEEM signals from both PS II were observed synchronously
by laser illumination. 3Chl was produced by excitation of p680 with pulse YAG laser
through back reaction from pheophytin (Phe). The dipolar interaction frequency
between the radical pair 3Chl•A− was detected. The observed oscillation frequency 3.5
MHz, corresponds to the distance 25.1 Å, which is compared with the result 25.9 Ǻ for
spinach RC
To observe ESEEM from the radical pair between P680+A−, PSII particles
without reduction of A was illuminated by the same laser flash and spin polarized
ESEEM was detected synchronously. The observed dipolar interaction frequency was
2.6 MHz corresponding to the distances 26.2 Å. The same experiment on spinach RC
showed that the distance was 27.2 Å.
The distances from X-ray data on Thermosynechococcus vulcanus were dervived
to be 26.1 Å and 22.3 Å for P680+A− and for 3Chl•A− respectively. These studies
showed that the triplet state is produced on the D1-side of PS II complex and distances
in spinach are a little larger than those for cyanobacteria.
Electron-Electron Double Resonace (ELDOR) provides distances between stable
radical pairs. The obtained distances on the Mn4 cluster(S2) -YD, and ChlZ-YD will be
discussed based on its functions. The difference in distances between cyanobacterial
and spinach PS II will be reported.
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MONO-MANGANESE MECHANISM OF THE PHOTOSYSTEM II
OXYGEN EVOLVING REACTION CATALYZED BY A UNIQUE
Mn4Ca CLUSTER
Masami KUSUNOKI
Dep. of Phys, Sch. of Sci. & Techn., Meiji Univ., Kawasaki, Kanagawa 214-8571,
Japan
E-mail: kusunoki@isc.meiji.ac.jp; Fax: 81-44-934-7911
The molecular mechanism of the photosynthetic oxygen evolution from water has
been a great mystery in biophysics, despite of the recent epoch-making advance of
crystallographic investigations of cyanobacteria photosystem II. The fundamental
questions remained include: (1) What is the primary structure of four catalytic Mn and
two cofactors, Ca2 and Cl-, ions organized in the oxygen-evolving complex (OEC) ?, (2)
What is the binding nature of two substrate water molecules or their derivatives in each
Si-state ? , (3) Why only in the S2 and S3 states is a proton after released able to be
temporally trapped at an amino acid group with pKa ~ 5.7 ? , (4) Why is the S2-state
Mn4Ca cluster distributed to two different paramagnetic states characterized by g=2 and
g=4.2 EPR signals depending upon sample treatment ? , (5) How does the electron
transfer take place from every Si-state (i=0-3) Mn4Ca cluster to a YZ•+ radical
successively generated nearby ? , (6) What is the functional role of cofactor, Cl- ion ?,
and (7) How does the O-O bond form ?. We wish here to present a unique model
structure of OEC, which is assumed to be composed of YZ(Y161), Gln165, Asp170,
Glu189, His190, His332, Glu333, His337, Asp342, and Ala344 from D1 protein,
Glu354 and Arg357 from CP43 protein, a negative Cl- ion suggested to be bridging
between positive Arg357+ and Ca2+ ion, and a monomer-trimer type Mn4Ca cluster to be
proposed. In this model, the terminal Mn ion binds two substrate and the third water
molecules at the starting S0-state, while the other Mn ions form a tight cluster together
with Ca2+ ion utilizing four di-µ-carboxylato bridges. We found, in terms of high-cost
DFT/B3LYP computations carried out for a number of relevant model systems, that this
OEC structure is not only totally consistent with the observed EPR, EXAFS and isotope
18
O exchange kinetics data in a Kok's Si-state cycle, but also it can reasonably answer
all the questions mentioned above. Especially, we wish to propose both novel
mechanisms for the fourth ET upon S3 to S4 transition as the first key step, and for the
mono-manganese O-O bond formation as the second key step.
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TyrZ plays a crucial role to tune the primary photoreaction and water oxidation
in active PSII. Almost decade ago, Babcock and co-workers proposed a hydrogen-atom
abstraction mechanism that TyrZ interacted directly with substrate H2O bound to Mn
ions [1]. The recent structure of PSII has revealed the gross structural features, but
unambiguous detailed structural information on the Mn-cluster and the environment of
TyrZ is still far from clear due to the low resolution and radiation damage [2].
Spectroscopic studies on TyrZ in active PSII have always been suffered from its fast
turnover and lack of spectroscopic characteristics [3]. Therefore, most of our present
knowledge on the possible interactions between TyrZ and substrate water molecules
came from investigations on inhibited PSII.
In this paper, possible interaction between TyrZ and substrate water is explored
by measuring the pH effect on TyrZ oxidation and TyrZ• reduction at cryogenic
temperature in active PSII with the method developed recently [4], as well as, DFT
calculations on model systems. To be surprised, the change of the pH in bulk solution
has no effect on the TyrZ oxidation and TyrZ• reduction in the S0 and S1 states of the
active PSII at cryogenic temperature. This behaviour is dramatically different to that of
Tyr in solution, and the TyrZ in Mn-depleted PSII, where both oxidation and reduction
of Tyr are strongly pH dependent [3]. DFT theoretical calculations indicate that Tyr
becomes more difficult to be oxidized when H2O molecule interacts directly with it.
These results suggest that TyrZ is probably located in a hydrophobic environment with
no direct interaction with the substrate H2O in active PSII in the S0 and S1 states.
References:
1. C. W. Hoganson, G. T. Babcock, Science 277 (1997) 1953-1956; C. Tommos, G. T.
Babcock, Acc. Chem. Res. 31 (1998) 18-25
2. B. Loll, J. Kern, W. Saenger, A. Zouni, J. Biesiadka, Nature 438 (2005) 1040-1044;
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1831-1838; N. Kamiya, J. R. Shen, Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA 100 (2003) 98-103
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THE ENERGETICS OF PHOTOSYNTHETIC WATER
OXIDATION: FIRST RESULTS FROM PHOTOTHERMAL BEAM
DEFLECTION SPECTROSCOPY
Roland KRIVANEK, Holger DAU, and Michael HAUMANN
Freie Universität Berlin, FB Physik, Arnimallee 14, D-14195 Berlin, Germany
E-mail: haumann@physik.fu-berlin.de
The light-driven electron and proton transfer (ETPT) reactions at the Mn4Ca
complex bound to the Photosystem II (PSII) reaction center lead to the production of the
atmospheric dioxygen. Reliable knowledge on the energetics of this photosynthetic
water oxidation is still lacking, but essential to understand its mechanism [1].
We employ a specific method, namely photothermal beam deflection spectroscopy
(PBD) [2,3] -a time-resolved calorimetry technique- to study the energetics of the ETPT
reactions in PSII. The goal is to derive figures of the thermodynamic parameters
(changes in enthalpy, ∆H, and entropy, ∆S) that govern the reactions of water oxidation.
Followed by laser flashes to step the Mn4Ca cluster through its catalytic S-state cycle,
the PBD signal is monitored in the micro- to millisecond time range. By variation of the
temperature, the contributions to the PBD signal from heat release, ∆H, volume changes
of the protein, ∆V, and changes in particle number, ∆N, attributable to ET and O2 and
H+ release are separated and the respective parameters are determined by calibration
using a photocalorimetric standard (e.g. the dye brome-cresol purple). The PBD
measurements are complemented by investigations on the free energy differences, ∆G,
as accessible by chlorophyll fluorescence measurements [4,5].
The results from PBD experiments on PSII membrane particles focused on the O2evolving S3⇒S0 transition occurring within about 1 ms are presented. Possible
interpretations, future developments and prospects of the PBD technique will be
discussed. Moreover, by employing PBD to study the ETPT reactions on each of the
steps in the catalytic cycle of water oxidation we hope to arrive at a complete picture of
the energetics (∆H and ∆S) of this crucial process in nature.
Financial support by the Volkswagen-Foundation (grant I/77-575) is gratefully
acknowledged.
[1] Dau, H. and Haumann, M (2005) Photosynth. Res. 84, 325-331.
[2] Braslavsky, S. E. (1986) Photochem. Photobiol. 43, 667-675.
[3] Gensch, T. and Viappiani, C. (2003) Photochem. Photobiol. Sci. 2, 699-721.
[4] Grabolle, M. and Dau, H. (2005) Biochim. Biophys. Acta 1708, 209-218.
[5] Clausen, J., Junge, W., Dau. H., and Haumann, M. (2005) Biochemistry 44, 1277512779.
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PHOTOSYNTHESIS YESTERDAY, TODAY, TOMORROW:
SUBJECTIVE VIEW.
Gennady KOMISSAROV
N.N.Semenov Institute of chemical physics, RAS, 119991, Kosygina str, 4, Moscow,
Russia; E-mail: komiss@chph.ras.ru; Fax: +7-495-651-2191
The formation of the new concept of photosynthesis can be broken into some stages.
YESTERDAY. We established, that the molecules of chlorophyll in greening
chloroplast are in the aggregated state even at their small concentration. This
fact allowed to offer a photoelectrochemical hypothesis of photosynthesis
[G.G.Komissarov Abstr. Second Intern. Biophys. Congr. Austria, 1966, 234, 235]. In
1968, we constructed for the first time in the world the photovoltaic battery, a functional
model of chloroplast.
TODAY. In 1993 we proposed a new concept of photosynthesis [G.G.Komissarov
Abstr. 11th Intern. Biophys. Congr. Hungary, 1993, E1.41; G.G.Komissarov Chem.
Phys. Reports. 1995. Vol. 14(11). P.1723-1732]. The main point of the new concept
resides in that the source of oxygen (hydrogen) in the photosynthesis process is not
water (as accepted till now) but hydrogen peroxide of exo- and endogeneous origin. The
main equation of photosynthesis may be written as follows:
Light energy
CO2 (air) + H2O2 (water) ¾¾¾¾® carbohydrates + O2
Thermal energy (+/-)
The sign (+/-) in equation means that a leaf gives back thermal energy to environment
under large intensity of light and works as the thermal pump under low intensity.
In terms of the concept, the contradictions of modern physiology of the plants are
explained. We can understand the necessity of transpiration (hydrogen peroxide is
accumulated in the leaf), the connection between photosynthesis and (photo)respiration,
the stimulating action of hydrogen peroxide to the growth and developing of the plants.
TOMORROW. On the basis of developed concept of photosynthesis, a new principle of
transformation of the solar to the electric energy is proposed. The new approaches to
solving of the problem of artificial photosynthesis and a problem of the life origin are
put forward [Komissarov G.G. Photosynthesis: the physical-chemical approach, M.
URSS. 2003. 223 p. (in Russian); Komissarov G.G. Fotosintesis: un enfoque
fisicoquimico, Editorial URRS, Moscu, 2005, 258 (in Spainish), A.V.Lobanov,
S.N.Kholuiskaya, G.G.Komissarov Photocatalytic Synthesis of formaldehyde from CO2
and H2O2 // Doklady Physical Chemistry 2004. Vol. 399. Part 1. P.266-268].
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THE ROLE OF FTSH IN THE QUALITY CONTROL OF
PHOTOSYSTEM TWO IN SYNECHOCYSTIS 6803
Peter J. NIXON
Division of Biology, Wolfson Biochemistry Building, Imperial College London, S.
Kensington campus, London, SW7 2AZ, UK
E-mail: p.nixon@imperial.ac.uk; Fax: +44-20-7594-5267
While there has been dramatic progress in understanding the structure of the
PSII complex from cyanobacteria, much less is known about the assembly of PSII and
how it is repaired in response to light-induced damage. We have investigated the role of
the Deg and FtsH families of protease in PSII repair and, in particular, the rapid
turnover of the D1 reaction centre subunit, which is the main target for photodamage.
Biochemical and structural data plus the analysis of mutants of the cyanobacterium
Synechocystis PCC 6803 and Arabidopsis thaliana has led us to conclude that FtsH
heterocomplexes play a key role in the quality control of PSII and are important for the
selective replacement of damaged D1, the degradation of unassembled PSII subunits
and the removal of mis-translated subunits (Nixon et al., 2005; Komenda et al., 2006).
By analogy to what is known about FtsH in other systems, several testable predictions
can be made about how FtsH might be involved in D1 degradation.
References:
Nixon, P. J., Barker, M., Boehm, M., de Vries, R. and Komenda, J. (2005) FtsHmediated repair of the photosystem II complex in response to light stress. J. Exp. Bot.
56, 357-363.
Komenda, J., Barker, M., Kuvikova, S., de Vries, R., Mullineaux, C. W., Tichy, M. and
Nixon, P. J. (2006) The FtsH protease slr0228 is important for quality control of
photosystem II in the thylakoid membrane of Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803. J. Biol.
Chem. 281, 1145-1151.
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QUALITY CONTROL OF PHOTOSYSTEM II: THE ROLE OF
PROTEASES UNDER LIGHT AND TEMPERATURE STRESSES
Yasusi YAMAMOTO
Graduate School of Natural Science and Technology, Okayama University,
Okayama 700-8530, Japan
E-mail: yasusiya@cc.okayama-u.ac.jp; Fax: +83-86-251-7876
The reaction center-binding D1 protein of Photosystem II is vulnerable to both
light and high temperature stresses. Through the works carried out on photodamagerepair process of the D1 protein, the fate of the damaged protein has been shown to be
more complex than that assumed previously: the damaged D1 protein is not only
degraded but also forms aggregates with the surrounding polypeptides, i.e. D2, the αsubunit of cytochrome b559, and CP43. The D1 protein impaired by moderate heat
stress also showed a similar profile to that damaged by excessive light, and cleavage of
the D1 protein, as well as formation of an aggregate of the D1 and D2 proteins, was
observed. A series of recent experiments showed that FtsH proteases play a crucial role
in the degradation of the damaged D1 protein. In the cyanobacterium Synechocystis sp.
PCC6803, one of the members of FtsH family, i.e. slr0228, was shown to be responsible
for the degradation of the D1 protein under light stress and also under heat stress. In
Arabidopsis, FtsH2 and 5, as well as other FtsH family members, participate in
degradation of the photo-damaged D1 protein. We also demonstrated by in vitro
experiments with spinach thylakoids that FtsH is necessary for the primary cleavage of
the D1 protein under moderate heat stress. Thus, the FtsH protease seems to be the
protease that has been long sought for as an essential member of the D1 repair system.
On the other hand, the protease that is responsible for removal of the D1 aggregates
remains unknown.
In this report, the role of proteases in the quality control of
Photosystem II under light and temperature stresses is discussed.
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STRUCTURAL DYNAMICS OF THE MANGANESE STABILIZING
PROTEIN
Tatiana SHUTOVA
Institute of Basic Biological Problems, RAS, Pushchino, Moscow Region 142290,
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Department of Plant Physiology, Umeå University, S-901 87 Umeå, Sweden;
E-mail: tatiana.shutova@plantphys.umu.se; Fax: +46 90 7866676
The Photosystem II associated 33 kDa extrinsic Manganese Stabilizing Protein
is found in all oxygen evolving organisms. With respect to regulation of the function in
the WOC the Molten Globule state might be of relevance for its regulatory function. At
neutral pH (pH 7.2) the hydrophobic amino acid residues located most probably inside
the β-barrel are “closed” and the protein do not bind, neither Ca2+ nor Mn2+ ions. When
the protein is transferred to a solution of low pH (pH 5.7) hydrophobic amino acid
residues are exposed to the surrounding medium and able to bind a fluorescent probe
(ANS). At this pH-induced “open” state, Ca2+ and Mn2+ are bound. MSP may serve as a
storage unit for Mn2+ and/or Ca2+ when PS II turns over in the light. The MSP
undergoes a pH dependent conformational change that in turn influences its capacity to
bind metals. We propose that the proton dependent conformational changes of the MSP
tertiary structure observed for isolated protein in vitro reflect conformational changes of
this protein in vivo. Transition from the “closed” (dark, pH 7.2) to the “open” (light, pH
5.7) conformation may be relevant for regulation of water supply to and proton release
from WOC.
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THE ROLES OF THE TWO PsbO ISOFORMS IN ARABIDOPSIS
THALIANA, AS REVEALED BY PHENOTYPIC ANALYSIS OF
KNOCKOUT MUTANTS
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The PsbO protein, stabilizing the water-oxidizing complex in photosystem II
(PSII), is represented by two isoforms expressed in Arabidopsis (Arabidopsis thaliana).
Mutant plants with T-DNA insertions in either of the two genes (psbO1 and psbO2)
were retarded in growth in comparison with the wild type, while differed from each
other phenotypically. Each of the two PsbO proteins was able to support the oxygen
evolution activity of PSII, although PsbO2 was less efficient than PsbO1 under
photoinhibitory conditions. During short high light stress, inactivation of PSII electron
transport in the mutant lacking PsbO2 was slowed down, and the subsequent
degradation of the damaged D1 protein was totally inhibited. Nevertheless, prolonged
high light stress led to reduced growth and fitness of this mutant. The levels of in vivo
phosphorylation of PSII reaction center D1 and D2 proteins were specifically reduced in
the mutant containing only PsbO2, in comparison with mutant containing only PsbO1 or
with wild type plants. Phosphorylation of PSII proteins in vitro proceeded similarly in
thylakoid membranes from both mutants and wild type. The PSII-specific phosphatase
was identically active in both mutants and wild type in complete protein
dephosphorylation at 42°C. However, dephosphorylation of the D1 protein at 22°C
occurred much faster in the thylakoids containing only PsbO2. We conclude that the
function of the PsbO1 protein in Arabidopsis is mostly in support of PSII activity,
whereas interaction of PsbO2 with PSII regulates the turnover of the D1 protein,
increasing its accessibility to the phosphatases and proteases involved in its degradation.
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MULTIFUNCTIONAL ROLE OF THE EXTRINSIC 23 KDA
PROTEIN OF PHOTOSYSTEM II
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Photosystem II is synthesised in vivo in an inactive form lacking the Mn cluster.
The Mn cluster is assembled in a light-dependent process, the so-called photoactivation.
Active PSII underlies a permanent dis- and re-assembly process so that photoactivation
is essential. Before degradation of the D1 protein takes place, Mn and the extrinisc
proteins of PSII (33 kDa, 23kDa and 17kDa proteins) are released. It is an open
question where Mn is located during PS II degradation and how Mn is delivered to the
new assembled photosystem. We propose that one of the extrinsic proteins, the 23 kDa
protein, is able to bind Mn and to deliver it to PSII.
Mn-containing 23 kDa protein can be obtained after TRIS-washing of PSII particles.
EPR spectroscopy (X-band) of isolated extrinsic proteins provide the information that
Mn is attached to the 23kDa protein. Measurements of the extrinsic protein fluorescence
shows interesting features: upon binding of manganese to a recombinant 23 kDa
protein, the emission of tryptophane is quenched and a new very intense fluorescence
band appears with an emission maximum at 430 nm. Using High field EPR, the ligation
of Mn to the protein is investigated. The dissociation constant is calculated and the
competition of calcium and manganese for the metal binding site is studies.
Photoactivation in vitro of Mn-depleted PSII using a Mn-containing 23 kDa protein is
successful. A Mn/PSII ratio of 4:1 is sufficient, while, in the absence of these proteins a
ratio of 100 Mn per PSII is required to obtain the optimum level of photoactivation [1].
These results show that the 23 kDa protein has not only a function in stabilising the
water splitting complex but that in addition it may act as a “manganese chaperone”.
[1] N. Bondarava, P., Beyer, A. Krieger-Liszkay (2005) Function of the 23 kDa
extrinsic protein of photosystem II as a manganese binding protein and its role in
photoactivation. Biochim. Biophys. Acta 1708, 63-70
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FUNCTION OF PSB29, A NOVEL CONSERVED PROTEIN, IN
THE BIOGENESIS OF PHOTOSYSTEM II COMPLEXES IN
CYANOBACTERIA AND VASCULAR PLANTS
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Photosystem II (PSII), is a dynamic membrane protein complex that contains
subunits that turn over rapidly under light stress. However, the factors that regulate the
biogenesis of PSII are poorly defined. Previous proteomic analysis of PSII complexes
from the cyanobacterium Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803 revealed a novel protein of
unknown function, Psb29 (Sll1414). Psb29 homologs are found in all cyanobacteria and
vascular plants with sequenced genomes. Deletion of the psb29 gene in cyanobacteria
results in slower growth rates under high light intensities, increased light sensitivity, and
lower PSII efficiency, without affecting the PSII core electron transfer activities. A TDNA insertion line in the PSB29 gene (At2g20890) in Arabidopsis thaliana displays a
phenotype similar to that observed in the cyanobacterial mutant. This plant mutant
grows slowly, exhibits variegated leaves, and its PSII activity is light sensitive. Low
temperature fluorescence emission spectroscopy of both cyanobacterial and plant
mutants show an increased fraction of uncoupled PSII proximal antenna as a function of
increasing growth light intensities. The similar phenotypes observed in both plant and
cyanobacterial mutants, demonstrate a conserved function for Psb29 throughout the
evolution of oxygenic photosynthesis, and suggest a role for the Psb29 protein in the
biogenesis of PSII.
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REGULATION OF PHOTOSYNTHETIC PRIMARY PROCESSES
AND PROBLEM OF ECOLOGICAL MONITORING
Andrey B. RUBIN
Lomonosov Moscow State University, Vorob’evy Gory, Moscow 119992, Russia
E-Mail: rubin@biophys.msu.ru; Fax: +7-495-939-11-15/16
Mechanisms of photosynthetic primary processes PPR and macromolecular
conformational changes that control the efficiency of energy transduction in
photosynthesis are discussed. Sharp changes in environmental conditions as well as
other unfavorable factors may lead to the distortions of the coupling between
consecutive electron transfer steps and to the generation of active oxygen forms
responsible for the subsequent oxidative stress. Special attention is focused on the
analysis of chlorophyll fluorescence as an integrated parameter indicative of efficiency
of light energy accumulation and cell state. The results are presented on the actual
elaboration of the express diagnostics methods and apparatus for ecological monitoring
of water bodies.
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PHOTOSYNTHETIC ADAPTATION AND ACCLIMATION IN A
NOVEL ANTARCTIC PSYCHROPHILE, CHLAMYDOMONAS
RAUDENSIS UWO 241
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Canada N6A 5B7
E-mail: nhuner @uwo.ca; Fax: +1-519-661-3935
Recently, by combining DNA sequence analyses with physiological,
biochemical and ultrastructural data, we demonstrated that the single-cell, green alga
presumed to be the Antarctic psychrophile, Chlamydomonas subcaudata, is in fact a
new, psychrophilic strain of an obscure mesophile, Chlamydomonas raudensis Ettl
(SAG.49.72). Thus, the psychrophile was renamed Chlamydomonas raudensis UWO
241. In addition to being a psychrophile, this Antarctic green alga exhibits a low
PSI/PSII ratio as well as an altered cyt b6/f complex. The latter is a consequence of a
structural alteration in the cyt f subunit specifically. Functionally, UWO 241 is also a
natural state transition mutant. The mesophilic petA gene in C. reinhardtii was
transformed with the psychrophilic gene from UWO 241 which showed that the lack of
state transitions in UWO 241 is not due to its altered cyt b6/f complex. Interestingly, the
capacity to undergo state transitions can be uncoupled from the capacity to regulate
photosystem stoichiometry in UWO 241 even though both processes are regulated by
the redox state of the PQ pool. This is associated with the phosphorylation of
unidentified high molecular mass polypeptides with no detectable phosphorylation of
light harvesting polypeptides. Despite of its adaptation to low temperature, UWO 241 is
more sensitive to low temperature photoinhibition of photosystem II than the mesophile,
C. reinhardtii. However, the capacity of the psychrophile to recover from
photoinhibition of photosystem II at 8ºC was comparable to the maximum rate of
recovery of the mesophile at 29ºC. Photoinhibition of UWO 241 is chronic rather than
dynamic. The susceptibility of UWO 241 to low temperature photoinhibition reflects its
adaptation to low growth irradiance whereas the unusually rapid rate of recovery at low
temperature is due to a novel D1 repair cycle that is adapted to and maximally operative
at low temperature. Thus, C. raudensis constitutes a non-model system which provides
insights into the molecular, biochemical and physiological regulation of photosynthetic
adaptation and acclimation to a changing environment that are not accessible through
traditional genetic manipulation of model systems.
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THERMO-OPTIC REORGANIZATIONS IN LIGHT-HARVESTING
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Earlier we have shown that the main chlorophyll a/b light harvesting complexes of
photosystem II (LHCII) form chirally organized macrodomains both in vivo and in vitro
[Garab and Mustárdy, 1999, Aust J Plant Physiol]. These macrodomains are thought to
play important structural and functional roles. Together with stacking [Barber, 1982,
Annu Rev Plant Physiol], the high lateral self-aggregation (packing) of LHCII and PSIILHCII supercomplexes explain the lateral segregation (sorting) of the two photosystems
between the granum and stroma membranes. They also serve the structural basis for
long distance migration of the excitation energy. The chiral macrodomains have also
been shown to possess a remarkable structural flexibility; most notably, they have been
shown to undergo light-induced reversible (and irreversible) structural reorganizations.
These changes are largely independent of the photochemical activity of thylakoids, and
are approximately linearly proportional to the light intensity above the saturation of
photosynthesis – an important, unique feature with respect to protection of plants
against excess excitation. Further, isolated, lipid-enriched, loosely stacked lamellar
aggregates of LHCII also possess the ability to undergo similar reorganizations. These
structural changes are accompanied by fluorescence quenching transients, and, literature
data show, are also involved in important enzymatic reactions - suggesting their
involvement in regulatory processes in excess light. As concerns the nature of the
structural changes, we have shown that light induces (i) unstacking of membranes,
followed by (ii) a lateral desorganization of the macrodomains, and (iii)
monomerization of the LHCII trimers. These structural transitions are accounted for by
a novel, biological thermo-optic mechanism: fast thermal transients, arising from
dissipated excitation energy, lead to elementary structural transitions in the close
vicinity of the site of dissipation due to the presence of ‘built-in’ thermal structureinstabilities [see Dobrikova et al., 2003, Biochemistry, Cseh et al., 2005, Photosynth
Res and references therein]. Thermo-optically induced structural transitions are thought
to lend local structural flexibility to molecular (macro)assemblies of high stability, and
appear to operate in the regulation of different antenna systems.
Acknowledgement: This work was supported by grants from OTKA (K 63252) and EU
FP6 MC RTN (INTRO2).
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PORC OVEREXPRESSION IN ARABIDOPSIS PROTECTS THE
PHOTOSYNTHETIC APPARATUS FROM OXIDATIVE STRESS
INDUCED BY HIGH LIGHT
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E-mail: bctripathy@mail.jnu.ac.in; Fax: +91-11-26717558
Arabidopsis thaliana protochlorophyllide oxidoreductase C gene (porC) that
codes for the mature part of PORC protein having 335 amino acids was expressed in
Escherchia coli cells. The PORC enzyme in the presence of NADPH and
protochlorophyllide when incubated in dark formed a ternary complex. When it was
excited at 433 nm, it had a fluorescence emission peak at 636 nm. After illumination with
actinic cool white fluorescent light, a peak at 673 nm due to chlorophyllide gradually
increased with concomitant decrease of 636 nm emission, demonstrating the gradual
phototransformation of protochlorophyllide to chlorophyllide. The porC gene was
overexpressed in Arabidopsis by Agrobacterium mediated transformation. Transgenic
plants accumulated higher chlorophyll than their wild types. Increased expression of
porC resulted in efficient metabolisim of Chl biosynthetic intermediates to Chl and
consequent reduced accumulation of Chl biosynthetic intermediate i.e., Pchlide. When
WT plants were exposed to light stress (330 µmoles photons m-2 s-1) at 320C they turned
purple due to increased accumulation of anthocyanin. Under identical conditions PORCx
plants were green and accumulated small amounts of anthocyanins. PORCx plants in
light stress accumulated smaller amounts of Pchlide leading to reduced accumulation of
singlet oxygen and minimal expression of CHS gene resulting in small anthocyanin
production. Lipid peroxidation caused substantial damage to the photosynthetic thylakoid
membranes leading to loss of Fv/Fm, electron transport rate (ETR), quantum yield of
PSII (ΦPSII) and photochemical quenching (qP) in WT plants. Light stress did not affect
the photosynthetic function of PORCx plants. The loss of photosynthetic functions of WT
plants in light stress was due to structural disorganization of thylakoid membranes as
revealed by the low temperature (77K) flurescence emission spectra of leaves, where PSI
flurescence peak was abolished suggesting the structural disorganization of LHCI and
reaction center.
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FLASHING LIGHT INDUCED PHOTODAMAGE OF
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Inhibition of Photosystem II (PSII) activity by single turnover visible and UV-B
light flashes was studied in thylakoid membranes isolated from spinach. Flash
illumination by UV-filtered visible light from a Xenon flash lamp results in decreased
oxygen evolving activity of PSII in flash-dependent manner. The damaging effect is
most pronounced when the water-oxidizing complex is in the S2 and S3 states, and
increases with increasing time delay between the subsequent flashes. By applying the
fluorescent spin-trap DanePy the production of singlet oxygen was detected, whose
amount was increasing with increasing flash spacing. These findings are explained in
the framework of a model, which assumes that recombination of the S2QB- and S3QBstates generate the triplet state of the reaction center chlorophyll which leads to the
production of singlet oxygen and damages the structure and function of PSII. The
water-oxidizing complex of Photosystem II is also damaged by ultraviolet light flashes.
However, in contrast to the effect obtained by visible light flashes, the UV-induced
damage is dose dependent, i.e. it depends only on the number of flashes, but not
influenced by the time interval between the flashes. The UV-B and UV-A sensitivity of
PSII was studied in different S states of the water-oxidizing complex. PSII centers were
synchronized to different distributions of the S0, S1, S2 and S3 states by using packages
of UV-filtered Xenon flashes followed by either a UV-B (λ = 308 nm) or UV-A (λ =
365 nm) laser flash. The flash-dependent loss of oxygen evolving activity shows that
the extent of UV-induced damage is S-state-dependent, exhibiting the highest sensitivity
when UV quanta hit PSII in the S2 and S3 states. The data are discussed in terms of a
model where UV-induced inhibition of PSII activity is caused by direct absorption
within the water-oxidizing complex either by the Mn cluster or by intermediates of the
water oxidation.
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We have recently presented data supporting the hypothesis that photoinhibition
of Photosystem II can at least partly be explained by a mechanism triggered by the
absorption of light by the manganese ions of the oxygen-evolving complex (OEC).
After inhibition of OEC, the irreversible inhibition of PSII is completed by a
chlorophyll-mediated reaction. Evidence for the function of this type of two-photon
reaction mechanism was obtained by studying mutant plants with impaired nonphotochemical quenching of chlorophyll excitations. These experiments revealed that
non-photochemical quenching protects PSII less than it would protect if chlorophyll was
the only photoreceptor of photoinhibition under visible light. The manganese
mechanism is further supported by the finding that the action spectrum of
photoinhibition resembles the absorption spectra of synthetic model complexes of OEC.
We have also shown that under both visible and ultraviolet light, OEC is inhibited
before other electron transfer activities of PSII are lost, and that photoinhibition of
thylakoids is accompanied by a stoichiometric increase in the Mn content of the lumen
by one manganese ion per inhibited PSII reaction centre. Recently, we showed that
OEC is not the only photosensitive manganese enzyme, but also manganese catalase, an
enzyme containing an oxo-bridged dimanganese cluster that resembles the Mn cluster of
OEC, is sensitive to visible and ultraviolet light. Photoinhibition experiments in which
we used short laser pulses as photoinhibitory illumination revealed that electron transfer
via the primary donor P680 is insignificant for laser-induced photoinhibition (see poster
of Marja Hakala), which also supports the role of Mn as a photoreceptor. Laser pulse
experiments revealed that the S1 state of OEC is the photosensitive state.
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DISSIPATION IN CYANOBACTERIA:
A NEW ROLE FOR A SOLUBLE CAROTENOID PROTEIN
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Photosynthetic organisms have developed multiple protective mechanisms to
survive under high light conditions. In plants, thermal dissipation of excitation energy in
the membrane-bound chlorophyll-antenna of Photosystem II, reduces the amount of
energy arriving at reaction center II diminishing reactions generating toxic photooxidative species. The question of whether or not cyanobacteria, the progenitor of the
chloroplast, have an equivalent photoprotective mechanism has long be unanswered.
Recently, however, evidence has been presented for the existence of at least two distinct
mechanisms for dissipating excess absorbed energy in cyanobacteria. One of these
mechanisms, characterized by a blue-light induced fluorescence quenching, has been
proposed to be related to the phycobilisomes, the extramembranal antenna of
cyanobacterial Photosystem II (1). In our present work, we demonstrate that this
photoprotective mechanism is indeed phycobilisome-related and that a soluble
carotenoid-binding protein (OCP), encoded by the slr1963 gene in Synechocystis PCC
6803, of previously unknown function plays an essential role in this process (2). Bluelight is unable to quench fluorescence in the absence of phycobilisomes or the OCP.
The fluorescence quenching is not ∆pH-dependent and it can be induced in the absence
of the reaction center II or the chlorophyll-antenna, CP43 and CP47. Our data suggest
that OCP, which strongly interacts with the thylakoids, acts as both the photoreceptor
and as the mediator of the reduction of the amount of energy transferred from the
phycobilisomes to the photosystems. These are novel roles for a soluble carotenoid
protein.
1) El Bissati, K., Delphin, E., Murata, N., Etienne, A.-L., and Kirilovsky, D. (2000)
Photosystem II fluorescence quenching in the cyanobacterium Synechocystis PCC
6803: involvement of two different mechanisms. Biochim. Biophys. Acta 1457, 229242.
2) A Wilson, G Ajlani, J-M Verbavatz, I Vass, C A. Kerfeld, and D Kirilovsky (2006) A
soluble carotenoid protein involved in phycobilisome-related energy dissipation in
cyanobacteria. Plant Cell (in press)
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The D1 protein, a central protein subunit of the Photosystem II complex (PSII),
exhibits a fast and light-dependent degradation. Part of D1 between the fourth and fifth
transmembrane helixes was considered for long time as the key determinant regulating
the degradation of the protein. However, this conviction has been questioned by results
obtained with Synechocystis mutants having extensive deletions in the above mentioned
D1 region as these strains exhibited relatively normal rate of the D1 degradation.
Recently, the homologues of the bacterial FtsH protease have appeared to be crucial
players in the degradation of PSII proteins in Synechocystis as well as in chloroplasts.
Since one typical feature of the FtsH protease is the processive degradation of their
substrates from the N-or C-terminus, we tested the possibility that the selective D1
degradation in Synechocystis occurs from the N-terminus. For this purpose, a set of
mutants with N-terminal truncation of D1 was constructed and characterized. A mutant
lacking the first 20 amino acid residues (A20) exhibited autotrophic growth although
slower than the control strain. The fast decline of photosynthetic activity of PSII under
increased irradiance both in the presence and absence of lincomycin indicated an
inactive PSII repair cycle. This was apparently due to inhibition of the D1 degradation
as shown by radioactive pulse-chase labeling of proteins. Truncation of D1 by 5 or 10
amino acid residues resulted in the heterotrophic phenotype of the resulting mutants due
to their inability to synthesize D1. However, this phenotype of both mutants could be
suppressed by a secondary mutations leading to resumption of the D1 synthesis and to
the autotrophic growth. In the strain lacking the first 10 amino acid residues, the
secondary mutation was mapped into the psbA2 gene and led to the replacement of the
original D1 amino acid residue Try13 for Arg. Characterization of the pseudorevertant
showed a similar inhibition of the D1 degradation as in the case of the A20 strain. The
results showed that a sufficiently long N-terminus of D1 is essential for the selective D1
degradation supporting the processive mechanism of the degradation from the Nterminus typical for the FtsH protease.
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IS PSBS INVOLVED IN AN NPQ RELATED MAJOR
CONFORMATIONAL REARRANGEMENT OF LHCII?
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The PsbS subunit of Photosystem II has received much attention in the past few
years, given its hypothesized crucial role in the short term photoprotection mechanism
in higher plants. The exact mechanism by which PsbS exerts its effect during nonphotochemical quenching is however still unclear. The exact location of this small
subunit in thylakoids is also debated. In the present work we identify the interaction
partners of PsbS by immunoaffinity, performed with mildly solubilized whole
thylakoid membrane. Among the interaction partner proteins we found CP29, LHCII
components, the F subunit and one antenna protein of Photosystem I. These proteins can
also be co-immunoprecipitated by using specific anti-PsbS antibodies, indicating their
rather strong interaction with PsbS. The presence of cross-linking products upon
treatment of whole thylakoids with DTSP further indicates that interactions of PsbS
with its interaction partners also occur in intact thylakoids. The identification of the
above proteins as partners of PsbS may open new perspectives for understanding its role
in photoprotection and suggest for PsbS an unsuspected lateral mobility within the
thylakoid membrane .
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CYANOBACTERIAL CELLS LACKING PsbM ENTER AN
INACTIVE STATE UNDER HIGH LIGHT THAT IS REVERSIBLE
WITHOUT PROTEIN SYNTHESIS AND REQUIRES Psb27
Fiona K. BENTLEY and Julian J. EATON-RYE
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In cyanobacteria three single-helix membrane-spanning proteins are located at
the interface of the two monomers of photosystem II (PSII). Each monomer contributes
one copy of PsbL, PsbM and PsbT. We have examined the role of these subunits in
Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803. Inactivation of psbL results in retarded photoautotrophic
growth corresponding to reduced PSII assembly and the double mutants, ∆PsbL:∆PsbM
and ∆PsbL:∆PsbT, are not photoautotrophic and do not assemble PSII centers.
Inactivation of psbT creates a strain that grows similarly to wild type under moderate
light conditions (50 µE m-2 s-1) but is readily photoinactivated under high light (2000 µE
m-2 s-1 at 30oC and a chlorophyll concentration of 10 µg mL-1). Recovery of the
photoinactivated ∆PsbT strain is dependent on protein synthesis. The ∆PsbM mutant is
also photoautotrophic under moderate light conditions and readily photoinactivated
under high light; however, recovery is protein synthesis independent. Interestingly,
∆PsbM:∆PsbT cells also recover from photoinactiavtion in a protein-synthesisindependent fashion. The level of PSII dimers observed using Blue-Native PAGE was
similar in ∆PsbT, ∆PsbM and wild-type cells, whereas PSII in the ∆PsbM:∆PsbT strain
appeared almost entirely in monomeric form. Our results suggest that cells lacking
PsbM enter a reversible inactive state in response to high light that may moderate
further photoinactivation. We investigated the effect of inactivating psb27 in the ∆PsbT
and ∆PsbM mutants. The ∆Psb27 and ∆PsbT:∆Psb27 strains responded to high light in
a similar manner to wild type and ∆PsbT cells, respectively. However, the
∆PsbM:∆Psb27 double mutant was unable to grow photoautotrophically and did not
assemble active PSII centers. This implies that stability of any state formed in the
∆PsbM cells requires the presence of Psb27.
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TEMPERATURE REGULATION OF PHOTODAMAGE TO
PHOTOSYSTEM II IN Synechocystis
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Exposure of photosynthetic organisms to high irradiance often causes damage to
photosystem II (PS II). This photodamage or photoinhibition may involve modification
of the D1 protein of PS II – RC. However, photoinhibition is largely reversible and PS
II is normally repaired in low light by replacement of the D1 protein in photodamaged
PS II with a newly synthesized D1 protein in complex processes.
However, we have shown, in the cyanobacterium Synechosystis, that a sizable
fraction of photoinactivated PS II recovers the activity in darkness, and the extent of
this dark recovery depends on low temperatures during photoinactivation but not on the
saturation level of membrane lipids. Thus, the dark recovery of inactive PS II suggested
the existence of an intermediate of PS II prior to the modification of PS II. However, if
the high irradiance photoinhibitory treatment was prolonged, in particular, at low
temperatures, the oxygen-evolving activity of PS II in Synechosystis cells was almost
entirely and irreversibly lost, and no recovery of the PS II activity occurred upon
transfer of cells to normal conditions, either in low light or in darkness. The extent of
the irreversible photoinactivation of PS II was enhanced when the high irradiance
exposure was imposed at low temperatures and also by the rigidification of thylakoid
membrane lipids. The nature of the irreversible photoinactivation of PS II in
Synechosystis has been studied.
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ADAPTATION TO IRON DEPRIVATION IN THE
HALOTOLERANT ALGA DUNALIELLA
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The halotolerant green alga Dunaliella salina adapts to extreme iron deprivation
by upregulation of a unique iron acquisition mechanism and by reorganization of
photosystem I.
Iron uptake in D. salina is mediated by a plasma membrane transferrin, TTf, that
binds and internalizes Fe3+ ions into acidic vacuoles, a unique mechanism among plants.
Iron deprivation induces the accumulation of three additional surface exposed proteins,
a second transferrin, DTf, a multi-copper ferroxidase, DFox and a novel glycoprotein,
p130b. These proteins interact at the plasma membrane surface and form a large ironbinding complex, thus greatly increasing the iron binding capacity to 1-3x106 Fe/cell.
This efficient iron acquisition mechanism is particularly suited for irregular bursts of
iron availability and to hypersaline conditions, which are typical to the natural living
environment of this species.
The photosynthetic system of D. salina responds to iron deprivation by a large
shrinkage of the chloroplast, an almost complete unstacking of thylakoid grana, a
massive decrease in chlorophyll, a decrease in RC-I and RC-II relative to LHC-I and
LHC-II proteins and by induction of one major protein identified as a 40 kDa
chlorophyll a/b binding protein, termed Tidi. Tidi was found to co-migrate on blue
native (BN) gels with PS-I units, and EM single-particle analysis indicated that
Tidi/PS-I units are significantly larger than PS-I units in control cells. Light saturation
measurements revealed that Tidi/PS-I units are more efficient that PS-I units at low light
intensities, consistent with an increase in the functional antenna size. We propose that
Tidi functions to stabilize and enhance activity of PS-I relative to PS-II under iron
deprivation, thus increasing the ratio of cyclic/linear electron transport, in order to meet
changes in energy requirements under Fe deprivation.
These results suggest that Dunalella adapted unique proteins, obtained either by
ancestral gene transfer events or by recruitment from other metabolic pathways, for
efficient adaptation to Fe deprivation.
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TEMPERATURE DEPENDENT DECAY OF EPR SIGNAL IISLOW
(YD+) IN DARK IN PS II ENRICHED MEMBRANES
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D1 and D2 proteins of photosystem II contain two symmetrical redox active
tyrosine molecules i.e. Tyrosine Z (YZ) and Tyrosine D (YD). The tyrosine D gives a
dark stable EPR signal known as signal IIslow. In this study we have for the first time
shown the temperature dependent reduction of YD+ in dark. EPR measurements showed
that in dark adapted PS II membranes, the amplitude of EPR signal IIslow (YD+)
decreased as the temperature of the sample was increased. However, when heat-treated
samples were illuminated and measured at room temperature (25ºC) YD+ signal was
restored completely. No stable YD+ formation was observed when the PS II membranes
were illuminated and spectra were measured at the temperature of heat treatment. This
indicates towards two possibilities: i) the turnover of oxidation and reduction of YD was
so fast that it could not form stable YD+ ii) Cyt b559 might be reducing YD+ in dark at
high temperatures.
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REACTIVE OXYGEN SPECIES GENERATION INDUCED IN
THYLAKOIDS BY PHOTOSYNTHETIC ELECTRON
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Generation of various ROS in thylakoid membranes of chloroplasts is discussed
as the consequences of peculiarities in electron transfer in different segments of
photosynthetic electron transport chain. Oxygen reduction at the acceptor side of
Photosystem I (PSI) usually considered as main source of ROS however a consensual
view about the mechanisms of this process is not reached, especially concerning the
role of ferredoxin. We found that only 30-50 % of an electron flow to oxygen goes
through ferredoxin in the absence and in the presence of NADP+.
Oxygen uptake in Photosystem II (PS II) preparations was found to be highly
stimulated at alkaline pH or under the damage of water-oxidation complex by treatment
with high Tris concentration. It is concluded that light-induced oxygen consumption in
PSII under inhibition of electron transport from water to the reaction center of PSII,
P680, occurs as a result of both oxygen reduction by reduced components of PSII and
the interaction of O2 with organic radicals, generated after detachment of electrons from
molecules by long-lived P680+. Possible products of the latter reaction are the
hydroperoxides of organic molecules.
The experimental data implying the possibility of an appreciable oxygen
reduction in plastoquinone (PQ)-pool are presented. With O2 as sole electron acceptor a
PQ-pool contribution in total oxygen reduction in photosynthetic electron-transport
chain at high light intensities achieved a constant value 50 % at рН 5.0, and was higher
than 60 % at рН 6.5 and рН 7.8. We have found that formation Н2О2 occurs mainly
inside of thylakoids, i.e. in a membrane itself and/or a lumen. The share in total electron
transport in PETC, of the electrons participating in intrathylakoid Н2О2 formation
increased with increase in light intensity, reaching 60 %. The share in total electron
transport in PETC of the electrons participating in Н2О2 formation in the lumen of
thylakoids has been estimated to be not more than 10 %.
The possible significances of the above findings are discussed.
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In our approach the recognition and evaluation of any state change is based on
an in vivo analysis of the plant vitality – behaviour/performance, i.e. on the description
of a biophysical phenotype; we therefore speak about “Biophysical Phenomics”. We use
the term vitality as an integration of the activity and adaptability of any organism in an
ecosystem and we face any state change, including state 1 to state 2 transition, as an
adaptive-optimising response of the photosynthetic mechanism. Vitality analysis can be
achieved by in vivo biospectroscopy; experimental signals of absorption, reflection and
fluorescence can then be transformed to behaviour/conformation patterns. We mainly
use combinations of fast fluorescence (prompt and delayed) and absorption kinetics.
Recognizing the high complexity and heterogeneity of the photosynthetic system in
nature, we propose that its apparent state is a heterogeneous macrostate, determined by
the statistical distribution of microstates – functional building blocks, namely:
architecture of photosystem (PS) II and PSI antenna – size and energetic connectivity,
light-harvesting complexes (LHC II and I), LHC-migration (when phosphorylated) from
PSII to PSI antenna – catalysed by kinase, spill-over, types of electron donation to PSII
reaction centre (RC) – from water oxidation or internal/external donors, QA reducing
RCs or non QA reducing (heat sinks), QB reducing or non QB reducing units, states of
intermediate electron carriers – plastoquinone pool (PQ)-Cytb6/f-plastocyanin and the
related with PQ-state formation of ∆pH and electric field (∆ξ), and states of electron
carriers at the PSI acceptor side, split in NADP reducing and non reducing pathways,
the former further split in non CO2 fixing and towards CO2 fixation. For any steady (i.e.
optimal/adapted) macrostate, the balance of mechanisms governing the distribution of
microstates is equivalent to interrelated optimisations of quantity-quality-stability,
governed by the genetics of the system, its resources and its environment. Upon stress,
i.e. any disturbance of the achieved balance, the system undergoes microstate changes
towards a new optimal balance – macrostate. Biophysical phenomics allow, through
pattern recognition, to evaluate the impacts of any kind of stress on the function and
(re)distribution of any of the heterogeneous microstates.
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A MICELLAR MODEL SYSTEM FOR THE ROLE OF
ZEAXANTHIN IN THE NON-PHOTOCHEMICAL QUENCHING
PROCESS OF PHOTOSYNTHESIS - CHLOROPHYLL
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To get an insight to the mechanism of the zeaxanthin-dependent nonphotochemical quenching, we probed the interaction of some xanthophylls with excited
chlorophyll-a by trapping both pigments in micelles of triton X-100. Optimal
distribution of pigments among micelles was obtained by proper control of the micelle
concentration, using formamide in the reaction mixture, which varies the micellar
aggregation number over three orders of magnitude. Optimal reaction mixture
contained 0.2-0.4% (v/v) triton X-100, ca. 40% (v/v) formamide and water.
Zeaxanthin in the micellar solution exhibited initially absorption and circular
dichroism spectral features corresponding to a J-type aggregate. The spectrum was
transformed over time (half-time values varied – an average characteristic figure is
roughly 20 minutes) to give features representing an H-type aggregate. The isosbestic
point in the series of spectral curves favors the supposition of a rather simple reaction
between two pure J and H-types dimeric species. Violaxanthin exhibited immediately
stable spectral features corresponding to a mixture of J-type and more predominately Htype dimers. Lutein, neoxanthin and β-carotene did not show any aggregated spectral
forms in micelles.
The spectral features in micelles were compared to spectra in aqueous acetone,
where the assignment to various aggregated types was established a-priori. The specific
tendency of zeaxanthin to form the J-type dimer or aggregate could be important for its
function in photosynthesis.
The abilities of five carotenoids (zeaxanthin, violaxanthin, lutein, neoxanthin
and β-carotene) to quench chlorophyll-a fluorescence were compared. Zeaxanthin was a
comparable quencher of chlorophyll-a fluorescence as β-carotene, in its two micellar
dimeric forms types (J and H). Violaxanthin was a much weaker quencher, if at all.
Lutein and neoxanthin rather enhanced the fluorescence. The implications to nonphotochemical quenching process in photosynthesis are discussed.
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In many natural habitats, growth of cyanobacteria may be limited by a low
concentration of iron. Cyanobacteria respond to this condition by expressing a number
of iron-stress-inducible genes, of which the isiA gene encodes a chlorophyll-binding
protein known as IsiA or CP43’. IsiA monomers assemble to ring-shaped polymers that
encircle trimeric or monomeric photosystem I (PSI), or are present in supercomplexes
without PSI, in particular upon prolonged iron starvation (1). Previously, we presented
steady-state and time-resolved fluorescence measurements of isolated IsiA aggregates
(2). We showed that these aggregates have a fluorescence quantum yield of about 2%
compared to that of chlorophyll a in acetone, and that the dominating fluorescence
lifetimes are 66 and 210 ps, more than an order of magnitude shorter than that of free
chlorophyll a. Comparison of the temperature dependence of the fluorescence yields
and spectra of the isolated aggregates and of the cells from which they were obtained
suggests that these aggregates occur naturally in the iron-starved cells.
In long-time iron-stressed cells, IsiA aggregates form the by far most dominant
chlorophyll-protein complex. Because the quenching is exceptionally strong, these cells
provide an excellent model system to study the mechanism of non-photochemical
quenching in vivo. We will present ultrafast absorbance-difference measurements on
isolated IsiA aggregates, and focus on the roles in the quenching of the carotenoids
present is IsiA, in particular echinenone and zeaxanthin. Both the IsiA aggregates and
iron-depletion-stressed cells reveal a very pronounced dependence of the fluorescence
quantum yield on temperature, in particular between 77 K and 4 K. These features are
already present in cells that were grown in the absence of iron for a few days. Timeresolved fluorescence measurements on IsiA aggregates as a function of temperature
will also be presented.
References:
1. Yeremenko N, Kouril R, Ihalainen JA, D’Haene S, van Oosterwijk N,
Andrizhiyevskaya EG, Keegstra W, Dekker HL, Hagemann M, Boekema EJ,
Matthijs HCP, Dekker JP (2004) Supramolecular organization and dual function
of the IsiA chlorophyll-binding protein in cyanobacteria. Biochemistry 43,
10308-10313
2. Ihalainen JA, D’Haene S, Yeremenko N, van Roon H, Arteni AA, Boekema EJ,
van Grondelle R, Matthijs HCP, Dekker JP (2005) Aggregates of the
chlorophyll-binding protein IsiA (CP43’) dissipate energy in cyanobacteria.
Biochemistry 44, 10846-10853
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Luminescence is a weak emission of light occurring in the dark after the
illumination of plant materials. This phenomenon results from the recombination of
positive and negative charge pairs separated by the prior illumination in photosystem II
(PSII). Thermoluminescence (TL) is a particular technique to study luminescence,
which consists in cooling the sample before or immediately after illumination at a
temperature low enough to block charge recombination, then revealing the different
types of charge pairs as TL bands by progressive warming. The TL curve obtained after
excitation of soybean cells (Glycine max (L.) Merr.) with two flashes at 0ºC could be
well simulated by two components with different temperature maxima (tmax) and
contribution to the total intensity signal: a B-band (tmax at 29ºC, 35%) originating from
the recombination reactions of S3QB- and S2QB- charge pairs and an “afterglow” or AGband (tmax at 46ºC, 65%). This last emission seems to reflect a back-flow of electrons
from unknown stroma donors to oxidized QB, allowing its recombination with S2 and S3
states. The intensity of B-band exhibited a typical four-oscillation period with maxima
after the 2nd and 6th flashes. This pattern suggests that in dark-adapted cells the ratio
S0:S1 and QB:QB- are 25:75 and 50:50, respectively. The halftime (t1/2) for
recombination/deactivation at 20ºC of S2/3QB- charge pair was 90 s in thylakoid
membrane preparations. AG-band could be observed as a sharp TL band (with little
contribution of B-band) after illumination of samples with 720 nm monochromatic or
far-red lights. Two additional TL bands were detected in cell preparations incubated in
the presence of DCMU: one related to recombination of Tyr+QA- charge pair (C-band,
tmax at 60°C) and another one related to S2QA- recombination (Q-band, tmax at 4°C).
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The changes of the efficiency of the millisecond delayed fluorescence (DF) in
whole leaves during dark to light adaptation are determined by the dynamics of the
redox states of the acceptor and donor complexes of Photosystem II as well as by the
photoinduced energization of the thylakoid membrane (Goltsev et al 2005, Photosynth.
Res. 84: 209). The relationships between the delayed and the prompt fluorescence varies
during the induction period, which reflects the different fluorescence capacity of open
and closed Photosystem II reaction centers, and the different reaction of delayed and
prompt fluorescence to the changes of the membrane potential (Goltsev et al 2003, J.
Theor. Biol. 225, 171). Using mathematical methods, an attempt is made to analyze the
relationships between the shape of the DF induction curve and the functional state of the
photosynthetic apparatus. A mathematical model is developed that describes the
reactions in Photosystem II. The model simulates the induction curves of the
millisecond DF (integral fluorescence curve and its kinetic components) at different
values of the rate constants. The contribution of the rate constants on the shape of the
induction curve is evaluated, and different sections of the curve are correlated to certain
photosynthetic reactions and redox states of Photosystem II. The conclusions are
verified in two ways: 1) by the comparison of simulated curves to real induction curves,
and 2) by training of neural networks. A network processes the DF induction curve and
returns a guess about the state of the photosynthetic apparatus, which is also evaluated
by the JIP-test parameters. The relationships are evaluated for the total induction curve
and for different sections of the curve. The extent of the ability of the network to learn is
proportional to the amount of information about the parameter in the corresponding
section of the curve. The results show that after an adequate analysis the correctly
registered DF induction curves can be a powerful source of information about the state
of the photosynthetic machinery and can be used for the investigation of the
mechanisms of the plant response to different stresses.
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Fluorescence, which is known to appear due to deactivation of the Chl singlet
state, is widely used in photosynthesis research. In our work, a technique was
developed, which allowed reliable detection of phosphorescence accompanying
deactivation of the Chl triplet state at 77K. During 31 years we have been the only
laboratory in the world, which is able to perform this type of measurements in green
plants. In the present talk, I plan to shortly review the results of our phosphorescence
studies. Experiments were started using pigment solutions and mechanical
phosphoroscopes, which resembled those of Lewis and Kasha (1944). To exclude
interpretation errors, we always measured the excitation spectra of phosphorescence. It
was shown that the phosphorescence data of previous researchers (Calvin, Becker,
Singh, Kasha) were erroneous (in this respect, our conclusion coincided with those of
Livingston, 1949 and Amster, 1969). The real phosphorescence spectra, lifetimes and
quantum yields were obtained for protochlorophyll, Chl a, Chl b, chlorobium Chls and
their magnesium-free analogues. The phosphorescence of Chl and protochlorophyll
(ide) was also found in etiolated, greening and mature leaves. The quantum yield and
lifetime of Chl phosphorescence were similar to those in Chl solutions. Formation of the
photosynthetic apparatus caused the decrease of the intensity of this phosphorescence
by three orders though its lifetime was not changed (about 2 ms). The quantum yield of
Chl phosphorescence was shown to be very stable parameter in green leaves of different
plants grown in normal conditions, though it appreciably raised under different kinds of
stress. Chl phosphorescence of similar intensity was found also in cells of green, red
and brown algae and cyanobacteria. In order to understand the nature of the
phosphorescing Chl, we studied mutants, action of herbicides and different fragments of
the photosynthetic apparatus. The data suggest that the Chl molecules responsible for
the phosphorescence emission are the major source of singlet oxygen in the
photosynthetic apparatus and singlet-oxygen mediated suppression of photosynthesis. It
is definitely emitted by newly formed Chl in biosynthesis centers and by Chl from
damaged parts of the photosynthetic structures, though other ideas on its nature are also
under discussion.
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Cyt b559 is a heme protein closely associated with reaction center
of PS II which properties and function are not fully understood. Among its striking
features is heterogeneity of the redox properties. In PS II membrane fragments from
higher plants Cyt b559 exists in three redox forms with Em of +400 mV, +250 mV and
+100 mV. A dominating high potential redox form is shown to be unstable and
undergoes irreversible transformations to lower potential forms upon different sample
treatments. However, a reversible transition between the high potential and low
potential redox forms of Cyt b559 is considered for its function in vivo. Here we offer a
model which may account for a large shift in the Em of the Cyt b559 heme group by a
fully reversible mechanism. Such a mechanism would allow a switch between the
function of Cyt b559 acting as a protectant either to donor or acceptor side
photoinhibitions.
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In the cyanobacterium Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803, we have previously reported
that a histidine kinase, Hik33 has unique characteristics to respond to several
independent stimuli, such as hyperosmotic, salt, cold and oxidative stress, and
transduces the signals to at least two response regulators, namely Rre26 and Rre31, and
regulates expression of several genes related to photosynthesis. Recently, using yeast
two-hybrid screening an accessory protein, Ssl3451, which specifically interacts with
the carboxyl-portion of Hik33, has been identified.
In the present study, recombinant proteins of Hik33, Ssl3451, Rre26 and Rre31
were overexpressed in the cells of Escherichia coli and purified. The purified Hik33
was capable of autophosphorylation in vitro. Interestingly addition of Ssl3451 to the
reaction mixture drastically enhanced the phosphorylation activity of Hik33. Pulsechase experiment showed that Ssl3451 enhanced the activity of autophosphorylation of
Hik33, but not affected the rate of dephosphorylation of the phosphorylated from of
Hik33. Despite activation of autophosphorylation of Hik33 by Ssl3451, Ssl3451 did not
stimulated the phospho-transfer reaction from Hik33 to Rre26 and Rre31. These results
indicated that the accessory protein, Ssl3451, might be involved in regulation of the
complicated action of Hik33, and this is the first identification of a regulatory
component for histidine kinase.
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Photosystem 2 (PS2) performs one of the key reactions on our planet - the light
driven oxidation of water. Despite detailed structural information on the fully assembled
PS2 complex, the dynamic aspects of formation, processing, turnover and degradation
of PS2 with at least 19 subunits and various cofactors are still not fully understood.
Especially transient complexes are difficult to characterize due to low abundance,
potential heterogeneity and instability. We could isolate such a transient PS2 complex
and show, that Psb27 plays a central role in the assembly of the water-splitting site and
in the turnover of the complex. A more detailed characterization of Psb27 by MALDITOF mass spectrometry revealed that it is a bacterial lipoprotein with a specific lipid
modification and that it is part of a pre-assembled PS2 subcomplex which represents a
distinct intermediate in the assembly of the water-splitting site. Implications of this and
other transient PS2 complexes for the life-cycle of PS2 and the dynamics of the
thylakoid membrane will be discussed.
In order to establish a semiartificial device for (bio-)hydrogen production
utilizing photosynthetic water oxidation, the immobilization of PS2 dimers from the
cyanobacterium Thermosynechococcus elongatus on electrode surfaces has been
evaluated and optimized: Isolated PS2 with genetically introduced His-tag was attached
onto specifically modified gold electrodes (collab. C. Wöll). Surface Enhanced Infrared
Absorption Spectroscopy (collab. J. Heberle) could monitor the binding kinetics of PS2,
whereas Surface Plasmon Resonance (collab. J. Kuhlmann) measurements allowed to
quantify the amount of protein adsorbed. From these data, a surface coverage
corresponding to a monomolecular film on the electrode surface can be predicted. Upon
illumination, the generation of a photocurrent was observed which is clearly dependent
on light quantity and quality, showing an action spectrum similar to isolated PS2. The
achieved current densities are equivalent to the highest reported oxygen evolution
activities in solution under comparable conditions.
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The search and classification of the DNA-binding transcriptional factors in the
genome of Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803 was conducted by the set of bioinformatic tools
and analysis of information about structural organization of proteins. We identified 57
transcriptional factors that represent 1.7% of the common amount of the protein
encoded genes of Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803. Transcriptional factors contain the
DNA-binding domains from one of 7 different families: winged helix; C-terminal
effector domain of the bipartite response regulators; homeodomain-like;
AbrB/MazE/MraZ-like; putative DNA-binding; IHF-like DNA-binding proteins and
TrpR-like. The overwhelming majority of transcriptional factors contain a combination
of DNA-binding domain with additional domain which belongs to one of four
functional groups: enzymatic, small-molecule-binding, CheY-like domains and a region
with unassigned function. Enzymatic domain is present in 3 transcriptional factors.
Small-molecule-binding domains are present in 14 proteins. CheY-like domains, which
are characteristic for the family of response regulators, were found in 18 representatives
of transcriptional factors. These observations indicate that the majority of two-domain
proteins are regulated not only at transcriptional level but also by a sensor protein or a
small molecule. The analysis of domain architecture suggests that in Synechocystis sp.
PCC 6803, the increase of amount of transcriptional factors during the process of
evolution was, mainly, due to the duplication of genes encoding proteins containing
winged helix domain or C-terminal effector domain of the bipartite response regulators.
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Since the isolation and characterization of the dgd1 mutant of Arabidopsis
thaliana lacking 96% of wild type level of DGDG by Dörmann et al 1995, the
structure/functional role of DGDG in thylakoid membranes has been extensively
studied. A deficiency of DGDG has severe effects of the structure and function of PSII
(Härtel et al 2001, Steffen et al 2005). In the present study we have combined in vivo
functional analysis of PSII, PSI state transitions and intersystem photosynthetic electron
transport with in vitro structural analysis of the dgd1 mutant. We find that a structural
and functional instability of PSI, is induced by DGDG deficiency.
However this specific function of DGDG in photosynthesis could bee questioned
since the photosynthetic functions are recovered in leaves developed in 5°C without any
increase in the relative DGDG content.
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The mechanism and kinetics of electron transfer in isolated photosystem II
reaction centers (RCs) and in intact oxygen-evolving photosystem II cores have been
studied by femtosecond transient absorption, time-resolved fluorescence, and kinetic
compartment modeling. For intact PS II new lifetime components in the ≈1 ps and the
5-10 ps range been resolved with open centers in addition to several previously known
longer-lived components (≈37 ps and ≈200 ps). A detailed kinetic model allows to
determine the average energy trapping times of the CP43 and CP47 antennae by the
reaction center (RC), the rate constants of charge separation from the equilibrated
excited RC, and the secondary and tertiary electron transfer rate constants. A
component of ≈1.5 ps reflects the average energy trapping kinetics from the antenna by
the RC, while a 5.5 ps component reflects the apparent lifetime of primary charge
separation, which is by a factor of 8-12 faster than assumed so far. The 35 ps
component represents the apparent lifetime of formation of a secondary radical pair, and
the ≈200 ps component the electron transfer to the QA acceptor. The overall charge
separation kinetics in intact photosystem II is trap-limited and not transfer-to-the-traplimited, as claimed recently. In isolated D1-D2 RCs the apparent lifetimes of primary
and secondary charge separation are ca. 3 ps and 11 ps, respectively.
Our data show that the mechanism and the rate constants of the first electron
transfer steps in the RC are identical for PS II cores with open centers and for isolated
RCs. The first electron transfer step involves the reduction of the redox-active
pheophytin PheoD1 from the primary electron donor Chlacc D1. Thus this mechanism,
demonstrated earlier for isolated D1-D2-cytb559 complexes at cryogenic temperatures
(Prokhorenko and Holzwarth, J.Phys. Chem. B, 104, 2000, p. 11563), is also operative
in intact PS II cores and in isolated RCs at ambient temperature.
We have also studied the transient absorption of PS II core particles with closed
RCs in order to unravel the influence of the reduced quinone acceptor on the electron
transfer rates and mechanism.
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Steady-state and transient optical spectroscopy such as absorption, linear and
circular dichroism have been applied to study the spectral properties of the PS II core
complexes from the thermophilic cyanobacterium Thermosynechococcus elongatus.
The low temperature P680+QA-/P680QA absorbance difference spectrum exhibits the
main bleaching band at 675 nm which has been assigned to the oxidation of PD1 [1].
Formation of the reaction center triplet 3P680 that is localized on the accessory Chl in
the active branch gives rise to a bleaching band around 683 nm at 77 K. For LD
measurements the PS II complexes were oriented in squeezed gelatine gels. The reduced
linear dichroism observed for the flash-induced absorbance changes upon triplet
formation around 683 nm is significantly smaller than that observed for the flashinduced absorbance changes upon P680+ formation around 675 nm. The results indicate
that the transition moment of the transition at 675 nm is oriented virtually parallel to the
membrane plane. For an explanation, we propose as a first approach a dimeric model of
P680. The Qy-transition dipoles of PD1 and PD2, which are oriented at an angle of ∼30°
with respect to the membrane plane [2], are excitonically coupled. The 675 nm band is
assigned to the resulting low-energy exciton transition which is oriented parallel to the
membrane plane.
Upon illumination at low temperatures, the longer-lived states, QA– P680 Cyt+
b559 , QA– P680 Car+, QA– P680 ChlZ+, can be accumulated. Formation of the betacarotene cation radical can be monitored by the absorbance increase around 1000 nm.
The LD of the 1000 nm band is consistent with the oxidation of CarD2 which is oriented
parallel to the membrane plane [2].
References:
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The model of energy transfer and primary charge separation in PSII is developed
based on simultaneous quantitative fit of the steady-state spectra and time-resolved
nonlinear responses. The linear spectra (including absorption, circular dichroism, linear
dichroism, and fluorescence) are modeled together with the Stark spectra, thus giving
information about the excited states and their mixing with the charge-transfer (CT)
states. A simultaneous fit of the data allows a precise determination of the transition
energies of the excited and CT states, assignment of the CT states, and the degree of
their mixing with the excited-state manifold. The parameters of the model have been
further verified from the fit of ps/fs transient absorption and time-resolved fluorescence.
All the spectra, i.e. linear, Stark, and time-resolved responses have been calculated
using the same approach based on modified Redfield theory. The line shapes (reflecting
strong exciton-phonon coupling) and relaxation constants (both for energy and electron
transfers) are therefore obtained within a unified physical picture. This approach allows
a visualisation of the dynamics in isolated reaction center (RC), CP47-RC subunit, and
the whole PSII-core complex.
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Like all known photosynthetic reaction centers, Photosystem I has a C2
symmetric structure, using two related integral membrane subunits to form a
heterodimeric core, which binds the cofactors through which electrons are transferred
across the membrane. This symmetric arrangement gives rise to two similar branches of
cofactors, down which light-driven electron transfer could potentially proceed. Forward
electron transfer from phylloquinone to the next electron transfer cofactor (FX) is
described by two kinetic components with decay times of ~20 ns and ~200 ns. Based on
the fact that site-directed mutations in the environment of either of the two
phylloquinones specifically affect the time-constants of these two phases, it has been
proposed that, unlike type II reaction centers, type I reaction centers could make use of
the two electron transfer branches (A and B), implying that both can be used during
charge separation. In mutants in which the ~200-ns component ascribed to PhQA
reoxidation has been slowed down, we observed an additional kinetic component with
time constant and decay absorption spectrum consistent with electron transfer between
the FX and the terminal FA/B iron sulfur clusters. In these mutants this component would
be faster than the reoxidation of PhQA, suggesting that reduction of FA/B can be
observed before PhQA is reoxidized, thus implying an efficient pathway bypassing this
particular cofactor.
The electron transfer cofactor immediately before the quinone of each branch is
the ec3 chlorophyll. As a further support to the bidirectional model, we found that
affecting specifically the physico-chemical properties of these chlorophylls modifies the
reduction yield of the phylloquinone located downstream in the targeted branch.
Interestingly, the study of double-mutants in which the mutations around the ec3 and
PhQ cofactors were combined shows that the consequences of the mutations are
additive.
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The photoinduced charge separation in photosynthetic reaction centers (RC) and
subsequent electron and proton transfer reactions are accompanied by generation of the
transmembrane electric potential, which can be detected by various biophysical
techniques. As the amplitude of photoelectric signals measured by these methods is
proportional to dielectrically weighted distances between redox carriers, comparison of
projections of the distance vectors between redox cofactors onto the membrane normal
with the relative photovoltage amplitudes provides an opportunity to estimate the
dielectric permittivity (dielectric constant) ε at the respective electron transfer (ET)
chain segments.
A number of the electrogenic reactions in photosystem I, photosystem II, and
bacterial RC were comparatively analyzed, and the variation of the dielectric
permittivity in the vicinity of electron carriers along the membrane normal was
calculated. The value of ε was minimal at the core of the complexes and gradually
increased toward the periphery. We found that the rate of ET correlated with the value
of the dielectric permittivity: the fastest primary ET reactions occur in the low-polar
core of the complexes within picosecond time range, whereas slower secondary
reactions take place at the high-polar periphery of the complexes within micro- to
millisecond time range.
The observed correlation was quantitatively interpreted within the framework of
the Marcus theory. This theory relates the rate of ET reaction to electronic coupling of
the cofactors and dielectric properties of the surrounding medium. We calculated the
reorganization energy of ET carriers using their van der Waals volumes and
experimentally determined ε values. The electronic coupling was calculated by the
empirical Moser–Dutton rule for the distance-dependent electron tunneling rate in
nonadiabatic ET reactions. We concluded that the local dielectric permittivity inferred
from the electrometric measurements could be quantitatively applied to estimate the rate
constant of ET reactions in membrane proteins with resolved atomic structure with the
accuracy of less than one order of magnitude.
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Cyanobacteria are highly enriched with PSI, and the most part of antenna
chlorophylls (Chls) is localized in PSI (about 90% in A. platensis). The core-antenna of
PSI trimers of cyanobacteria contains a relatively high amount of the long wavelength
(red, low energy) Chls which act as traps of excitation energy. Low temperature CD
spectra of trimeric PSI from A. platensis exhibit a distinct band at 711-713 nm and a
small band around 736 nm indicating that the red antenna states are formed by
excitonically coupled Chls. Changes in the position and intensity of bands in the 77 K
circular dichroism (CD) spectra of PSI from different cyanobacteria (A. platensis, T.
elongatus, Synechocystis sp.) indicate that some Chls in the PSI antenna of various PSI
complexes differ in orientation. LD spectroscopy gives evidence that the transition
moments of the red-most states (711 and 740 nm) are oriented virtually parallel to the
membrane plane. The positive rotational strength of the 702 nm component in lightinduced CD spectra (P700+-P700) is rather stable while the amplitudes of the other bands
vary significantly for complexes from different organisms. It is suggested that even
contributions of antenna Chls located closest to the reaction centre are observed. At low
irradiance, the red Chls transfer the absorbed energy uphill to P700 with high efficiency
thus increasing the absorption cross section. Time-resolved data have shown that low
energy Chls slow down the trapping of the excitation energy. At strong illumination, red
Chls are involved in the dissipation of excess energy dependent on the redox state of
P700. Oxidized P700 (P700+) trapped at 77 K quenches F760 (fluorescence of the most
red Chl of PSI trimers of A. platensis) thus dissipating the excess energy. When the PSI
acceptor side cofactors (A1FXFAFB) of A. platensis PSI trimers are reduced,
recombination of P700+Ao- gives rise the formation of the triplet state of P700 that
effectively quenches F760. Nonlinear dependence of variable F760 on the ratio
P700red/P700total is indicative on energy exchange between antennae of monomers within
a PSI trimer of A. platensis that stimulates dissipation of excess energy.
Financial support of RAS MCB and RFBS (grant 05-04-48426) and by grants from the
DFG, Sfb 498, TP A6 to E.S., and DFG, Sfb 480, C1 to M.R. are acknowledged.
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Symmetry is as important in biology as in physics. This is especially true in the
field of membrane biochemistry, where the recently-solved three-dimensional structures
of bioenergetic complexes such as bovine heart cytochrome oxidase (1V54), the
mitochondrial cytochrome bc1 complex (1NTM), the chloroplast cytochrome b6f
complex (1UM3 and 1Q90), cyanobacterial Photosystem II (1FE1 and 1IZL), and
cyanobacterial Photosystem I (PS I) (1JB0) occur in the biological membrane as a dimer
or a trimer of the asymmetric units with a corresponding C2 or C3 axis of symmetry.
PS I is particularly intriguing because the reaction center core is a pseudo-C2-symmetric
heterodimer that likely evolved from a C2-symmetric homodimeric precursor. This
change was accompanied by the recruitment of a bacterial dicluster ferredoxin, now
known as PsaC. It binds [4Fe-4S] clusters FA and FB, the latter one is the terminal
electron acceptor in PS I. The stromal surface of PsaA/PsaB heterodimer is highly
symmetric, yet PsaC binds to it asymmetrically (i.e. in one of two possible orientations).
For PsaC to bind asymmetrically, a number of alterations are necessary in the structure
of PsaC. We have studied assembly of PsaC subunit onto PS I by comparing the threedimensional NMR solution structure of unbound PsaC (1K0T) with the atomicresolution X-ray crystal structure of PsaC bound to the PS I (1JB0). This is the first
instance in which bound and unbound three-dimensional structures are available for a
membrane-associated protein. We found structural features, specific to unbound PsaC in
solution, which prevent binding of this protein to the PS I in the incorrect orientation.
We propose that during binding to PsaA/PsaB heterodimer PsaC undergoes step-wise
structural change that assures its binding in the correct orientation. Similar fundamental
principles may have evolved in the assembly of membrane-associated subunits of other
symmetrical bioenergetic complexes.
Supported by the Sfb 498 (project A3) to MLA/DS and the NSF to JHG.
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The functional state of the PSII complex in an Arabidopsis mutant lacking PsbR
protein was studied by steady state oxygen evolution, flash induced chlorophyll
fluorescence relaxation and thermoluminescence (TL) measurements. The PsbR mutant
thylakoids showed about 53% less steady state oxygen evolution in the presence of
artificial electron acceptor (DMBQ) than WT thylakoids at saturating light intensities.
The analyses of the relaxation of flash induced variable fluorescence in the presence of
DCMU indicated that the S2QA- charge recombination was more stabilized in PsbR
mutant thylakoids. In agreement with this result, the peak position of TL Q-band,
obtained in the presence of DCMU and arising from S2QA- recombination, showed a
slight up-shift. Furthermore, the increased proportion of fluorescence that does not
decay during the 100s time span of the measurement indicates higher amount of YD+QArecombination and thus confirms donor side modification in PsbR mutant. The
relaxation of the fast phase of flash induced fluorescence decay in the absence of
DCMU was significantly slowed down in the PsbR mutant with concomitant decrease
in the relative amplitude of this phase, indicating a modification in QA to QB electron
transfer by the PsbR mutation. The slow phase of fluorescence relaxation in PsbR
mutant showed slower time constant than in control WT plants, which is in agreement
with up shift of peak position of TL B-band in the PsbR mutant. It is concluded that the
absence of the PsbR protein modifies both the donor and the acceptor side of the PSII
complex.
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DYNAMICS OF THE PHOTOSYSTEM II ACTION
Květoslava BURDA 1, 2
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The high rate and specificity of electron transfer within photosystem II (PSII) is
related to the highly organized structure of the system and optimized arrangement of
active redox cofactors.
According to the Hopfield theory the electronic coupling of donor and acceptor
wave-functions displays an exponential dependence on the distance between the
reactants. The exponential decay constant is estimated to be about 1.4 Å-1 for the
photosynthetic reaction centers applying the Marcus model and assuming that
biomolecules may behave as an organic glass. This value is slightly higher than the
predicted one for the distance decay for α-helices, 1.3 Å-1, but lower than that for water
intermediate, 1.61-1.75 Å-1, if one assumes homogenous tunneling barrier. However, in
the long range electron transfer in the photosynthetic process, one has to consider a
series of real intermediates than one virtual intermediate.
In PSII, donors and acceptors are separated by distances larger than 10 Å and are
rigidly held in space. Thus, they are only weakly coupled because of the vanishing
overlapping of their wave-functions and one can treat the electron transfer in PSII as a
nonadiabatic process. Harmonic fluctuations thermally activated the polypeptide matrix
(especially important at cryogenic temperatures) enhance the tunneling electron flow.
However, in some cases an extra activation energy coming from anharmonic atomic
fluctuations of the system is necessary for the electron transport. At temperatures higher
than the Debye temperature of the photosystem, the so called fast collective motions are
activated, which determine the electron transfer kinetics on the donor and acceptor side
of PSII.
This work is supported partially by grant No 2 P04A 04427 from the Committee
for Scientific Research (KBN) of Poland.
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MACROSCOPIC APPROACH TO PROTEIN ELECTROSTATICS:
CALCULATION OF MIDPOINT REDOX POTENTIALS IN
PHOTOSYSTEM I AND FERREDOXINS
Dmitry A. CHEREPANOV1, Vasily V. PTUSHENKO2, Lev I. KRISHTALIK1,
Alexey Yu. SEMENOV2
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The midpoint redox potentials (Em) of iron-sulfur (Fe4S4) clusters in two soluble
ferredoxins from Azotobacter vinelandii and Clostridium acidiurici, as well as the Em
values of chlorophyll, phylloquinone and iron-sulfur cluster molecules in photosystem I
(PS I) from Synechococcus elongatus were calculated using the crystal structure of
ferredoxins and the trimeric PS I complex. The influence of protein environment on the
redox properties of the cofactors was analyzed by means of the model which treated
protein molecule and surrounding solution as dielectric mediums with different
dielectric permittivities. The effects of permanent charges, charged amino acid residues
and solvation energy changes on redox potentials of cofactors were described by a
unified set of model parameters.
The consideration of microscopically heterogeneous proteins as a uniform dielectric
medium with a single permittivity is oversimplified. In particular, the permanent
charges serve both as a source for intraprotein electric field and for dielectric
polarizability of the protein. This inconsistency could be overcome by introducing two
dielectric permittivities - for preexisting and newly created electric fields.
Our calculations showed that the experimental Em values of redox cofactors could be
obtained with the accuracy of 60 mV only by using two different dielectric constants, εo
(about 2.5) for permanent charges preexisting in the crystal structure and εs (derived
from photoelectric measurements) for the charges, which do not preexist in the crystal
structure. We estimated the Em values of Fe4S4 clusters in ferredoxins from A. vinelandii
and C. acidiurici to be –610 and –435 mV, whereas those of FX, FA and FB clusters in
PS I from S. elongatus were –660, –520 and –600 mV, respectively. The oxidation
potential of the special pair chlorophyll P700 and the reduction potential of monomeric
chlorophylls A0 were found to be +450 mV and ─1200 mV, correspondingly. The
calculated Em values of the phylloquinone molecules A1 in A an B branches of PS I
heterodimer were -700 and -840 mV, respectively.
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STRUCTURAL AND FUNCTIONAL STUDIES OF CYTOCHROME
B559 IN PHOTOSYSTEM II BY SITE-DIRECTED MUTAGENESIS
OF SYNECHOCYSTIS SP. PCC 6803
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Previous site-directed mutagenesis studies on cytochrome (cyt) b559 showed that
cyt b559 is important to the assembly and/or the stability of photosystem II (PSII).
However, the low PSII content in these cyt b559 mutants prelude the possibility of
applying advanced biophysical techniques, e.g. the EPR spectroscopy and
electrochemical measurements, to examine the exact role(s) of cyt b559 in the
photoprotection mechanism of PSII. To overcome this problem, we have constructed a
series of site-directed mutants on the heme ligands (His-22 ofα and β subunits) of cyt
b559 by using cyanobacteria Synechocystis 6803 G. We identified a couple of cyt b559
mutants that were able to grow photoautotrophically and assemble functional PSII.
Structural and functional analysis of these cyt b559 site-directed mutants and their
thylakoid membranes would be presented.
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The reaction centers in the photosynthetic apparatus in higher plants is dependent
on antenna proteins to increase the energy absorption efficiency. In Photosystem II
(PSII) the antenna is comprised of at least 6 different light harvesting proteins named
Lhcb1 through to Lhcb6. Some are integral in the PSII core dimer (Lhcb 4-6) some
form the 6 LHCII trimers (Lhcb 1-3) that associate to the PSII holo complex (consisting
of 2 PSII core dimers). The stoichometry of the LHCII trimers have not fully been
investigated. When Lhcb1 and Lhcb2 are removed by antisense LHCII trimers still form
to a limited degree but are comprised of Lhcb5 trimers or Lhcb5 Lhcb3 hetrotrimers
(Andersson et al., 2003). To further investigate the LHCII trimers a knockout mutant
lacking Lhcb3 have been produced, as the exact location and function of this protein
have not been characterized yet. To determine the distribution in the thylakoid and
location in the PSII LHCII supercomplex a his-taged fusion protein is introduced into
the Lhcb3 knockout line. Purified PSII LHCII supercomplexes containing the his-taged
Lhcb3 will be investigated using nikkel-gold particle labeling and electron microscopy.
One of the interaction sites of the LHCII trimers with the PSII core complex is the
Lhcb6 antennae subunit (Dekker and Boekema 2005) and a knockout line lacking this
subunit have been prepared too. This mutant displays a slight reduction Lhcb3 protein
on thylakoid level, as well as a 60% reduction in non-photochemical quenching (NPQ).
NPQ is a one of the mechanisms to dissipate excess energy from the photosynthetic
apparatus (Horton and Ruban 2005). As the Lhcb3 protein is absent in the LHCII
trimers that are associated to Photosystem I (PS-I) during state transition (Jansson et al.,
1996) and the level of Lhcb3 is reduced in the Lhcb6 KO mutant, it could indicate that
LCHII trimers containing Lhcb3 may participate in the NPQ process.
Andersson, J., Wentworth, M., Walters, R. G., Howard, C. A., Ruban, A. V., Horton, P.,
and Jansson, S. (2003). Absence of the Lhcb1 and Lhcb2 proteins of the lightharvesting complex of photosystem II - effects on photosynthesis, grana stacking
and fitness. Plant J 35, 350-361.
Dekker, J. P., and Boekema, E. J. (2005). Supramolecular organization of thylakoid
membrane proteins in green plants. Biochim Biophys Acta 1706, 12-39
Horton, P., and Ruban, A. (2005). Molecular design of the photosystem II lightharvesting antenna: photosynthesis and photoprotection. J Exp Bot 56, 365-373
Jansson, S., Andersen, B., and Scheller, H. V. (1996). Nearest-neighbor analysis of
higher-plant photosystem I holocomplex. Plant Physiol 112, 409-420
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ROLE OF THE PSBI SUBUNIT IN BIOGENESIS OF THE
PHOTOSYSTEM II COMPLEX IN THE CYANOBACTERIUM
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The PsbI protein belongs to a group of small Photosystem II (PSII) subunits with
unclear function. The presence of PsbI in various PSII complexes and assembly
intermediates of the cyanobacterium Synechocystis PCC 6803 was probed using a
specific antibody. In the wild-type strain (WT) the protein has been detected in both
monomeric and dimeric core complexes as well as in the core lacking CP43 (RC47).
WT also contained a significant fraction of the unassembled PsbI protein. PsbI was also
confirmed as a component of the reaction center complex (RC) that contains D1, D2
and cytochrome b-559 and accumulates in the strain lacking CP47. Finally, comparison
of the mutants lacking D2 and D1 proteins confirmed a close structural relationship
between D1 and PsbI implied from recent X-ray diffraction models of cyanobacterial
PSII. In the strain lacking D2 PsbI could be co-immunoprecipitated with various D1
forms (including pD1, iD1, D1) but not with other PSII proteins. The data showed that
PsbI becomes bound to D1 during or soon after its synthesis and may stabilize its
nascent chain before it is assembled into PSII. Replacement of the 6.–105. bp of the
original psbI gene by a zeocin cassette resulted in generation of the mutant ∆PsbI that
exhibited a decreased photochemical activities of PSII measured as the rate of oxygen
evolution or variable fluorescence yield. The radioactive pulse-chase experiment
showed an accelerated D1 turnover in the ∆PsbI mutant and the 2D analysis of
membrane protein complexes of the mutant indicated destabilization of CP43 binding in
PSII. The psbI gene was also inactivated in the strain lacking CP47 and the resulting
double mutant preserved the ability to form RC showing that the PsbI protein is not
essential for the assembly of this complex. In agreement with proposed role of PsbI in
the D1 stabilization, removal of PsbI in the strain lacking D2 led to a decreased level of
the D1 protein as compared with the control single mutant.
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HIS-TAGGED PSII STRAIN AND POINT MUTATION CP47
STRAIN IN THERMOSYNECHOCOCCUS ELONGATUS
Sabah EL ALAOUI1 , Sun UN1 and Diana KIRILOVSKY1
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Photosystem II (PSII) is the responsable for light-driven electron transfer from
water to plastoquinone in thylakoids of oxygen-evolving algae, cyanobacteria and
higher plants.
Our first objective was to obtain His-tagged PSII strains of the thermophyle
cyanobacteria Thermosynechococcus elongatus in order to rapidly isolate very active
PSII samples for spectroscopic studies. A His-tagged CP47 strain will be used to isolate
PSII complexe containing all the PSII components; and His-tagged Cytb559 will
utilized to obtain RC preparations containing D1-D2 and Cytb559.
I have already succeeded to construct the two different His-tagged PS II strains, and
isolated a large quantities of very active PSII complexes. We constructed plasmids
containing an His-tagged psbB gene (encoding the CP47) and His-tagged psbE gene
(encoding the α subunit Cyt b559). Wild-Type cells of T elongatus were transformed,
by electroporation, with these plasmids. The DNA of the colonies growing in the
presence of antibiotics were tested. The His-tagged strain of T. elongatus were already
obtained and segregated.
In the laboratory we study the role of the tyrosine D in PSII. The PSII contains two
redox active tyrosyl radicals (Tyr D and tyr Z). They occupy symmetry related site and
their roles and physical chemical properties are very different. We are interested in the
possible role of a proton network in the stabilization of the Tyrosine D radical. Tyr D
seems to be involved in a proton transfer pathway which inludes the His 189 (D2), the
Arg 294 (D2) and the Glu364 (CP47). I have already constructed the CP47 pointmutated strains and have began to characterize their PS II complexes by High-FieldEPR in collaboration with Dr Sun Un (CEA, Saclay).
Supported by the European Union, Human Resources and Mobility Activity (MRTNCT-2003-505069
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Photosystem I (PS I) is indispensable part of the photosynthetic electron transfer
chain in cyanobacteria and higher plants. In the PS I reaction center phylloquinone (A1),
and three low potential [4Fe-4S] clusters function as electron acceptors (FX, FA and FB)
in a series of electron transfer steps. We studied the temperature dependence of the
charge recombination kinetics in intact PS I complexes, P700-FX cores (PS I with FA
and FB removed) and P700-A1 cores (PS I with FX, FA and FB removed). We found that
exponential approximation for analysis of kinetics of charge recombination can be used,
with adequate accuracy, only at the very low temperatures and at room temperature.
When we attempted to use exponential approximation for analysis of kinetics of charge
recombination in the intermediate temperature range we found that number of kinetic
phases was larger than the number of endogenous acceptors available to chargerecombine with P700+. At the same time it was not possible to follow the temperature
dependencies of the rates and amplitudes of the individual kinetic components. We
suggest that non-exponential processes are present in the back reactions at low and
intermediate temperatures in PS I. For further analysis of our kinetic data we employed
the method of maximum entropy (P. Steinbach, NIH, USA), modified by Y. Kalaidzidis
(Moscow State University, Russia). This approach allows us to obtain a distribution
spectrum of rate constants for each kinetic component and to reveal the non-exponential
components in the charge recombination kinetics of PS I.
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IN VIVO ROLES OF THE EXTRINSIC PROTEINS OF
PHOTOSYSTEM II IN HIGHER PLANTS
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The extrinsic subunits of photosystem II (PSII) in the luminal side of thylakoids play
crucial roles in optimizing the water-oxidizing activity. It is well known that the
compositions of the PSII extrinsic proteins are significantly different among the photooxygenic organisms. In higher plants, PsbO, PsbP and PsbQ proteins are the major
components of luminal extrinsic proteins, and we established and analyzed transgenic
tobacco plants in which the levels of PsbO, PsbP, or PsbQ were severely downregulated by the RNAi. A plant that lacked PsbQ showed no specific phenotype
compared to a wild-type plant, whereas a plant that lacked PsbO or PsbP showed
prominent phenotypes: drastic retardation of growth, pale-green colored leaves, and a
marked decrease in the quantum yield of PSII evaluated by chlorophyll fluorescence. In
PsbO-deficient plant, PSII was not stably accumulated in thylakoid membranes. On the
other hands, most PSII core subunits were accumulated in PsbP-deficient plant, whereas
PSII without PsbP was hypersensitive to light, and the catalytic manganese cluster was
markedly unstable and readily disassembled in the dark. These observations in higher
plants are greatly different from those in cyanobacteria, which suggests that not only the
composition, but also the nature and function of PSII extrinsic proteins have changed
considerably during evolution. Further characterization of the above transgenic plants
will be presented.
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THERMOSTABILITY OF PHOTOSYSTEMS DURING LINEAR
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Linear heating of whole detached leaves is used to study photosynthesis namely
in two methods. The first method is based on the simultaneous measurement of
chlorophyll fluorescence intensity at low exciting light (FTC – Fluorescence
Temperature Curve) during heating and reflects the thermostability of thylakoid
membrane. The second one involves the detection of chlorophyll luminescence during
linear heating (thermoluminescence and chemiluminescence measurements). However,
a complex study of the critical temperatures characterizing functional and structural
changes of photosystems I and II (PSI and PSII) during linear heating of whole leaves is
still missing.
In our study we correlate critical temperatures determined from FTC with the
decomposition of pigment-protein complexes (PPCs) isolated from linearly preheated
leaves that was demonstrated using native Deriphat-PAGE. Hill reaction and P700
oxidation were employed for the measurement of PSI activity and the functional state of
PSII was monitored by fluorescence induction. Primary barley leaves detached from 9day-old seedlings were preheated (1°C/min) and used either directly for the
measurements or for the isolation of thylakoid membranes.
We have found that preheating of leaves up to 57 – 60 °C does not lead to denaturation
of PPCs separable by native Deriphat-PAGE. Anyway, these temperatures induce
partial release of chlorophylls from PPCs, as determined from the fluorescence rise in
FTC. Preheating of leaves to 70 °C results in complete denaturation of PSII core
complexes that is confirmed by a disappearance of variable fluorescence in fluorescence
induction. PSI remains stable, the 70 °C preheating induces only the release of LHCI.
Preheating of leaves to 80 °C leads to the denaturation of LHCs. The denaturation of
PSI core complex, the most thermostable PPC in thylakoid membrane, was observed
after 90 °C preheating and was accompanied by a complete disappearance of lightinduced oxidation of P700.
This work was supported by the Grant Agency of Czech Republic, grant 522/06/0979,
and by the Ministry of Education, Youth and Sports of the Czech Republic, grant MSM
6198959215.
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IRON STRESS CAUSES MONOMERIZATION OF PSI TRIMERS AND
REDUCES THE CAPACITY FOR STATE TRANSITIONS IN
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The induction of isiA (CP43’) protein in iron-stressed cyanobacteria is accompanied by
the formation of a ring of 18 CP43’ proteins around the PSI trimer and is thought to increase
the absorption cross section of PSI within the CP43’-PSI supercomplex. In contrast to these in
vitro studies, our in vivo measurements failed to demonstrate any increase of the PSI
absorption cross section in two strains (Synechococcus sp. PCC 7942 and Synechocystis sp.
PCC 6803) of iron-stressed cells. We report that Fe-stressed cells exhibited a reduced capacity
for state transitions and limited dark reduction of the plastoquinone (PQ) pool, which accounts
for the increase in PSII-related 685 nm fluorescence under Fe-deficiency. This was
accompanied by lower abundance of the NADP-dehydrogenase complex (Ndh-H) and the PSI
associated polypeptide PsaL, as well as a reduced amount of phosphatidylglycerol (PG). Nondenaturating SDS-PAGE separation of the Chl-protein complexes indicated that the
monomeric form of PSI is favoured over the trimeric form of PSI under Fe-stress. Thus, we
demonstrate that the induction of CP43’ does not increase the PSI functional absorption cross
section of whole cells in vivo, but the adaptive physiological response to Fe-stress includes
monomerization of PSI trimers and reduced capacity for state transitions rather than changes
in PSI light harvesting capacity.
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The oxygenic photosynthesis takes place in the thylakoid membranes of
cyanobacteria, green algae and higher plants, where protein/pigments complexes
(photosystem II, cytochrome b6f, photosystem I, and ATP synthase) convert the light
energy into chemical energy [1]. The chlorophyll-containing membrane protein
complexes from the green alga Scenedesmus obliquus have been isolated from the
thylakoid membrane by solubilization with n-dodecyl-β-D-maltoside and fractionation
by sucrose density gradient. The chlorophyll-containing protein fractions were
characterized by absorptions spectroscopy, Tricine SDS PAGE, BN-PAGE [2], and
dynamic light scattering [3]. BN showed the presence of five main protein complexes in
the green fractions with molecular weight of 66, 140, 240, 360 and 500 kDa
respectively. In contrast, light scattering reveals the simultaneous presence of particles
of different sizes in the 4-6 nm and 10-12 nm range, respectively. The smaller size is
related to the radius of the trimer Light Harvesting Complex, whereas the larger size is
associated with the presence of Photosystem I and Photosystem II complexes.
References:
[1] Friso, G., Giacomelli, L., Ytterberg, A.J., Peltier, J.B., Rudella. A., Sun, Q., and
Wijk, K.J. (2004), Plant Cell, 16(2), 478-499
[2] Schaegger, H., and von Jagow, G. (1991), Anal. Biochem., 199, 223-231
[3] Aivaliotis, M., Samolis, P., Neofotistou, E., Remigy, H., Rizos, A.K.,Tsiotis, G.
(2003) Biochimica et Biophysica Acta, 1615, 69-76
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The peroxiredoxins named 2-Cys peroxiredoxin (2-Cys Prx) are abundant nonheme peroxidases ubiquitously found in all organisms that detoxify a broad set of
peroxides at low rates. They are implicated in redox signalling and have acquired a
novel function in plants in tuning photosystem II ( PSII) activity. PSII is a multi-subunit
thylakoid membrane-associated complex, consisting of over 25 subunits that uses
energy of sunlight to drive the oxidation of water, evolving oxygen, donation electrons
into the photosynthetic electron transfer chain. Regeneration of oxidized plant 2-Cys
Prx is coupled to the photosynthetic electron transport chain and following attachment
of the oligomeric form to the thylakoid membrane 2-Cys Prx decreases photosystem II
activity.
We present a structural analysis of negatively stained samples of PSII prepared
from a cyanobacterium which are supposed to consist of the dimeric PSII particle and
attached peroxiredoxin.
The sample analysis reveals indeed the presence of single rings in high
abundance in addition to PSII dimers. The analysis of rings showed a diameter of 125 Ǻ
and a five-fold symmetry in projection. They are supposed to be decamers consisting of
5 dimers of 2-Cys Prx. A contaminating smaller ring-like particle of 104 Ǻ was also
observed; it has likely 7-fold symmetry, and could be a Clp protease. Image analysis
further revealed that some of the dimers have an addition protein attached, but
substantially smaller than the large rings. Since this additional particle on binds at one
site, these dimers have lost their dimeric appearance. By the subtraction of the density
map of standard PSII top view with the new one we show that the unknown protein
could be the single Prx dimer. Future efforts will be concentrated at confirming that this
extra mass is due to the 2-Cys Prx attachment.
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EVIDENCE FOR THE ROLE OF PsbS PROTEIN IN MEMBRANE
DYNAMICS
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Flexibility of the photosynthetic apparatus of plants is a major requirement for
the rapid and efficient response to changing environmental and metabolic conditions.
Under excess light, antenna complexes – normally designed for efficient light
harvesting – can rapidly switch to the photo-protective state by dissipating excitation
energy as heat. Apart from the major light harvesting antenna other members of the
LHC superfamily take part in this process. PsbS, a 22 kDa subunit of PSII, is one of
them. In the absence of this protein energy-dependent quenching is reduced by 80%. In
order to understand the role of PsbS in photoprotection a mutant, npq4, lacking this
protein as well as plants expressing it at different levels have been studied. Quenching
analysis has been done at different temperatures showing that in wt and npq4 plants
reversible NPQ has very similar temperature-dependence. Treatment of the wt and npq4
leaves with the uncoupler nigericin resulted in the elimination of reversible quenching
in both the wt and npq4 plants, suggesting that the residual NPQ in the mutant is ∆pH
dependent. Therefore the lack of PsbS protein does not entirely eliminate NPQ – it only
reduces the amount of quenching. As NPQ may require some extent of the thylakoid
membrane flexibility it was interesting to study membrane dynamics in the PsbS-less
mutant. CD spectra recorded from leaves and isolated thylakoid membranes showed
differences between the wt and npq4, mainly in the red region, suggesting that there is
an alteration in the macroorganization of the membrane. To further study membrane
dynamics grana stacking has been investigated. The level of stacking has been followed
by recording the PSII fluorescence in the presence of DCMU. Withdrawal of Mg2+ ions
from the thylakoid incubation medium causes unstacking resulting in a dramatic
fluorescence decrease. Addition of Mg2+ ions to unstacked thylakoids induces
restacking leading to restoration of the fluorescence level. Addition of MgCl2 in small
steps (0.1 mM) reveals a delay in the fluorescence rise in npq4 thylakoids. Compared to
the wt, the mutant requires 1.5 times more MgCl2 for 50% recovery of Fm. Mutants
expressing different amounts of PsbS showed that the response to added MgCl2 is
related to the amount of PsbS. The greater the amount of this protein, the smaller
amount of MgCl2 was required to restore the fluorescence. Results of the studies of
NPQ, CD and fluorescence recovery suggest that PsbS controls the extent of NPQ by
controlling the thylakoid membrane dynamics, rather than serving as a direct energy
quencher in PSII antenna.
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Plastocyanin (pc) and cytochrome f (cyt f) are reaction partners in a
photosynthetic electron transport chain. Plastocyanin molecules are assumed to diffuse
for long distances in the luminal space of chloroplasts shuttling electrons between
granal and stromal areas of a thylakoid membrane. In native chloroplasts the luminal
space is narrow (40-100 Å), and contains proteins protruding through the thylakoid
membrane. Since the size of plastocyanin (40x28x30 Å) is about the thickness of the
lumen, the diffusion of plastocyanin in lumen is probably hindered by the membrane
protein complexes. There is a conceptual difficulty to explain the mechanism of
plastocyanin diffusion in lumen. It is not clear if plastocyanin can rapidly diffuse over a
distance of hundreds of nanometers, between grana stacks and stroma lamellae.
We designed a computer 3D simulation model of diffusion and interaction of
proteins plastocyanin and cytochrome f in solution. It is a first step in simulating the
electron transfer from cytochrome f to photosystem 1 in the lumen of thylakoid. The
model is multiparticle, it can describe the interaction of several hundreds of proteins.
The model uses a Brownian dymanics formalism for simulation protein diffusion and
interactions. The interacting proteins are represented as rigid bodies with spatial fixed
charges. Translational and rotational motion of proteins is the result of the effect of
stochastic Brownian force and electrostatic force. Poisson-Boltzmann formalism is used
to determine the electrostatic potential field generated around the proteins.
From crystallographic studies we know the structure of plastocyanin/cytochrome f
encounter complex (PDB ID is 2PCF). We use this structure in our simulation. Using
our model we obtained the dependencies of the rate of the plastocyanin and
cytochrome f reaction on the ionic strength and pH of solution for the wild-type and
mutant plastocyanins. The model results are in good agreement with the experimental
ones. This indicates that electrostatic interactions play the crucial role in binding of
plastocyanin and cytochrome f.
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Hydrogen bonds between cofactors of the electron transfer and surrounding protein
environment can serve as an effective means for the temporal stabilization of separated
charges in photosynthetic reaction centers (RC). Mechanism of this stabilization is
based on the high sensitivity of hydrogen bonds to the redistribution of the electron
density in macromolecules. As a result of the alteration of the electronic state of the
molecule the profile of the potential energy surface along hydrogen bonds can change.
For instance one pit potential profile can transform to the double pit potential profile. In
the double pit potential profile an efficient polarization of hydrogen bonds is expected
due to the tunneling of protons along the bond from one pit to another.
By means of quantum chemistry methods a molecular model of the RC from Rb.
sphaeroides was investigated. This molecular model was presented as two subsystems:
one consists of BChl dimer P and two histidine’s residuals and second subsystem
composits from the primary quinone acceptor QA which is surrounded by three
aminoacids. Both subsystems are able to hydrogen bonds forming. Procedure of the
optimization of model structure was based on the processes of molecular relaxation of
real systems to the state with minimum energy. This structural optimization was made
for the neutral and charged states of cofactors P and QA. It was found that the model
structure of the dimer P was the same for neutral (P) and oxidized (P+) states. That
means that in this model one pit potential profile is remained after P oxidation. On the
other hand one pit profile of the potential energy along hydrogen bonds formed with QA
participation was found to be double pit after one-electron reduction of QA.
This mechanism realized with intramolecular hydrogen bonds participation was used
for the explanation of the experimental temperature dependence of the rate constant of
P+ Q -A dark recombination in Rb. sphaeroides RCs. Also experimentally observed
strong retardation (by orders of magnitude) of the rate of dark reduction of
Synechocystis sp. photosystem 1 P700+ at 160 K after continuous light excitation of
P700 in comparison with the rate of P700+ dark reduction after pulse excitation was
analyzed in the frame of elaborated model.
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The synthesis of 5-aminolevulinic acid in the cotton mutant xantha (Gossypium
hirsutum L.) is blocked in the light. In the light this mutant accumulated chlorophyll by
30 times as low as in the parent cotton type. The few pigment–protein PS-I and PS-II
complexes are formed in chloroplasts of the mutant xantha. The formation of the
chloroplast membrane system is blocked at the early stages, mainly at the stage of
bubbles and single short thylakoids. The functional activity of the reaction centers of
PS-I and PS-II is close to zero. Only light-harvesting chlorophyll-a/b-protein complexes
of the two photosystems are formed in plastid membranes of the mutant xantha with
maximal chlorophyll fluorescence at 728 nm and 681 nm, respectively. It is concluded
that the genetic block of biosynthesis of 5-aminolevulinic acid in the light in the cotton
mutant xantha disturbs the formation and functioning of the complexes of the reaction
centers of PS-I and PS-II. The latter hinder the development of the whole membrane
system in chloroplasts causing a sharp decrease in productivity.
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The most abundant protein in the photosynthetic membranes, light-harvesting
complex II (LHCII), is a subject of extensive research aimed at understanding its lightharvesting functions and its role in light adaptation. Being an integral membrane
protein, LHCII can be isolated and investigated in detergent-solubilized form. However,
in the native membranes the LHCII is found either in the PSII-LHCII supercomplexes
or in LHCII-only macrodomains (Dekker & Boekema 2005, BBA 1076: 12), in which
each trimer is closely surrounded by other LHCII tirmers in a semi-cristalline array. The
question arises, to what extent this macroorganization influences the structural and
functional characteristics of LHCII compared to the isolated trimers.
In the present study we compared steady-state absorption, linear and circular
dichroism spectra and fluorescence characteristics of LHCII obtained from samples of
different macroorganization state: thylakoid membranes, detergent-solubilized LHCII
trimers (provided by Dr. L. Kovács, Univ. Sheffield), lamellar aggregates and
microcrystals of LHCII. It was found that the aggregated state of LHCII bears similarity
to the native membranes while the characteristics of the detergent-solubilized
complexes are drastically different. This is well demonstrated in the excitonic CD
signal, particularly in the Soret region. The changes in the CD spectra induced by
solubilization could originate from loss of pigment-pigment interactions with
neighbouring trimers or from altered excitonic coupling within the trimers. In either
case, we can conclude that the detergent environment markedly influences the structural
characteristics of LHCII. Therefore, in the native state of LHCII, trimer-trimer
interactions play an important role.
Comparison of the dynamic properties of aggregated and solubilized LHCII (lightinduced changes in the CD and chlorophyll fluorescence) provides further evidence that
the macroorganization state and structural flexibility have significant impact on the
ability of LHCII to self-regulate its functions.
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Photosystem I (PSI) is generally assumed not to emit variable chlorophyll
fluorescence during the chlorophyll fluorescence rise (FLR) caused by sudden
illumination of the sample. Therefore, overall FLR measured by commercial
fluorometers and its changes caused by a stress action are interpreted mainly on the
basis of reactions occurring in photosystem II (for review see Lazár 2006). But
examples can be find in literature showing the PSI could emit variable chlorophyll
fluorescence during the FLR. To solve this discrepancy, I have constructed to date the
most comprehensive model describing reactions occurring inside and around PSI and
used it for the first simulations of the FLR originated exclusively in PSI. The model
assumes reversible primary charge separation between the primary PSI electron donor
(the accessory chlorophylls) and the primary PSI electron acceptor A0 (Holzwarth et al.
2006), followed by (mostly reversible) electron transfer through PSI electron carriers
A1, FX, FA, and FB (Santabarbara et al. 2005) outside of PSI to ferredoxin and FNR (van
Thor et al. 1999), which are located in the stroma. The electron donation to the oxidised
primary electron donor is assumed in the model to be caused by P700 (Holzwarth et al.
2006), which is in turn reduced by plastocyanin (Drepper et al. 1996) located in the
lumen. The simulations show that PSI really emits variable chlorophyll fluorescence
and the simulated FLR qualitatively agrees with experimentally measured FLR
originated in PSI. Consequences for interpretation of the overall FLR are briefly
discussed.
Acknowledgement
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The bacterial carotenoidless mutants usually lost the LH2 complex. The
surviving complex (LH1 or pseudo LH1) had the modified structure and its main
absorption band in the near infra region (NIR) was shifted significantly to the blue
region [1].
The spectral properties of the control and carotenoid depleted LH2 and LH1 (as
a core complex) complexes from some purple sulphur photosynthetic bacteria are
presented in the given work. We have applied mild approach to obtain the carotenoids
depleted membranes with the full set of the LH complexes in native state using
carotenoidgenesis inhibitor diphenylamine (DPA) [2]. The LH1 (core) complex and the
LH2 complex (control and DPA) were isolated by gel electrophoresis from the
membranes treated with β-D-dodecylmaltoside. Both complexes (LH1 and LH2) were
preserved in the membranes of the DPA grown cells. The striking difference between
these samples was observed in the carotenoid region (400-550 nm), where carotenoids
were practically absent in the DPA mebranes. It is worth noting that the cytochrome’s
synthesis has been increased in the presence of DPA in some species. The main
carotenoids in DPA samples were usually ζ-carotene and neurosporene’s type. They
were found in the trace amount. The precursor phytoene was also present but its content
did not exceed total amount of the surviving carotenoids in the sample. Thus, phytoene
was not accumulated at the level of carotenoids in the control sample. It is generally
accepted that DPA inhibited the action of phytoene desaturase, however according to
the submitted data DPA was most probably to inhibit phytoene synthase in the species
investigated. These data indicate that growing of the purple sulphur bacteria in the
presence of DPA makes it possible to obtain membranes with a full set of the LH
complexes without, infact, carotenoids and their precursors.
The DPA LH1 (core) complexes and LH2 complexes have practically the same
spectrum as the control ones in the NIR region. The LH1 complexes have not a blue
shift of the main NIR absorption band registered in carotenoidless mutants. The
carotenoids depleted DPA LH2 complexes have never been isolated before. The content
of carotenoids in the investigated complexes does not exceed 1-5%, that is in the given
case the mixture of the LH complexes with one carotenoids’ molecule per complex or
less is presented in the samples. The hypothesis explaining why the LH complexes were
assembled in the DPA cells in contrary with carotenoidless mutants was suggested.
[1] Lang H.P., Hunter C.N. Biochem. J., 298, 197-206 (1994)
[2] Makhneva Z.K., Moskalenko A.A Biologicheskie membr. (Russian) 21, 196-209
(2004)
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Photosystem II (PS II) is a large pigment-protein complex embedded in the
thylakoid membrane of green plants, algae, and cyanobacteria, which functions as a
vectorial water-plastoquinone oxidoreductase. Elucidation of the physicochemical
mechanism of proton-coupled electron transfer reaction in the quinone acceptor complex
is an important problem in studies on the functioning of PS II complex. An
electrometrical technique was used to investigate proton-coupled electron transfer
between the primary plastoquinone acceptor QA- and the oxidized non-heme iron Fe3+ on
the acceptor side of photosystem II core particles incorporated into phospholipid
vesicles. The sign of the transmembrane electric potential difference ∆ψ (negative
charging of the proteoliposome interior) indicates that the iron-quinone complex faces
the interior surface of the proteoliposome membrane. Preoxidation of the non-heme iron
was achieved by addition of potassium ferricyanide entrapped into proteoliposomes.
Besides the fast unresolvable kinetic phase (τ ~0.1 µs) of ∆ψ generation related to
electron transfer between the redox-active tyrosine YZ and the primary quinone acceptor
QA, an additional phase in the submillisecond time domain (τ ~0.1 ms at 23˚C, pH 7.0)
and relative amplitude ~ 20% of the amplitude of the fast phase was observed under
exposure to the first flash. This phase was absent under the second laser flash, as well as
upon the first flash in the presence of DCMU. The rate of the additional electrogenic
phase is decreased by about one-half in the presence of D2O and is reduced with the
temperature decrease. On the basis of the above observations, we conclude that the
submillisecond electrogenic reaction induced by the first flash is due to the vectorial
transfer of a proton from external aqueous phase to an amino acid residue(s) in the
vicinity of the non-heme iron. The comparison of this phase with the electrogencity due
to protonation of the secondary quinone acceptor QB2- is discussed.
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Time-resolved absorption and fluorescence spectroscopy studies of the PSICP43` supercomplexes from iron stress-induced cyanobacterium Synechocystis sp.
PCC6803 concluded that the excitation energy transfer processes within the CP43` ring
and energy transfer from the CP43` ring to the PSI core occur much faster than the
photochemical trapping by the reaction center (Melkozernov AN, Bibby T, Lin S,
Barber J and Blankenship RE (2003) Biochemistry 42: 3893-3903). Fast energy
equilibration between CP43` and the PSI trimer in cyanobacteria is an indication of
efficient functional connectivity of the Chl network in the CP43` ring to the antenna
network of the PSI core resulting in a strong energy coupling of the supercomplex in
agreement with the structural models. In such a network, there is no opportunity for
energy dissipation since all excitation energy collected by the CP43` rings around PSI in
the iron-stressed low-light cells efficiently channels toward the RC.
Time-resolved spectroscopy studies of the PSI-LHCI supercomplex from green
alga Chlamydomonas reinhardtii show a biphasic overall decay of the excitation
consisting of 20-50 ps photochemical trapping in the PSI core antenna and the slower
excitation trapping phase with the lifetime varying in the range of 70-150 ps. It is
hypothesized that slow excitation equilibration between LHCI and the PSI core could
arise either from energy transfer processes between Lhca subunits or from competition
between energy losses in LHCI and energy transfer to PSI. The slow phase of energy
equilibration that is characteristic of energy coupling of the LHCI peripheral antenna to
the PS I core at physiological temperatures (Melkozernov AN, Kargul J, Lin S, Barber J
and Blankenship RE (2004) J Phys Chem B 108: 10547–10555) is not observed in the
excitation dynamics of the PS I–LHCI supercomplex at 77 K (Melkozernov AN, Kargul
J, Lin S, Barber J and Blankenship RE (2005) Photosyn. Res. 86: 203-215) suggesting
that excitation is channeled to the excitation sinks formed at low temperature by clusters
of red pigments. The data are discussed based on the recent structural models of the
prokaryotic and eukaryotic PSI supercomplexes.
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The hypothesis on evolution of carotenoids’ biosynthesis is suggested. The
purple photosynthetic bacteria represent the first group of organisms to evolve
photosynthesis. They have appeared at the beginning of Archaen in anoxygenic
atmosphere. Carotenoids have performed three main functions in that time: light
harvesting, structural and quenching of triplet states of BChl. These “ancient purple
bacteria” have short biosynthesis carotenoids pathway (probably, rhodopin) and are
very sensitive to oxygen. Some of the purple bacteria (Alc. minutissimum, etc) keep this
sensitivity as a short branch of carotenoids biosynthesis up to now. We have revealed a
new function of carotenoids by studying photooxidation of BChl in the LH2 complexes
of some purple sulphur bacteria. The quick photooxidation of BChl’s dimers caused
with the blue light absorbed by carotenoids depended on the presence of oxygen in a
measuring cell. BChl in the LH2 complex was bleached very slowly under the red light.
This process took place in vivo as well as under the blue light the growth of cells was
interrupted and all processes were maintained under the surviving level. The normal
growth and biosynthesis were rehabilitated after transfer of the culture under the red
light. These data are in good agreement, explaining why in the early works with some
purple bacteria the growth of the culture under the blue light has not been observed
[French, C. J. Gen. Physiol. 1937, 21, 71-83;Wassink, E.C. et al, Enzymologia 1939, 7,
113-128).
The evolution of carotenoids’ biosynthesis of purple bacteria was start with
appearance of the local sources of oxygen in the middle of Archean. After appearance
of the trace of oxygen in water these bacteria were defended against its action. The
genes of carotenoidgenesis (isoprenoid biosynthesis) from nonphotosynthetic bacteria
have been involved in this process via lateral gene transfer. Therefore, the evolutionary
history of the enzymes bears no resemblance with the other known phylogenies (J.
Xiong and C. E. Bauer Annu. Rev. Plant Biol. 2002, 53, 503–21). There were several
possibilities for carotenoid’s biosynthesis evolution:
1.
To continue the “primary” biosynthesis pathway (rhodopin in LH2
complex) as an alternative pathway (spirilloxanthin in LH1-RC complexes as in the
cells of Ach. minutissimum);
2.
To continue the biosynthesis pathway as a single pathway in the cell
(spirilloxanthin and carotenal pathways). The process sometimes accompanies by the
lost of LH2 complexes as in Rsp. rubrum;
3.
To continue biosynthesis pathway as an alternative pathway and to
modify the LH2 complex structure to avoid the influence of oxygen as in Rps. palustris;
4.
To change biosynthesis pathway before rhodopin (spheroidene, okenone,
isorenieritene pathways).
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The cyanobacterium Gloeobacter violaceus is unusual in that it has lacks
thylakoid membranes with the photosynthetic complexes directly embedded in the cell
membrane. The photosystems of this organism are phylogenetically distinct, however
the phycobilisome proteins are similar to those of other cyanobacteria.
We have solved the crystal structures of allophycocyanin, phycocyanin and
phycoerythrin from this organism, and have recorded electron micrographs of both
phycobilisome rods and intact particles, together with relevant single-particle analysis.
Furthermore, with information from theoretical docking studies, this has allowed an
atomic model of the light-harvesting proteins of the phycobilisome to be built and a
refined model for energy transfer into the photosystem core to be calculated.
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It is known, that a thylakoid membrane has its own ionic conductivity. Two
types of ionic channels in thylakoids were found, but the nature and localization both of
them are not known. We have studied the ionic conductivity of thylakoids, induced by
the penetrating amines (ammonium, imidazole, dibucaine, etc.) at the stationary
illumination. In the presence of a penetrating amine the concentration gradient of amine
cation, equal to the рН gradient, is formed. It is shown, that the increase of the cation
concentration in a lumen activates the system of ionic conductivity providing the
decrease in a light induced uptake of protons and the dissipation of the pH gradient. The
system does not include both complex of cytb6/f and ATP-synthase, but the efficiency
of amine uncoupling is reduced in the line PS II> PS I>> PS (II+I). That shows the
presence of the point of ion transfer regulation in the Q (b) site of complex PS II. The
study of action N, N `- dicyclohexylcarbodiimide (DCCD) has shown, that
preprocessing of chloroplasts by this modifier at the ratio DCCD/Chl = 2 activates
uncoupling in the presence of amines or nigericin, forming at the stationary illumination
the gradient of K+ concentration. In the absence of cation gradients DCCD does not
increase the conductivity of the membrane for Н +, but, like valinomycin or gramicidin,
accelerates the decay of ∆Ψ, arising at the flash of light. It shows that the ionic transport
system can be activated by ∆Ψ as well as by the gradients of cation concentration. It is
known, that processing of chloroplasts by DCCD at the ratio DCCD/Chl = 2 leads to the
covalent linkage of the modifier with carboxylic groups of CP26 and CP29, located
close to a lumenal surface of the membrane. It seems that it is connected with the
inhibition of chlorophyll fluorescence quenching and the induction of cyclic proton flow
in PS II. In our experiments the action of the same DCCD concentration on ionic
transfer was irreversible and identical as after 10 min processing or without it, but in
the addition of the modifier directly in the reaction medium with amine the effect
develops during 15-20 s, and covalent linkages of isotope DCCD is not found.
Probably, the groups of the system interacting with DCCD do not form covalent bonds
with the modifier since they are located in the insufficiently hydrophobic environment.
This work was supported by the grant of RFBR (03-04-48368).
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The suitability of the isolated Photosystem II reaction center complex as a tool
to investigate the primary charge separation in PSII is still a controversial issue since its
first isolation in 19871.
In order to address this question we perform Stark spectroscopy of different
Photosystem II preparations at 77 K (PSII RC, CP47-RC, PSII core and PSII
membranes). Stark spectroscopy is powerful tool to monitor the presence of charge
separated states by probing electric field-induced absorption changes, and was used
before to study the electric field response of isolated PSII RC preparations2.
By comparing the Stark spectra of the different preparations of different
composition we show that:
a) the strong Stark signal around 690 nm arises from the two or three chlorophylls and
pheophytins directly involved in photochemical charge separation in the reaction center
and is well separated from the much weaker signals of about 200-250 chlorophylls
bound to PSII in PSII membranes not involved in charge separation,
b) there are small differences in the band widths and positions of the charge transfer
states in the different complexes, meaning that there are small differences in the
electronic properties of the chromophores involved in charge separation in the different
complexes, and
c) the isolated D1 – D2 – cyt b559 reaction center complex is suitable to study
electronic properties of the chromophores involved in charge separation.
1. Nanba, O., & Satoh, K. (1987) Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. U.S.A. 84, 109-112.
2. Frese, R.N., Germano, M., de Weerd, F.L., van Stokkum, I.H.M., Shkuropatov, A.Y.,
Shuvalov, V.A., van Gorkom, H.J., van Grondelle, R., & Dekker, J.P. (2003)
Biochemistry 42, 9205-9213
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In this work we studied the photosynthetic electron activity alterations observed
in soybean STR7 cell line cultures, an atrazine-resistant mutant with a single mutation
(S268P) in the chloroplastic psbA gene encoding for the D1 protein of photosystem II
(PSII) core. Thermoluminescence experiments have shown three important differences
between STR7 and WT strain: (1) the ratio between the intensities of “Afterglow” (AG)
and B thermoluminescence bands significantly decreased in the STR7 mutant; (2) the
temperature of the intensity maximum for Q-band upshifted in STR7 strain by 4º C; (3)
mutant showed a high degree of peroxidation of thylakoid lipids in comparison with
WT. An important activation of the PSI-cyclic electron flow was observed in STR7
mutant by monitoring redox state of P700 using the absorbance changes at 820 nm. In
the mutant an excess of excitation pressure due to a reduced PSII activity could provoke
a higher sensitivity to light seen as a higher peroxidation of lipids. The activation of
cyclic electron transport could serve to diminish the excess of excitation energy.
Modulated fluorescence measurements at room temperature and 77 K fluorescence
emission spectra also revealed that STR7 mutant is defective in state transitions.
Alteration of the thylakoid lipid composition found in STR7 mutant, its consequences in
PSII assembly and possible changes in the redox state of PQ pool are considered in the
discussion of these results.
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PHOTOCHEMICALLY INDUCED DYNAMIC NUCLEAR
POLARIZATION IN CHLOROBIUM TEPIDUM REACTION
CENTERS OBSERVED BY 13C MAS NMR
Esha ROY,1 Alia,1 Peter GAST,2 Huub de GROOT,1 Gunnar JESCHKE,³ Hans
van GORKOM,2 Jörg MATYSIK1
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Photochemically induced dynamic nuclear polarisation (photo-CIDNP) has been
observed by 13C MAS NMR in reaction centers (RC) of green sulphur bacteria
Chlorobium tepidum for the first time. All light-induced 13C NMR signals appear to be
emissive (negative) as observed in RC of plant photosystem I (PSI) [1] and purple
bacteria Rhodobacter (Rb.) sphaeroides wild type (WT) [2]. On the other hand, in RCs
of photosystem II (PSII) [3, 4] and Rb. sphaeroides R26 [5, 6] a mixed emissive and
enhanced absorptive pattern is observed. It is concluded that the RCs of Chlorobium
tepidum have a short lived donor triplet state probably due to a carotene in the vicinity.
An almost complete set of chemical shifts of the aromatic ring carbons of a single BChl
a molecule has been obtained. Our data show that P840, the primary electron donor of
Chlorobium tepidum, has electronic properties similar to P700, the primary donor of
PSI.
Interestingly, photo-CIDNP in solids has been observed up till now in all natural
photosynthetic RCs studied so far, while observations in artificial RCs failed. Thus,
photo-CIDNP seems to be an inherent property of all natural RCs and may provide the
key for the understanding of their unsurpassed efficiency.
[1] Alia, E. Roy, P. Gast, H. J. van Gorkom, H. J. M. de Groot, G. Jeschke, J. Matysik
(2004) J. Am. Chem. Soc. 126, 12819-26.
[2] S. Prakash, Alia, P. Gast, H. J. M. de Groot, G. Jeschke, J. Matysik (2005) J. Am.
Chem. Soc. 127, 14290-14298.
[3] J. Matysik, Alia, P. Gast, H. J. van Gorkom, A. J. Hoff, H. J. M. de Groot (2000)
Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. U. S. A. 97, 9865-9870.
[4] A. Diller, Alia, E. Roy, P. Gast, H. J. van Gorkom, J. Zaanen, H. J. M. de Groot, C.
Glaubitz, J. Matysik (2005) Photosynth. Res. 84, 303-308.
[5] M.G. Zysmilich, and A. McDermott (1994) J. Am. Chem. Soc. 116, 8362-8363.
[6] S. Prakash, Alia, P. Gast, H. J. M. de Groot, G. Jeschke, J. Matysik, submitted.
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HOW OXIDIZED DOES THE PQ-POOL HAVE TO BE TO ALLOW
RE-OXIDATION OF QA-?
Gert SCHANSKER and Reto J. STRASSER
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Jussy, Geneva, Switzerland
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The fluorescence rise OJIP reflects the reduction of the photosynthetic electron
transport chain: O to J rise (reduction of the acceptor side of PS II), J to I rise (reduction
of the plastoquinone (PQ) pool) and I to P rise (reduction of the acceptor side of PS I).
By determining the dark-adaptation kinetics of the OJIP-transient after a saturating
pulse it is possible to follow the re-oxidation of the photosynthetic electron transport
chain: dark-adaptation of the F20µs-intensity (re-oxidation of QA-), dark-adaptation of the
FJ-intensity (re-oxidation of the PQ-pool) and re-appearance of the FI to FP-rise (reoxidation of the acceptor side of PS I).
We have presented evidence (Schansker et al. 2005) that after a saturating pulse
QA will only become re-oxidized by recombination in part of the PS II reaction centers:
those that are in the S2 and S3 states. In the other PS II reaction centers QA- can only be
re-oxidized after a (partial) re-oxidation of the PQ-pool. This shows up as a biphasic
dark-recovery of the F20µs-intensity following a saturating pulse. In the JIP-test the
relative variable fluorescence at the J-step is used as a measure for the maximum
electron flow after QA (Strasser et al. 2004). And recently (SZ Tóth, G Schansker and
RJ Strasser, submitted), we showed that FJ (using the FJ measured after a far-red pulse
as a reference) can be used as a measure of the redox state of the PQ-pool.
Here, we correlate the slow phase of the dark-adaptation kinetics of the F20µsintensity with the dark-adaptation kinetics of FJ for a range of plants. Making use of the
biological variability in PQ-pool size and binding affinity of PQ for the QB-site we tried
to determine the redox state of the PQ-pool at which re-oxidation of QA- can occur.
References:
Schansker G, Tóth SZ and Strasser RJ (2005) Biochim Biophys Acta 1706: 250-261
Strasser RJ, Srivastava A and Tsimilli-Michael M (2004) In: Papageorgiou G and
Govindjee (eds), Chlorophyll Fluorescence a Signature of Photosynthesis, pp.
321-362. Kluwer Academic Publishers, the Netherlands
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ENERGY TRANSFER AND CHARGE SEPARATION EVENTS IN
HIGHER PLANT PS I MONITORED BY ULTRAFAST
SPECTROSCOPY TECHNIQUES
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Photosystem I (PS I) possess some peculiar properties like activity of the two
electron transfer branches, presence of a large core antenna, fused with the RC, and
presence of the so-called red chlorophylls (chls). These features have significant effect
on its functionality and turn out to be an important aspect for the understanding of the
nature of biological light energy transformation. In regard to this, a long-standing matter
of discussion is the type of the kinetics describing the energy trapping – transfer-to-trap
or trap-limited. This is a crucial moment since it reflects the importance of the different
processes in this kinetics. The current study is prompted by the intention to examine the
role of PS I antenna enlargement and the role of the red chls in the trapping kinetics.
Picosecond time-resolved fluorescence and femtosecond transient absorption
measurements are performed on isolated PS I core and intact particles from Arabidopsis
thaliana. In contrast to the core particles, which contain only the RC core antenna,
intact PS I contains additionally the gap and the peripheral antenna chls, amongst which
the red chls are spread. This provides a direct way to investigate the changes in the
kinetics provoked by the presence of more chl molecules and chls with red shifted
absorption. Combined kinetic modeling on the time-resolved fluorescence and transient
absorption data is performed which allows estimating the energy and charge transfer
rates, as well as antenna, red chls, reaction centre and radical pair spectra.
Careful examination of the data shows that the presence of red chls has greater
influence on the energy trapping than the extension of the antenna. However, this does
not change the type of the kinetics, which, in agreement with our previous studies (1,2),
is still trap-limited for both samples.
1. Müller, M. G., Niklas, J., Lubitz, W., and Holzwarth, A. R. (2003) Biophys. J. 85,
3899-392
2. Holzwarth, A. R., Müller, M. G., Niklas, J., and Lubitz, W. (2005) J. Phys. Chem. B
109, 5903-5911.
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Among cyanobacteria, there are a few species lacking phycobilisomes that are
functionally replaced by intrinsic chlorophyll a/b(d)-binding light-harvesting Pcb
proteins. Previous studies of Barber’s group revealed that the proteins encoded by
different Pcb genes can serve as antenna of either photosystem II (PSII) in Prochloron
didemni and Acaryochloris marina or both photosystem I (PSI) and PSII in different
strains of Prochlorococcus. The recent data of Bumba et al. (BBA, 2005, 1708:1–5)
have shown that the filamentous cyanobacterium Prochlorothrix hollandica also
contains Pcb–PSI supercomplexes. We used photosynthetic action spectra of PSIIdriven oxygen evolution and of PSI-mediated H2 photoproduction and photoinhibition
of respiratory oxygen uptake to determine the participation of Pcb in the functions of
pigment apparatus of Prochlorothrix hollandica. Comparison of the in situ action
spectra with corresponding absorption spectra of PSII and PSI complexes isolated from
the cyanobacterium Synechocystis 6803 indicated presence of the chlorophyll b band at
650 nm in the both photosystems in the intact cells of P. hollandica. Light-saturation
curves of the relevant photoreactions under flash illumination were used to calculate the
ratio and effective optical cross-sections of the photosystems. The obtained ratio of 4:1
in favor of PSI is typical for many cyanobacteria and indicates the preferable role of
cyclic photosynthetic electron transport. The estimated antenna sizes were 192±28 and
139±15 chlorophyll molecules for the competent PSI and PSII reaction centers,
respectively. These values confirm that the trimers of PSI in the thylakoid membranes
of P. hollandica are surrounded by the rings of 18 Pcb complexes and imply that the
dimers of PSII collect additional energy from 12–14 Pcb light-harvesting proteins. The
same results were obtained with a related species P. scandica.
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PHYCOBILISOME-TO-PHOTOSYSTEM I ENERGY TRANSFER
IS ESSENTIAL FOR THE SLOW CHLOROPHYLL a
FLUORESCENCE INDUCTION IN THE FRESHWATER
CYANOBACTERIUM SYNECHOCOCCUS sp PCC 7942
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In cyanobacteria, the transfer of excitation energy from phycobilisomes (PBS) to
photosystem (PS) I and II is subject to regulation (i) by the light acclimation state of the
cells and (ii) by the osmolality of cell suspension. Various associations of PBS with PS
II and PS I, as well as intramembranous PS II and PS I couplings have been invoked in
order to explain the light/dark regulations, while the osmolality effects have been
explained by a regulation of the PBS Æ PS I excitation transfer route. The dynamics of
electronic excitation present at any moment in the photosynthetic pigments is most
dramatically expressed by kinetics curves of the quantum yield of chlorophyll (Chl a)
fluorescence. The µs-to-min kinetics (known as fluorescence induction, FI) consists of a
fast initial transient (OPS, µs to s) followed by a slower transient (SMT, s to min). In the
present work we focus primarily on the SMT of the cyanobacterium Synechococcus sp
PCC 7942 and on the effects of various treatments on it. In cyanobacteria, the slow rise
SM, which is known to be dominated by a state 2 to state 1 transition, occurs also in the
presence of the electron transport inhibitor DCMU. Characteristically, however, SM
disappears or is diminished when, in addition to DCMU, the cells are (i) in hyperosmotic suspension, (ii) at near zero temperature, (iii) in the presence of a blocker of
PBS Æ PS I excitation transfer, or (iv) they had been pre-illuminated with far red light
(λ>730 nm) (see also M. Tsimilli-Michael, K. Stamatakis and G. C. Papageorgiou, in
this Congress). All this phenomenology suggests that the PBS Æ PS I excitation
transfer route must be subject to control in order for the SM rise to materialize. When
the SM rise is suppressed, the post-P fluorescence decline continues well beyond point
S towards point T. The etiology of this long term decline of Chl a fluorescence is not
known at present.
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The full chlorophyll (Chl) a fluorescence transient (Kautsky transient) in
Synechococcus sp PCC 7942 cells over a time range of about eight orders of magnitude
(from 50 µs to 21.5 min), clearly exhibiting all the steps of both the fast (µs to s) and
slow fluorescence induction (s to min), is presented for the first time. This was achieved
by using a high data acquisition fluorimeter and plotting the full transients on a
logarithmic time scale. The fast phase is like a typical OJIP transient exhibited by all
oxygenic photosynthetic organisms when red actinic light (3000 µE m-2 s-1; peak at 650
nm) is used – as in our present study, followed by a decline to a transitory steady-state
S. The slow phase consists of a rise from S to M and a decline towards T. The relative
to the initial fluorescence (F0; at 50 µs) amplitude (FP-F0) of OJIP is much smaller than
in plants, as expected from the difference in the distribution of Chl a in photosystem
(PS) I and II. Contrary to plants, the J-level (at 1 ms) is as high as the P-level, thus
supporting the proposition that it is governed by the redox state of plastoquinone (PQ),
which in cyanobacteria is highly reduced in the dark. Upon addition of 3-(3,4-dichlorophenyl)-1,1-dimethylurea (DCMU), OJIP is transformed to OJS (no P-step), possibly
indicating the development of a non-photochemical quenching related with PQ
oxidation. Addition of DCMU affects pronouncedly the starting of the SM rise, bringing
it down to 1 s, instead of 10 s in untreated cells, thus indicating that SM is controlled by
the redox state of the PQ-pool, which is faster oxidised in the presence of DCMU.
Addition of the protonophore carbonyl cyanide m-chlorophenyl hydrazone (CCCP) has
minor effects on the OJIP (driving it to OJS), but results in a much lower S-level and a
long delay of the initiation of the SM rise (at 100 s) which remains incomplete,
indicating that ∆pH is one of the factors governing SM. However, in DCMU-treated
cells CCCP does not affect the initiation of SM (nor OJS), but only decreases the SM
amplitude. In hyperosmotic conditions (±DCMU), known to abolish SM, the fast phase
is only slightly modified. Our results show that the investigation of the full and detailed
Kautsky transient can advance the understanding of the complexity of the
photosynthetic mechanisms.
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The light-driven oxidation of water by Photosystem II (PSII) embedded in the
thylakoid membranes of green plants, algae, and cyanobacteria, is the main source of
atmospheric oxygen. It is generally believed that exogenous Mn2+ and artificial electron
donors donate electrons to the endogenous redox component tyrosine-161 (YZ) of the
D1 subunit in the Tris-washed PS II particles. In this case, the normal flow of electrons
from the oxygen-evolving complex (OEC) to YZ is disrupted.
The voltage changes associated with the electron transfer reactions at the
oxidizing side of PS II in the presence of exogenous Mn2+, diphenylcarbozide (DPC) as
well as N,N,N’N’-tetramethylphenylendiamine (TMPD) were studied in
proteoliposomes containing Mn-depleted spinach PS II core particles by direct
electrometrical technique. Accessibility of OEC from the external water phase makes
the proteoliposomes a convenient system for studying the electron donation to the
photooxidized YZ. Besides DPC and TMPD, the effect of Mn is observed only in the
presence of added CaCl2 as well as upon preliminary illumination of samples at room
temperature. The results obtained in the present work suggest that the electron transfer
from exogenous donors to YZox has to be electrogenic regardless of the nature of the
donor and of the reaction mechanism which could be physical tunneling or proteinmediated conduction.
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Oxygenic photosynthesis is a process in which plants, algae and cyanobacteria
use light energy to drive synthesis of organic compounds and produce molecular
oxygen. Photosystem II (PSII) of red algae is similar to a cyanobacterial PSII with
phycobilisomes as the major light harvesting antennae complex. In contrast,
Photosystem I (PSI) binds chlorophyll antennae complexes of higher plants type LHCI.
In this work we have done structural studies on PS I complex from red alga C.
caldarium in respect to its relation to either cyanobacterial or higher plants PS I.
C. caldarium was cultivated at low and high light conditions (20 and 200 µmol
photon.m-2.s-1). The solubilized thylakoid membranes were loaded onto sucrose density
gradient and each band was characterized. The band with PS I fraction was further
purified by DEAE chromatography. Freshly prepared PS I complexes were used for
electron microscopy. The specimen was placed on glow-discharged carbon-coated
copper grids and negatively stained. Micrographs were digitized and analysed by
‘Spider and web’ software.
The SDS PAGE and spectroscopic data showed that PS I complexes were in the third
fraction of sucrose density gradient. The purified PS I complexes were visualized by
electron microscopy. PS I particles from red alga C. caldarium were found to be
monomeric and similar to those of green algae Chlamydomonas reinhardtii. Significant
difference in a number and arrangement of LHCI complexes attached to PSI was
observed depending on high and low light cultivating conditions.
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SECTION S2
WATER, NOT BICARBONATE IS THE DIRECT SUBSTRATE IN
PHOTOSYNTHETIC OXYGEN EVOLUTION
Katrin BECKMANN and Johannes MESSINGER
Max Planck Institut for Bioinorganic Chemistry, Mülheim (Ruhr), Germany
E-mail: beckmann@mpi-muelheim.mpg.de; Fax: +49-2808/306-3951
Over the past decades circumstantial evidence for a role of bicarbonate in the
mechanism of water oxidation in photosystem II (PSII) has been presented (for review
see [1]). These data appear to revive an old hypothesis by Metzner [2] according to
which the thermodynamically more easily oxidizable bicarbonate is the direct substrate
of PSII and water is only used to replenish bicarbonate by rehydrating the formed CO2:
Hypothetical reaction sequence

A critical review of the literature shows that present data are not able to disprove this
hypothetical scheme, because rarely the carbonic anhydrase activity of thylakoids and
PSII has been adequately considered during experimental design and interpretation.
Employing membrane-inlet mass spectrometry (MIMS) coupled to a sample chamber
equipped with a ms injection and mixing system we report new experiments that
quantify the CA activity of thylakoids under the conditions used in recent substrate
water exchange experiments in PSII [3]. It is found that the isotopic equilibration of
CO2 and HCO3- is slower by at least a factor of 10 compared to the observed speed with
which the 18O-lable of the injected water appears in flash-induced O2. Furthermore we
were unable to detect any flash-induced CO2 release under conditions where
simultaneously recorded O2 traces show excellent oscillation patterns. According to
Metzner’s scheme 1 CO2 is an intermediate product of oxygen evolution and given the
fact that the ratio of [CO2(aq)]/([H2CO3]+[HCO3-]) = 600 this formation should clearly
be detectable. Therefore, both findings practically exclude that bicarbonate is oxidised
by PSII.
[1]
[2]
[3]

Stemler, A.J. (2002) Photosynth. Res., 73, 177-183.
Metzner, H. (1978) Photosynthetic Oxygen Evolution. Academic Press, London.
Messinger, J. et al. (1995) Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA, 92, 3209-3213.
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THE OXYGEN-EVOLUTION STEP OF PHOTOSYSTEM II
STUDIED BY TIME-RESOLVED RECOMBINATION
FLUORESCENCE MEASUREMENTS
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Water oxidation by photosystem II (PSII) is a process of fundamental
importance for the atmosphere and biosphere on earth. Technologically, the coupling of
PSII-water splitting to enzymatic hydrogen formation is of prime interest. Investigation
on PSII electron transfer processes by monitoring transient absorption changes require
high PSII concentrations, extended averaging and are negatively affected by the strong
light scattering of various samples types. In the framework of a joint research project
aiming at semi-artificial and cellular systems for light-driven hydrogen production, we
are developing fluorometric methods that facilitate time-resolved studies on the charge
transfer processes also in ultradilute PSII samples (e.g. monolayers immobilized on
electrode surfaces) or strongly scattering alga suspensions. Recently we have developed
a technique for obtaining a wealth of information on PSII donor side processes by
measurement and analysis of the delayed chlorophyll fluorescence of PSII detected after
excitation with a sequence of nanosecond laser flashes [1, 2]. The delayed fluorescence
is recorded within 10 µs to 60 ms after the laser flash. In this time range the delayedfluorescence intensity decreases by five orders of magnitude. Nonetheless, single-shot
sensitivity is obtained for PSII preparations at intermediate concentrations. Using this
technique, the temperature dependence of the S3=>S4=>S0 transition was studied. The
results are discussed with a focus on novel intermediate states [3, 4] of this oxygenevolving transition.
[1] M. Grabolle, H. Dau, BBA 1708 (2005) 209-218.
[2] M. Grabolle, PhD thesis (2005).
[3] J. Clausen, W. Junge, Nature 430 (2004) 480-483.
[4] M. Haumann, P. Liebisch, C. Müller, M. Barra, M. Grabolle, H. Dau, Science 310
(2005) 1019-1021.
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The water oxidizing center of photosystem II (PSII) includes a cluster of 4 Mn
and Ca, and a redox active tyrosine residue YZ. The potential required for water splitting
produced by light-induced charge separation in the PSII reaction center accumulates in
the CaMn4 cluster through the S-state cycle driven by the (4Mn-Ca)-Yz-P680 network.
At certain inhibitory conditions YZ becomes accumulated in the radical state (YZ•). Its
magnetic interaction with the CaMn4 cluster gives an EPR signal known as a split EPR
signal. Two split signal around g=2.0 were detected by illumination at cryogenic
temperatures in intact PSII (Nugent et al., 2002, Biochemistry 41: 4117-26; Zhang &
Styring, 2003, Biochemistry 42: 8066-8076). In this study these split signals were
analyzed. The EPR signal from the stable YD• radical was eliminated by chemical
reduction of the PSII membranes. To study the oscillation of the split signals with the Sstate cycle the membranes were illuminated by 0-10 short laser flashes. Split signals
from the S0, S1 and S3 states were demonstrated to oscillate through two entire S-cycles.
The split signal found in the S3 state (has a clear signal shape in the 2-flash sample) was
similar in shape to a previously published signal induced by near infrared light at 50 K
(Ioannidis & Petrouleas, 2000, Biochemistry 39: 5246-5254), but in this study induced
by visible light at 5 K. During 40 min dark period after induction, the S0- and S1-split
signals decayed with half-times of 3-4 min, while a part of the middle part of the
spectrum still remained after this time and was not S-state dependent. This stable radical
signal most probably originated from the oxidation of a β-carotene or chlorophyll
species. The split signal in the S3 state was partly stable. The split signals, induced by
short illumination at 5 K in intact PSII, probably originate from magnetic coupling
between YZ• and the CaMn4 cluster in respective S-state.
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EXTENDED RANGE EXAFS ON ORIENTED PHOTOSYSTEM-II
PARTICLES PROVIDES EVIDENCE FOR A SPECIFIC
STRUCTURAL MODEL OF THE Mn4Ca COMPLEX
Alexander GRUNDMEIER, Paola LOJA, Peter LIEBISCH, Michael HAUMANN,
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Due to the resolution of ≥3.0 Å and the presently unavoidable X-ray induced
modifications during data collection [1-3], the crystallographic data is not sufficient for
the construction of an atomic resolution model of the Mn4Ca complex of Photosystem II
(PSII). By X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS), evidence for distinct structural
changes in the S-state cycle has been obtained [4,5], but also this spectroscopic data had
been insufficient to construct a complete atomic resolution model of the Mn4Ca
complex. Deduction of additional structural information from XAS data collected on
single PSII crystals is hampered by the unit-cell and space-group characteristics. To
increase the information content of XAS spectra, we developed methods for correct
analysis of the linear dichroism of unidirectionally oriented samples for the EXAFS [6]
and the XANES region of the spectrum (unpublished). To increase further the
information content of EXAFS spectra, the k-range of the EXAFS data collected at the
Mn K-edge is now extended to 16.5 Å-1 (≈7610 eV), thereby increasing the distance
resolution obtainable by EXAFS analysis significantly. The EXAFS data was collected
at angles of 55° (magic angle) and 15° between orientation axis of the PSII samples and
X-ray electric field vector using experimental conditions that render the influence of
radiation induced modification negligible. On the basis of the crystallographic results
[7], the characterization of the radiation-induced modifications [3], the analysis of the
linear dichroism in XANES and EXAFS spectra, and the extended range EXAFS data, a
structural model of the Mn4Ca complex is derived.
[1] H. Dau, P. Liebisch, M. Haumann, Phys. Chem. Chem. Phys. 6 (2004) 4781-4792.
[2] J. Yano et al., PNAS 102 (2005) 12047-12052.
[3] M. Grabolle, M. Haumann, C. Müller, P. Liebisch, H. Dau, J. Biol. Chem. 281
(2006) 4580-4588.
[4] M. Haumann et al., Biochemistry 44 (2005) 1894-1908.
[5] M. Haumann et al., Science 310 (2005) 1019-1021.
[6] J. Dittmer, H. Dau, J. Phys. Chem. B 102 (1998) 8196-8200; SimX program of J. D.
[7] B. Loll, J. Kern, W. Saenger, A. Zouni, J. Biesiadka, Nature 438 (2005) 1040-1044.
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REDOX POTENTIAL OF CHLOROPHYLL D IN VITRO
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In oxygenic photosynthetic organisms, chlorophyll (Chl) a is the major pigment
that plays the key role in the electron transfer in both photosystem (PS) I and PS II
reaction centers. In 1996, however, a Chl d-dominated cyanobacteria Acaryochloris
marina was discovered. In both PS I and PS II, the surrounding antenna pigments are
Chl d. In the case of PS I of A. marina, Chl d-type pigments also functions as the
primary electron donor P740: a heterodimer of Chl d/d', like Chl a/a' for P700.
In the case of PS II of A. marina, however, whether Chl d acts as the primary
electron donor in PS II is a matter of controversy, while the identity of the primary
electron acceptor of PS II in A. marina has been well defined as not Phe d but Phe a,
like a Chl a-type oxygenic organisms. The chemical identity of the primary electron
donor of the PS II in A. marina still remains to be resolved, and this uncertainty is
mainly due to the difficulties associated with preparing the photoactive PS II core
complexes, also due to the absence of data about redox potentials of Chl d that is needed
to be compared with those of Chl a.
Here we first report the redox potentials of Chl d in vitro. The oxidation
potential of Chl d was +0.88 V vs. SHE in acetonitrile; the value was higher than that of
Chl a (+0.81 V), and lower than that of Chl b (+0.93 V). We discuss the fundamental
questions about water oxidation in PSII.
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Recently a unique cyanobacterium, Acaryochloris (A) marina, was found which
contains a large fraction of Chl d and only few Chl a molecules [1]. At present it is not
fully resolved whether the four photoactive pigments of the photosystem II (PSII)
reaction center comprise only Chl d or Chl a [2]. In the first case the redox potential of
the reaction center maybe altered, possibly affecting the efficiency of turnover of the
water oxidizing complex (WOC). Important information on the properties of the WOC
can be obtained from flash-induced oxygen evolution patterns (FIOPs) where the
samples are excited with a train of single turnover flashes.
The present study describes comparative FIOP measurements performed in
whole cells of A. marina and thylakoids from spinach in order to unravel possible
peculiarities of the WOC in the Chl d containing organism. Numerical analysis of the
obtained data within the framework of different versions of the Kok model [3] reveals
that the misses (α), double hits (β) and the dark-state population of redox state S1 in
both sample types are basically very similar, while the WOCs exhibited a pronounced
difference in the kinetics of S0 oxidation and S2/S3 reduction by YDox and YD (fast
phase), respectively. The results obtained lead to two conclusions: a) the WOC in A.
marina closely resembles that in cyanobacteria and higher plants, and b) the only
significant difference of the WOC properties between A. marina and spinach thylakoids
is the interaction of the states S2/S3 and S0 with the redox couple YD/YDox.
[1] H. Miyashita, H. Ikemoto, N.Kurano, K. Adachi, M. Chihara, S. Miyachi, Nature
383 (1996) 402.
[2] M.R. Razenghifard, M. Chen, J.L. Hughes, J. Freeman, E.Krausz, T. Wydrzynski,
Biochemistry 44 (2005) 11178-11187.
[3] S. Isgandarova, G. Renger, J. Messinger, Biochemistry 42 (2003) 8929-8938.
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The protein 33 kDa (MSP) of the PS 2 plays the role in stabilizing Mn claster
OEC. The mechanism of stabilizing is not understood until recently. There is no
evidence on direct interaction of protein with Mn cations in vivo. However, in vitro it
has been shown the binding of protein with Ca 2+ cations and lanthanides and changing
in this case the protein conformation / Kruk et al/ Biochemistry, 2003, 42, 14862/. The
interaction of protein with Mn at pH 5,7 has been found / Shutova et al., Biochemistry,
2005, 44, 15182/ and the mechanism of protein involvement in water oxidation in vivo
has been supposed.
When comparing the structure of protein and Mn-superoxidedismutase the
affinity of these two proteins has been found /Oh-oka et al., FEBS Lett, 197, 1986, 63 as
well as carboanhydrase activity of MSP has been shown at its interaction with Zn2+
cations under conditions of super high temperature. These and the other data pose the
problem of more detailed studying of MPS interaction with the cations of bivalent
metals in vitro and in vivo.
The present work studied dimerization and aggregation of MPS in vitro at
interaction with the cations of Mn2+, Cu2+, Fe2+, Ca2+, Mg2+. To the preparations of
isolated MSP was added the solution of these metals at the concentration from 0,2 mM
to 10 mM at protein concentration - 0,2 mg/ml. The protein was further dialyzed against
buffer MES- Na OH, 20 mM, pH 6,5 or 50 mM Tris-glicyne, pH 8,3 and was subjected
to native electrophoresis in 15% PAAG with 100 mM MES- NaOH pH 6,5 in electrode
buffer and resolving gel. In addition, the interaction was studied by fluorescence with 8ANS (8-Anilino-1-naphthalenesulfonic acid) and their shift maximum fluorescence.
It has been determined dimerization of MSP protein at its interaction with
bivalent cations. At 2 mM Mn 2+ cations induce the formation of dimers and aggregates
MSP. Other metals also cause dimerization and aggregation of the protein.
In fluorescence spectrum ANS with protein and cations pH-dependent changing
has been also observed testifying the conformational change in the protein. It has been
shown the addition of EDTA and 2- mercaptoethanole inhibited dimerization and
aggregation of MSP with cations of bivalent metals.
Thus, it has been concluded on nonspecific interaction of the cations of bivalent
metals with formation of dimers and aggregates and the possibility of reversibility of
this process in vivo has been supposed. It is proposed further to carry out the
experiments on finding the possible superoxidedismutase, oxidase and carbonic
anhydrase activity of Zn2+, Mn2+, Fe2+ interaction with mono- and dimeric forms of
MSP.
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Oxygen evolution in photosystem II is catalyzed by the Mn cluster through the
S-state cycle with five intermediates (S0-S4). A Ca2+ ion is known to be an indispensable
cofactor for the O2-evolving reaction and to exist in the close vicinity of the Mn cluster.
However, the structural relevance of the Ca2+ to the Mn cluster remains unclarified. In
this study, we have investigated the ligand structure of the Mn cluster relevant to Ca2+
by detecting FTIR difference spectra during the S-state cycle using PSII preparations in
which Ca2+ is replace with Sr2+.
FTIR difference spectra of the flash-induced S-state transitions in the core
complexes of Thermosynechococcus elongatus and the PSII membranes of spinach
showed several common changes upon Sr2+ substitution in the symmetric and
asymmetric carboxylate stretching regions. Analysis of these band changes suggests that
there are at least three carboxylate ligands whose structures are significantly perturbed
by Ca2+/Sr2+ exchange. Taking account of the previous assignments of FTIR bands, it
was suggested that if the X-ray crystallographic model of the Mn cluster is correct,
these carboxylate groups are the ligands to the Mn ions that are strongly coupled to the
Ca2+ ion rather than the direct ligands to the Ca2+ ion.
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The mechanism of water oxidation in Photosystem II (PSII) is an important
research subject in oxygenic photosynthesis. One of the methods to probe the function
of oxygen evolving complex (OEC) is to reconstitute OEC with Mn-depleted PSII
preparations with synthetic Mn complexes. In this report, we present two attempts of
such reconstitution, one with binuclear Mn(II) complexes and the other with a binuclear
bis-µ-oxo Mn(IV) complex.
The PSII particles reconstituted with the Mn(II) complexes had restored
activity of electron transfer, which was monitored by spectroscopy as well as
photoinduced reduction of 2,6-dichlorophenolindophenol (DCPIP). On the other hand,
these reconstituted PSII had very low activity of O2 evolution. It is likely that water was
oxidized to hydrogen peroxide instead of to O2 in these reconstituted PSII. We propose
that the Mn ions were only partially transfered to the OEC site because of the
exceptional stability of the Mn(II) complexes of octadentate cyclic ligands.
The PSII particles reconstituted with the Mn(IV) complex did show O2
evolution, but the activity was lower than the native PSII or other reconstituted PSII
systems we previously studied. One possible reason for the lower activity is that the
PSII may require Mn(II) or Mn(III) as the manganese source in construction of the
OEC.
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REGULATION OF RADIATIVE AND NON-RADIATIVE CHARGE
RECOMBINATION PATHWAYS BY THE FREE ENERGY OF
PHEO, P680, AND QA IN PHOTOSYSTEM II
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The mechanism of charge recombination was studied in Photosystem II by using
flash induced chlorophyll fluorescence and thermoluminescence measurements. The
experiments were performed in intact cells of the cyanobacterium Synechocystis 6803 in
which the redox properties of the primary pheophytin electron acceptor, Phe, the
primary electron donor, P680, and the first quinone electron acceptor, QA, were modified.
The free energy of the primary radical pair can be increased or decreased by
modifications at either the D1Gln130 or the D1His198 sites. In the D1Gln130Glu or
D1His198Ala mutants, which shift the free energy of the primary radical pair to more
positive values charge recombination from the S2QA- and S2QB- states was accelerated
relative to the wild type as shown by the faster decay of chlorophyll fluorescence yield,
and the downshifted peak temperature of the thermoluminescence Q and B bands. The
opposite effect, i.e. strong stabilization of charge recombination from both the S2QAand S2QB- states was observed in the D1Gln130Leu or D1His198Lys mutants, which
shift free energy of the primary radical pair to more negative values, as shown by the
retarded decay of flash induced chlorophyll fluorescence and upshifted
thermoluminescence peak temperatures. Importantly, these mutations caused a drastic
change in the intensity of thermoluminescence (increase in the D1Gln130Leu and
D1His198Lys mutants, and decrease in the D1Gln130Glu and D1His198Ala mutants,
relative to the wild type, respectively). Analysis of the data show that in PSII the
dominant pathway of charge recombination goes through the P680+Phe- radical pair. This
indirect recombination is branched into radiative and non-radiative pathways, which
proceed via the 1[P680+Ph-] and 3[P680+Ph-] radical states, respectively. The yield of the
charge recombination routes is affected by the free energy gaps between the
Photosystem II electron transfer components in a complex way: ∆G(P680* <-> P680+Phe-)
negatively regulates the yield of the indirect radiative pathway and positively regulates
the indirect non-radiative pathway. On the other hand, ∆G(P680+Phe- <-> P680+QA-)
positively regulates the yield of the direct pathway, and negatively regulates the yield of
the indirect non-radiative pathway.
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Photosynthetic reaction center (RC) is the membrane pigment - protein complex,
where light – induced charge separation occurs. It is known that the protein
environment surrounding the cofactors of the primary electron transfer can affect the
efficiency of this process. Using site-directed mutagenesis we obtained the mutant RC
of Rb. sphaeroides that has Ile in L-177 position substituted with His. This position is
located near the special pair BChl PA and the accessory monomer BChl BB. The mutant
strain forms photochemically active RC complexes. Absorption spectra of the I(L177)H
RC differed significantly from those of WT RC in the region corresponding to the
primary donor P and the monomer BChl absorption. The mutant RC exhibited a
significant blue shift of the primary donor Qy band both at room temperature and at 10
K, and the amplitude of this band was drastically decreased. EPR linewidth of the
photoinduced signal for the primary donor P was different in the WT and mutant
preparations of isolated RCs and photosynthetic membranes (0.98 mT for WT and 1.15
mT for the mutant at T=10 K). This is an indication of altered spin delocalization in the
primary donor of the mutant RC. Light-induced P/P+ FTIR difference spectra of the
mutant RC demonstrated the presence of the electronic inter-dimer transition at 2600
cm-1 although the intensity of this band was decreased by a factor of about 3 compared
to WT. Redox titration of the mutant RC was found to fit well to the Nernst equation
with Em P/P+ in I(L177)H RC changed by -50 mV that possibly can be attributed to an
electrostatic effect of the mutation. The surprising data were obtained by pigment
analysis of the RCs. It revealed that the BChl:BPhe ratio in acetone-methanol extract
was altered from 2:1 in the WT RC to 1.6:1 in the mutant RC. One of four Bchl
molecules was found to be tightly bound to the protein and was not extracted by the
organic solvent. Possible explanations for the alterations of I(L177)H RC properties will
be discussed.
Authors acknowledge the support by the Russian Foundation for Basic Research (0604-48686, 05-04-49129), Russian Academy of Science, NWO 047-009-008.
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In bacterial reaction centers monomer bacteriochlorophyll molecules, BA and
BB, are ligated by histidines L153 and M182, respectively. It is known that the
substitution of His M182 by Leu in RCs of purple bacteria as well as analogous
substitution of His L153 in Bl. viridis resulted in the replacement of the corresponding
BChl molecule with BPheo. The mutation of His to Leu in the L153 position in Rb.
sphaeroides and Rb. capsulatus RCs apparently destabilize the pigment-protein
complex, so that attempts to purify those mutant RCs were not successful. Thus it seems
to be reasonable to study the properties of these mutant RCs avoiding their isolation
from the photosynthetic membrane. We have obtained four site-directed mutants of Rb.
sphaeroides with His L153 in RCs replaced by Cys, Met, Leu, and Tyr. The mutant
RCs were expressed in a strain of Rb. sphaeroides that lacked both types of lightharvesting complex. Similar results were obtained for H(L153)M and H(L153)C
mutants. The absorption spectra of their “RC-only” photosynthetic membranes and
purified RCs were essentially the same with the absorption bands corresponding to the
monomer BChls being clearly resolved. In contrast, the 802 nm absorption band was not
obvious in the spectra of membrane-bound RCs H(L153)L, and it was absent in the
spectrum of H(L153)Y chromatophores. Surprisingly, the absorption band at 802 nm
was observed for purified RCs of the H(L153)Y mutant. The photochemical
measurements have revealed that the amplitudes of the absorbance changes associated
with the P+QA- state formation in the membrane-bound H(L153)L and WT RCs were
comparable but they were one order of magnitude lower for the H(L153)Y RC that may
suggest the alteration of the quantum yield of P+QA- formation in the latter mutant.
Possible explanations for the observed spectral and photochemical properties of
membrane-bound and isolated mutant RCs will be discussed.
Authors acknowledge the support by the Russian Basic Research Foundation
(06-04-48686 and 06-04-48668), Russian Academy of Science.
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The fluorescence kinetics of intact higher plant photosystem (PS) II particles
from spinach have been studied in order to obtain insight into the potential and the
limitations of the so-called “exciton /radical pair equilibrium” (ERPE) model1 for the
description of the primary processes. The kinetics of intact PS II particles with open
centers is characterized by three pronounced kinetic components with lifetimes of ca. 35
ps, 150 ps, and 320 ps, in contrast to the bi-exponential decay predicted by the ERPE
model. Theoretical modeling of the energy transfer steps in the antenna, taking into
account also the results from the recently established new mechanism for electron
transfer in PS II2 leads to several conclusions: i) the energy diffusion through the
peripheral antenna complexes adds a contribution of 80-90 ps to the total average
trapping time of excited states of about 180 ps, thus giving rise to an intermediate
situation where trapping is neither strongly diffusion-limited, nor purely trap-limited, as
assumed in the early ERPE model; ii) we can exclude a diffusion-to-the-trap limited
kinetics; iii) the theoretical modeling suggests that the overall excited state decay
kinetics can be described quite well by 3 exponentials with significant amplitude where
the fastest lifetime in the range of 35 ps is controlled primarily by energy transfer
processes in the peripheral antenna; iv) only a dimeric PS II model results in a good fit
to the experimental data while a monomeric PS II structure leads to significant
deviations from the experimental data; v) The rate constants of the early electron
transfer processes in intact higher plant PS II particles are in very good agreement with
the rate constants of electron transfer for PS II cores from the thermophilic
cyanobacterium Thermosynechococcus elongatus; vi) Comparison of the data from the
two types of PS II suggests that the reduction of quinone QA is not described by a single
rate constant but displays more complexity and/or is heterogeneous in either type of PS
II particle. It is concluded that the early ERPE model has severe limitations when
applied to higher plant PS II particles and does not describe the experimental kinetics
well. We thus present a “second generation ERPE model” that removes the drawbacks
of the early ERPE model. The new model takes into account some important details of
the energy transfer in the peripheral antenna as well as the extended electron transfer
scheme in the reaction center that was suggested recently. This new compartment model
describes the PS II kinetics very well with a small number of exponentials and provides
correct molecular rate constants.

1

Schatz, G. H., Brock, H., and Holzwarth, A. R. (1988) A kinetic and energetic model for the primary
processes in photosystem II, Biophys. J. 54, 397-405.
2
Holzwarth, A. R., Müller, M. G., Reus, M., Nowaczyk, M., Sander, J., and Rögner, M. (2006) Kinetics
and mechanism of electron transfer in intact photosystem II and in the isolated reaction center:
pheophytin is the primary electron acceptor, Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA 103, 6895-6900.
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The cooperation between the donor and acceptor side of phototsystem II (PSII)
was investigated in a cytochrome b559 mutant of tobacco (Nicotiana tabacum), created
by the Bock group [1]. In this mutant, the conserved phenylalanine 26 in the β- subunit
(PsbF protein) is changed to serine. This single mutation caused unusual flexibility of
the heme group of cytochrome b559 and alteration of the activity of the electron flow
within PSII with a decrease of the efficiency in oxygen evolution in comparison to the
wild type thylakoids. Shifted oscillations of the thermoluminescence band B and
increased level of F0 with simultaneous decrease of the variable fluorescence allowed us
to conclude that the plastoquinone pool was largely reduced in dark adapted leaves of
mutant and to point the mutation of cytochrome b559 alone to be responsible for the
higher reduction level of the plastoquinone pool than in the wild type [2].
We will present studies of the acceptor and donor side activity of PSII
thylakoids isolated from the mutant using fast polarography method and double
modulated fluorescence spectroscopy . The obtained data suggests an alteration of the
iron-quinone complex and modification of the redox properties of the Mn complex. The
modified structure of cytochrome b559 and its non-standard thermodynamic properties
can be responsible for the modification of the oxidizing and reducing side of PSII.
[1] Bock R., Kössel H. and Maliga P. (1994) EMBO J. 13, 4623-4628.
[2] Bondarava N., De Pascalis L., Al-Babili S., Goussias Ch., Golecki J.R., Beyer, Bock
R. and Krieger-Liszkay A. (2003) J.Biol. Chem. 278, 13554-13560.
This work is supported partially by grant No 2 P04A 04427 from the Committee for
Scientific Research (KBN) of Poland and project of the MEiI and DAAD Cooperation.
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Photosystem II is the reaction centre (RC) which is responsible for water
splitting in higher plants. In this complex six chlorin pigments are excitonically coupled
to provide ultrafast energy and electron transfer processes. Several high resolution Xray structures have recently been published which provide the structural basis for
performing theoretical calculations. In order to better understand the early electron
transfer processes in this RC we simulate its optical properties, like e.g., the linear
spectra, and recent femto/picosecond time-resolved fluorescence and transient
absorption data based on high level dynamic exciton theory. To this end modified
Redfield theory using a Brownian oscillator spectral density was applied. As a fitting
procedure we used the algorithm of Differential evolution. This method looks for the
minimum of quadratic deviation of the experimental data from the calculated spectra.
Choosing the proper strategy for the Differential evolution, we got the reasonable set of
fitting parameters: the transition energies, dielectric constant and inhomogeneous
broadening.
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Cyanobacteria contain several genes coding for small proteins with significant
sequence similarity to chlorophyll a/b-binding proteins of higher plants. These genes
encode 4-8 kDa proteins with proposed one membrane-spanning region. These
transiently expressed proteins are proposed to be involved in dissipation of excess light
energy or in regulation of chlorophyll biosynthesis.
We have isolated Photosystem II core center complex (PSII) by several
independent protocols. Using ScpC/D antibody we have shown that ScpD and ScpC are
associated with PSII. Interestingly, this association with PSII was abolished in the
mutant lacking the PSII subunit PsbH. Two dimensional blue native/SDS
electrophoresis of thylakoid membranes from the mutant lacking cyt b559, which does
not accumulate PSII, indicated that ScpD is associated with the CP47 chlorophyllbinding protein. This possible interaction of ScpD with PsbH and CP47 was further
confirmed by electron microscopy of PSII isolated from the strain expressing Histagged ScpD protein and labeled by Ni2+-nitrilo triacetic acid (Ni-NTA) Nanogold.
Single particle image analysis identified location of the labeled His-tagged ScpD at the
periphery of the dimeric PSII core complex in the vicinity of the PsbH and CP47.
With the knowledge that ScpC and ScpD are part of PSII, close to CP47 and
taking into account that SCPs accumulate only under conditions when there is an
increased pigment/protein turnover, we suggest that they are involved in chlorophyll
recycling, stabilization and the proper assembly of pigment-binding proteins.
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CARBONIC ANHYDRASES IN THYLAKOID MEMBRANE
FRAGMENTS ENRICHED WITH PHOTOSYSTEM I OR
PHOTOSYSTEM II AND THEIR PROPERTIES
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Carbonic anhydrase activities (CA-activity) of both pea thylakoids washed from
stromal soluble CA and membrane preparations of photosystems (PSI- and PSIImembranes) isolated from the thylakoids were studed. As a rule, CA-activity of PSImembranes if calculated on chlorophyll or protein basis was much higher than PSIImembranes. The peaks CA-activity of PSI-membranes and PSII-membranes were
observed after addition of Triton X-100 to the ratios of triton/chlorophyll equal to 0.3
and 1.0, respectively. Two peaks of CA-activity of thylakoids were observed after
addition of Triton X-100 at the same ratios of triton/chlorophyll. Staining of gels with
bromthymol blue after native electrophoresis of n-dodecyl-β-maltoside extracts of PSIand PSII-membranes showed the presence of CA-activity in region of low molecular
mass proteins in both preparations. Furthermore, CA-activity the PSII-membranes
detected in high molecular mass components of core-complex. The low molecular mass
CAs of PSI- and PSII-membranes differed in sensitivities to sulfamides, apparent
molecular masses and thermostabilities. The results obtained provide the evidence in
support of presence of three CAs associated with thylakoid membranes.
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THE SOLUBLE CARBONIC ANHYDRASE IN HIGHER PLANTS
THYLAKOIDS
Natalia RUDENKO, Ludmila IGNATOVA, Boris IVANOV.
INSTITUTE OF BASIC BIOLOGICAL PROBLEMS, RAS, PUSHCHINO, MOSCOW
REGION, 142290, RUSSIA
E-MAIL: RUDENKO_N@RAMBLER.RU; FAX: +7-496-733-05-32
Carbonic Anhydrase (CA) is the enzyme that catalyzes the reversible hydration of
CO2 is ubiquios in all living organisms. It is well known, that plant cells contain soluble
cytoplasmatic and stromal carbonic anhydrases. Last years the data on presence
carbonic anhydrases in higher plants thylakoids are collected. At research pea
thylakoids we found at least four carriers of CA activity, one of which was soluble
protein distinguished on properties from known soluble carbonic anhydrases of higher
plants. This carbonic anhydrase, probably, located in lumen, passes into the solution
after incubation with nonionic detergent Triton Х-100 at the ratio Triton/chlorophyll not
less than 1, was named us as "L" (lumenal). The CA activity of thylakoids extract
contained "L" was completely suppressed by the specific inhibitor of carbonic
anhydrases, ethoxizolamide, in concentration three order less, than concentration of
ethoxizolamide, necessary for the complete inhibition of the activity of soluble
cytoplasmatic and stromal carbonic anhydrases. 1,4-Dithio-DL-threitol, the known
protector of plant soluble carbonic anhydrases had no effect on CA activity of "L". The
electrophoretic mobility of "L" differed from the mobility of soluble cytoplasmatic and
stromal carbonic anhydrases after native electrophoresis in PAAG. It was supposed, that
"L" regulates рН of lumen and protects lumen and Photosystem II water-splitting
complex proteins from oxidation and degradation at prompt changes of light intensity.
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SECTION S6
BIOCHEMICAL CHARACTERIZATION OF A NOVEL
THYLAKOID PROTEIN IDENTIFIED BY A YEAST TWOHYBRID SCREENING WITH THE BAIT PsbH
Enrico PEGGION, Enrico TEARDO, Alessia BRUNETTA, Ildikò SZABÒ,
Giorgio Mario GIACOMETTI and Elisabetta BERGANTINO
Department of Biology, University of Padova, Viale G.Colombo 3, 35121-Padova, Italy
E-mail: elisabetta.bergantino@unipd.it; Fax: +39-049-8276300 .
The function of PsbH, also known as 10 kDa subunit of the core of photosystem
II, has been associated to control of electron flow from QA to QB, protection from
photoinhibition, stability and repair of PSII. The protein is predicted to have a single
transmembrane helix with the N-terminus exposed to the stroma. This region contains
two threonine residues at position 2 and 4 which are target of phosphorylation, typically
in eukaryotes, by at least two different kinases. The one responsible for phosphorylation
of threonine 4 has been recently identified in Arabidopsis thaliana, through
bioinformatic screening, by two different laboratories. It is not known, however, which
is the precise role of such reversible post-translational modification of PsbH.
A two-hybrid screening prompted by this question revealed the existence of a novel
thylakoid protein associated to PSII, so far undetected by both fine structural analysis
and proteomic investigations. Its topology in the membrane, studied by proteolytic
digestion, appears in contrast with the result of the two-hydrid screening. Nevertheless
its interaction with PsbH, possibly through a third unidentified protein, has been
confirmed by cross-linking experiments performed on thylakoid membranes. We also
report the redox properties of the new protein and discuss these data on the whole.
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LIGHT INDEPENDENT CHLOROPHYLL BIOSYNTHESIS IN
GREEN ALGA CHLAMYDOMONAS REINHARDTII:
INTERACTION OF CHLOROPLAST AND NUCLEAR GENOMES
Elena CHEKUNOVA, Nataliya SAVELIEVA
Department of Genetics Saint-Petersburg State University, Saint-Petersburg, 199034,
Russia
E-mail: elena_chekunova@mail.ru; Fax: (812) 428-77-33
The green unicellular alga Chlamydomonas reinhardtii is a model object for
studying the genetic control of chlorophyll biosynthesis. In contrast to angiosperms
which have light-dependent reduction of protochlorophyllide (Pchld), Chlamydomons
cells are capable of synthesizing chlorophyll also in the dark owing to the presence of 2
enzymes NADPH:Pchld oxydoreductase (POR): one
may convert Pchld into
chlorophyllide (Chld) in the dark - DPOR, a reaction that also occurs in cyanobacteria,
alga and most gymnosperms, and other
– light-dependent – LPOR. The
Chlamydomonas gene pc1 encoded the LPOR was mapped in a nuclear chromosome I,
and DPOR specified by three plastid-encoded genes ChlM, ChlN, and ChlB, and several
nuclear ‘y’ – genes mapped in chromosomes I, II and III. In mutant screens, we
discovered a Chlamydomonas strain that did not synthesize chlorophyll in the dark but
could do so in the light. This mutant, named lts3 exhibits a normal conversion of Pchld
into Chld and thus appears to be affected in a different step in chlorophyll biosynthesis.
Analysis of chlorophyll intermediates have shown that lts3 mutant cells accumulate
protoporphyrin-IX and Mg-protoporphyrin-IX and formed yellow-brownish colonies
under dark-growing conditions. In the light chlorophyll biosynthesis is normal, and the
colonies of the lts3 mutant are green. The mutant thus appears to be affected in a step of
chlorophyll biosynthesis between Mg-protoporphyrin-IX and Pchld. lts3 mutant was
shown also be affected in chloroplast – nuclear signalling. We determined that Lts3 –
is a single nuclear gene and mapped it on chromosome I. The position cloning and
molecular characterisation of the Lts3 gene is performed using the clones from the
BAC library. We selected the revertant of Lts3- mutant and shown that dark
chlorophyll biosynthesis was recovered in the result of single recessive mutation in
suppressor gene Sup3, which linked with Lts3 gene. Possible mechanisms for genetic
regulation and evolution of dark chlorophyll biosynthesis are discussed.
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FUNCTIONAL EVIDENCE FOR THE INVOLVEMENT OF
ARABIDOPSIS ISPF HOMOLOG IN THE NONMEVALONATE
PATHWAY OF PLASTID ISOPRENOID BIOSYNTHESIS
Ming-Hsiun HSIEH1 and Howard M. GOODMAN2
1

Institute of Plant and Microbial Biology, Academia Sinica, Taipei, Taiwan
E-mail: ming@gate.sinica.edu.tw; Fax: +886 2 2782 7954
2
Department of Molecular Biology, Massachusetts General Hospital, Boston, MA
02114, USA
There are two independent pathways, the cytosolic mevalonate (MVA) pathway and
the plastid nonmevalonate (nonMVA) pathway, to synthesize isopentenyl diphosphate
and dimethylallyl diphosphate in plants. Carotenoids and the phytyl side chain of
chlorophylls are isoprenoids derived from the plastid nonMVA pathway. All enzymes
involved in the nonMVA pathway have been identified in Escherichia coli. The E. coli
IspF protein catalyzes a unique cyclization reaction to convert 4-diphosphocytidyl-2-Cmethyl-D-erythritol 2-phosphate into 2-C-methyl-D-erythritol 2,4-cyclodiphosphate in
the nonMVA pathway. We have characterized an Arabidopsis T-DNA insertion mutant,
ispF-1, that has a null mutation in the IspF gene. Homozygous ispF-1 mutants are albino
lethal and the IspF transcripts are undetectable in these plants. Moreover, the ispF-1
mutant chloroplasts are filled with vesicles instead of thylakoids. Amino acid sequence
alignment reveals that the IspF proteins are highly conserved between plants and
bacteria. Interestingly, expression of the Arabidopsis IspF protein can rescue the lethal
phenotype of an E. coli ispF mutant. These results indicate that the Arabidopsis IspF
may share similar enzymatic mechanisms with the E. coli protein.
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FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS OF PSBPP FAMILY IN NICOTIANA
TABACUM BY DIFFERENTIAL RNA INTERFERENCE
Seiko ISHIHARA, Yumiko YAMAMOTO, Kentaro IFUKU, and Fumihiko SATO
Graduate School of Biostudies, Kyoto University, Kitashirakawa, Sakyo, Kyoto, Japan
E-mail: seisei@kais.kyoto-u.ac.jp; Fax: +81-75-753-6398
PsbP protein is an extrinsic 23-kDa protein in the oxygen-evolving complex
of photosystem II. In amphidiploids Nicotiana tabacum, PsbP is nuclear-encoded by a
multigene family of four members (1A, 2AF, 3F, 5B). To characterize the
physiological role of each PsbP member, we generated transgenic tobacco plants with
various amounts and compositions of PsbP members; the psbP isogenes were
differentially silenced by RNAi using the 3′-untranslated region as a silencing trigger
(dRNAi). In addition, the extra psbP gene without the 3′-untranslated region were
complementarily transformed into the above silenced plants, which accumulated an
introduced exogenous PsbP while differential silencing of the endogenous target was
maintained. By using dRNAi and subsequent complementation (substitution) in dRNAi,
we showed that, regardless of the of PsbP members that were accumulated, PSII activity
was linearly correlated with the total amount of PsbP. Therefore, we concluded that the
protein functions of the PsbP members in N. tabacum are functionally equivalent in
vivo, whereas full expression of the four isogenes is required for optimum PSII activity.
Since differential regulation of the expression of PsbP members has been suggested
under biotic and abiotic stresses, further analysis of the regulation of the expression of
PsbP members under various environmental conditions is on going to characterize a
distinct physiological function of each member.
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RESISTANCE FORMING OF PIGMENT APPARATUS OF
POSTETHYLIZED SPROUTS CHLOROPLASTS AT HEAT
STRESS (HS)
Z. I. AKPAROV, Natiga A. NABIYEVA, Z. G. ABILOV
Genetic Resources Institute, Azerbaijan National Academy of Sciences, 155, Azadliq
ave., Baku, Azerbaijan
E-mail: gen_eht@yahoo.com; Fax: (+994 12) 4499221
Efficiency functioning of photosynthetic system defines resistance forming of
plants in unfavourable conditions of the environment. It is concerned to necessity much
expenditure of energy for development of adaptation process. In this aspect practically
the unstudied is matter of pigment apparatus forming of chloroplasts to influence of HS
of the environment of biosynthesis native forms of chlorophyll (Chl). Based on the
abovementioned, purpose of the present works is research of: a Spectral characteristic of
low temperature specters of absorption, fluorescence & fluorescence excitation
sharpens, as well their 2-nd derivative. As a genetic criterion a frequency indicator of
structural reconstructions of chromosome has served in meristematic cells of leaves
postethylized plastid pigments shows that Key ferments’ synthesis catalyzed this
process is controlled, mainly, nuclear cell. Cell membrane condition criterion & its
organoids, in particular chloroplasts served peroxide oxidation processes (POP) of their
lipid components. Research subject was ethylized cereal sprouts of Triticum aestivium
L. & Pisum sativum L. both of 7 days which brightened at 27°C (controlling) & at 42°C
(experimental) during 2,4,6,12,24, & 48 houses. It’s shown that in the dynamics of
turning green as soon as velocity increase of the Chl native forms, biosynthesis of its
long-waved forms which include into the photo-system of I genetic resistance of
postethylized sprouts unto HS simultaneously increases. The highest inhibited
biosynthesis of native Chl forms’ effect, maximum displacements of long-waved Chl
forms & gene toxic effect we have registered after 12 hours of postethylized sprouts
turning green; the less we’ve registered after 48 hours at an intensity accumulation stage
of Chl. It’s determined that danger for the cell of the peroxide oxidation process
intensity increases at HS. However, 12 hours of postethylized sprouts turning green of
the experimental samples intensity of this process goes to decrease. About 48 hours of
turning green the intensity of ROL decreases up to level of near to norm which indicates
that after a definite period of time after HS (of 12 hours of turning green) activeness of
the anti oxide protection preventing from damages in cell membranes as well,
particularly, in chloroplast membranes increases. Thus, it’s ascertained by us: in
dynamics of turning green at HS after 12 hours of brightening of the postethylized
sprouts adaptation processes restoring normal formation of pigment apparatus develop.
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REGULATION OF NUCLEAR GENE EXPRESSION OF PLASTID
STRESS PROTEIN Elip BY TETRAPYRROLE BIOSYNTHESIS
INTERMEDIATES AND CHLOROPLAST REDOX ACTIVITY
Olga OSIPENKOVA, Elena POGULSKAYA and Nadezhda YURINA
A.N. Bach Institute of Biochemistry, RAS, Moscow, 119071, Russia
E-mail: NYurina@inbi.ras.ru; Fax: +7-495-954-27-32
The effects of signals produced by chloroplasts on regulation transcription of
nuclear gene encoded plastid low molecular weight light stress protein Elip as well as
the photosynthetic Lhcb1 and RbcS genes was studied. It was shown that the
photosynthetic genes were not transcribed upon norflurazon-induced photodestruction
of chloroplasts. However, the gene for stress protein was transcribed. The transcription
of the light-inducible gene was considerably decreased (by 30-50%) suggesting
chloroplast control of the Elip gene transcription. By inhibitor analysis, the role of
tetrapyrroles in the regulation of expression of gene coding for Elip was studied. The
experiments with 2,2’-dipyridyl, which inhibits Mg-Protoporphyrin IX
monomethylester cyclase, leading to chloroplast accumulation of Mg-Protoporphyrin IX
and its monomethylester, showed that tetrapyrroles are involved in regulation of the
Elip gene transcription by partial inhibition (by ~ 50 %) of its expression. The data
obtained are consistent with the role of chloroplasts in the regulation of expression of
nuclear-encoded plastid protein genes. Tetrapyrroles are important intermediates in the
process of plastid-to-nucleus signaling. It is also demonstrated that the redox status of
the chloroplast photosynthetic electron transport chain is involved in the transcription
regulation of Elip gene. The use of specific electron transport inhibitor 3-(3’,4’dichlorophenyl)-1,1’-dimethyl urea (DCMU; inhibiting the reduction of the
plastoquinone pool) revealed that inhibition of photosynthetic electron transport by 30%
is sufficient to 80% decrease in Elip transcript levels. Thus different types of chloroplast
signals (tetrapyrrole biosynthesis intermediates and chloroplast redox activity) can
regulate an expression of the same nuclear Elip gene in concerted fashion. Presumably,
a compact interorganelle regulatory network exists in the cell, which coordinates the
expression of nuclear and plasid genes.
This work supported by the Russian Foundation for Basic Research (project no. 06-0448-923a) and the Molecular and Cellular Biology program of the Presidium of the
Russian Academy of Sciences.
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COMPARATIVE GENOMIC STUDIES ON OXYGENIC
PHOTOSYSTEM GENES: II COMPARISON OF PSI GENE
SEQUENCES AND CONSTRUCTION OF PHYLOGENETIC
TREES BASED PSI
Ding-Ji SHI1,2, Jie YU1, Shi-Ming LI1,2, Xiao-Shen ZHENG1, Dong-Hui SONG1,
Xing-Gui ZHAO1, Yue-Nan ZHANG1, Wen-Ling LIU1
1

College of Marine Sciences and Engineering, Tianjin University of Sciences and
Technology, Tianjin 300457, CHINA
E-mail: cyanoshi@126.com
2
Research Center of Photosynthesis, Institute of Botany, Chinese Academy of Sciences,
Beijing 100093, CHINA
We have previously reported “Comparative Genomic Studies on Oxygenic
Photosystem Genes: I. Comparison of PSII Gene Sequences and Construction of
Phylogenetic Tree Based PSII” at 2004 Meeting in honour of Professor Norio Murata.
Here we are now presenting the data about the comparison of PSI gene sequences
between chloroplasts and cyanobacteria, which were from genomics of 10 species of
cyanobacteria, 12 species of eukaryotic algal chloroplasts, 3 species of bryophyte
chloroplasts, 2 species of pteridophyte chloroplasts, 2 species of gymnosperm
chloroplasts and 21 species of angiosperm chloroplast. Seven gene sequences of
photosystem I were collected from the database of NCBI. All of these PSI gene
sequences were compared their homology with that of Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803
using “BLAST2 sequence” [Tatusova TA, Madden TL (1999)] and set up the
phylogenetic trees using Clustal W [Parry-Smith DJ et al. (1997)]. The data showed that
psaC, psaB and psaA had higher homology from 79.48% to 91.08% average of 50
species than others and among them psaC kept the highest: 95.08% for 10 species of
cyanobacteria, 90.65% for chloroplasts of eukaryotic algae, 91.36% for chloroplasts of
bryophytes, 90.13% for chloroplasts of pteridophytes, 89.40% for chloroplasts of
angiosperm, Gene psaC encoded PSI subunit VII which donates electron to Fd and this
sequence conservatism in plant evolution means that it plays a key role. Contraryly, the
homology of ycf4 sequence was lower than most of PSI genes, such as 52.02% for
cyanobacteria, 47.08% for chloroplasts of eukaryotic algae, 49.75% for chloroplasts of
bryophytes, 45.82% for chloroplasts of pteridophytes, 46.26% chloroplasts of
angiosperm. Gene ycf4 encoded PSI assembly related protein. The evolution
relationship from PSI gene sequence homology was showed in phylogenetic trees.
There were different patterns between higher and lower homology genes. Possible
reasons of the PSI gene homology were discussed.
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SECTION S7
POLYMORPHIC LIPID PHASE BEHAVIOR IN SPINACH
THYLAKOID MEMBRANES. MODULATION BY
TEMPERATURE, LIGHT AND PH
Sashka KRUMOVA1,2, Cor DIJKEMA1, Győző GARAB2 and Herbert van
AMERONGEN1
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In chloroplast thylakoid membranes the non-bilayer lipid, monogalactosyl
diacylglycerol, accounts for about half of the total lipid content. This lends a high
propensity of the thylakoid lipid mixture to participate in different phases in addition to
its basic functional, bilayer state. In this work, we have shown, for the first time, by
means of 31P-NMR, that intact thylakoid membranes, in addition to the bilayer, contain
non-bilayer phases. The formation of the non-bilayer phases and the partition of lipid
molecules between bilayer and non-bilayer domains depend on the temperature, the pH
of the medium, and is also modulated by light. We propose that under physiological
conditions non-bilayer structures are associated with the membranes; upon extensive
treatments, they might assemble into larger aggregates, such as inverted hexagonal (HII)
tubuli, and dissociate themselves from the membranes. As an alternative approach for
the study of the lipid phases, the fluorescent dye Merocyanine 540 (MC540) was used,
whose properties in different lipid phases were determined by incorporating it into
lamellar and non-bilayer (HII) structures of different lipids. MC540 also revealed the
existence of bilayer and non-bilayer (HII) phases in thylakoid membranes. The use of
this dye also allowed us to study short-term changes in the phase behaviour of thylakoid
membrane lipids.
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SECTION S8
PHOTOSYSTEM II LUMINESCENCE STUDY OF INDUCTION OF
CYCLIC/CHLORORESPIRATORY PATHWAYS IN PLANT
LEAVES IN RESPONSE TO ENVIRONMENTAL STRESSES.
Jean-Marc DUCRUET1, Anastasyia DOLGOPOLOVA1 and Violeta PEEVA1,2
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The role of cyclic electron flow around PSI in vivo remains questioned. It seems
to be triggered in various stress situations. It can be monitored mainly be photoacoustic
spectroscopy and, more indirectly, by P700+ re-reduction rate monitored at 820 nm,
following an oxidation of P700, by Far-Red light. The PS-I cyclic flow requires the
induction of an electron transfer pathways from reductants present in the stroma to the
intersystem chain, that might be partly shared by the chlororespiratory electron transfer
occurring in the dark. A back-flow of electrons from stroma reductants to the
plastoquinones can be detected, in unfrozen intact leaf tissues or algae, by a PS-II
luminescence 'afterglow' emission that reflects the progressive reduction of the fraction
of the secondary acceptor QB initially oxidized after an illumination. When this
cyclic/chlororespiratory pathway is already activated, the transfer occurs rapidly and
the luminescence emission fuses with the classical 'B' type recombination S2/3 QB-.
When the CR/cyclic pathway is inactive, the reduction of oxidized QB is slower and can
be enhanced by temperature elevation above 35°C: this results in a sharp
thermoluminescence around 45°C, when the cyclic/CR pathway is not activated,
essentially after dark-adaptation corresponding to state 1. A 250 µmoles m-2 s-1
illumination by white/blue inducing a transition to state 2 both displaces the 'afterglow'
band towards low temperatures and accelerates the P700+ re-reduction. Another way for
triggering the cyclic/CR is anoxia, here performed by flushing nitrogen in the measuring
cuvette. With a dark-adapted leaf disc, a short 2 min. nitrogen pulse is sufficient to
suppress the afterglow band and increase the B band, which also shifts to lower
temperature, due to a decrease of lumen pH. Simultaneous measurements of P700 and
(thermo)luminescence are used to investigate kinetically this induction of the cyclic/CR
electron flow by anoxia. Examples are also shown of such an induction by drought or
by leaf infiltration with sugars (glucose and fructose). The possibility of using 'B' and
'AG' (thermo)luminescence emissions as tools to monitor the PS-I cyclic and the
chlororespiratory electron flow in vivo is discussed.
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REDOX SENSITIVITY OF PEPTIDYL-PROLYL ISOMERASE
ACTIVITY IN ARABIDOPSIS THYLAKOID LUMEN
Alexey SHAPIGUZOV, Anna EDVARDSSON, and Alexander V. VENER
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Immunophilins are the enzymes of two phylogenetically unrelated families
(FKBPs and cyclophilins) known for their peptidyl-prolyl cis/trans isomerase (PPIase)
activity. This activity implies protein folding catalysis, but the actual range of functions
and substrate specificities of immunophilins from various organisms is highly complex.
The striking feature of plant immunophilins is their diversity in the lumen of chloroplast
thylakoids. Proteomic studies in Arabidopsis thaliana revealed 10 immunophilins in this
small compartment and 6 more enzymes were predicted to be targeted there. Lumenal
immunophilins are likely to be involved in photosynthetic processes, but their functions
and protein partners are unknown. By the combination of biochemical and proteomic
approaches we identified immunophilins responsible for PPIase activity in the thylakoid
lumen of Arabidopsis. Isolated lumenal proteins were separated by FPLC
chromatography. The PPIase activity in all fractions was assayed using two different
peptides (N-succinyl-Ala-Leu-Pro-Phe-p-nitroanilide and N-succinyl-Ala-Ala-Pro-Phep-nitroanilide) designed to cover substrate specificities of both FKBPs and cyclophilins.
Active PPIases were then identified by mass spectrometry. Surprisingly, only two
immunophilins, AtFKBP13 (locus At5g45680) and AtCYP20-2 (locus At5g13120),
displayed PPIase activity towards the substrates used in the study. Both enzymes were
distributed between soluble and membrane-associated lumenal fractions suggesting
their partial interaction with transmembrane protein complexes. The rest of the lumenal
immunophilins showed no PPIase activity, which might be explained by their high
substrate specificities for particular protein partners. AtFKBP13, the major lumenal
PPIase, appeared to be highly redox-sensitive. Its activity diminished upon treatment
with a thiol-reducing agent DTT, which agreed with the results previously acquired on
the recombinant enzyme. Having not succeeded to restore the PPIase activity of
AtFKBP13 by simple chemical oxidation, we speculate that this activity is controlled
enzymatically. To find a catalyst responsible for the activation of AtFKBP13 or for the
control of its PPIase activity in the thylakoid lumen we currently set out to characterize
lumenal disulphide proteome by means of thiol affinity chromatography. We
hypothesize that the redox-controlled balance of PPIase activity within thylakoid lumen
is the essential physiological requirement.
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A COMPARISON OF HYDROGEN PHOTOPRODUCTION BY
THE SULFUR-DEPRIVED GREEN ALGA, CHLAMYDOMONAS
REINHARDTII, UNDER DIFFERENT GROWTH CONDITIONS
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Continuous photoproduction of H2 by the green alga, C. reinhardtii, is observed
after incubating the cultures for about a day in the absence of sulfate. Sulfur deprivation
causes the partial and reversible inactivation of photosynthetic O2 evolution in algae,
resulting in the light-induced establishment of anaerobic conditions in sealed
photobioreactors, expression of two [FeFe]-hydrogenases in the cells, and H2
photoproduction for several days. Using an automated photobioreactor system, we have
studied the effects of photoautotrophic, photoheterotrophic and photomixotrophic
growth conditions on the kinetic parameters associated with the adaptation of the algal
cells to sulfur deprivation and H2 photoproduction. We show that both acetate and CO2
are required for the most rapid inactivation of photosystem II and the highest yield of H2
gas production. However, the presence of acetate in the system is not critical for the
process, and H2 photoproduction under photoautotrophic conditions can be increased by
optimizing the conditions for high starch accumulation and better design of the
photobioreactors.
This work was supported in part by the Hydrogen, Fuel Cell, and Infrastructure
Technologies Program, EERE, U.S. Department of Energy (MLG and MS); by the
Russian Foundation of Basic Research (Grant # 04-04-97205) (AAT); and by Program
# 7 of the Basic Research of the Russian Academy of Sciences (Project # 1.3.4) (SNK).
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The purple sulfur bacterium Thiocapsa roseopersicina BBS synthesizes four
[NiFe] hydrogenases: HupSL, HynSL, HoxYH and HupUV (Kovács et al., 2002). To
distinguish between their functions, the H2 consumption/evolution reactions were
measured in mutants with deletions of structural genes of two hydrogenases under
nitrogenase repression.
It was shown that light-dependent H2 production in the presence of thiosulfate
was unambiguously carried out by the Hox hydrogenase. Light-dependent H2
consumption (in the presence of CO2) was mediated by either Hup or Hox
hydrogenases. Thus, at least two hydrogenases are connected with the photosynthetic
activity of the bacterium. Dark H2 production from pyruvate, glucose or stored
carbohydrate depended on the activity of Hox hydrogenase. Dark H2 consumption in
presence of oxygen required the activity of Hup hydrogenase. In the absence of any
exogenous acceptors H2 consumption was carried out by Hyn hydrogenase and
connected with S0 pool reduction to H2S.
The functional differences between three hydrogenases correlated with
differences in their redox properties. This was demonstrated during the redox titration of
cell-free extracts in a special chamber with redox and hydrogen electrodes. It is believed
that the complementary redox properties of three hydrogenases enable the bacterium to
use/produce H2 over a wide range of Eh.
Based on the different permeability of the cytoplasmic membrane for reduced
and oxidized benzyl viologen, the membrane orientation of different hydrogenases was
checked. The revealed differences may be important for understanding of their function.
This work was supported by RFBR grant 05-04-48651.
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Phototrophic non-sulfur purple bacteria produce molecular hydrogen via
nitrogenase. Hydrogen photo-evolution occurs under photoheterotrophic conditions
with an absence of N2 or low concentrations of ammonium ions [1]. H2 photoproduction
by purple bacteria using acetate from dark anaerobic reactor fed by waste waters might
have a practical importance. Acetate is a central intermediate in the overall carbon
cycle. However, bacterial growth using acetate as a single organic compound needs in
active anaplerotic pathways like glyoxylate cycle. One of the key enzymes for this
pathway is isocitrate lyase (ICL). Genome sequence of Rhodobacter capsulatus shows
the presence of the gene of ICL (http://www.ergo-light.com/ERGO/). However, date on
the expression of ICL and activity of this enzyme in cells of Rba. capsulatus are
contradictory. Meister M., et al., (2005) believe Rba. capsulatus B10 has no ICL
activity, others showed Rba. capsulatus E1F1 and St. Louis possess ICL activity[2, 3].
Possibly, there is a difference in strains peculiarities.
In this work we present evidences for ICL-activity of Rba. capsulatus B10.
Purple non-sulfur bacteria Rba. capsulatus B10 can grow under
photoheterotrophic conditions using acetate as the sole carbon source. ICL activity was
detected in cell extracts of acetate grown Rba. capsulatus B10 in batch culture. Enzyme
activity appeared in the beginning of exponential phase with maximal specific activities
52,95±1,63 nmol min-1 (mg protein)-1. ICL activity was also determined under
photoheterotrophic conditions in a turbidostat culture in a photobioreactor. When the
dilution rate was increased to about 1,0 h-1 the specific ICL activity rose at the same
time. Therefore, Rba. capsulatus B10 can use the glyoxylate cycle for acetate
assimilation.
This work was supported by program N7 RAS.
References
1. Vignais P.M., et al. Advanc. in Microbiol. And Physiol., 26 (1985), 155-237
2. Blasco R., Cardenas J., Castillo F., Cur. Microbiology, 22 (1991), 73-76
3. Nielsen AM., Sojka GA., Arch. Microbiol. 120 (1979), 39-42
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Previous studies showed that unicellular non-diazotrophic cyanobacterium G.
alpicola grown in the presence of limiting concentrations of nitrate is capable of
intensive H2 production under dark anaerobic conditions via fermentation of glycogen
accumulated at photoautotrophic growth [1]. The stoichiometry of glycogen degradation
by this organism is:1 glycogen-glucose = 4 Н2 + 2 СО2 + 2acetate + 5 АТP. H2
production is realized by a hydrogenase on the stages of NAD(P)H generation [2].
Taking into account this property we have developed two-stage system for light
energy bioconversion into H2 using photobioreactor with G.alpicola immobilized on
fiberglass material TR-0,3 (under optimal conditions culture density on matrix surface
reached 36 µg Chl α/cm2). The first stage was photosynthetic incubations of G.alpicola
in flow of culture medium contained limiting concentrations of nitrate for efficient
glycogen accumulation and activation of hydrogenase. The second stage was
fermentation of glycogen with H2 production, realized in darkness with continuous Ar
sparging and without medium flow. Standardization of optimal parameters for both
stages provided stable cyclic regime of the system: photosynthesis (24 hours) –
fermentation (24 hours). Ten consequent cycles was carried out in this regime with
reproducible H2 production (20 ml H2/h/l of the matrix).
This study was supported by the program №26 of RAS “Hydrogen energetics”.
[1] Serebryakova L, Seremetieva M, Lindblad P. Hydrogenase activity of the unicellular
cyanobacterium Gloeocapsa alpicola CALU 743, under conditions of nitrogen
starvation. Microbiology (Moscow) 1999; 68:249-253.
[2] Troshina O. Yu, Serebryakova L.T., Sheremetieva M. E., Lindblad P. Production of
H2 by the unicellular cyanobacterium Gloeocapsa alpicola CALU 743 during
fermentation. Int. J. of Hydrogen Energy 2002 27:1283-1289.
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HYDROGEN PHOTOPRODUCTION BY CHLAMYDOMONAS
REINHARDTII CULTURES DURING SULFUR DEPRIVATION.
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AnatolyTSYGANKOV.
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Green alga, C. reinhardtii, is capable to sustained H2 photoproduction under
sulfur-deprived conditions (Melis et al., 2000). Sulfur-deprivation gradually inactivates
photosystem II (PSII) activity in cells which results in culture transition to the anaerobic
conditions. During sulfur deprivation photoheterotrophic algal culture passes through
several physiological phases: an aerobic, oxygen consumption, an anaerobic, a
hydrogen production and a termination phase (Kosourov et al., 2002). In previous work
we have devised a new method of sulfur-deprivation which is cheaper, less timeconsuming, and less amenable to contamination than systems employing standard
centrifugation for sulfur deprivation (Laurinavichene et al., 2002). Also, we have shown
that H2 photoproduction by S-deprived culture depends on the light intensity with
regions of light limitation and light inhibition. The optimal incident light intensity for
maximum hydrogen production did not depend on the method of sulfur deprivation and
the initial acetate concentration in the medium. However it varied with the chlorophyll
concentration and the thickness of the vessel. The optimal average light intensity was
independent on the chlorophyll or acetate concentrations and the method of Sdeprivation. We have discussed the major role of PS II in supplying reductants through
PS I to the hydrogenase throughout the H2 production phase (Laurinavichene et al.,
2004). We have shown for the first time that sustained H2 production in sulfur-deprived
green algae is possible under strictly photoautotrophic conditions without addition of
any organic substrates (using CO2 or bicarbonate as a source of carbon). For the
maximum H2 production special light conditions were required. Cultures should be
cultivated before the S-deprivation under low light, exposed to high light during oxygen
production stage of S-deprivation, and to low light during H2 production stage
(Tsygankov et al., 2006). We supposed that high light intensity during oxygen
production phase inactivated PS II via photoinhibition, which lead to the fast
establishment of anaerobiosys in the culture. However, our results showed that the
kinetics of PS II inactivation during an aerobic and an O2 consumption phase did not
depend on light intensity (from 25 to 1100 mkEm-2s-1). Possible mechanisms of
photoinhibition of PS II are discussed.
This work was supported in part by the Hydrogen Fuel Cell, and Infrastructure
Technologies Program, EERE, U.S. Department of Energy (MLG and MS); by the
Russian Foundation of Basic Research (Grant # 04-04-97205) (AAT); and by Program
# 7of the Basic Research of the Russian Academy of Sciences (Project # 1.3.4.) (SNK).
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CHLOROPHYLL FLUORESCENCE KINETICS PROPERTIES OF
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Green algae Chlamidomonas reinhardtii can produce molecular hydrogen H2,
under illumination. Their ability the produce H2 is increases if Ch. reinhardtii cells are
grown in anaerobic conditions in the medium without sulfur [1, 2]. It was shown that H2
evolution is related to the activity of Photosystem II. The detailed study of the effect of
sulfur deprivation on the activity of PSII is very important for the elucidation of H2
production mechanisms.
Ch. reinhardtii cells were grown in a standard medium (control cells) and in the
medium without sulfur. Fluorescence parameters F0, Fm and Fv were measured by
means of PAM and PEA methods in control and S – deprived cells at 24, 48 and 72
hours of aerobic starvation. It war found that both F0 and Fm fluorescence intensities
increase, whereas the increase of F0 was more pronounced than that of Fm. Peculiarities
of fluorescence induction curves measured in S-deprived cells evidence that both, donor
and acceptor sides of the electron transfer pathway were damaged under sulfur
starvation. Fluorescence kinetics of control and S-deprived cells were measured at ps-ns
time range. Kinetics were analyzed in two exponential approach. In control preparations
the lifetime of exponential components was found to be τ1 = 86 ps and τ2 = 500 ps. The
relative quantum yield of the components were φ1 = 0,47 and φ2 = 0,53. After the
DCMU addition fluorescence intensity increase resulted in the ratio Fm / F0=1,7. Under
these condition τ1 = 106 ps, τ2 = 830 ps; φ1 = 0,27, φ2 = 0,73. In ps experiments it was
found that during S – starvation F0 and Fm increased. After 48h of starvation F0
fluorescence characteristics were τ1 = 86 ps, τ2 = 600 ps; φ1 = 0,28, φ2 = 0,72. In the
presence of DCMU Fm fluorescence parameters were τ1 = 96 ps, τ2 = 830 ps, φ1 = 0,22,
φ2 = 0,78. As compared with control preparation, after 48h of starvation Fv= Fm - F0
decreased twofold. Thus, kinetic data show, that the increase of F0 and Fm, during
S starvation is the result due mainly to contribution of the slow kinetic component
increase. The effect of S-deprivation on F0 and Fm is attributed to a damage of both
donor side of PSII.
1. Wykoff DD, Davies JP, Melis A, Grossman A (1998). Plant Physiol 117 129-139
2. Antal TK, Krendeleva TE, et al. (2003). Biochim Biophys Acta 1607: 153-160
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Hydrogenase is a biochemical molecular machinery for reversible conversion of
chemical energy in the form of molecular hydrogen directly to electricity. The model
systems based on hydrogenase and organelle of phototrophic organisms, porphyrines or
inorganic semiconductors with photosensitizing effect carried out photocatalytic
hydrogen production with suitable electron donors. The effective photocatalytic systems
were created with hydrogenase from Thiocapsa roseopersicina and inorganic
semiconductors TiO2. Hydrogenase absorbed on TiO2 particles in water suspension
carried out non-mediator H2 photoproduction under irradiation by the ultraviolet light.
The electrons photogenerated in conduction band of the semiconductor were used
directly as hydrogenase substrate. The quantum yield of H2 photoproduction in this
system could reach 30%. The system containing inorganic semiconductor CdS, organic
compounds and hydrogenase could generate H2 using the light energy in the visible
range. In the system with CdS hydrogen photoproduction was mediated by metallic
cadmium produced on the surface of the semiconductor. The photogenerated Cd was
oxidized as electron donor for H2 production by hydrogenase.
Hydrogenases isolated from T. roseopersicina and Lamprobacter
modestohalophilus were able to reduce some metal ions under H2 atmosphere and
oxidize metals into their ionic forms with simultaneous evolution of molecular
hydrogen. The metal oxidation rate decreased in the series Zn>Fe>Cd>Ni and depended
on the pH. The presence of methyl viologen as a redox mediator in the reaction system
accelerated this process. The hydrogen production from Ni in such system occurred
only at pH below 5.0. At pH above 7.0 hydrogenase catalyzed the reverse reaction of
Ni(II) reduction to metallic nickel under H2 atmosphere. The direct electron transfer
between metal and hydrogenase was demonstrated in the systems containing metallic
cadmium and zinc. The rate of non-mediator hydrogen production reached 35% with Cd
and 20% with Zn from the maximal rates in the presence of methyl viologen. As shown
by inhibitory studies the electrostatic interaction is important for effective reversible
electron transfer between hydrogenase and metals. These results suggest that
semiconductors and metals can serve as direct electron donors for hydrogen production
by hydrogenase from phototrophic bacteria.
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Nonphotochemical quenching is one of the most important protection processes
against photodamage in photosynthesizing organisms. The exact mechanism of this
phenomenon is still not known and novel methodologies are needed to reveal new
details.
In this work investigation results of dependence of molecular photophysical
parameters of LHCII on factors affecting the value of nonphotochemical quenching:
aggregation and xanthophyll cycle carotenoids, are presented. The aggregation was
changed by increase of detergent Triton X-100 concentration (in the range 0-230uM).
Xanthophylls effect was investigated on LHCII enriched by zeaxanthin and
violaxanthin.
Molecular photophysical parameters (fluorescence lifetime and saturation
parameter A=στ2γn0, where σ - excitation cross-section, τ - linear relaxation time and
γn0 – maximal rate of singlet-singlet annihilation of the excited chlorophyll a molecules)
were measured by laser fluorimetry methods – time-resolved and non-linear
fluorimetry.
Depending on the conformation of LHCII the parameter γn0 changed in more
than two orders of magnitude, and fluorescence lifetime – in an order of magnitude.
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METHOD OF CARBON DIOXIDE DETERMINATION IN AIR
APPLICABLE IN INVESTIGATIONS OF PHOTOSYNTHESIS
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Measurements of low carbon dioxide (СО2) in air are of significant importance
for photosynthesis. There are several methods for СО2 determination in air: chemical,
physico-chemical, physical and biological. However, most of them are suitable only for
determination of СО2 concentrations which exceed the native ones in air (0,03%). We
have developed a simple chemical method for direct determination of absolute СО2
concentration in air. This method allows to determine low СО2 contents (from 0,01 to
1%) with error not more than 2%. The method is founded on measurements of the air
volume which is needed for neutralization of predetermined amount of barium
hydroxide by СО2 in the air. Neutralization was realized in a sorption glass tube. The
sorption tube was constructed to utilize countercurrent principle and maximize the
liquid-air surface contact for effective binding of the air СО2. Equimolar point was
defined when minimal conductivity of solution with reagents inside the glass tube was
reached. High barium hydroxide concentration in the solution provided affectivity of
conductivity measurement. Precision of this method was estimated by using of
calibrating mixture with variable СО2 concentration. This method is simple in
employment and allowed us to measure low СО2 concentration without expensive
equipment.
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PLANE-POLARIZED LIGHT DETERMINES ORIENTATION OF
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DIVISION OF MOSS PHYSCOMITRELLA PATENS
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Regeneration of moss protoplast is important photo-biological model process.
Moss Physcomitrella patens protoplasts regeneration is strictly light-dependent. Light is
both source of photosynthetic energy for moss cells and external vectorial signal for
their directional growth. Moss protoplasts divide to give rise to growth of primary
chloronemata that is very sensitive to light direction and display photo-tropic responses.
In plane-polarized light, primary chloronemata grow from moss protoplasts parallel to
the direction of electrical vector. The reorganisation of the cytoskeleton is thought to be
involved in the transduction of light signals into tropic growth responses of apical cells
of moss and fern protonemata. In the present study, we conducted immunofluorescence
observations of microtubules (MTs) during the first division of moss Physcomitrella
patens protoplasts under the directional influence of plane-polarised light. In freshly
isolated protoplasts, MTs are distributed more or less uniformly throughout the
cytoplasm. MTs do not display oriented rearrangement with respect to the electrical
vector in polarised light during interphase before the first division. The mitotic spindle
and early phragmoplast mainly occupy the centre of spherical protoplasts. In moss
protoplasts dividing in polarised light the equatorial planes of the spindle and
phragmoplast are aligned perpendicular to the electrical vector, whereas in nonpolarised light they are oriented in all directions. One or two daughter cells divide to
give rise to protonemal filaments growing along the electrical vector with the crosswalls oriented normal to the regeneration axis. Our observations suggest the
involvement of dichroic pigment systems in the process of transduction of a vectorial
light signal to the cytokinetic apparatus. We discuss the possible role of phytochrome in
determination of division plane and alignment of regeneration axis of moss protoplast.
Moss protoplast is promising model to further study of the role of photosynthetic
apparatus is directional growth responses of plant cells to light.
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SECTION S4
PHOTOSYNTHETIC ELECTRON TRANSPORT PROPERTIES OF WHEAT
THYLAKOIDS IN DIFFERENT ENVIRONMENTAL STRESS
Indjee ABDULLAYEVA, Samira ALIYEVA, Rena GANIYEVA and Ralphreed
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Detailed studies of electron transport properties of chloroplast thylakoid
membranes performed by measurement of oxygen kinetics, reaction leading to the
millisecond delayed light emission (ms-DLE), variable fluorescence and S2 state
multiline EPR signal. O2 evolution with PpBQ and ferricianyde, light-induced
amplitude of the EPR signal decreased in acidic (4.5-6.0) and alkaline (8.0-8.5) pH and
stabilized at 6.0-7.5 pH. The loss of OE and correlated with the loss of the slow
component of DLE of chlorophyll in thylakoid membranes is observed only in alkaline
region (pH 7.0-8.5). The intensity of the DLE components is increased at acidic pH
while O2 evolution and EPR signal amplitude is decreased. Water deficit caused by
NaCl and polyethylenglicol (PEG), creating osmotic pressure, decreased intensity of
DLE components reflecting the state of the PS II reaction center, the electrochemical
proton gradient and the rate of electron transport during first 30 min of NaCl action,
while osmotic stress effect displaying only after 2 hrs. Action of NaCl was revealed
rapidly under investigation of variable fluorescence Al3+ was shown to suppress the fast
and slow components of ms-DLE after 2 hrs of action, while Mn2+ effect was
manifested after more long time of action at low pH (pH 5.0).
The results suggest that different stress factors in the first turn damages PS II
electron transport reaction indicating possible the same nature of injury. Participation in
the damage reactive oxygen species is discussed.
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In soybean, the realisation of potential plant productivity in condition of sowing
with genetic identified programme is accomplished by photosynthetic secure of growth
and development in harmony of genotype with the environment.
Therefore recent years a desire to clear and full answer to the question, how the
best structure of plant and high productive sowings is formed actively realizing the
plant possibility and formation of high crop which predetermined the search in
inexhaustible "the Sun resources"- the photosynthesis. In this unique process were
concentrated main peculiarities, stipulating the mechanism of production process, its
physiology, dynamics and conformity to natural laws.
In this connection morphology of various soybean genotypes, photosynthetic activity
of sowings in whole plant architectonics and their functional interrelation in more crucial
stages of productivity and crop forming period were investigated by us.
It revealed characteristic sign-indexes, determining formation of optimum structure
of sowings and enabled to create the model of cultivar meeting all requirements of time,
place and environment factors.
Optimisation of morphological parameters, determining the formation of high
productive systems - is the way of evolution of productivity reserves which enables to
accomplish intensification of breeding process in creation of high productive varieties with
valuable agronomic characters.
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Under strong light, photosystem II (PSII) of oxygenic photosynthetic organisms
is inactivated and this phenomenon is referred to as photoinhibition. A previously
accepted hypothesis for the mechanism of photoinhibition of PSII suggests that excess
light energy, which is absorbed by photosynthetic pigments and cannot be utilized
efficiently in photosynthesis, generates reactive oxygen species (ROS), which induce
photoinhibition. However, our recent examination has suggested a new mechanism for
photodamage to PSII: the two-step mechanism. The first step occurs at the oxygenevolving complex of PSII by UV and strong blue light and the second occurs at the
photochemical reaction center of PSII by light absorbed by photosynthetic pigments
(see refs 1-8). The action spectrum of the first step is completely different from the
absorption spectrum of Chl or carotenoids, but resembles that of model Mn-complexes.
Photodamage to the oxygen-evolving complex (the first step) is accompanied by release
of Mn from PSII, suggesting that photodynamic disruption of the Mn cluster might be
the primary event of photodamage to PSII. The action spectrum of the second step is
similar to the absorption spectrum of Chl. Studies of the effects of oxidative stress
revealed that ROS act primarily by inhibition of translation of psbA transcripts but not
by damaging PSII directly.
References:
1. Nishiyama Y, Allakhverdiev SI, Murata N (2006) Biochim Biophys Acta, in press
2. Zsiros O, Allakhverdiev SI, Higashi S, Watanabe M, Nishiyama Y, Murata N (2006)
Biochim Biophys Acta, v.1757, p.123-129
3. Allakhverdiev SI, Tsvetkova N, Mohanty P, Szalontai B, Moon BY, Debreczeny M,
Murata N (2005) Biochim Biophys Acta, v.1708, p.342-351
4. Nishiyama Y, Allakhverdiev SI, Murata N (2005) Photosynth Res v.84, p.1-7
5. Ohnishi N, Allakhverdiev SI, Takahashi S, Higashi S, Watanabe M, Nishiyama Y,
Murata N (2005) Biochemistry, v.44, p.8494-8499
6. Allakhverdiev SI, Nishiyama Y, Takahashi S, Miyairi S, Suzuki I, Murata N (2005)
Plant Physiology, v.137, p.263-273
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Photosynthetic antenna systems are able to regulate light energy harvesting
under different light conditions by dynamic changes in their protein structure to protect
the RC complexes. The changes modulate the electronic structure of the main antenna
pigments (chlorophylls and carotenoids) and distort the characteristic planar structure of
the carotenoids, allowing their forbidden out of plane vibrations. Low-temperature
resonance Raman spectroscopy was used to study the changes in composition and
spectral properties of the major carotenoids in spinach Photosystem I particles due to
high light treatment. Special attention was paid to the spectral range 200-1000 cm-1
characteristic of their out of plane vibrations. The electronic absorption changes of
different pigments in the 400-700 nm spectral range were revealed by their differential
absorption spectra after high light treatments of Photosystem I particles at 22oC and
4oC. The low-temperature steady-state emission spectra were analyzed to study the
changes in long wavelength chlorophylls of Photosystem I. During prolonged exposure
to high light intensities a photobleaching of some pigments was observed. The
involvement of these changes on a molecular scale in the structural reorganization of
Photosystem I particles during the photoprotection and photobleaching is discussed.
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-somewhat inhibited while the photosystem I (PS I) activity was increased with
increasing salinity. Lower salt concentrations treatment of the cells had a lower effect on
O2- producing reactions, whereas high salinity (4 M) markedly reduced oxygen
evolution. The chlorophyll to carotenoid (Chl/Car) ratio was 11.6:1 under low salt and
0.8:1 under high salt concentrations. The divergent Chl/Car ratios were reflected in the
coloration of the cells, which were green under low salt and yellow under high salt
consentrations. In the low salt grown cells, all carotenoids occurred in structural
association with the Chl-protein complexes. This was clearly not the case in the high salt
acclimated cells.
NaCl treatment of cells D. salina resulted in the alteration of the thylakoid
membrane proteins: most prominently, diminishment of the 70 kDa and 32 kDA protein
bands were observed in SDS-PAGE. The polypeptides 63 kDa, 46 kDA and 40 kDa
synthesis de novo. We conclude that salt stress has various effects on photosynthetic
oxygen evolving activity due to the marked alterations in the composition of thylakoid
membrane proteins. Identification and characterization of these proteins will be the focus
of the future research.
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The light is necessary for all photosynthetic organisms but is also stressful
factor, which induces photooxidation. Phototactic movement of cyanobacteria toward or
away from light source promotes optimization of photosynthesis and assists to restrict
photodamage. In this study, we demonstrate for the first time that the prqR gene, which
controls resistance to oxidative stress inducer methyl viologen in the cyanobacterium
Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803, is also involved in regulation of phototaxis. It was
revealed that the Prq20 mutant resistant to methyl viologen due to missense mutation
L17Q exhibits negative phototaxis (TaxR phenotype). To prove that switch of phototaxis
is associated with the altered prqR gene but not with any secondary mutation, a
recombinant plasmid containing prqR gene with L17Q mutation was introduced by
transformation into wild-type cells. The initial heterozygous transformants showed
positive phototaxis to low-intensity light (10µmole photons m-2 s-1). At the same time,
the most part of the cells switched their phototaxis to negative under moderate light
intensity (50µmole photons m-2 s-1). Fully homozygous transformants as well as Prq20
mutant showed TaxR phenotype independently on light intensity. Atomic force
microscopy analysis of the Prq20 mutant cells has not revealed any essential alterations
in a type IV-like pilus structure, which is required for motility of Synechocystis sp. PCC
6803. The data obtained suggest that the PrqR protein can be a component of a light
sensing mechanism controlling phototactic response in cyanobacteria.
This work was supported by grants from
Russian Foundation of Basic Research (05-04-49371) and
Russian Program of Leading Scientific Institutions (4202.2006.4)
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A MECHANISM OF CHLOROPHYLL FLUORESCENCE QUENCHING IN
LHCII AGGREGATES INVOLVING A CAROTENOID EXCITED STATE
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Under excess illumination, plant photosystem II dissipates the excess energy
through
the quenching of chlorophyll fluorescence, a process known as
nonphotochemical quenching (NPQ). Despite the process has been well documented for
years and has been subject to extensive investigation, an unequivocal explanation of the
molecular mechanisms underlying NPQ remains elusive. In particular the issue of
whether carotenoids play a direct role (1, 2) or merely a structural role (3, 4) in the
quenching process remains controversial. Quenching of chlorophyll fluorescence can be
induced in vitro upon aggregation of the LHCII antenna. In this study, we present
results from ultrafast transient absorption measurements on LHCII in different
aggregation states, i.e, in different quenching states. We show that one of the
mechanisms leading to the quenching of chlorophyll fluorescence involves energy
transfer to a low lying optically forbidden carotenoid excited state. Remarkably, the
samples do not contain xanthophyll’s cycle carotenoids.
1.
2.

3.
4.

Ma, Y. Z., Holt, N. E., Li, X. P., Niyogi, K. K. & Fleming, G. R. (2003)
Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences of the United States of
America 100, 4377-4382.
Berera, R., Herrero, C., van Stokkum, L. H. M., Vengris, M., Kodis, G.,
Palacios, R. E., van Amerongen, H., van Grondelle, R., Gust, D., Moore, T. A.,
Moore, A. L. & Kennis, J. T. M. (2006) Proceedings of the National Academy of
Sciences of the United States of America 103, 5343-5348.
Robert, B., Horton, P., Pascal, A. A. & Ruban, A. V. (2004) Trends in Plant
Science 9, 385-390.
Pascal, A. A., Liu, Z. F., Broess, K., van Oort, B., van Amerongen, H., Wang,
C., Horton, P., Robert, B., Chang, W. R. & Ruban, A. (2005) Nature 436, 134137.
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UV-B-INDUCED DAMAGES TO PHOTOSYSTEM II OF
THYLAKOID MEMBRANE: COUNTERVAILING EFFECT OF
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The photosynthetic response of 10 d old clusterbean (Cyamopsis tetraganoloba)
cotyledons to UV-B radiation in the presence and absence of UV-A radiation has been
examined. The rate of O2 evolution and the ratio of variable to maximum fluorescence
(Fv/Fm) decline by 80 and 65 % in UV-B and 50 and 25 % in UV-A+ UV-B treated
samples, respectively. These results suggest that the degree of UV-B-induced damage
is alleviated by accompanying UV-A radiation. The modification of structure and
function of Photosystem II owing to UV-A radiation from UV-B-induced damages is
inferred from the decline in the extent of UV-B-mediated upshift in peak temperature
and the degree of suppression in peak heights of thermoluminescence B and Q bands.
UV-A-mediated maintenance in the level of β-carotene and sustenance of xanthophyll
cycle has been implicated in the protective response against UV-B-induced damages.
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REGULATION OF CHILLING SENSITIVITY OF
CHLAMYDOMONAS REINHARDTII BY CO2 AND LIGHT
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We investigated effect of a dark chill (0.2-0.5oC) on CO2 dependent O2 photoevolution and chlorophyll fluorescence in autotrophic microalga Chlamydomonas
reinhardtii following return of the algal cells to normal temperature. The cells grown at
high-CO2 (5% CO2 in air) were very susceptible to the chill with photosynthesis
decreased by 50–75% during first 3–4 h of the chill, and the induction period increased
from 2-4 min to 8-9 min. After the chill stress, chilling susceptible cells were able to
recover only 25-40% of lost photosynthetic capacity in darkness at normal temperature,
indicating injury of photosynthetic apparatus. Sensitivity of cells to the chill gradually
diminished to hardly detectable level after transfer of the high CO2–grown cells to
atmospheric air and light (carbon limitation) or darkness (carbon starvation). This
transition of cells to chilling tolerant state took 20-24 hrs in darkness and in red light,
whereas it took only 5-8 hrs in blue light. Chlorophyll fluorescence data showed the
absence of changes in fluorescence in response to chill in the chilling tolerant cells,
whereas there were a decrease in the quantum yield of PSII electron transport and an
increase in the level of QA reduction in the chilling susceptible cells after the chill
treatment. It is suggested that chilling sensitivity of the alga was regulated by ambient
factors via starch content in chloroplasts. According to the suggested hypothesis,
chilling injury of photosynthetic apparatus in C. reinhardtii was produced by some toxic
product(s) of starch degradation specifically generated by the alga at low temperatures.
The work was supported by the Government of Moscow Region and RFBR (grant №
04-04-97260).
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Cu2+ EFFECT ON A PROTON EXCHANGE IN CHLOROPLASTS
Alexey CHERNOSHTAN, Alexander POLISHCHUK, Vladimir PODORVANOV
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Micromolar concentration of Cu2+ in growth media are toxic for most plants. Cu2+
ions inhibit both the donor and the acceptor sides of photosystem II (PSII). The most
sensitive site of Cu2+ inhibition was localized on the oxidizing side of PSII, where a
reversible inhibition of TyrZ oxidation by Cu2+ has been observed. At higher copper
concentrations, primary quinone acceptor QA, pheophytin-QA-Fe region, non-haem iron
and secondary quinone acceptor QB were identified as the target sites of Cu2+ inhibitory
action. In the light QB is reduced accepting two protons to a quinol molecule QBH2.
There are certain data that one of the binding sites of bicarbonate is localized near to the
bound quinones and the bound bicarbonate involved in the protonation of the reduced
form of QB. Some divalent metals suppress the rate of proton binding ( 102-fold) with
QB in the bacterial RC. The aim of the present work was to study the effect of cooper
ions on the light-induced proton pumping reaction in isolated spinach chloroplasts and
the role in the process HCO3- and carbonic anhydrase (CA).
Oxygen evolution rate was determined in the presence of 0.1mM MV by covered
platinum electrode. Proton pump measurements were carried out in slightly buffered
chloroplast suspensions in the presence of 0.05 mM PMS or 0.1mM MV. The
transmembrane proton gradient (∆pH) value was estimated by light-induced quenching
of 9-aminoacridine fluorescence. CA activity was determined by CO2 infrared gas
analysis of chloroplast suspension after 15 mM HCO3- addition.
It was shown that the light-dependent proton uptake by suspension of isolated
chloroplasts was completely inhibited in the presence of 50-80 µM of Cu2+ ions. If Cu2+
concentration exceeded 80 µM, the light-induced proton uptake replaced by H+
excretion. At the same time in the presence of 50 – 200 µM of CuSO4 the value of the
∆pH was not completely inhibited as well as photosynthetic oxygen evolution.
Assuming that the Cu2+ effects have been connected with interaction of Cu2+ ions and
bound bicarbonate at the level of QB-binding site of PSII, we have studied influence of
copper on activity of thylakoid CA. The results have shown that copper inhibited
activity of thylakoid CA. We propose that Cu2+ blocks the light-induced proton uptake
due to interaction with bicarbonate tightly bound with the photosystem II at the level of
QB-binding site.
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Planktonic diatoms live in constantly fluctuating environments, where light intensity
can change dramatically on a daily basis. Fluctuating irradiances and, specially, excess
light exposure can be harmful for photosynthesis, in particular photosystem II (PSII).
One of the photoprotective mechanisms used by diatoms is the dissipation of excess
energy in the light-harvesting complex (LHC) of PSII. Photoprotective dissipation is
attributed to rapid modifications within the LHC, leading to a nonphotochemical
chlorophyll a fluorescence quenching (NPQ) and deepoxidation of diadinoxanthin (DD)
to diatoxanthin (DT).
The planktonic diatom Thalassiosira pseudonana showed sustained chlorophyll a
fluorescence quenching in dark-adapted samples. Unexpectedly, this quenching was
dissipated under exposure to actinic light, with maximum recovery under intensities up
to 300 µmol quanta m-2 s-1. This quenching recovery under actinic light exposure was
followed by diatoxanthin epoxidation into diadinoxanthin.
Ammonium chloride (NH4Cl) was shown to have an uncoupler effect, reversing the
fluorescence level when NPQ is present in diatoms (Ruban et al. 2004). However, when
NH4Cl was added to dark-adapted samples, to test the dependence of a sustained ∆pH in
the observed quenching, NPQ could not be reversed. Possible causes for this
phenomenon involve respiration in the dark, leading to an anaerobic state in
concentrated dark-adapted samples. The lack of oxygen available for diatoxanthin
epoxidase might explain the presence of DT and NPQ found in the dark, and its
relaxation when photosynthesis is activated by relative low light intensity.
Ruban AV, Lavaud J, Rousseau B, Guglielmi G, Horton P & Etienne A-L. Photosynth
Res 82: 165-175, 2004
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The iron stress-inducible protein A, isiA or also called CP43’, is synthesized by
cyanobacteria under stress conditions like a lack of iron in the growth medium,
oxidative stress and/or high light conditions. The protein is able to form rings of
variable size around photosystem I trimers or monomers, but can also be present as
rings of similar shape and size without connected photosystems (1).
Previously, we were able to purify stable IsiA aggregates from Synechocystis PCC 6803
in the presence of the non-ionic detergent n-dodecyl β-D-maltoside (β -DM). These
two-dimensional aggregates were shown to bind, per IsiA monomer, about 16
chlorophyll a, 2 β-carotene, 1 zeaxanthin and 1 echinenone molecules (2). Fluorescence
lifetime and measurements indicate an average decay fluorescence lifetime of about 140
ps that is comparable to the 110 ps of the much larger three-dimensional artificial
LHCII aggregates prepared in the absence of detergent and the presence of high salt
concentrations. The lifetime is however much shorter than of two-dimensional LHCII
aggregates of similar size. The IsiA aggregates form by far the most abundant
chlorophyll-protein complex in long-term iron-depletion stressed Synechocystis cells.
These cells form thus a good model system to study fluorescence quenching in vivo.
We present results from ultrafast absorbance-difference, Raman and Stark
measurements of isolated IsiA aggregates and cells after long-term iron-stressed to
obtain more information on the mechanism of the fluorescence quenching in IsiA.
References:
1. Yeremenko N, Kouril R, Ihalainen JA, D’Haene S, van Oosterwijk N,
Andrizhiyevskaya EG, Keegstra W, Dekker HL, Hagemann M, Boekema EJ,
Matthijs HCP, Dekker JP (2004) Supramolecular organization and dual function of
the IsiA chlorophyll-binding protein in cyanobacteria. Biochemistry 43, 1030810313
2. Ihalainen JA, D’Haene S, Yeremenko N, van Roon H, Arteni AA, Boekema EJ, van
Grondelle R, Matthijs HCP, Dekker JP (2005) Aggregates of the chlorophyllbinding protein IsiA (CP43’) dissipate energy in cyanobacteria. Biochemistry 44,
10846-10853
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REGULATION AND FUNCTION OF THE DIFFERENT D1
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The D1 protein is a critical constituent in the reaction center of PSII. In
cyanobacteria D1 is encoded by a small multigene family, which usually has one to five
members. In Thermosynechococcus elongatus there are three psbA genes, which code
for three different protein forms. The regulation and function of these protein forms is
largely unknown. Therefore, we used quantitative RT PCR to follow changes in the
mRNA level of the respective genes, in combination with chlorophyll fluorescence,
thermoluminescence (TL) and oxygen evolution measurements to detect changes in the
electron transport activity of PSII under exposure to different light, UV and temperature
conditions.
In cells which are adapted to growth light conditions the main population of the
psbA transcripts arise from the psbA1 gene and thus the D1:1 should be the dominating
form of D1. Upon exposure of the cells to high intensity visible light, or UV-B radiation
the contribution of psbA1 to the total transcript pool is decreasing, whereas, the
contribution of psbA3 is increasing. From these changes partial replacement of D1:1
with D1:3 is expected. Under the conditions of different psbA transcript distributions
chlorophyll fluorescence and TL measurements were applied to monitor characteristics
of the S2QA- charge recombination in PSII. These data showed accelerated decay of
flash-induced chlorophyll fluorescence in the presence of DCMU, as well as downshift
of the Q TL band when the main transcript species was psbA3 as compared to that of
psbA1.
Our data demonstrate that the composition of the psbA transcript pool
significantly changes in Thermosynechococcus elongatus cells when light conditions are
changed in their environment. Since the involved gene copies encode different D1
protein forms it is likely that the cells adapt to light and UV fluctuations by exchanging
D1 in the PSII reaction center complex. One manifestation of the adaptation process is
the accelerated kinetics of the S2QA- charge recombination in the presence of the high
light inducible D1:3 form, which is expected to play a role in preventing PSII against
photodamage.
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Photosynthetic organisms, such as cyanobacteria, rely on iron for
redox reactions associated with photosynthetic and respiratory electron
transport. Growth of the cyanobacterium Synechocystis PCC 6803 under iron deficient
conditions induces the expression of the 'iron stress induced' isiA gene. The isiA gene
encodes the 34kDa IsiA protein. This protein has been shown to bind to Photosystem I
(PSI) forming a 2MDa supercomplex comprising of a ring of 18 copies of the IsiA
protein around a PSI trimer.
IsiA has also been shown to associate with PSI from a mutant of Synechocystis
lacking the PsaL subunit, resulting in PSI monomers binding only six IsiA proteins and
mutants lacking both the PsaF and the PsaJ subunits, resulting in PSI trimers binding 17
IsiA subunits. Thus far electron microscopy, coupled to single particle analysis has
provided structural information at low resolution of the PSI-IsiA supercomplex. Here
we present an improved strategy for the purification of the PSI-IsiA supercomplex with
the view to generate 3D crystals suitable for Xray diffraction analysis and solving its
structure at higher resolution.
These new methods have also provided a route for purifying Photosystem (PSII)
from Synechocystis grown under iron deficient conditions. It has previously been
speculated that since the IsiA protein shares a great deal of similarity with CP43 of PSII
it may be able to partially replace CP43 during periods of iron deficiency. However we
have found that the majority of the PSII assembles normally under iron deficient
conditions binding CP43 instead of IsiA. However, it is possible that a small fraction of
the "PSII" may have IsiA replacing CP43. If this is so, then we speculate that reduced
plastocyanin, whose mid point measured potential of +370mV could function as an
electron donor to P680+ whose mid point potential is estimate to be +1.2V at pH=7. In
this way cyclic electron flow involving the IsiA-modified PSII and cytochrome bf
complex could occur in an analogous manner to electron flow in purple photosynthetic
bacteria.
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In order to study high light induced destructive changes to PS II units and
following repair processes, juvenile barley plants (Hordeum vulgare L.) acclimated to
different light level (30 and 150 µmol. m-2. s-1, respectively) were exposed to light of
200 µmol. m-2. s-1 for 24 hours and parameters of chlorophyll a fluorescence induction
kinetics in the highest expanded leaf were determined. After that, leaves were detached
and deep frozen. Later, 2-D protein maps of them will be prepared and, next to the
quantification of D1 protein, chloroplast GTP-ases with MMR-HSR1 domain (found
using bioinformatic tools), putatively functioning in PS II repair, will be identified and
quantified.
Data from chlorophyll a fluorescence induction kinetics show that long term
effect of excessive light caused reduction of light absorption, energy trapping and
electron transport capacities in both acclimations (in plants acclimated to lower light
larger). On the other hand, it enhanced thermal dissipation capacity and, what is
interesting, declined the portion of inactive PS II reaction centres. We suggest that this
is a follow of stimulated both thermal dissipation and D1 protein repair. If also GTPases with MMR-HSR1 domain participate in this process will be resolved by the protein
analysis.
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To improve understanding of physiological roles of sodB and katG genes in
phototrophic cells, the effects of methyl viologen (MV) were examined on the mutants
of cyanobacteria Synechococcus sp. PCC 7942 lacking sodB gene, and Synechocystis
sp. PCC 6803 lacking katG gene. The in concentration of 0.5 µM was found to be a
strong stressor for the sodB- mutant of PCC 7942 but had no significant negative effect
on growth and photosynthesis in the katG- mutant of PCC 6803 or in the wild type
strains (PCC 7942 and PCC 6803). Exposure to 0.5 µM MV inhibited growth, lightsaturated O2 evolution, and PS II activity (tested by delayed light emission) in the PCC
7942 sodB- mutant within 8 hr of stress treatment. In contrast, the PCC 7942 wild type
strain remained nearly unaffected for 48 hr incubation with 0.5 µM MV. The oxidative
damage to photosynthesis of the PCC 7942 sodB- mutant was not accompanied by
essential changes in chlorophyll content and carotene/chlorophyll ratio but was
accompanied by greater catalase activity. Earlier, it was demonstrated (Avenson et al.
2005, submitted) that PS II activity, PS I cyclic activity, and the P700 reaction center
are all targets of O2- formed at PS I and that the cytosolic superoxide dismutase (FeSOD) protects these targets from oxidative damage. Present work suggests that lack of
catalase activity in the katG- mutant of Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803 does not sensitize
to MV because Fe-SOD is active. However, if the Fe-SOD is absent, as in the
Synechococcus sp. PCC 7942 sodB- mutant, activation of catalase appears to be an
adaptive response to MV stress that may allow survival, if not continued growth.
This work was supported by grant from the U.S. CRDF project RB1-2351-PU-02.
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Photosystem II (PSII) of photosynthesis is inhibited under continuous light, but
also under illumination with short flashes of light. We photoinhibited chloroplast
thylakoid membranes with laser pulses that were saturating for PSII electron transfer
reactions. Pulse-induced photoinhibition was earlier explained by singlet oxygen
produced in charge-recombination reactions. To test the importance of chlorophyllmediated electron transfer reactions in laser-pulse-induced photoinhibition, thylakoids
were treated with pulse doublets in which the first pulse oxidized the primary donor P680
and no electron transfer was caused by the second pulse because it encountered PSII
still containing P680+. The second pulse was found to be equally photoinhibitory as the
first pulse, indicating that photoinhibition does not depend on electron transfer via P680.
Furthermore, the photoinhibitory efficiency of visible-light pulses increased with pulse
intensity without showing saturation. These findings strongly suggest that the
photoreceptor of laser-pulse-induced photoinhibition is not the chlorophyll antenna of
PSII. Pulses of ultraviolet light were more photoinhibitory than visible-light pulses. As
manganese absorbs ultraviolet light better than visible light, we suggest that the
manganese ions of the oxygen-evolving complex act as photoreceptors of laser-pulseinduced photoinhibition, similarly as they function under continuous light. Pulses fired
with long pulse-to-pulse intervals were more photoinhibitory than pulses fired with
short intervals. This finding indicates that the S1 state that increases between the pulses,
is the photosensitive S-state of the oxygen evolving complex. The rate constant of
photoinhibition was found to vary in proportion to the square of the intensity of the
saturating laser pulses, indicating that photoinhibition requires two consecutive
photoreactions. A mechanistic model, based on the above data, was found to explain
photoinhibition under laser pulse illumination and under continuous light.
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The plants were grown in field conditions on the wide area under normal water
supply and severe water deficit. Contrasting in architecture and differing on droughtresistance two bread wheat Triticum aestivum L. genotypes were used (Giymatli-2/17,
low growth, with broad and lodging leaves, drought sensitive, and Azamatli-95, low
growth, with vertically oriented small leaves, drought tolerant). It is established that
Giymatli-2/17 is characterized by low content of Chl a-protein of FS I (СР I) and βsubunit of CF1 ATP-syntase complex, the high content of proteins in the 33-30.5 kD
region and light-harvesting complex polypeptides (LHC) (28-24.5 kD), intensive
fluorescence at 740 nm and more high photochemical activity of FS II under normal
irrigation compared with Azamatli-95. However, the content of СР I (Mr 115 kD) and
apoprotein of P700 c Mr 63 kD insignificantly increases in drought-resistant genotype
Azamatli-95 under extreme condition of water supply while their content decreases in
drought-sensitive genotype Giymatli-2/17. Intensity of synthesis α-and β-subunits of
CF1 (55 and 53.5 kD) also decreases in Giymatli-2/17. The levels of the core antenna
polypeptides of FS II with Mr 46 and 44.5 kD (СР47 and СР43) remains stable both in
normal, and stressful conditions. At the same time the significant reduction is observed
in the content of polypeptides in the 33-30.5 kD region in the more sensitive genotype
Giymatli-2/17. There is an increase in the LHC II polypeptides level in tolerant
genotype Azamatli-95 compared to Giymatli-2/17 (at which the content of these
subunits is decreased). The intensity of short wavelength peaks at 686 and 695 nm
sharply increases in the fluorescence spectra (77К) of chloroplasts from sensitive
genotype Giymatli-2/17 under water deficiency and there is a stimulation of the ratio of
fluorescence band intensity F686/F740. After exposure to drought, Giymatli-2/17 shows
a larger reduction in the actual photosystem II photochemical efficiency of chloroplasts
than Azamatli-95.
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In higher plants, the xanthophyll cycle (the reversible interconversion of the
carotenoids violaxanthin and zeaxanthin) has a key role in photoprotection of the
thylakoid membrane. In the present study we demonstrate that transgenic Arabidopsis
plants overexpressing the gene encoding the enzyme β-carotene hydroxylase which
influences the size of the xanthophyll cycle pool show an increased tolerance to photooxidative stress. When the photosynthetic CO2-fixing reactions are retarded by low
temperature high light intensities can quickly become saturating for electron transport
capacity, prolonging the lifetime of excited chlorophyll and leading to the production of
reactive oxygen species which can cause extensive lipid peroxidation and photobleaching in wild type plants. However under such photo-oxidative conditions the
transgenic plants accumulate two and a half times the wild type level of zeaxanthin and
show a protective phenotype with signs of mild lipid peroxidation only in the oldest
leaves. We suggest that the extra zeaxanthin in the transgenics is directly responsible for
the enhanced resistance by providing an anti-oxidant function that protects the thylakoid
membrane lipids and is independent of non-photochemical quenching of chlorophyll
fluorescence. We also present the biochemical and photosynthetic properties of the
transgenic plants.
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We applied non-invasive method of temperature measurement - thermoimaging to
explore light induced heating of tabacco leaves (Nicotiana tabacum cv. Samsun) and the
role of non-photochemical quenching (NPQ) in these temperature changes. The
transpiratory cooling of leaf was eliminated by vaseline jelly (covered all leaf surface)
and leaf heating was induced by blue light. The temperature changes of the whole leaf
were measured in ms resolution by thermocamera (Varioscan 3200 ST) simultaneously
with fluorescence (by PAM 101/102) emitted from the irradiated spot.
The irradiation of a dark-adapted leaf caused simple (monophasic) increase in leaf
temperature to the higher, steady state values. In the case of inactivated photosynthesis
(e.g. by light-induced heating or irradiated spot), leaf temperature was linearly
dependent on used irradiance. In contrast, active photosynthesis (non-stressed leaves),
resulted in a distortion from the linear dependence between the light induced heating
and used irradiance because part of the absorbed light energy was consumed in
photosynthesis and thus reduced heating of leaf. This distortion has been light
dependent and varied between 5-30% of absorbed energy value of which is very close to
photoacoustically-measured efficiency of photosynthesis.
On the other hand, stimulation of heating above values observed for dark-adapted
leaves was found in leaves exposed to higher irradiance (for 6 hours in 1300 µmol m-2 s1
) that had also higher value of NPQ. However, this stimulation appeared only for
longer time irradiation and it was further affected by light history of samples. What is
more, non-linear correlation between NPQ increase and heating of leaves suggested the
existence of further processes in thylakoid membrane that could consume part of
absorbed energy and thus reduce heating of leaves. And indeed, some acceleration of
alternative pathways in thylakoid membrane has been indicated from transient increase
in the minimal fluorescence after light termination.
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ROLE OF PHOTORESPIRATION IN INCREASE OF STABILITY
OF PLANTS TO ACTION UV-B AND INCREASED RADIATING
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Plant cell as any another has system of protection against damaging action of
AOS. The analysis of the results received by us and the literary data on oxygen danger
at various stressful influences, and also about mechanisms of protection against
oxidizing damage testifies to the high biological importance of photorespiration
glycolate pathways. Photorespiration is that mechanism which deletes molecular
oxygen from places of sensitizer localization and reduces formations electron-excited
conditions. At functioning the photorespiration mechanism, at moderate values stressful
factor, products of a photosynthesis light stage in absence or suppression darkness
fixing СО2 are spent. In results of our EPR radio spectroscopy researches an
acceleration of electron outflow from acceptor sides FS1 has been established that is
connected to activation of photorespiration on high plants at radiating stresses.
Results of the experiments carried out by us on studying effects of influence IRB
in a range 150-400 µR/h and moderate dozes UV-B radiations on plants show, that
processes occurring at it, in particular activation of photorespiration glycolate pathways
promote increase of stability of a cell and an organism. The literary data show, that at
steadier kinds the level of photorespiration also is high, and inhibition of glycolate
pathways results to destruction processes.
Due to high sensitivity PSD, especially enzyme RBPK/O, to such radiating
factors as UV-B and the increased radiating background, we estimate photorespiration
as one of key fast homeostatic protective mechanisms of plants. Due to photorespiration
endocellular, to be exact, chloroplast inside concentration of oxygen, thus speed of
formation of AOS is reduced. Except for it, in glycolate pathways of photorespiration
power expenses and needs for regenerative units of photosynthesis raise so, that also
promote protection ETC from over reduction.
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THE PRODUCTION OF ORGANIC HYDROPEROXIDES AND
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Lipid peroxide-derived aldehydes are highly cytotoxic and are suggested to be
involved in environmental stress in plants, but the sites and reactions of their production
are unclear. Aldehydes in leaves, chloroplasts, thylakoid membranes and envelope were
extracted with acetonitrile, derivatized with 2,4-dinitrophenylhydrazine and separated
with reverse-phase HPLC using a C18 column. The content of aldehydes in spinach and
tobacco leaves were similar, but was distinct from that in Arabidopsis leaves. In
spinach, the content of aldehydes in leaves was different from that in chloroplasts. From
the LC-MS analysis (done in Kazusa DNA Institute) it was found that leaves contained
acetaldehyde, propionaldhyde, butyraldehyde, n-pentanal (also compounds with the
same m/z value), cis-3-hexenal, trans-2-hexenal, acrolein (in Arabidopsis leaves) and
several aldehydes or ketones which remain to be identified. Such aldehydes as
acetaldehyde, propionaldehyde, butyraldehyde, cis-3-hexenal, trans-2-hexenal were
present in both leaves and chloroplasts, although the amount of these aldehydes was
considerably different. The amount of butyraldehyde and acetaldehyde was much higher
in leaves than chloroplasts. Propionaldehyde was mainly present in chloroplasts, and
interestingly, it was exclusively found in the thylakoid membrane, but not in the
envelope. Possible reactions of aldehyde production in chloroplasts are discussed.
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DAMAGE AND LIGHT STIMULATED REPARATION OF PS 2 IN
WHEAT SEEDLINGS SUBJECTED TO MODERATE HEAT
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Reversible inhibition of photosynthesis is suggested to be one of main
mechanisms of plant tolerance to action of many stress factors. However, our
knowledge on mechanisms of inhibition of photosystems and their recovery under
various stress conditions is very limited. Our aim was to research both dynamics of
changes in photochemical activity of PS II and structural alternations of chlorophyllprotein complexes (PPC) of PS II in first primary leaves of wheat seedlings subjected to
heat shock (20 min) of 40-42oC and next light exposure for 24-72 h. Photochemical
activity was evaluated by chlorophyll (Chl) variable and delayed fluorescence and
structural rearrangements of light-harvesting complex, CP43, CP47 and oxygenevolving complex - by native electrophoresis and fluorescence at 77 K. There was
shown the inhibition of photochemical activity of PS II, observed after stress, was
enhanced during post-stress cultivation of seedlings in light. After 24-72 h light
exposure complete or partial recovery of PS II activity was observed. The process
depended on temperature, light intensity and quality. Chl (a+b) content changes after
heating and during damage and reparation of PS II were little. Chloroamphenicol –
inhibitor of protein synthesis inhibited but low intensive blue light (0.5-1 Wt m-2)
accelerated PS II light-stimulated recovery compared with white and red light. The
data are agreed with the conception of necessity of protein synthesis for recovery
process. The decrease of photochemical activity was accompanied with significant
changes of CPC structure. Light-harvesting complex II, oxygen-evolving complex,
monomer, dimmer and core of PS II were changed the most. As suggested according to
our electrophoresis data, CPC of PS II formed aggregates after 6 h light exposure of
seedlings subjected to heating at 42oC. During recovery structure of CPC was restored
and their disaggregation was observed.
Thus, we suggest that aggregation of CPC of PS II plays an important role in the
mechanism of PS II inhibition and disaggregation of complexes contributes to
mechanism of the PS II recovery.
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Chlorophyll “a” and “b” concentration and their ratio and the mesophyll tissue
structure were studied in 5 wild species: Crepis tectorum L., Sanguisorba officinalis L.,
Deschampsia caespitosa L., Coronaria flos–cuculi L., Agrostis tenuis L. from the native
habitations with different level of air pollution and their seed generations, grown in the
non-polluted territory. In native habitations plants were polluted by SO2, NOx, fluorides,
metal dust. In all species independently of the pollutant the total chlorophyll amount,
chlorophyll “a”, and “b” in particular, declined accordingly to the level of impact. The
same trend was marked for the seed generations grown in non-polluted region. The
pigment content per each chloroplast was 1.2-2.5-fold smaller in plants from impact
zone then in non-polluted but the plastid number per unit leaf area on the contrary was
significantly higher. So the decline in chlorophyll amount in leaf under the pollution
was caused by its low concentration in each chloroplast. The same changes were
revealed in seed generations of studied plants.
The mesophyll tissue structure was different in polluted and non-polluted plants
and their seed generations: the number of palisade and spongy cells was 1.2-1.8-fold
smaller but the cell volume was higher in plants from impact zone and their seed
generation then from non-polluted ones. Accordingly the number of plastids per cell
increased. In different species the ratio of palisade/spongy cells has also changed – the
number of palisade cells declined much more then spongy. These changes caused the
increase of plastid concentration per unit leaf area in plants both from impact zone and
their seed generations.
So, we can conclude that the observed changes in pigment system and leaf
phototrophic tissues in plants from impact habitations could be considered as
adaptations but not acclimations, as they were the same in seed generations grown in
non-polluted region.
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Moderate heat stress at 40°C for 30 min on spinach thylakoids induced
degradation and aggregation of the reaction center-binding D1 protein of PS II, in
parallel with inhibition of oxygen evolution. The major products under these
conditions, i.e. an N-terminal 23 kDa fragment of the D1 protein and a D1/D2 aggregate
with an apparent molecular mass of 60 kDa, were detected by Western blot analysis
with specific antibodies. In the heat-stressed thylakoids, the 23 kDa D1 fragments was
completely dephosphorylated, while that in the D1/D2 aggregates was phosphorylated
at the N-terminal threonine. By contrast, no cleavage or dephosphorylation was
observed by the heat stress in PS II-enriched membranes, and only aggregation of the
D1 protein took place. Probably, phosphatases are either absent in the PS II-enriched
membranes, or not accessible to the heat-damaged D1 protein in the PS II membranes.
It is known that the PS II complexes that contain the damaged D1 protein are
monomeric and located exclusively in the stromal thylakoids. Besides, it is likely that
phosphatases and proteases are more easily accessible to the monomeric PS II in
stromal thylakoids than to the dimeric PS II in granal thylakoids. We examined the
proteolytic cleavage and formation of aggregates of the D1 protein in detail, and suggest
that the monomeric/dimeric structures of PS II as well as the
phosphorylation/dephosphorylation conditions of the damaged D1 proteins determine
the fate of the D1 protein under moderate heat stress.
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Oxidative stress induced by various stressors was investigated in the methyl
viologen-resistant mutant Prq20 of the cyanobacterium Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803,
carrying the missense mutation L17Q in the auto-regulating prqR gene of the prqRprqA operon. Damage of the cell photosynthetic apparatus was evaluated by delayed
light emission (DLE) and O2 gas exchange. To examine antioxidant activity of the cells
the activities of superoxide dismutase and catalase were determined. The photosynthetic
rate and DLE amplitude (FM) were significantly reduced in cells of wild type with time
of incubation with 10-100 µM methyl viologen whereas changes of the parameters in
the mutant cells were much less showing the higher resistance of the mutant Prq20 to
methyl viologen compared with the wild type. The photosynthetic apparatus of the
mutant was also resistance to benzyl viologen but not to other oxidation stressors:
menadion, cumene hydroperoxide, and H2O2. Photoinhibition in the mutant was less
than in the wild-type strain, and the restoration of the DLE and photosynthesis occurred
more rapidly in the mutant than in the wild type. Neither activity of superoxide
dismutase nor activity of catalase were induced in the Prq20 mutant by incubation with
10 µM methyl viologen, while the wild type strain showed increase in the activity of
superoxide dismutase already after 4 hr of incubation. There was made a conclusion that
viologen-resistance of the Prq20 mutant is not associated with activation of antioxidant
enzymes. The data on DLE consist with hypothesis about functioning PrqA protein as
viologen antiporter. The higher ability to repair photosynthetic apparatus shown for the
Prq20 mutant in photoinhibition experiments contributes to its stress-tolerance as well.
This work was partially supported by a grant from the U.S. CRDF, RB1-2351PU-02, and by grants from CSTP, RI-112/001/211, and RFBR, 05-04-49371.
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Electric excitation in plant cells is a multifunctional regulatory signal that might
be significant for regulation of photosynthesis and membrane transport. When exposed
to excess light, plants and algae regulate the balance between absorption and utilization
of light energy, thereby minimizing photooxidative damage. Nonphotochemical
quenching (NPQ) is a safe way for dissipation of excess light energy to heat. In
excitable cells of characean algae, photosynthesis and NPQ display spatial patterns that
correlate with the pattern of external pH near the cell surface. Photosynthesis is higher
and NPQ is lower in the regions of proton extrusion (acid regions, external pH 6.5-7.0)
compared to cell regions adjacent to alkaline zones (pH 9-10). In this work, pulsemodulated chlorophyll microfluorometry (Microscopy-PAM, Walz), pH-sensitive
microelectrode, and extracellular circuit for electrical stimulation were applied to
investigate light dependences of NPQ in acid and alkaline cell regions under resting
conditions and after propagation of action potential (AP). The NPQ value and effective
quantum yield of PSII electron flow were highly sensitive to AP generation in alkaline
cell regions but almost insensitive in acidic regions. The effect of AP on NPQ, most
evident at light-limiting conditions, was manifested as a strong long-lived drop of
maximum fluorescence (Fm’). The sigmoid dependence of NPQ on photon flux density
shifted after cell excitation towards lower fluence rates. Complementary relations were
observed between NPQ level under resting conditions and the amplitude of APtriggered NPQ. The sensitivity of NPQ to protonophorous uncoupler and a rapid release
of AP-triggered NPQ in darkness (~100 s) indicate its relation to ∆pH at the thylakoid
membrane. We found that electric excitation of cells, darkened after performing the
external pH pattern, converts the chloroplasts of alkaline cell regions into a latent state
with fluorescent characteristics identical to those of unexcited cells. However, this latent
state transformed rapidly to the quenched state after the exposure of cell to weak light
that was insufficient for NPQ under resting conditions.
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The relationship between the chloroplasts and surrounding cellular structures
remains one of the most challenging problems to plant physiologists. The triose
transport via the ranslocator in chloroplast envelope determines the division of fixed
carbon between sucrose and starch synthesis. High rates of starch synthesis lessen the
rate of triose translocation and thus slow down the sucrose synthesis. Sucrose synthesis
is controlled by sucrose concentration. Thus, both starch and sucrose synthesis causes
orthophosphate liberation (inside and outside the chloroplast respectively). The aim of
our work is to clarify how the external factors (such as external inorganic phosphate and
the sucrose outflow) have influence on the steady-state kinetic characteristics of
photosynthesis. The study is carried out using the theoretical model described earlier.
The investigation shows that the initial external concentration of inorganic phosphate is
the control parameter in the model system under investigation. The change of this value
brings about the system transition from normal photosynthesis to the state with
phosphate limitations or with suppression of photosynthesis by the high external
phosphate concentration. The sucrose transport influence on the rate of the electron
transport has not been investigated yet. We studied this effect by the delayed
luminescence induction method. Earlier we have shown that the delayed luminescence
of photosystem 2 is sensitive to the starch metabolism in the leaves. We have studied
experimentally the influence of the sucrose transport from the leaves of higher plants on
the half-time for the delayed luminescence intensity decrease from maximum to steady
state. We have observed that a prolongation of the induction period decreases during
induction in case of the sucrose outflow from the leaves limiting by cooling of a leaf
petiole for two hours under light. This result allows to conclude that sucrose
accumulation in the conducting tissues of a leaf stimulates the CO2 fixation rate
increase.
References:
1. Edwards G.E., Walker D.A. C3, C4 mechanisms and cellular and environmental
regulation of photosynthesis. Blackwell Scientific Publications Ltd, Oxford (1983)
2. Khuznetsova S., Bogracheva T., Hedley C., Tuleshova A., Kukushkin A. Annals of
Applied Biology, 2001, V.138, P.117-121
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Among physiological peculiarities characterizing reaction of plants to
unfavorable conditions and promoting the determination of the degree of sort
steadiness. It is necessary to note the state of pigment complex of leaves defined by
pigment contents.
Evaluation of reaction of different cotton varieties to stress effects (draught and
salinity) according to the magnitude of reduction of chlorophyll concentration showed
different sensitivity of plants to effects of extreme factors of environment. Depending
on genotype the sorts differed by amplitude change of physiological parameters during
stress effects, that allowed to bring out more sustainable sorts able to adapt to
unfavorable factors of environment and realize life processes due to availability of
series o properties that emerged in the process of philogenesis under the influence of
conditions of existence and natural selection.
These sorts of cotton such as Aghdash-3, Az NIKHI-170, Gadera-236, Ganja-2
and Mos-620 displayed themselves as durable to draught. Depression of chlorophyll
synthesis from effect of draught is absolutely absent in these genotypes of cotton.
Study of reaction of cotton sorts to effects of salting showed the absence of
depression of chlorophyll synthesis in cotton sorts as AP-370, Aghdash-20, MA-62,
AP-353, AP-347, 159-F, S-2602 that witness on their durability to given extreme factor.
Herewith, we have defined important change of genotypical differences adaptability of
sorts to stresses depending on the stage of ontogenesis. High sensitiveness of cotton
observed by us at the early stages of growth was leveled at further periods of vegetation,
i.e. depending on ontogenesis age of vacillation amplitude of the studied physiological
parameter under adaptive processes differed, which evidences on expediency of
conducting of similar researches in the early stages of growth of cotton–plant.
Steadiness of plants, defined by genetic potential of organism, and conditioning
(determining) the potential capabilities of sort to adapt considerably changes under the
influence of various conditions of the environment. Study of differences of
physiological reactions of plants to extreme factors allows to elicit genetic sources of
high-durability, which can be used in various selections programs.
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Sugars, especially glucose, are not only the key metabolites of photosynthetic
cells. They can act also as primary messengers in the transduction of regulatory signals
to the genome, and one of the principal mechanisms involved in glucose signaling is
hexokinase-dependent system. Little is known to date about the details of glucose
impact on the functional status of the photosynthetic apparatus. The aim of the present
study was to characterize Photosystem II activity of the cyanobacterium Spirulina
platensis grown in the presence of a) glucose, b) mannose or 2-deoxyglucose (nonmetabolizable glucose analogues that effectively trigger hexokinase-mediated
photosynthesis repression in eukaryotes), or c) sodium citrate (non-carbohydrate carbon
source), by means of chlorophyll fluorescence assay. The addition of glucose evoked, at
first, the lowering of all photochemical fluorescence quenching parameters (FV/FM,
FV'/FM', qP and ΦPS II). The decrease correlated with glucose concentration. The
inhibition of photochemical activity relaxed on the third day of experiment, perhaps, as
the consequence of glucose utilization. If the concentration of glucose in the cultural
medium was high enough (50 mM), on the fourth day all the indices of photochemical
quenching began to diminish again. That time qP reduction was more significant than
that for FV'/FM'. The relief of glucose repressive effects was light-dependent. Glucose
analogues caused the substantial decrease in only one photochemical quenching
parameter, qP. Unlike mannose, the effect of 2-deoxyglucose was more pronounced and
did not weaken with time. Nonphotochemical fluorescence quenching parameters (qN
and NPQ) were also reduced under the monosaccharide treatment. The influence of
sodium citrate on chlorophyll fluorescence parameters was negligible. Therefore, the
multiplicity of glucose effects in the course of inhibition of S. platensis Photosystem II
activity was demonstrated. The hexokinase-dependent repression mechanism was
playing only a partial role and resulting in the impediments to electron withdrawal from
Photosystem II reaction centers.
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Within thylakoid membranes, a number of mechanisms exist which help to
protect photosystem II against photooxidative damage. As a feedback regulatory
mechanism induced under excess light, non-photochemical quenching (NPQ)
constitutes a key component of the photoprotective response. The induction and
maintenance of NPQ is a crucial part in photosynthetic acclimation to alterations in
environmental conditions (Horton & Ruban 2005. J Exp Bot 56:365). High light
induced conformational changes in the light harvesting antenna complexes of PSII
(LHCII) are thought to induce a switch to a photoprotective energy dissipating state and
therefore regulate NPQ (Pascal et al. 2005. Nature 436:134).
Lutein is believed to play a structural role in LHCII (Liu et al. 2004. Nature
428:287) and is thought to be an important component of the photoprotective apparatus.
Indeed, mutants lacking lutein (lut1 and lut2) grown under optimal conditions showed a
decrease in LHCII stability as well as NPQ values when compared to wild type plants
(Pogson et al. 1996. Plant Cell 8: 1627-1639; Pogson et al. 1998. Proc Natl Acad Sci
USA 95:13324; Lokstein et al. 2002. Biochim Biophys Acta 1553:309).
In order to investigate the role of lutein in NPQ, we have isolated two SALK TDNA ‘knockout’ mutants that contain insertions in the lut1 and lut2 genes, resulting in
the complete abolition of lut1 and lut2 expression and lutein synthesis in these plants.
Following mutant isolation, we characterized the role of xanthophylls in acclimation to
abiotic stress. Interestingly, the two mutants show a different acclimation capability
under differing abiotic stress conditions. The results presented suggest that the lut1
mutant displays a lower capability of acclimation to stress, particularly in terms of NPQ
activation. PSII quantum yield and photochemical quenching were also found to be
affected in the mutants under specific stress combinations. However, neither the
photosynthetic rate nor stomatal conductance were affected in the mutants. Furthermore,
stress-induced changes in pigment composition (xanthophyll pool size, chlorophyll
content and chlorophyll a/b ratio) were found to be limited in mutants. The implication
of the different pigment composition in stress acclimation is discussed.
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Plants possess a variety of mechanisms to keep the balance between
photochemical utilization of light energy and thermal losses of excessive excitations.
The regulatory protective mechanism known as nonphotochemical quenching of
chlorophyll excitations is normally activated under continuous illumination at high
photon flux densities. In cells of a hornwort Anthoceros, a strong nonphotochemical
quenching of chlorophyll fluorescence was found to develop in the dark after a short (13 s) pulse of intense light. The light-triggered quenching of maximum fluorescence Fm,
measured on microscopic regions of Anthoceros thalli with a pulse amplitude
modulated Microscopy-PAM fluorometer (Walz, Germany), developed within 0.5-1
min after the actinic light pulse and relaxed gradually in the subsequent 10-15 min. The
light pulse-triggered Fm changes occurred in parallel with changes in minimal
fluorescence Fo, as monitored with weak modulated light. Interestingly, the lighttriggered quenching of Fm and Fo fluorescence developed concurrently with but slower
than regenerative changes in cell membrane potential recorded with capillary
microelectrodes. The light-triggered membrane potential changes were similar to action
potentials, as their amplitude was almost independent of the light pulse duration in the
time range above 3 s. The properties of light-triggered responses of cell membrane
potential and fluorescence parameters were investigated under a variety of conditions,
including the treatments with ionophores and modification of electron transport with
artificial acceptors and inhibitors. Ammonium ions enhanced both membrane potential
and chlorophyll fluorescence changes triggered by a short light pulse. By contrast,
nigericin, monensin, A23187, and some other protonophorous uncouplers enhanced the
amplitude of light pulse-triggered action potentials while eliminating nonphotochemical
fluorescence quenching, which indicates the disruption of normal relationships between
photosensitized processes in chloroplasts and ion fluxes across the cell membrane. The
light-induced over-energization in the presence of methyl viologen suppressed the
action potentials completely. The results suggest that electrochemical events at the cell
membrane can be involved in the mechanism of nonphotochemical quenching.
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Under illumination of chloroplasts intrathylakoid рН is reduced on 2.5-3.5 units,
and transmembrane proton motive force (pmf) is established. The pmf, the key
chemiosmotic intermediate, drives the synthesis ATP from ADP and Pi and along with
redox status of the electron transfer chain regulates a range of processes by the
plastoquinone (PQ) pool. In isolated thylakoids, lumen pH controls photosynthetic
electron transfer primarily by governing the rate of plastoquinol oxidation at the b6f
complex. The aim of the present work was to estimate the influence of inhibitors of PS
II and the cytochrome b6f-complex on the rate of oxygen evolution by isolated
chloroplasts in the 8 – 4,5 pH range. NQNO (2-n-nonyl-4-hydroxyquinoline N-oxide),
an inhibitor of the cytochrome b6f-complex at the level of reduction of plastoquinone at
the Qc site, DNP-INT (2-iodo-6-isopropyl-3-methyl-2’,4,4’-trinitrodiphenyl ether),
which affects equally two steps of the concerted oxidation of plastoquinol at the Qo site
and DCMU (3-(3,4-dichlorophenyl)-1,1-dimethylurea), widely known inhibitor of
electron transfer between QA and QB were used in the work.
The results have shown, that the maximal rate of electron transport is registered
at pH 8.0. In the 6.0 – 8.0 рН range the process is effectively suppressed by all
investigated inhibitors. The second peak of the electron transfer rate is registered at pH
5 and lower and blocked by DCMU, but poorly dependent on presence of b6f complex
inhibitors. Inhibitory analysis of the electontransfer rate in chloroplasts uncoupled by 10
mM NH4Cl or 1 µM gramicidine D shown that both DNP-INT and NQNO blocked the
photochemical rection H2O – K3Fe(CN)6 at pH above 5.1. In more acid conditions the
rate of O2 evoluton was in the presence of b6f complex inhibitors.from 40 up to 90%
from control. The dependence of electron transfer rate on actinic light intensity was
studied. The conclusion is made that the рН reduction inside thylakoids can induce
electron transfer directly from PS II complex on terminal electron acceptor.
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DARK PRODUCTION OF REACTIVE OXYGEN SPECIES IN
PHOTOSYSTEM II MEMBRANE PARTICLES AT ELEVATED
TEMPERATURE - EPR SPIN-TRAPPING STUDY
Pavel POSPÍŠIL, Iva ŠNYRYCHOVÁ and Jan NAUŠ
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E-mail: pospip@prfnw.upol.cz; Fax: +420-58-563-4164
Reactive oxygen species (ROS) are formed when absorption of light by
chlorophylls exceeds the capacity for energy utilization by photosystems. Although the
main site of ROS production in thylakoid membranes is photosystem I, evidences were
given that illumination of photosystem II (PSII) membrane particles results in
generation of ROS. Here, dark production of ROS at elevated temperature (47°C, 5
min) was studied in spinach PSII membrane particles. Formation of ROS was measured
by EPR spin-trapping spectroscopy using EMPO and TEMP spin-trap compounds. It
has been demonstrated that exposure of PSII membrane particles to elevated
temperature in the dark resulted in formation of EMPO-OH adduct EPR signal. The
observation that propyl gallate and mannitol completely suppressed EMPO-OH adduct
EPR signal confirms that hydroxyl radical (OH•) is produced. Surprisingly, the
formation of OH• was not affected by added catalase and almost no effect on OH•
production was observed when hydrogen peroxide was added. The EMPO-OH adduct
EPR signal was not suppressed when the oxygen concentration in the sample was
reduced using glucose/glucose oxidase/catalase system. Disassembly of water splitting
Mn-complex and lipid peroxidation were tested as possible processes responsible for
OH• production.
Acknowledgement
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REGULATOR ROLE OF PLASTOQIUNONES IN STRESS
REACTION OF PLANTS UNDER HEAT STRESS
Natallia L. PSHYBYTKO and Liudmila F. KABASHNIKOVA
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Key step in regulation of photosynthetic reactions was shown in recent years is
state of plastoquinone pool. A small pool of 7-10 PQ molecules per photosystem II (PS
II) mediates electron transfer between PS II and the cytochrome b6/f complex, making
plastoqiunone diffusion the rate limiting step.
There was shown by means PAM fluorometry, O2-evolving that heat treatment (heating
during 3 h under 40˚С and continuous illumination at 100 µmol m-2 s-1) suppressed
electron flow as on donor as on acceptor side of PS II. PSII donor side inhibition with
reduced O2-evolving capacity was observed only in old heated leaves. Thermoinduced
acceptor side inhibition of PSII activity was shown in young seedlings. The increase in
plastoquinone pool reduction was observed in this case. Under high temperature the
quantity of free PQ molecules, which capable to accept quickly electrons from QA¯ at
illumination of adapted to darkness leaves, was reduced and the pool of plastoquinol,
which transfer electrons to cyt b6/f complex, reoxidize there and only then can return to
reaction center and accept electron from QA¯, was raised. The addition of DCBQ
diminished effect of heat shock. The data obtained are reflected a thermoinduced
inhibition of fast reoxidation of QA¯ due to increased level of plastoqiunone pool
reduction.
The redox state of plastoqiunone pool was estimated by means of HPLC. The
contribution of photoactive PQ pool was increased after heat treatment (40˚С, 3 h) of 4day-old leaves. However per cent of photoactive plastoquinone was reduced. This fact
could cause the limitation of linear electron flow under hyperthermia because 0.75-1
oxidized photoactive electron accounted for one reaction center of PSII. In old 11-dayold barley leaves heat treatment reduced size of photoactive and increased nonphotoactive plastoqiunone pool. Moreover level of photoactive PQ pool reduction was
grow on 60-80%. The increased number of non-photoactive plastoqiunone molecules
was caused by the repartition of plastoqiunone from oxidized part of photoactive pool.
The participation of plastoqiunone molecules into redox regulation of photosynthetic
machinery activity and stress response of cells is discussed.
This work was supported by the Polish Foundation of Research and Kasa im.
J.Mianowskiego.
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Strong irradiation of higher plants accelerates dissipation of excess energy
monitored as non-photochemical quenching (NPQ) of chlorophyll (Chl) fluorescence.
We have found carotenoid-absorbed light-induced fluorescence quenching in
cyanobacterial cells [Rakhimberdieva et al., 2004] which also may be regarded as NPQ.
Absence of the violaxanthin cycle in cyanobacteria may indicate that other carotenoidrelated mechanisms of NPQ are involved in protection of cyanobacterial photosynthetic
apparatus. Our recent studies with a collection of Synechocystis sp. PCC6803 strains
lacking isiA, PSII (psbB and psbDIC) or all three genes (isiA, psbB and psbDIC)
indicate that the quenched fluorescence mainly belongs to phycobilisomes (PBS).
Certain quenching of PSII Chls fluorescence is more pronounced in the iron-starvated
IsiA-less strain. The IsiA complex is not necessary for blue light-induced PBS or PSII
fluorescence quenching, but formation of IsiA complex decreases the PSII fluorescence.
Only PBS allophycocyanins fluorescence is quenched in the PSII-less strains, which
enabled us to do an extensive study of these blue light-triggered PBS fluorescence
changes by a pulse amplitude modulated (PAM) fluorometer. We have found no NPQ
effect on energy migration from PBS to PSI. Strong temperature dependence of monoexponential induction of PBS fluorescence quenching suggests that major molecular
conformations are needed on the path from the excitation of the carotenoid molecule to
the allophycocyanin quenching state. 50% glycerol completely inhibits light-induced
quenching and doubles the level of initial fluorescence. As glycerol disturbs the
connection of PBS with membranes, we suppose that carotenoid connected quenching
centers are located within the thylakoid membrane. Addition of 0.3 M sucrose
diminishes the initial level of PBS fluorescence and inhibits the NPQ dark decay. This
fact, and non-Arrhenius behavior of NPQ induction activation energy that increases as
the temperature decreases, suggest participation of a certain viscosity component in the
quenching process.
Financial support of RFBS (grants 05-04-48426 and 06-04-48658) are acknowledged.
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Light is not only energy source but also a regulatory signal for photosynthesis.
According to the conditions under which plants are grown, major differences can be
observed in the levels and activity of protein complexes in the thylakoid membranes. To
examine whether changes in light intensity have similar influence on the amount of
ATP synthase in mesophyll (M) and bundle sheath (BS) chloroplasts of C4 subtypes,
plants were cultivated under high, medium and low light conditions: 1000, 350 and 50
µmol photons m-2 s-1, respectively. The results described below demonstrate that ATP
synthase in both M and BS chloroplasts have been altered by light intensity. Moreover,
we identified two isoforms of the CF1-α subunit which have been called α and ά. CF1-α
subunit is a major isoform which is present in all light conditions, whereas ά is a minor
isoform in low light conditions, and its amount increased in higher irradiance. In
addition, the strong increase in the level of ά subunit in maize mesophyll and bundle
sheath thylakoids was observed after prolonged (50 h) high light illumination when the
ratio CF1α/CF1ά was about 1. Nevertheless, the ά subunit from all tested C4 species
displayed the same molecular mass on a gradient SDS-gel. Growth in high light
conditions leads to increases ATP synthase level and these changes were reflected also
in increased electron transport rates and PSI activity. Presence of ά subunit was confirm
either by the isolation of CF1 complex from mesophyll and bundle sheath chloroplasts
or by using antiserum recognized specifically α subunit, what strongly suggest that this
polypeptide is isoform of α subunit. Furthermore, N- terminal sequence confirms that ά
subunit is nearly identical to that of α. We conclude that both isoform coexist in M and
BS chloroplasts, but ά isoform accumulates to a greater amount in higher irradiance.
The reason for the presence of two isoforms remains unknown. We suggest that
accumulation of CF1-α, ά isoforms has protective role under high light to prevent from
over protonation the thylakoid lumen.
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ENHANCEMENT OF INTERMOLECULAR INTERACTIONS AS A
RESULT OF STRESS EFFECT ON A THYLAKOID MEMBRANE
Galina SEMENOVA
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The configuration of a chloroplast thylakoid membrane is determined by both
intermembrane (stacking) and intramembrane lateral interactions. If freshly prepared
(native) chloroplasts are incubated in a salt-free medium, the ensemble of granal and
intergranal thylakoids (thylakoid systems) is completely destroyed. As a result of breaks
of the both intermembrane and intramembrane lateral bonds, thylakoid systems
disintegrate into single short membrane fragments. This response of thylakoids to the
osmotic shock is inherent only in native chloroplasts at neutral pH of medium and
moderate temperatures. During incubation in acidic medium at pH below 5 and at
temperatures above 44—45˚C, the osmotic shock induces no destruction of thylakoid
systems, and they retain the original configuration. This phenomenon can be explained
only by the rearrangement of intermolecular interactions in the membrane with the
strengthening of chemical bonds. A comparison of the literature and own data shows
that there is a correlation between the loss of the native ability of thylakoids to
decompose in salt-free medium and the loss of the function of evolving oxygen.
Presumably, the system of water oxidation can function only at weak intermolecular
interactions, and the strengthening of these interactions inhibits the system.
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CHARACTERISTICS OF PEA CHLOROPLASTS INDUCED BY
SHORT-TERM HEATING
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Heating of chloroplasts for 5 min at 45oC in dark results in a decrease of their
size on 15-20%. The phenomenon has been revealed both with examination of the
microimages and by light scattering. Less decrease was observed if chloroplasts have
been heated at 25 and 30oC. The changes of chloroplast sizes were partially recoverable
when temperatures of heating were 25 and 30oC, and they were nonrecoverable for
variants of heating at 35oC and higher temperatures. Distributions of chloroplasts by
sizes reveal a shift of their maximum to side of smaller sizes for heated material.
Integral yield of fluorescence at 77K increases after heating both at 25 and 40oC.
Subsequent exposition of chloroplasts at 5oC in dark resulted in an essential decrease of
fluorescence for samples which have been heated at 40-45oC. A heating induces an
increase differently of intensities of fluorescence bands, short-wavelength and longwavelength. The first of them rises greater at 25oC heating, while the second one
increases greater at 40oC heating. Therefore the ratio of intensities of these two bands,
I735/I685, becomes approximately 15% less after 25oC heating and about 10% greater
after 40oC heating. Excitation spectra (77K) of fluorescence detected at 735 nm and
normalized with intensity of the interval of detection shows changes in an integral
intensity, while the ratio of intensities at 650 and 680 nm (in the main maximum)
remains approximately the same for all variants. These data indicate an increase of
energy transfer to Photosystem I. An analysis of the shape of fluorescence emission and
excitation spectra allows to assume participation of Photosystem II and LHCII in this
phenomenon. Measurements of fluorescence induction of chlorophyll show that
nonrecovarable lowering of variable fluorescence is characteristic only for chloroplasts
heated at the temperatures higher than 35oC. The greater rate of P700 oxidation is
observed for heated chloroplasts simultaneously with the greater rate of dark recovery
at saturating and non-saturating actinic light. Observed changes in functional
characteristics are in a good accordance with an idea concerning an increase of energy
transfer to Photosystem I at the expense of Photosystem II and LHCII which induces by
short-term heating. A possible change of chloroplast ultrastructure is discussed from
point of view of gross-changes in thylakoid system.
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CAN STRUCTURE OF PSII OXYGEN EVOLVING COMPLEX
RESIST TO PHYTOTOXIC HEAVY METALS ACTION?
Nadezhda SHUTILOVA
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The functioning of the oxygen-evolving pigment- lipoprotein complex was
earlier shown to be determined by stability of the structure of the hydrophobic
molecular surroundings (or the "hydrophobic boiler") which is around the catalytic
center of the water oxidation system due to formation of its dimer structure in a native
membrane [Shutilova N.I., Klimov V.V., Antropova T.M., Shnyrov V.L.//Biokhimiya,
1992, V.57, P.1508-1518]. It was of interest to testify a protective role of the
hydrophobic boiler under an inhibitory effect of heavy metals' cations from the group of
priority toxicants (Hg, Cd, Pb, Zn) on the oxygen-evolving activity of the complex
(OEC) in the isolated submembranes fragments enriched by PS-2. The inhibitory action
of HM cations on the oxygen-evolving activity was shown to have a two-phase
character. In the first phase inhibition proceeds even at low concentrations of HM
cations, it is irreversible at addition of Ca2+ cations and reflects the quick interaction of
HM with functional groups of the electron acceptor center of the OEC, which are
exposed to the cytoplasmic side. In the second phase the multiple increase in the active
concentration of HM is observed, which is obviously determined by low diffusion
penetration of HM into the catalytic water oxidation center in the structure of the OEC.
This phase is characterized by manifestation of the protective effect of Ca2+ cations
impeding inhibition of the molecular oxygen evolving process under action of Cd2+
cations and weakening inhibition of this process by Hg2+ and Pb2+ cations. It is
characteristic that the ratio of the inhibitory concentrations of HM in the second and in
the first phase amounts to a tenfold value and in the presence of Ca2+ cations it
sufficiently increases. The observed results indicate that the degree of the inhibitory
action of HM on the water oxidation center multiply decreases as a consequence of the
existence of the closed vesicular structure of the hydrophobic boiler around the water
oxidation system and confirm the data on its stabilizing role, which were obtained
earlier. The diffusion barrier that arises at the same time does not depend on the nature
of HM and is obviously determined by such parameters of the boiler as thickness of its
walls, geometry, and radius determining its penetrating ability. The stability of the HM
coordinating links with the OEC ligands was analyzed in the dependence of the atomicstructural parameters of HM and the chemical nature of the ligands. The chemical
nature of the key functional groups of the OEC active centers and a possibility of their
protection from the toxic effect of HM actions are discussed.
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Reflectance spectra of green plant tissue contain valuable information about
physiological state of the plant, including condition of its photosynthetic apparatus and
numerous other characteristics. The aim of this work was the detailed spectral
characterization of light-induced changes in plant reflectance. Apple (Malus ×
domestica Borkh.) fruit were chosen since its low pigment content and the presence of
highly reflective parenchyma tissue below pigment-containing hypoderm (the peel)
provides for obtaining of resolved spectra. The light-induced changes of apple fruit
reflectance spectra were recorded in real-time. The analysis of difference, STD and
reciprocal reflectance spectra revealed that the most prominent light-induced changes
expressed as a decrease in reflection by approximately 1.5% occurred in the green, red
and NIR bands with maxima near 510-520, 690 and 740 nm. The most likely reason of
the reflectance drop in the green was the increase of contribution by the xanthophyll
zeaxanthin (and the decrease of that by violaxanthin) occurred as a result of
violaxanthin deepoxidation. The spectral function of the reflectance changes in the red
and NIR regions closely resembled, by shape and time-scale of changes, chlorophyll
fluorescence spectra; the decrease of reflectance in these bands was closely correlated
with that in the green (r2 > 0.98). These findings allowed us to ascribe the reflectance
changes in the red and the NIR to the decrease of contribution by chlorophyll
fluorescence to overall reflectance. The highest reflectance changes were found on
sunlit (adapted to strong sunlight) side of unripe (green) fruit. The magnitude of the
reflectance changes became lower and the time necessary for the reflectance to reach
the steady state increased along with fruit ripening. The fluorescence spectra in apple
fruit estimated as difference reflectance spectra were affected by re-absorption by
chlorophyll which could be compensated for using the approach by Gitelson et al. The
possible use of corrected fluorescence spectra calculated using reflectance
measurements as a tool for the assessment of the PS I and PS II quantum yields, nonphotochemical quenching and overall physiological state of plant is considered.
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In the absence of available electron acceptors, or in competition with them,
molecular oxygen can accept electrons from the photosynthetic electron transport chain
(PETC) in the Mehler reaction, thus generating reactive oxygen species (ROS) in
chloroplast. According to the thermodynamic characteristics and a number of
experimental data, O2 photoreduction may take place in multiple sites of PETC,
especially under stress conditions. One can indicate two main sites of the Mehler
reaction in PETC: the O2 photoreduction with the H2O2 formation on the Photosystem
(PS) II acceptor side and in the plastoquinone (PQ) pool in the classical Mehler
reaction; and the superoxide generation in PS I locality − the part of the Mehlerperoxidase reaction and the water-water cycle − with H2O as a final product. It is
suggested that site-specific increasing or decreasing of the O2 photoreduction play
important role in photosynthetic acclimation and adaptation under environmental
stresses. PS I associated superoxide production by stromal electron carriers generally
alter redox state of the ascorbate-glutatione pools, thus mediating redox signaling.
Whereas superoxide and H2O2 overproduction near Fe-containing proteins in PS I could
be accompanied with the hydroxyl radicals formation in a Fenton-type reaction and lead
to the leaf senescence and apoptosis. The quinones-mediated O2 photoreduction at the
PS II acceptor side and in the PQ pool can be suggested as a source of H2O2 that
directly trigger a variety of signal cascades under stress conditions. A number of kinetic
models of photosynthetic electron transport were already developed, however few of
them account for the multiple-sited O2 photoreduction and mechanisms that may
regulate ROS formation in PETC so far. In the present work, an attempt is made to
create a model which includes the main features of our current knowledge about
mechanisms of the regulatory processes that control O2 photoreduction in various sites
of the PETC under environmental stresses. The theoretical considerations concerning
the mechanism that controls the Mehler reaction in chloroplasts is presented here. The
model can be a useful tool for further studies of the above problem and may be applied
to describe the experimental data on the O2 photoreduction in different sites in PETC
under environmental stress.
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Effects of heat treatment were studied in PSII membranes in relation to two
states of Cl¯ binding, the high affinity binding state and the low affinity binding state to
PSII complex. Chloride ion in tightly bound state exerted stabilizing effects on PS II,
exchanged slowly and required very long incubation time (in hours) to show its effects.
The other state of Cl¯ binding represented loose binding, associated mainly with the
activation of oxygen evolving complex (OEC). This showed fast exchange, reversible
binding and required very less time (in seconds) to show its effects. The oxygen
evolution measurements and steady state Chlorophyll (Chl) a fluorescence emission
studies in control and in heat treated PSII membranes showed that the activation
function of Cl¯ was independent from the site of primary heat damage at the lower
range of temperature (35°C - 40°C). However, the tightly bound Cl¯ was found to be
directly involved with the site of primary heat damage (between 35-45°C) by providing
protection during heat treatment. EPR measurements showed no significant loss in Mn
content up to 40°C, although the electron transport process had got impaired
significantly. These observations suggested that the functional site of Cl¯ where it
directly activates the kinetics of S-state transition was different from the site of primary
heat damage, which might be the site of Cl¯ retention. The study suggested that the Cl¯
binding domain responsible for low affinity state within the OEC, got altered only
above 40°C. The observed 50% damage of O2 evolution activity below this temperature
may be due to inactivation at some other susceptible site on OEC.
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Major changes in the organization and composition of the photosynthetic
apparatus in response to varying irradiance are well described. In contrast less is known
about plant responses to differences in spectral composition of radiation. The aim of this
work was to study organization and functional state of photosynthetic apparatus of pea
plants grown under different spectral light composition.
Pisum sativum (L.) plants were grown under “white” luminescent lamps, [45 µmol
(quantum) m-2 s-1] or under the same irradiation supplemented with narrow spectrum
red light-emitting diodes (LEDs), RE [λmax = 660 nm, ∆λ = 20 nm, 40 µmol (quantum)
m-2 s-1]. Chlorophyll (Chl) a fluorescence was measured using a XE-PAM fluorometer
(Walz, Germany) and Chl fluorescence induction parameters (Fv/Fm, F'v/F'm, qP, qN,
NPQ and φPSII) were calculated (Maxwell, 2000). The degree of State 1 – State 2
transition was estimated according to Hodges (1983) with some modifications. Chlprotein complexes were analysed by SDS-PAGE under non-denaturing conditions as
described in Anderson (1980). Chl content was measured in 80 % acetone according to
Arnon (1949).
The results show that addition of red LEDs to the “white light” leads to higher
effective quantum yield of photosystem II (PSII) photochemistry (F'v/F'm), linear
electron transport (φPSII), photochemical quenching (qP), and lower nonphotochemical quenching (qN as well as NPQ) in pea leaves. The RE plants were
characterised by higher degree of State 1 – State 2 transition, i.e. faster redistribution of
energy between photosystems I and II. Judging from the data of “green” electrophoresis
of pigment-protein complexes of plants grown under various irradiation qualities, there
was no difference in the total Chl bound with proteins of light-harvesting complexes
(LHCII) (sum of its oligomeric and monomeric forms). Due to the ratio between
oligomeric and monomeric LHCII forms was higher in RE plants, we have suggested
higher LHCII stability in these ones. There was also slight increase in the percentage of
Chl in PSII reaction centre complexes in RE plants. On the other hand, the relative
content of pigment-protein complexes of PSI, did not differ in both variants. Thus,
addional red light under pea growth results in formation of more stable and effective
light harvesting antenna.
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It is assumed that one of the properties of state II to state I transitions (the dephosphorylation of the light harvesting complex LHCII of light-adapted leaves in
darkness) is associated with the medium relaxation phase (qT) of non-photochemical
quenching. By analysing chl a fluorescence (OJIP) transients and simultaneous 820 nm
transmission signals we have recently shown for pea leaves that this medium phase of
non-photochemical quenching is characterized almost exclusively by a reappearance of
the FI to FP which was interpreted as the inactivation of the ferredoxin-NADP+
reductase (Schansker et al., 2006). Therefore, it became necessary to look for the state II
to state I transition in darkness and its effect on the fluorescence transient in another
time window.
We suggested that the qI-phase, characterized by a suppression of the JI-phase
and FJ-value that was induced already at low light adaptation intensities, could harbour
also the state II to state I transition (Schansker et al. 2006). Support for this assumption
can be found in a paper of Schreiber and Krieger (1996) who noted that in green algae
and cyanobacteria state transitions specifically affected the JI phase of the fluorescence
transient. To test this hypothesis, the recovery kinetics of the JI phase were determined
for several plant species and light adaptation intensities. These experiments were
complemented with 77 K fluorescence measurements of leaves frozen at different times
after 15 min light adaptation. Possible relationships between changes in the 77 K
spectra and the recovery of the JI phase will be discussed.
References:
Schansker G, Tóth SZ and Strasser RJ (2006) Biochim Biophys Acta, in press
Schreiber and Krieger (1996) FEBS Lett 397: 131-135
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The discovery of delayed fluorescence (Arnold; Strelher) of photosystems and
using the fine methods for reduction of this phenomenon on a number of the
components of afterglow by means of inhibitors, spectral methods (Shuvalov; Litvin;
Klimov; Rubin, et.al) was allowed us to specify the structural belonging of every
functional component. However, the role and the place of the afterglow as an integral
effect in interaction of regulatory mechanisms in control on the hand of metabolism
with the mechanism of regulation of efficiency in transformation of the energy of the
light in to the energy of the separated charges, adaptation of photosystems to stress
environmental conditions remain beyond our attention. To determine interacion of
functional activity of photosystems and genome we suggest synthetic approach on
elucidation adaptive base of the regulatory mechanisms inducing functional activity of
the genes. In this connection, nonreducing registrations of induced pulse luminescence
in the form of endogen pulse radiations of the afterglow (delayed fluorescence) from
native photosynthetic structures of plant leaves under stress levels of light excitement. It
differs from the standard methods is of some scientific value of induction of delayed
fluorescence by the absence of additional illumination with actinic light, as well as by
the wide spectral area of registrations of delayed fluorescence. With this methodical
approach we showed the presence of pulse features of induced luminescence in the
leaves of nettles, cabbage, pepper etc (Zaitsev, 1996; 2001; 2003). Luminescent
radiations, registered even in standard methods of the measurements, and, seen near
maximal of photostationary the level (F’) conditioned by turning the actinic light on are
the evidence of functional activity photosystems as pulse non monotonous oscillations.
It is expected that within the framework of a concept of luminescent photobiological
field (Zaitsev, 1996) pulse luminescence is the secondary phytogenic radiation, formed
with frequency modulated structures due to adaptation to conditions environmental
illumination. Probably, its main function, - similarly mitogenetic radiation (Gurwich,
1991), is to activate the genes on the following scheme: exogenic radiation →
photosensitizers → amplitude-frequency-modulated radiation → gene induction. It has
been concluded that registration of induced pulse luminescence allows us to visualize
photosensor characteristics, structural specificity of the type, functional activity of
adaptive mechanism of transformation of the energy of the light in photosystems in a
photodynamical mode.
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IS REACTION CENTER-TYPE OF ENERGY-DEPENDENT
QUENCHING DEPENDS ON ANTENNA SIZE OF PHOTOSYSTEM
II?
Ismayil S. ZULFUGAROV, Ok-Kyung HAM, Sujata R. MISHRA, Ji-Young KIM,
Rena B. SAFAROVA, Min-Hyuk OH, Ho-Seung KIM, Krishna NATH and
Choon-Hwan LEE
Department of Molecular Biology, Pusan National University, Jangjeon-dong,
Keumjung-ku, Busan 609-735, Republic of Korea
E-mail: iszulfugarov@pusan.ac.kr, Fax: +82-51-513-9258
Higher plants have developed a variety of photoprotective mechanisms against
photoinhibition. It is well known that main target for photoinhibition in plants is
photosystem (PS) II reaction center and amount of the energy received by PSII depends
on antenna size. In present work we investigate the relationship between antenna size of
the reaction center of PSII, electron transport rate, xanthophyll cycle and
nonphotochemical quenching (NPQ) of chlorophyll fluorescence in rice plants. It has
been found that when zeaxanthin could not accumulate and reaction center-type of
energy-dependent quenching was dominant in both low and high light grown plants. It
means that NPQ was dependent on antenna size of PSII. Although electron transport
rate and PSII/PSI ratio were same in high light and low light grown wild-type and
mutant plants lacking PsbS protein, qE generation was completely impaired only in
mutant plants. We observed large NPQ (reaction center-type of qE) development in low
light grown plants showing that this type of quenching is dependent on antenna size of
PSII. We will discuss the role of the PsbS protein in generation of the reaction center
and antenna type of energy-dependent quenching.
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THE CHLOROPHYLLS REPLACEMENT IN PHOTOSYNTHESIS
Min CHEN1 and Zheng-Li CAI2
1

School of Biological Sciences, University of Sydney, Australia;
School of Chemistry, University of Sydney, Australia;
E-mail: minchen@bio.usyd.edu.au; Fax: 61-2-9351 4119
2

Chlorophyll (Chl) a is typically the major photosynthetic pigment in all
oxygenic photosynthetic organisms (plants, algae and Cyanobacteria) with Chls b and c
playing only an accessory light-harvesting function. The newly discovered
cyanobacterium Acaryochloris marina contains Chl d as its major pigments.1-3 It is
known that Chl d in Acaryochloris involved in both the accessory light-harvesting
processes and as the primary donor pair in PSI3 and PSII4. This is the first known
example where a chlorophyll other than Chl a is involved in the primary chemical
reaction in a RC as is the case in all other oxygenic photosynthetic organisms.
To seek the answer for why and how photosynthetic organisms use various
photo-pigments and bind to different proteins, designed maquettes -contained the
inverted, LHCP Chl-binding motif, –WRxHxxE5-were used to reconstitution the
pigment-binding protein complexes in vitro. The results showed that the chlorophylls
differ dramatically in their association with ligands.6 Peptide-bound imidazole and the
charge-compensated glutamate-arginine pair readily form additional coordination bonds
with chlorophylls a and d but do not interact significantly with chlorophylls b and c, i.e.
Chl a/d possess the similar ligand property to His residues and Glu-Arg ion pairs, but
Chl b/c are not favorable to these ligands.
Using molecular modeling methods, we calculated the thermodynamic
properties for various Chls binding to Peptide ligand and found that the results are in
good consistent with our recent experiments.6
These findings are of considerable significance, since they have implications for
understanding the replacement of chlorophylls in the nature and also underpins insight
into knowledge of thermodynamics of PSII and the evolutionary origin of water
splitting reactions. Chl d may provide a transitional form of reaction center II between
anoxygenic and oxygenic photosynthesis.
1. a) Miyashita, H., Ikemoto, H., Kurano, N., Adachi, K., Chilara, M. and Miyachi, S.
(1996) Nature 383, 402; b) Kühl, M, Chen, M., Ralph, PJ., Schreiber, U. and Larkum,
AWD. (2005) Nature 433, 820.
2. Chen, M., Quinnell, RG. and Larkum, AWD. (2002) FEBS Lett. 514, 149-151.
3. Hu, Q., Miyashita, H., Iwasaki, I., Kurano, N., Miyachi, S., Iwaki, M. and Itoh, S.
(1998) Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA 95, 13319-13323.
4. Chen, M., Telfer, A., Lin, S., Pascal, A., Larkum, AWD., Barber, J. and
Blankenship, RE. (2005) Photochem. Photobiol. Sci. 41064.,1060
5. Eggink, LL. and Hoober, J. K. (2000) J. Biol. Chem. 275, 9087-9090.
6. Chen, M., Eggink, LL., Hoober, JK. and Larkum, AWD. (2005) J. Amer. Chem.
Soc. 127, 2052–2053.
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MODELLING OF THE NONLINEAR ANSWER OF THE
PHOTOSYNTHETIC SYSTEM TO HARMONICALLY
MODULATED IRRADIANCE
Tatyana KARELINA
Moscow State University, Faculty of Physics, 119992, Moscow, Leninskie Gory, Russia
E-mail: karelinat@mail.ru
The subject of this issue is the study of regulatory links in photosynthetic
system by mathematical modelling. It is well known that regulation of
photosynthesis is best revealed during response of a system to a change in
environmental conditions. In some cases one can observe oscillatory regimes in CO2
absorption, fluorescence and delayed luminescence after abrupt transition from dark
to light. Another interesting regime can be observed during registration of system’s
response to harmonically modulated light. It was shown that such a response would
be nonlinear, i.e. it consisted not only of a component with frequency of light
intensity modulation, but would contain components with higher frequencies. It was
proposed that their appearance is due to feedback regulation, but the nature of this
feedback was not determined. Such a complicated system as photosynthetic should
be studied mathematically. Mathematical model can help us to find the factors
controlling the dynamic behaviour of photosynthesis. Earlier we described
theoretically the oscillations in delayed luminescence and nonlinear response to
harmonically modulated light in fluorescence and CO2 absorption (separately). In
this work we propose a general description of experimental data. Our time
dependences for fluorescence, CO2 absorption and P700+ signal are qualitatively
similar to those obtained experimentally. In our model we considered such kinds of
feedback as cyclic electron transport around PS I through the intermediate carrier
and influence of electron carrier (PQ) redox state on the PS II light absorption. We
found that the latter kind of regulation is necessary for higher harmonics in
fluorescence to appear, while for the nonlinearity in dark processes the main cause is
cyclic electron transfer. Cyclic transfer supports the Calvin cycle by contributing to
ATP synthesis, but it can’t work when intermediate carrier is strongly reduced (in
high light). Feedback from PQ to PS II leads to decrease in light absorption and
release of oxidized carriers. So interaction between these regulatory mechanisms
increases efficiency of photosynthesis and protects it from damage.
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SYNTHESIS AND ELECTROCHEMISTRY OF COBALT
COMPLEXES HAVING CYCLOPENTADIENYL DERIVATIVES
Takayuki NAGASAWA and Toshi NAGATA
Research Center for Molecular-scale Nanoscience, National Institutes of Natural
Science, Institute for Molecular Science, Okazaki, Aichi, 444-8787 Japan
E-mail: tnaga@ims.ac.jp; Fax: +81-564-59-5510
The synthesis and electrochemistry of half-sandwich type cobalt complexes
which consist of Cp derivatives {C5Me5, C5H4R(R=H, OCOMe, C2H4SMe)} and several
bidentate ligands are reported. Introductions of bidentate ligands to the varieties of
CpCo fragment was performed by using [CpCo(SMe2)3](BF4)2 as a starting material.
Treatment of [CpCo(SMe2)3](BF4)2 with bidentate ligands in CH3NO2 followed by
solvent exchange with CH3CN afforded [CpCo(bidentate)(CH3CN)](BF4)2.
Coodinating CH3CN in this molecule can be exchange both small neutral ligand and
halides. Characterizations of materials were carried out by ESI-MS, Elemental Analysis
and X-ray crystallography. Electrochemical properties about all isolated complexes
were also studied. Interestingly, cyclic voltammograms of [(C5Me5)Co(diphosphine)(CH3CN)](BF4)2 in CH3CN showed two redox couples assignable to Co(II)/Co(III) and
Co(I)/Co(II). The Co(I)/Co(II) process was drastically changed in the presence of H+
with no decomposition of the compound. We will discuss mechanisms of the redox
process and comparisons of electrochemical properties about the analogues.
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APPLICATION OF QUANTUM MECHANICAL METHODS TO
STUDY THE STRUCTURE AND FUNCTIONS OF THE OXYGENEVOLVING CENTER
Anna RYCHKOVA and Alexander KUKUSHKIN
Faculty of Physics, M.V. Lomonosov Moscow State University, Moscow, 119992,
Russia
E-mail: AnnaRychkova@yandex.ru; Fax: +7-495-939-11-95
It can be claimed with certainty that oxygen-evolving center (OEC) is one of the
main part in the system of photosynthesis. It supports the chain of electron transport
with electrons, which eventually helps to create the organic matter, and provides all
heterotrophic organisms with oxygen. In spite of numerous studies in understanding the
structure and functions of water oxidizing complex, the mechanism of its performance
is still unknown.
In our work we proposed the new model of OEC based on the Barber’s cubanelike Mn3CaO4 model. For quantum mechanical analysis of our model we used the
ligand field theory and the rules of 18 and 10 electrons for stable shells of Mn and Ca
ions respectively. As far as we know such approach is used in research of OEC for the
first time. Using these rules we added the Barber’s model of OEC by chlorine and water
molecule. We also proposed the mechanism of water oxidation in which ion calcium
and remote manganese Mn4 play the most important role. In our work we proposed the
scheme of redox states at the transitions between discrete S-states of OEC at excitations
by shot pulse of light.
Our approach allows us to answer on the following questions. What is the reason
of presence of three manganeses that didn’t involve directly in water oxidation? What is
the role of calcium, chlorine and cubane-like cluster in mechanism of oxygen
formation?
Our model states that using manganeses as necessary elements of WOC is
determined by their transitional character. Using of calcium is explained by its stability
in state with fully filled shells and small affinity with electron in this state. The cubanelike cluster does not allow Mn4 to fill their molecular shells by electrons from nearby
oxygen that make Mn4 to oxidize water molecule. The cubane-like cluster also creates
the necessary conditions for the process of water oxidation.
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CHLOROPHYLL-PHEOPHYTIN PHOTOELECTRIC CELL
Yuri STOLOVITSKY
Institute of Basic Biological Problems, RAS, Pushchino, 142290, Russia
Fax: +7-496-73-305-32
The suggestion on possibility of the electron phototransfer between chlorophyll
and pheophytin molecules and on possibility of such process in natural photosynthesis
had been made by comparison of photochemical properties of these pigments in vitro
(1). The photoreduction of the pheophytin has been found in the RC of PS 2 (2). It has
been investigated later in many laboratories and now has been recognized elsewhere (3).
Nevertheless there are many reasons for further investigation of this reaction in
particular in connection with modeling of photosynthesis, working out of solar batteries
and sensors, choice of novel materials for photodynamic therapeutics (4-6). Here there
are presented unpublished data obtained by us earlier on photoelectric properties of
chlorophyll-pheophytin layers. The illumination of the chlorophyll layers initiates
photocurrents and photopotentials and the photoresponse values are increased sharply
when electron acceptors (p-benzoquinone, chloranil, tetracyanoquinodimethane and
others) are added due to the generation of charges on the acceptor centers. Similarly the
photoconductivity of the chlorophyll layers is increased when pheophytin molecules are
added that is explained by electron transfer from chlorophyll (Chl) to pheophytin (Ph)
molecules under illumination: Chl-Ph hν↔ Chl•+-Ph•- (1). Direct confirmation of the
photoreaction (1) has been obtained by usage of the photoelectric cell designed by us.
The cell contains semitransparent SnO2 electrodes, lamellar submicron chlorophyll-apheophytin-a bilayer and under illumination generates photopotential of appropriate
sign. Calculated efficiently of energy storage for reaction (1) is ~80% however practical
design of similar solar battery will require overcoming many difficulties. Author
expresses sincere gratitude to Drs. A. Shkuropatov and K. Kurbanov for participation in
this work.
1. Stolovitsky Yu.M., Evstigneev V.B. Methods of investigation of chlorophyll
photochemical reactions in vitro and in vivo. Pushchino. 1975, p. 124 (in Russian).
2. Klevanik A.V., Klimov V.V., Shuvalov V.A., Krasnovsky A.A. DAN SSSR. 1977, v.
236, p. 241.
3. Diner B.A., Rappaport F. Annu. Rev. Plant Biol. 2002, v. 53, p. 551.
4. Komissarov G.G. Photosynthesis: physical-chemical approach. URSS. 2003 (in
Russian).
5. Egner P.A. et al. PNAS. 2001, v. 98, p. 14601.
6. Stranadko E.F., Ivanov A.B. Biofizika. 2004, v. 49, p. 380.
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THE SUN AND PHOTOSYNTHETIC PIGMENT COMPLЕMENT
FROM PAST TO FUTURE
Alexander SYVASH
M.G. Kholodny Institute of Botany, NASU, Kiev, 01601, Ukraine
E-mail: membrana@ukr.net; Fax: +38(044)272-32-31
The solar luminosity, as standard models of Sun predict, grew on about 30%
from the moment of its formation. Because the temperature of photosphere of Sun is in
the range between 5000 and 6000 K, photon flux density of PAR was increased a
greater proportion than the luminosity, according to our estimation more than on 40%.
The primary photosynthetic organisms appeared on the Earth of about 3,8 billion years
ago in period, when the intensity of solar radiation was much lower than now, had a
powerful light-harvesting antenna able to capture illumination of the wide spectral
range.
The evolution of photosynthetic oxygen evolving organisms progressed
simultaneously with the Sun’s evolution and changing of its luminosity became one of
the general factors of photosynthetic pigment composition selection. In particular, the
transition from phycobilins to chlorophyll b-containing light-harvesting pigment
antenna (transition from blue-green to green photobionts), which occurred about 2
billion years ago, was caused by increased intensity of sun radiation. Thus it might be
suggested that the increasing of photon flux density of sun radiation in PAR actualized
the physiological advantage of chlorophyll b-containing organisms in comparison to
phycobilin-containing ones. As a result of the incorporation of chlorophyll b into the
pigment apparatus of photobiontes, the spectral range of solar energy interception
became greater narrow, a “green window” appeared in photosynthetic absorptive
spectrum, i.e. phycobilin-containing light-harvesting antenna became surplus. In
addition, chlorophyll b allowed to heave up regulary flexibility of light interception of
photosynthetic machinery, reacting both on the increase of Sun’s luminosity and on
variation of intensity of the light’s environment.
We can suppose that the change of luminosity during the evolution of Sun is a
general external time scale which synchronized purely biological clock and evolution of
life on the Earth at all. It is possibly, that in future, due to the gradual increase of Sun’s
luminosity, light-harvesting apparatus of photosynthetic organisms will lose chlorophyll
b.
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